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AREA STUDIES IN THE NON- WESTERN WORLD

A Note to the Public Domain Edition

This one-semester course in Area Studies in the Non-Western World was
deyeloped at the Social Studies Curriculum Development Center at Carnegie
Institute of Technology under a grant from the U.S. Office of Education,
Department of Health, Education. and Welfare. Iutended for the second
semester of tenth grade, tr. is part of an integrated and sequential four-
year high school curriculum for able students, the top quarter of as typical
high school class. Experiments with these materials with average high school
seniors indicate, however, that the course teaches very well to this quite
different audience.

These materials and the teaching strategies which are developed in the
accompanying Teacher's Manual were originally compiled during the summer of
1964 And tried in five high schools that next spring. They were completely
rewritten during the spring and summer of 1965 and tried again beginning In
February 1965. This second trial revealed a number of shortcomings which
we have not been able to correct because we have no funds to finance a third
version'. This Note explains briefly what we believe to be the major faults
of the material. A similar analysis will accompany each of the courses we
release.

The U.S. Office of Education has decided to release materials developed
under its auspices into the public domain. This policy in no sense indicates
endorsement from the Office of Education. Officials there have exa fined our
work only to 4etermine whether or not we have met the terms of our contract.
Permission to release implies only performance; it does not imply either
approval or disapproval by the Office of Education of 02 subject emphases
or teaching strategies developed.

Legally all the material developed in the Center under this contract now
becomes public property. it may be reproduced in any form by anyone for any
use but it cannot be copyrighted. The reader will notice, however, that a
large number of articles used in the course have not been included in this
version. These articles were originally published elsewhere and were adopted,
so etimes in edited form, with permission of the author or publisher for use
only in an experimental edition. The original copyright taken out by the
authors and editors remains in force. We cannot give permission to reproduce
this material nor can we reproduce it ourselves for the Public Domain version.
In order to make this version as useful as possible for teachers and curriculum
experts, we have indicated briefly the content of each copyrighted article
and we have given full bibliographic references so that others may read the
material in full.

The purpose of an experimental program is to discover the weaknesses of new
instructional materials as well as to find their strengths. On the whole,
the Social Studies Curriculum Center at Carnegie Institute of Technology has
found Area Studies in the Non-Western World to be superior to existing world
history courses in several ways. In the first pl4ce,.the students can recall



more information about non-western countries than students taught from a
conventional text.. Second, preliminaryobservations indicate that they
are more capable of using concepts drawn from social sciences disciplines
as tools of analysis.

This introduction is not intended to dwell upon the successes of Area
Studies in the Non-Western World, however, but to summarise the deficiencies
that the staff of the Center has found in the course.

Our attempts to obtain primary sources and scholarly reports upon which to
base class discussions have often ,failed. Because so much of the literature
of non-western cultures have not been translated into English, it is very
difficult to obtain interesting, eyewitness observations of conditions in
the countries studied. Often staff has had to write its own expository
article, summarising the findings of social scientists, in order to produce'
materials appropriate to our objectives. Consequently, some of the materials
in the course have not been written by experts in the field, but by members
of the project staff.

Finally, we have occasionally found that the sequence of readings has failed
to build up an idea as well as the staff would like it to. Since the student;
come to the course with inadequate knowledge of nod-western countries, it has
been difficult to ascertain what they must know first before they can probe
more deeply into the problems of an area.
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Reading I

INTRODUCTION: APARTHEID IN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

All over the world -- in Africa. Asia, the Americas and even Europe
itself -- men of different races are living together. In some countries
they share the same facilities, enjoy eq at rights and marry whom they
choose. In others they live-in separate communities, sharing nothing
but a common hatred. Between these two extremes lie a number of grade-
tions. The relations between men of different races has become one of
the most serious issues of our time.

Apartheid (pronounced apart-hite) is the official policy of racial repar-
ation decreed by the government of the Republic of South Africa. It
requires that whites and non-whites if +e in separate neighborhoods, use
different public facilities, and even worship in separate churchee. There
are two basic objectives of the policy: the first is the parallel develop
meat of the races; the second is white supremacy. Since 1948 the government
has adhered to these principles, formalising them through a series of
regulations.

South African natives think of apartheid as a restrictive policy delib-
erately designed to deny them equal rights. Many whites in South Africa,
on the other hand, believe that apartheid exists for the mutual benefit
of both races. Because whites control the South African government, they
have been able to pass laws legalising their position. Africans, having
no choice in the matter, have been forced to obey them.

No one knows what will happen eventually in South Africa. Since non-
whites outnumber the whites by four to one, there is little chance that
they can forever be kept subordinate. Tat the whites are determined to
maintain 'exclusive control of society in South Africa. A bloody clash
seems inevitable. Such is the price which may be paid for the policy of
racial supremacy.

Reading I consists of two parts. The first is a list of the major laws
passed since 1949 to govern the relations of whites and nonwhitis in
South Africa. The second is an analysis of apartheid written by a white
South African, Nadine Gordimer, who is sympathetic to the cause of the
natives and a staunch foe of apartheid. As you read, keep the following
questions in wind:

- .1.1110111112111110

1. How is apartheid similar to or different from caste?
From the policy of segregetion followed in some parts
of the American south? From slavery? Use the attached
chart to lwl.p answer these questions.

What Utilise Gordimer's frame of reference? How might,
her frame of reference influence what she writes?

What is the basic proArlea in the **public of South
Africa?

4, a 41. CD 4040 11.1.0...
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SOMX LAWS ESTABLISHING APARTHEID IN THE RiPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA'

1949- The Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Act forbade marriages., between .

Europeans and non-Europeans.

1950 The Population Registration Act required everyone to carry a
registration card stating his race.

1950- The Group Areas Act astabliohed segregated residential areas
for whites, natives and coloured.

1951- The Bantu Authorities Act abolished western-type councils and
representative groups for the government of natives and re-
established the authority of tribal chieftains or headmen.

1953 The Bantu Education Act put control of the education of natives
under the central government.

1953, e Native Labour (Settlement of Disputes) M legalized African
labor unions but outlawed strikes by African Workers.

1953 The Reservation of Separate Amenities Act permitted any person
to set aside his public vehicle or his premises for the ex-
clusive use of one race.

1954- The Native Resettlement Act removed 57,000 natives from their
homes and resettled them in designated areas where only cativo,
were permitted to live.

1962- The General Law Amendment Act provided a minimum jail sentence
of five years and a maxi m penalty of death-for sabotage and
also provided that opponents of the government could be placed
under house arrest.

1963- Another General Law Amendment Act provided for the detention of
persons without trial for the purpose of interrogation.
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Africa: Ordeal by Color *

APARTHEID

* Nadine Gordtaer, From HOLIDAY magazine vol. 25, April 1959, pages 94-95, 133+

Miss Gordtmer, a critic of the institution of Apartheid, suggests in this
article that there is a double standard in Smith Africa. The real life
of any community -- restaurant bars, hotels, clubs and coffee bars --
has no place for the African man or woman." According to the author, this
system not only precludes the African from full participation in social
life, 1_..A 41so denies the whites opportunities to enjoy life to its fullest
extent. Engagingly written, this article serves to set the stage for the
fifteen reading excerpts which follow.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIETY IN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

Stating the Issue

Five major groups make up the society of the ,Republic of South Africa..
They are the natives or Bantu (67%), the descendants of the original
Dutch settlers, sometimes called Boers or Afrikaners (107. -12%), English
speaking residents primarily of British extraction (8%10%), the Cape
Coloured (10%), and Asians (3%). This fivefold division of the society
has been developing for more than three hundred years. The exact manner
in which it expanded played an important role in the Maturing of the
institution of apartheid.

The original native population, the Hottentots, dominated the Cape when
the Boers arrived from Holland in the middle of the seventeenth century.
Hottentot and Boer were soon in conflict; the Beer easily emerged trium-
phant. This initial victory over the native planted the seeds of white
superiority in the minds of the Boer Afrikaner. A century later, when the
expanding Boer frontier reached the native Bantu settlements across the
Great Fish River, the result was far different. In the Bantu, the Boer
found a more worthy adversary. The century of.intermittent wars and
massacres which followed left an indelible mark on the Afrikaner mind.
They nurtured the seeds of racial superiority and apartheid.

The injection of two additional groups, British colonial officials and
settlers, and Asian merchants.. and artilans, further complicated South
African affairs. Each new group came from a culture quite different
from that of the Boers. Again conflict was inevitable, this time between
Boer and Briton as well as between white, native, and Asian: The growth
of a coloured population, the offspring of white fathers and native
mothers, provided still another complication.

Out of the interaction of these cultures grew the institution of apartheid.
To understand its background, we must study the ways in which each group of
newcomers came into contact with the men already on the scene. Both the
frame of reference of each group and the specific incidents which took
place between them helped to shape the present society of the Republic of
South Africa.

What were the major aspects of the cultures of the Hottentots, Boers,
Bantu and Britons? How were these cultures similar or different? What
happened when men from these different groups made contact with each other?
How did the contact of cultures shape the society? These are the issues
with which we will be concerned in Readings II through X.

* * * * * * * .* * * *
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Reading II

THE HOXTENTOTS

.

Apartheid developed in the twentieth century as a method of stabilizing
the relations of whites and non-whites. These relations began more than
three centuries ago. The first whites landed at the cape in 1652 to find
the land populated by tribes called Hcittentots. From the very beginning
the whites and the Hottentots were forced to seek ways in which they could
live in the same country.

The Dutch Boers, the first white settlers, had ce-.4 from Protestant
Holland where they lived in a peculiar European sub-culture in which
their particUlar brand of Protestantism played an important role. They
settled around the Cape for a variety of reasons which we shall examine
in later readings. Sometimes the motives of the Boers and the civilize
tion of the Hottentots came into direct conflict. This conflict set the
pattern which eventually resulted in apartheid..

Reading II is an account of Hottentot culture written by a modern anthro
poloAist Isaac Schapera. Professor Schapera describes the Hottentots as
they exist today but frequently refers to the manner in which they lived
when the Boers first encountered them. As you read his account, think
about the following questions.

.1101WIRIWOWIWOMINOIMAMOOOIMM.011.111,111.1.14.11011M

1. How did the Hottentots make their living? Would
this way of life eventually bring on conflicts with
whites who settled permanently around waterholes?

What were the main characteristics of Hottentot
political life? What analytical questions about
political systems are useful for analyzing
Hottentot political structure?

Do you see any possible sources of apartheid in
differences between Hottentot and European culture?

THE SOCIETY OF THE HOTTENTOTS*

* Isaac Schapera, THE IHOISAN PEOPLES OF SOUTH AFRICA: BUSHMEN AND
HOTENTOTS, London: Routledge and Regan Paul Ltd., 1930. pp. 223-329.

The excerpts from Dr. Schapera'a writings fall into three categories:

Daily routine, food, and political institutions of the Hottentot. Although
his material comes from a study made in the twentieth century, many of the
institutions and practices which he describes were characteristic of seventeenth
century Hottentots. He describes the pastoral life pursued by these primitive
peoples, the importance of water holes, the bunting practices of the men, food
preparation, and leadership functions of the chief and head man. Infcrmation
on economic organization, level of technology, political structure, social
structure, and the value system which is called for in the lesson plan is
provided.

filiti19"1



Reading III

THE COMING OF THE DUTCH

7

While the Hottentots followed their simple pastoral ways, events took

place in Europe which were to have a profound influence upon South Africa.

As a market economy developed on the continent, joint-stock companies

grew up to promote trade both within Europe and with lands overseas.

Mercantilist philosophers argued that each country ought to control its
sources of raw materials and to enlarge its commercial shipping and its

navy for the protection of home industries. Soon vast commercial emm
pires were in the making.

The growth of joint -stock companies sped these developments. Organised
somewhat like a modern corporation with stockholders and a Board of
Directors, these companies brought individual traders together for
common enterprises. One of the largest and moat successful use the Dutch
Sant India Company, specializing in the lucrative' spice trade between
Europe and present-day Indonesia. In the holds of its broad beamed
cargo vessels the company carried the precious spices which Europeans

required to preserve meats. Profits were enormous.

The trip to the Far East around the Cape of (*cod Hope was long and
dangerous. Dutch marchants needed a half-way-house for rant and refresh-
ment to break up tha long voyage. With theie needs in mind, the Company
landed a group of its employees on the Cape in 1652. These settlers were
supposed to eetabliah a station to provide fresh water, meat, vegetables
and 'topics for crews and passengers bound for the Indies. Thus the

Dutch settled in Africa.

Reading III is extracted from the ,Journal of Jan van Riebseck, the
distinguished commander of the Cape settlement from 1652 to 1662. As

you read, think about the following questions:

What was the purpose of the settlement? How
were the Hottentots involved in accomplishing,
this purpose?

2. What was the attitude of the Dutch toward the
Hottentot? How did the first contacts of the
two groups help to form this attitude?

3. Why did the Dutch turn from trade with the
Hottentots to settlement of free burghers on
the lands where Hottentots lived? Why make
some of the settlers "free burghers"?

4. What features of the society of the Hottentots
would make it difficult for theta to combine
under one leader to drive outthe Dutch
settlers?



THE BEGINNINGS OF BOER SOCIETY *

*Excerpted from Jan van Riebeeck, THE JOVRNAL OF JAN van RIEBSEGE,
Volumes I and II. Capetom A. A. Whammy for the van Riebeeck
Society, 1952 to 1958. From Vol. I, pages 153, 200, 201, 375-376 377,
378, 379. Volume II, pages 60, 9041, 92, 931.

The excerpts from= JOURNAL OF JAR van MEECH provide information
about the trade with the natives, arrival, of trading vessels from Holland
and England, colonisation of Europeans at the Cape, and the nature of
European life in South Africa. Students find enough information in the
excerpts to compare the European way of life with that of the'Hottentot
which is described in Beading II.

Reading IV

BOER AND NOTTSNTOT

VI.

What are the possible ways in which the boors and the llottentots 0 or
any two peoples, for that matter mu could live in the same geographic
area? Moat social scientists would identify five:

1. The merging of cultures $ the development of a single
people and e single culture through breaking down all
barriers between the two groups.

2. Assimilations the merging of cultural traits from
separate cultural groupi without involving biological
amalgamation.

3. Accommodation: mutual adaptation of one group to
mother by eliminating or lamming the issues which
bring them into conflict.

44 Apartheid: establishing separate societies in
separate geographic areas of a country with each
group developing its independent culture.

Extermination: killing off, driving out, or totally'
subordinating one group so that the stronger has coo-
plate control of the territory in question.

These were the alternatives open to the Boers. They had moved into land
where the Hottentots had lived for centuries and had to develop some way
in which the conflicting desires oi the two groups could be reconciled.
Other mien at other times have faced the same problem. The earliest
'American settlers, for example, either exterminated the Indians Or
ruthlessly pushed them westward.
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Which of the five pos6ible policies will be adopted depends upon a large
number of variables. Are the groups in question of the setae race? Do
they come from cultures similar enough to each other that assimilation
is relatively easy? Do the ideologies of the group make accommodation
acceptable, or does one group think itself so superior that compromise
is exceedingly difficult? Is one group powerful and ruthless enough to
kill off the other? Do specific incidents drive the two groups apart
and establish a pattern? Each student can probably identify additional
variables.

-....mPotas. .,,
Reading IV contains evidence with which the reader can develop hypotheses
to account for the relationship which eventually developed between Boer
and Hottentot and which contributed to the establishment of a culture
among the Boers in which apartheid took firm root. The reading consists
of several excerpts' each preceded by a headnote* As you. read then, keep
the followi uestions in mind:

What was the attitude of the Boers toward the
Hottentots? Why did they have this attitude?

What was the attitude of the Hottentots towards
the Doers? Why did they have' this attitude?

3. Which of the five relationships described in the
Introduction is most likely to develop between
the Boer and the Hotteatot? Why?

I
Andrew Sparrman was a Swedish physician and botaniit
who traveled around the world in the 1770s* One of
his side trips took his into the interior of South
Africa* Although he was not a Dutch settler, his
writings reflect many Boer attitudes.

SPARRMAN TRIES TO HIRE A HOTTENTOT*.:, *1 Awirr:a **,
. In our toady* found a little latentativillage, which, if I
remember right, consisted. of five huts, run up in the manner I have
described above; but covered with such miserable old mats, that the
owners seemed to be much more afraid of the trouble, trifling as that
would have been, of making nevi than of the invonveniencei attending
the droppings of the eaves latest weather. The inhabitants of this

*Andrew Sparrm&n, A VOYAGE TO THE CAPE OP GOOD HOPE, TOWARDS THEANTARCTIC POLAR CIRCLE, AND. ROUND THE WORLD RUT CHIEFLY INTO THECOUNTRY OP THE HOTTENTOTS AND CAWRES, IRON THE YEAR 1772 to 1776*London : 00 3. and 3. Robinson, 17660 Volume II,'pp* 216"218.

-1114
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village consisted of about twenty people. They had run up a very
wretched enclosure for their sheep and cattle, which were than at grass,
and seemed to be very numerous. As I wished to try if I could not hire
a Hottentot or two into our service, the oldest man in the kraal pre.
untold his son to me, a youth of nineteen or twang yearn of egassaying
that he could be very well spared in the village, in case 1 could perm
suede him to follow me. Upon this I crept into the young mean's hut,
and found him lying under his cloak. . . I spent a great deal of time
to no purpose, in representing to him'the great advantages he would
gain by going with us; such as a cow with calf, knives, brass tinder-
boxes, glass beads, and other tempting articlesg-in short, presents to
an uncommon value, all which I offered him as a premium for half a
year's service; but as I considered it unfair to deceive a poor Hottentot
as any other pelmet:, I told him that our expedition would be of some
duration: though, on the other hand, as the Hottentot nation is not
absolutely insensible to the pleasures of the chase any more than to the
calls of ambition, I at the same time represented to hist, that an
expedition of this sort would of itself afford him no small degree of
pleasure, and on his return would give him some consequence in the eyes
of his companions; but all was in vain. With as little success did
endeavour to set before him the pleasure he would have in smoking a
better sort of tobacco, a quantity of which I had taken with ars, and
intended to bestow it very plentifully on any one that should accompany
me in my journey. I likewise put him in mink that he would not find so
costly an article as tobacco, nor even victuals abound greatly, if he
staid at home.

Notwithstanding all this, I found him absolutely immoveable in soul as
well as in body; excepting, indeed, that with regard to the latter, he
now 'and then threw out a miff of tobacco from the left side of his chops;
and 'that two or three times, on my repeatedly requesting' him to let as
know his mind on the subject, he at length, though not without some
difficulty, prevailed on himself to open his mouth, and answer as with
a short but decisive, No: The extreme indolence of the lad, his very
cavalier reception of me, the clouds of smoke that filled his cabin and
made my eyes smart most horribly, together with the swarms of fleas
observed in it, excited in ens just at that time the greatest indignation,
as well as the unmost contempt for the Hottentot nation:. though, when I
afterwards home to consider the matter more impartially, as the lad, from
his habits as well as nature, could very essay make shift with si moderate
quantity of food, and with this could and actually did enjoy what to hie
was a real substantial pleasure, yjirp his ease and tobacco, I **Ad not
well suppose that my offer would have any weight with him.
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In the early eighteeeth century an English' artist,
William Burchell, wandered through South Africa.
His journals provide some of the most valuable
sources for determining the nature of Boer-Hottentot
relations during this period. This brief excerpt
should help you understand the Hottentot attitude
toward the Boer.

A HOTTENTOT' S LAMM

11

Here I (Burchell) sat the whole of the night, with him (a Hottentot) for
my companion; and as he was both shrewd and communicative, :was for
some time much amused by his remarks, and by his mode of viewing things.
He had discovered from our conversation in the house, enough to know
that twos not a boor; and now, therefore, began to lay open all his
complaints, in the usual Hottentot style. Cud bass, he said, never gave
them enough to eat; a very common complaint of Hottentots, and often very
ill-founded; although possibly it might, in the present instance, be the
truth exaggerated. Supposing the interior of Africa to be the country
to which I belonged, and that I was now. on my return home, he wished to
make one of the party, and was delighted at the idea of going to a land
where there were no boors; for, said he, they care nothing for muss black
things:9 the two other Hottentots would, he hinted, be glad to leave
their place if they dared: in short, no one was comfortable* Moss he
continued, to run over a long list of grievances.

The Boar was frequently harsh in his administration
of "justice" to the Hottentot. In the early part of
the nineteenth century Christian missionaries from
England and Scotland arrived in the Cape colony to
convert the heathen Hottentots. The Boers violently
objected to any attempt to make the Hottentot equal
to whites. The next excerpt is taken from a letter
sent in 1803 from a frontier Boer, O. A. S. Meyer,
to Cornelis de Kok, a Boer living in Cape Town.

*From William 3. Burchell, TRAVELS IN THE INTERIOR OF SOUTHERN AFRICA.
London: The Batchworth Prbess, 1953 (reprint of the 1822 edition)
Volume II, p. 127
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BOER JUSTICE*

12 LJ

em going to inform you of something that happened on the 6th of
December 1802. About the evening three natives came to the house of
the Burgher Cornelis Jansen, having with them three packoxen; the said
Jansen Imodiately reported it to .the commandant who instantly sent an
armed party to his house. On the following day, being the 7th, there
came twelve more to them, having three guns and three packoxen; all
the rest were well armed with bows, arrows, and spears. The commandant
Borger went himself to Jansen's in the morning to ask the reason of
their coming there. Being asked what they came to do, the natives
said that they were come to beg a little tobacco. The commandant under
stood the way to question them so closely, that he brought them to open
coafession that they came to examine how their farms were to be attacked;
and else to see if there was water enough to come with a great troop.
Being asked who had sent them, they answered two Eaglish missionaries,
in order to spy the places, and return to the village where the English
would furnish them with m_usquets, powder, and ball. On being asked how
they were to execute it? they answered, by attacking the farm-Noises by
two and two at the same time, so that they could not assist one another.
AWTHE FIFTEEN WE HAVE SHOT DEAD, HAVING FIRST EXTORTED THIS CONFESSION
FROM THEN, Mark now with what murderous intentions are these Englishmen
inspired against us: To have us all massacred in our houses?

The final passage in Reading IV is part of a
missionary's journal. Dr. John Philip was per
haps the best known representative of the London
Missionary Society in South Africa. He attempted
to raise the Hottentot to a level of water
equality with the whites, but was totally unsua
cessful. In fact, as the letter from Meyer
indicates, the missionaries served only to
irritate the Boers into greater severity in
their dealings with the natives. This excerpt
shows how a typical missionary viewed the ex
pension of the Boer community.

.

*From Sir John Barrow, AN ACCOUNT OF TRAVELS INTO THE INTERIOR OF
SOUTHERN AFRICA IN THE YEARS 1797 and 1798. Vol. II, London:
T. Well and V. Davie*, 1804, pp. 54-55.



BOER ENCROACHIMITS*

As the colpnists increased in number, and began to feel their security
and strength, and the difficulty of supplying their wants by. barter and
fair purchase, their encroachments daily augmented, until they-were no
longer endurable. Posts were formed in advance of the fort, c^,ad productive
patches of land began to be considered ss the property of the settlers.
The Hottentots gradually ind 'insensibly ebbed away with their flocks and
herds from the vicinity of Table Bay and the Cape Peninsula, and the
strangers steadily advanced, fixing their durable houses of stone where
the fragile and temporary but of the native herdsman had sprung up, and
disappeared: as caprice or the change of seasons dictated. In some
instances it is pretended that tracts of land were regularly purchased
from the native chiefs or captains of their respective hordes, who, being
in ro manner straitened for territory, ceded for a trifling consideration
their most valuable possessions. How such bargains were concluded at the
period of which we speak, and whether the natives understood that by such
transactions they renounced than sight of pasturage and occasional °coupe-
Won, we have no means of aseertbming; but it is most probable that tacit
notions were no farther than to concede the Joint and friendly use of the
springs and herbage common amongst themselves.

No limit being fixed to the extension of the colony by these means, the
number of farmers, or boors as they were called, rapidly increased; and as
they removed farther and farther from the seat of government, their trade

. -

with the natives began occasionally to be interrupted by disputes and
quarrels. Driven back towards the north and north-east, among dry and
barren tracts, the Hottentots, seeing their herds and flocks diminith
ins and.now scarcely sufficient for their own wants, avoided the
barterers or merchants who came to traffic with them either on their
own account or as agents of the Dutch government, and withdrew, on
their approach, to the least accessible places. TO increase this
feeling of Jealousy and apprehension, some outrages committed by the
colonists greatly contributed; and before the end of the century it
appears that some inoffensive kraals or villages had 'men surprised
and plundered by rovers from the settlement.

The aspect of affairs was now entirely altered. The colonists, firmly
actlhlished in the south-western portions of the country, began to regard
the receding Hottentots as intruders and enemies; . It was obvious
that the very existence of the natives was about to be considered.as
subservient to the interests of the boors.

* * * * * * * * * * *

*The Rev. John Philip, RESEARCHES IN SOUTH AFRICA: nurrithinn THE
CIVIL, MORAL, AND RELIGIOUS CONDITION OF THE NATIVE TRIBES: INCLUDING
JOURNALS OP THE AUTHOR'S TRAVELS IN THE INTERIOR, Vol. I, London:
James Duncan, 1828, pp. 1748.
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Reading V

THE BANTU

No people identifiable as Hottentots live in the Republic of South Africa
today. A few descendants of Hottentot tribes still remain in Southwest
Africa, but their relatives in South Africa have disappeered. Many died
of white man's diseases; others died because their economic base &sar
peered; still others may have been absorbed into the Cape Coloured. But
as a separate cultural group, the Hottentots ceased to exist.

As the Hottentots gave way before a culture with superior technology
and greater experience at organising largesca/e enterprises, the
Boers came into contact with another group of Africans, the Bantu.
The Bantu lived north and east of the Fish River which the Boers
reached in the 1770s. For the next century Boer and Bantu fought
1 series of bitter and bloody wars similar in some ways to the wars
between the white settlers And the American Indians.

Reading. V describes the military organization of the Zulus, one of
the most fierce of the Bantu tribes. Many descendants of these warriors
still live In South Africa. They and the remainder of the Bantu form
the great madovity of the present native population. It is against
them that-the whites have thrown up the b4reArs of apartheid. The
excerpt which follows was written by a well-known anthr3pologist who
is an authority on the life of the Zulu.. As you read, keep the
following questions in mind:

1. What was the most important character trait of a
Zulu man? What evidence can you give to support
your position?

How well were the Zulu organized? Could they
operate on a large scale? What difference would
this make in their relationships to the Boers?
Could the Boers treat them as they had the
Hottentots?

3. What would the Boers think of Zulu customs? Now
close were the two cultures?

Li



THE MILITARY ORGANIZATION OF THE ZULU*

15

* Eileen.Jensen Krige, from THE SOCIAL SYSTEM OF THE US, Pietermaritzburg:

Shuter amd Shooter, 1936, pp. 261i279, excerpted.

WOO

The selection contains a description of the military innovations introduced

by Shake (a powerful Zulu chief). Among the reforms included are the

substitution of a short stabbing sword for the older throwing spear, new

regimental dress, leather shields, and rituals in preparation for battle.

The author also discusses the value orientation of the Zulu people, He

suggests that courage and victory in battle are among the most important

qualities of these people. The colorful writing enables students to compare

the Hottentots with the Zulu and the European immigrants with Zulu. Students

are asked to anticipate what kinds of social, political, and economic relation-

ships will develop between these three groups.

Reading VI

BOER AND BRITON

The Boer population expanded to the eest during the eighteenth century.
.They crossed the Great Fish River during the 1770s and came into conflict
with the Bantu. In 1779, the first of eight Kaffir Wars began. (Kaffir
is a term the Boers applied to certain Bantu tribe.) As these wars
started, a new complication increased tension in 13Juth Africa: that was

the arrival of the British. During the Wars ofthe French Revolution,
the government of the Netherlands collapsed and the British, fearing
French intervention, established a naval base at the Cape of Good Hope
and occupied the Cape Colony in 1795. The Duch reestablished control
temporarily in 1803 but another crisis encouraged the British to return
three years later. This occupation eventually became permanent. The
government of the colony fell into the hands of the British.

The British governors set out to make the administration of the Cape
Colony conform to the practices of the British Empire elsewhere. They
introduced a series of political, educational, judicial, and financial
reforms in an effort to bring about greater security'and a mote efficient

economy. The Boers viewed these changes as a threat to. their way of life.
Finally, they decided to do something about it.
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In the 1830s large numbers of Boers joined together to trek north and
cost out of the Cape Colony into Natal (see map). Concerned over the
problems presented by an independent Boer Republic, the British annexed
Petal in 1844. The Boers again pulled up stakes rather than live under
British rule. This time they trekked north into what is now the Orange
Free State. In turn, the British annexed this territory in 1848. A
skirmish then broke out between Boer and Briton followed by prolorged
diplomatic negotiations. Finally in the 1850s the British granted
independent status to the two Boer republics. the Orange Free State
and the South African Republic.

Reading VI contains two documents that bear on these developments. The
first is a trekker proclamation published on the eve of the mass migra-
tion to Natal. The second is an excerpt from a Boer leader to the
British governor of the Cape Colony. As you read these documentss, think
about the 'following questions:

1. Why did the Boers trek?' What do these documents
imply about the similarities and differences
between the societies of the Boers and the
British? What will happen to Boer-Bantu rotas.
tions as a result of trekking?

How much assimilation had taken place between
Boer and Briton? Why did they fail to accommd
data themselves to each other better? What role
did the presence of the natives play in the
failure of the two white groups to get along
better?

What effect did the entire experience with the
British have on the development of attitudes
among the Boers?

I

MANIFESTO OF THE EMIGRANT FARMERS*

This document appeared in a South African newspaper on 2 February 1837.
The following transcript is a revised translation of the original prom
clasation:

Numerous reports have circulated throughout the colony which discredit
those Boers who have decided to emigrate .from their homeland. We would
like to explain to our fellow Boers and to the world at large that there

*From digiggemaijaunaJournal of 2 Feb.. 1837.
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are compelling reasons to trek. We have suffered severe losses and
endured great hardships in recent years. We, therefore, publish the
following summary of our motives for taking so important a step, and
also our intentions respecting our proceedings toward the native tribes
which we may meet beyond the boundary:

1. We have no hope that the turbulent and dishonest conduct
of the natives will stop under the present British administration; nor
do we see any prospect of peace or happiness for our children in any
country so ruled.

2. We complain of the severe personal loss resulting from the
emancipation of slaves throughout the British Empire. We are particularly
disturbed by the laws regulating the freed slaves.

3. We complain of thri continual robberies and thefts by the
native and coloured classes, particularly by the most recent Kaffir War
(1834-1835) which destroyed many frontier farms and ruined most of the
inhabitants.

4. We complain of the dishonest reports English missionaries
send back to London where Government officials accept them as the truth.
We foresee, as the result of missionary prejudice, nothing but the total
ruin of our country.

5. We are resolved, wherever we goothat we will uphold the
just principles of liberty; but, whilst we will take care that no one
shall be held in a state of slavery, it is our determination to maintain
such regulations as may suppress crime, and preserve proper relations
between master and servant.

6. We declare that we leave this colony with a'desire to lead
a more quiet life than before. We will not molest any people, nor deprive
them of the smallest property; but, if attacked, we shall consider our-
selves fully justified in defending our persons and efieuts, to the utmost
of our ability, against every enemy.

7. When we have established a stable government we will send
aopies of our constitution and laws to English officials in Cape Town.
We will make provision ior.the punishment of any traitors who may be
found among us.

8. We intend to inform the native population of our desire to
live in peace with them.

9. We quit this colony under the full assurance that the
English Government has nothing more to require of us, and will allow
us to govern ourselves without its interference in future.

10. We are now quitting the fruitful land of our birth, in
which we have suffered enormous losses and continual Vexation, and are



entering a wild and dangerous territory; but we go with a firm reliance
on an all-seeing, just, and merciful Being, whom it will be our endeavour
to fear and humbly to obey.

By authority of the farmers who have quitted the Colony,

(signed) Piet Retief

II

Each time the Boers trekked away from British authority,
the English government followed. By 1848, the doers
were moving north to the Orange Free State; the British
were in hot pursuit. The English gcmanment threatened
another annexation. Their justification was that all
people, white and non-white would be in a better situa-
tion under British authority. The next document is a
letter of protest from Boer Commandant-General A. V. J.
Pretorius to Sir Harry Smith, British Governor of the
Cape Colony.

To His Excellency the Governor High Commissioner of
the Caps of Good Hope, Sir Harry Smith

Bloom Fontein, July IS, 1848

Right Honourable Sir,

We all., the undersigned Commandants and Field Cornets of different
districts here assembled, hereby acquaint your Excellency that we per-
ceive, in a manifesto, that you threaten us with a war of military power;
which appears to us very unjust to constrain us on lands which we have
justly bartered from the natives u. to them having been allowed self-
government and all privileges of liberty; and we whites must be governed
by laws which come from another place or country.

Your Excellency plainly stated that if the majority objected to British
rule, you would leave us unmolested and without further interference.
Now, we state to your Excellency, and we state it to the world, yes,
we state it as men with clear hearts and much *variance, that we white
cattle farmers cannot, with any feeling of security, under Her Majesty's
jurisdiction, reside in a country inhabitod by so many coloured people,
especially as they are left to their own laws, and we are placed under
other laws. We repeat again, as well to your Excellency as to the world,
that had we perchance been coloured, it might perhaps be possible, but
now** find it impossible, because vs are white African Boers. We speak
not loosely, we speak not in hatred; because we were oppressed by the
British authority (of which oppression we will not even make mention,
for these no newspaper could contain, it would certainly comprise a whole
volume): but we will briefly make mention of only two instances by way
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of supporting our complaints.

How many years have not the inhabitants of the old colony (where black*
are) remained in a state of insecurity, and how many irrecoverable losses
and hardships have they not suffered under British rule. When we were
all youths and children then there was native war: now we are men with
gray hairs, and there is still native war: and we ask whether the
inhabitants there have recovered their losses sustained through a war
caused under British rule, as well in the year 1835, as in 1847 and
1848? The answer we leave to your Excellency, and even to the world.
Will that portion of Her Majesty's subjects be enabled to reside in
.security and contentment? Hove the houses that were burnt down been
rebuilt? And now do we arrive at the great settlement of Natal, which
perhaps gave birth to the manifesto. How did we obtain possession of
that country -- unjustly or easily? No: we obtained it justly from a
Sovereign power; and subsequently it cost us the blood of dearest wives
and children, and we will never refrain from exclaiming it before the
great Creator and the world (0- and where is the country now? Is it
still in possession of its legal proprietors (the Boers)? No No
Why did your Excellency's government take away Natal? Was it based
on the majority and at the desire of the proprietors of the said country,
or because it was right to do so? Oh, no Oh, no But where is the
word of right? Can anyone call that right which first deprived us of
our liberty and country whilst we were living in peace and quietness;
and afterwards, through insecurity, not only our places but also our
corn and our sheaves and houses full of property? With tearful eyes are
we obliged to look back on our churches and dearly bought land.

Where are then the former proprietors of the land? Here they are wandering
in the.wilderness of South Africa. Your Excellency asks me if we were
richer or better? No, we have sacrificed all for the country which the
British authority has taken from us, and if you still, after all this,
endeavor to take from us our land and places, is- yes, even our lives as
your manifesto threatens us -- which life, we have obtained from a just
God, from Him who hath hitherto preserved us; shall we then become better
by your Excellency's visiting us at Natal? If you continue to oppress and
drive us away, how shall we then be enabled to establish a church and house
of God amongst us/ Behold:. our church standing at Natal as a testimony to
the world that we have not so far forsaken Cod and become so unbridled as
we have been represented. Have we better able to use it since the taking
possession? No, we were immediately deprived of our good clergyman and
afterwards obliged to flee and desert eur church which we had built with
our own hands in our poverty. . Oh, those hardships you will never
eradicate from the heart of an African Boar neither with promises nor with
threats; you will cause a further, flight and dissatisfaction, but never a
silent submission. And thus we have severely suffered; we have silently
left our motherland under all these hardships; for liberty we sacrificed
atlii

Oho 'we could mention a volume of hardships and support them with many
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testimonies of truth, however, we will pass it all by. But we wish to
entreat your Excellency to leave us unmolested and without further
interference, on the grounds which we have justly obtained from the
legal proprietors, and thus we shall exclaim to the world and our
Creator, (who we know looks down upon us from on high, and to Him
alone we owe all gratitude and reverence), that we have not yet been
totally extirpated.

A. W. J. Pretorius
(signed by 900 others)

A true translation,
Y. Rex, Sworn Translator (signed)

* * * * * * * * * * *

Reading VII

BOER AND BANTU

In Reading VI we traced the history of the relationships between the
Boers and the British. Late in the eighteenth century, the British
seised control of the Cape Colony and began to impose their own society
upon the Boers. Afraid that their civilisations would collapse before
the superior power of the British, the Boers began to trek to the NOrth.
Alcohols series of treke resulted in the occupation of the Orange Free Stcte.
Eventually the Boers won status as an independent republic.

As the.successive migrations swept the Boers across the Great nett River
they met the Bantu head GU. Like the Hottentots the Bantu were a pastoral
people depending upon flocks of cattle for their livelihood. Unlike the
Hottentots, however, they were settled in villages and did not follow
their herds around the countryside. They had lived in the lands north of
the fish River for more than a century when the Boers began to trek. And,
se we have already learned, they were a fierce, warlike people.

The battles and the massacres which followed played a vital role in the
establishment of both attitudes and institutions among the Boers. Eventa
lolly these attitudes helped to establish apartheid'as the law of the
land. The two excerpts in Reading VII are eyewitness accounts of Boers.
Bantu hwAilitiess As you read them, think about the following questions:

1. What brought about the massacre described by
Reverend Owen? Did the Zulus feel the same
way about all whites or only about the Boars?
How would events like these influence Boer
attitudes toward natives?
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According to the account by the Boer elder,
S. A. Colliers, what caused the war between
Boer and Zulu? What was the attitude of the
British government i. the Cape Colony to
these attacks?

Does Celliers" account of the activities of
the missionary correspond with fir. Owen"s
account of what happened? What do you make
of this matter?

What role did religion play in the life 'of
the Boers? What relationship do the beers
think they had with the Almighty?

I

The passage which follows is taken from the diary of
an American missionary, the Reverend Francis Owen, Oho"
was working among the Zulu. It describes the murder
of one of the greatest Boer national heroes, Piet Retief.
Dingaan, the murderer, was a Zulu chief, the son of Shake
who was mentioned in Reading V.

AN AMERICAN MISSIONARY DESCRIBES Al MASSACRE BY THE ZULUS*

Dingaan sent for me at sunset to write a letter to
Mr. Retief, who with a party of Boers is now on his way to the Zulu
capital. The letter was characteristic of the chief. He said that his
heart was now content, because he had got his cattle again. He requested
that the chief of the Boers would send to all his people and order them
to come up to the capital with him, but without their horses. He promised
to gather together all his army to sing and dance. He said he would give.
orders that cattle should be slain for them in every place through which
they passed aka: the toad, and he promised to give them a country. I asked
him how they could come without their horses. He said, "Tell them that
they must bring their horses, and dance upon them, in the middle of the
town, that it might be known which could dance best, the Zulus or the
qbalungunIthe general name given to white people). The Dutch will be
too wise to expose themselves in this manner.

bramatriaajiM, Large parties of &lust in their war -dress were
yesterday evening entering the town. This morning, when we were at
family prayer, the unusual sound of muskets was heard from the west.
This proved to be the arrival of the Boers, who presently entered the
town on borsebadk, with their guns in their Was. An immense concourse
of Zulus were present to receive them. The deputation, innumber aboit
sixty, brought with them the cattle which they had recovered from
Sikonyela. The Boers immediately showed Dingaan the way in which they

*John Bird, THE ANNALS OF NATAL, 14951845. Cape Town: T. Monkey Miller,
1885. Vol. I, pp. 346-348.
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dancad on horseback, by Making a sham charge at one another, making the
air resound with their guns. This was something which the Zulu chief
had never witnessed. In their turn, the Zulus exhibited their skill in
dancing. About noon I paid a visit to Mr. Retief, who witi. his party,
after the amusement was over, were sitting under the trees fronting the
gate of the town. The answer which he gave Dingaan, when be demanded
the guns and horses, was to show the messenger his grey hairs and bid
him tell his master that he. was not dealing with a child.

February 1838. A dreadful day in the annals of the mission. I shudder
to give an account of it. This morning, as I was sitting in the shade of
my wagon, reading the Testament, the usual messenger came, with hurry and
anxiety depicted in his looks. I was sure that he was about to pronounce
something, serious. And what was his commission? While it showed consid-
eration and kindness in the Zulu monarch towards ma, it disclosed a horrid
instance of perfidy -- too horrid to describe -- towards the unhappy men
who for a few days have been his guests, and are now no more. He sent to
tell ma not to be frightened, as he was going to kill the Boers. This
news came like a thunders Croke to myself and to every successive member
of my family as they heard it. The reason assigned for this treacherous
act Was that they were going to kill him; that they' had come here, and
that he had now learnt all their plans. The messenger was anxious for
my answer; but what could I say? I was fearful on the one hand of
seeming to justify the treachery: and on the other of exposing myself
and my family to probable danger if I appeared to take their part.
Moreover, I could not but feel that it was my duty to apprise the Boers
of the intended massacre; while certain death would have ensued, I
apprehended, if I Lad been detected in giving them this information.
However, I was released from this dilemma by beholding an awful spectacle.
My attentioa was directed'to the blood-stained hill nearly opposite my
hut, and on the other side of my wagon, which hides it from view, where
all the executions at this fearful spot take place, and which was destined
now to add sixty more bleeding carcasses to the number of those which have
already cried to heaven for vengeance. "There:" said someone, "they are
killing the Boers now:" I turned my eyes, and, behold: an immense multi
tude on the hill. About nine or ten Zulus to each Boer were dragging
their helpless, unarmed victims to the fatal spot -- where those eyes
which awaked this morning to sea the cheerful light of day for the last
time, are now closed in death. I laid myself down on the ground. Mrs.
and Miss Owen were not more thunderstruck than myself. We comforted one
another. Presently, the deed of blood being accomplished, the whole
multitude returned to the town to meet their sovereign; and, as they drew
near to him, set up a shout which reached the station, and continued for
some time. Meanwhile, I myself had been kept from all fear for our
personal safety; for I considered the message of Dingaan to ma as an
indication that he had no ill designs against the missionary, especially
as the messenger informed me that the Boers' interpreter (an Englishman,
from Port Natal) was to be preserved. Nevertheless, fears afterwards
obtruded themselves on me when I saw half a dozen men, with shields,
sitting near our hut; and I began to tremble lest we were to fall the

'T.4.=4
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next victims. At this crisis I called all my family in, and read
Psalm xci.; so singularly and literally applicable to our present situation,
that I could with difficulty proceed with it. I endeavoured to realise all
its statements; and although I did not receive them as an absolute pro-
vision against sudden and violent death, I was lad to Rim who is our
refuge from the guilt and feer of sin, which alone makes death terrible.

Dingean's conduct was worthy of a savage, as he is It was base and
treacherous, to say the least of it; the offspring of cowatdice and fear.
Suspicious of his warlike neighbours, jealous of their power, dreading
the neighbourhood of their arms, he felt, as every savage would have
done in like circumstances, that these men were his encodes, and, being
unable to attack them openly, he massacred them clandestinely. Two of
the Boers paid me a visit this morning, and breakfasted only an hour or
two before they were called into eternity. When I asked them what they
thought of Dingaan, they said that he was good; so unsuspicious were
they of his intentions. lie had promised to assign over to them the whole
country between the Tugela and the Umzimvubu Rlvers, and this day the
paper of transfer was to have been signed: My mind has always been
filled with, the notion that, however friendly the two powers have hereto."
fore seemed to be, war, in the nature of things, was inevitable between
them. . .

II

The following account from the pen of a Boer elder,
S. A. Celliers, describes battles between Boer and
native about the same time as the massacre of Piet
Fatief. Moselikatse was chief of the Matabele, one
of the Zulu tribes. Celliers' diary is sometimes
difficult. to follow because it contains no para-
graphing and was not edited. We have preserved the
flavor of the original account.

A BOER LEADER DESCRIBES EVENTS IN THE WARS AGAINST THE MILO*

We first came in contact with Moselikatee at Vaal River. I had gone to
Zoutpansberg, when a bitter massacre and robbery took place. And when,
after the lapse of three months, I returned to our camp, I found it in a
deplorable state. Many of our people had been murdered, and of our cattle
a great number had been carried off by, the enemy. With deep feeling I saw
before my eyes those, still suffering, who had been wounded by the *nevi.
I felt heartbroken; and we returned to Rhenoster River. Then a number of
us retreated to Valsch River, and we journeyed on to Vechtkop, above
Rhenoster River. There we received intelligence from tiro natives that

*John Bird, THE ANNALS OF NATAL, Cape Town: T. Maskew Miller, 1885.
Vol. I, pp. 238-245.
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the forces of Moselikatxe were again coming towards us, and were then at
Vaal River. We sent word of this to those of our people who were at
Valsch River, with the request that they would speedily come to our
assistance; but when they received the report they retired in haste,
and fled as far as Moroko. We sent out two scouts to ascertain the
truth, and one of them discovered the native army. From the time that
we had heard of this commando (army), we had drawn our camp together,
and protected it with branches of thorns as much as we were able. In
the morning early we drew out from our encampment, with thirty-three men,
to meet the natives, and we found them at a distance of an hour-and-a-
half's ride from our camp. When they saw us, they gathered together in
great haste, and sat down in a line, side by side, close together. Wa
rode up to them till within a distance of fifty paces. I had a Hottentot
servant who could speak the language well. I desired him to speak to
them loudly and distinctly, and ask what evil we had done them, and winy
they had come to murder us and rob us of our property. When they heard
this, they all rose to their feet and exclaimed, 14oselikatzer No other
word. We jumped from our horses and opened as heavy a fire as we could
on our enemies. There was confusion amongst them until I had fired x

third shot. Then they arranged themselves in line, and from this ex-
tended themselves in another direction, with the view of surrounding us
and cutting off our retreat; and on account of the great force that we
had against us we were under the necessity of retreating, and fightin3
as we retired, till we reached our camp. Many natives had been killed
before we arrived there. I had fired sixteen shots at the enemy before
we came back to the camp, seldom missing, and often hitting as many as
two or three at a shot. When we got back, we found that our wives had
moulded a great quantity of bullets for our use. The natives divided
themselves into three sections at some distance from our camp. We
estimated their numbers at 2,000 in each division. They gave us time
to wash our guns, and also to secure our camp still. more, and to make
every arrangement that I considered necessary. Then r called all to-
other, and addressed. a few words to them, to the effect that we had a
holy God, invested with Almighty power in heaven and on earth; and that
we ust unite in humbling ourselves before Hint., and in praying to Him
in His heaven, and that all oust pray in heart with me. And we all
knelt down, our wives and children too, and I prayed to God, that, in
His boundless mercy, He would have regard to us in our great need, and,
if it were consistent with His counsels, would not forsake us, but would
strengthen us to resist our enemy; and so forth. When all this was over,
I gave directions what further should be done; and I directed this be-
cause I saw that there had been a want of foresight on the part of those
men who, on our account, had come to an evil end. I also gave an injunc-
tion that not a voice of woman or child should be heard. I had seven
wagons drawn into the middle of the camp, in whichthe women and children
were to be placed, when the fighting should begin. It was also my order
that When the natives advanced towards us, all should wait till I had
fired the first shot. This was acted upon. Some one then proposed that
we should attach a white sheet to a whip-stick and hoist it. I approved
of this, and it vu done. There was then a great commotion among the



divisions of the native force : messages were exchanged between them; and
they came immediately and surrounded us in our little encampment, leaving
no opening for a passage through: and then they came marching on. I had
two guns, one loaded with slugs, the other with ball. When they were
about thirty yards off, I fired with the slugs, and then took the other
gun. Fearful violence was used by the enemy in their efforts to wrench.
away the thorn-boughs, but these had been well secured in the nicks of
the drag-chains. The wagons were wrenched more than six inches beyond
the other line. The wagon in which I woe had seventy-two stabs in the
sail. When the fight was over, two men had been killed on our side, and
fourteen wounded, of whom I was one. Round the camp, 430 of the enemylay dead. 1,172 spears had been thrown into the camp. Two horses were
killed and one wounded. The enemy then'carried off all our means of
sustenance. I had a wife and seven children, =dyes without corn or
millet, besides being incapacitated for hunting. I had to taste the cupof bitterness. My children cried from hunger, and I did the same, and
had nothing to give them. Fifteen days passed by, and we had to remain
in the encampment. Then we received some oxen from Mr. Andswill, and
from our brethren who had gone to Moroko when they had received the
report from us. Then by God's mercy we were delivered. I have omitted
to hay that when the attack was made at Vechtkop, the number of childrenand of all capable of firing a shot was forty. Arriving at Moroko and
at the abode of the Rev. Mr. Archbell, he and his lady provided us in
our great need with corn and millet. We were then very desirous that a
raiding party should go against our enemy, and we iought to procure help
from our fellow-burghers on this side of the Great River; but the British
Government forbade it wholly, and threatened that if any gave us help
they would be heavily punished. It was a bitter experience, and necessityobliged us to advance against our powerful foe with only 107 men; and ourGod delivered him into our hands, so that we gave him a severe defeat,and took 6,000 head of cattle from him, without the loss of a man of ournumber. After that we again took the field against him, and again the

.Lord our God gave him into our hands, so that we overcame him. Morethan 3,000 of his people were slain, and they abandoned the territory;and that which had been his became ours. We were then hesitating in ourthoughts whether we should proceed to Natal or to Zoutpansberg; but
Mr. Retief, who had been with a commission to Natal for the purpose of
ascertaining whether it was under Her Majesty's dominion, returned andassured us that Metal was still free, and also that he had been to
influence Dingaan, and that the Zulus had ceded the country from theTugela to the Umzimvubu River, on condition that if (Sikonyela havingtaken 900 head of cattle from Dingaan) Mr. Retief should recover these,then the territory, as I have described it, was to be given over to us.We accordingly directed our course to Natal. But one woe had passed
away, another was approaching. When we were in .the country about theTugela, Blaauwkrantz, and Bushman's River, Retief (with 100 men) repairedto Sikonyela's country, and without firing a shot took 1,100 head of
cattle, and drove them, having sixty-five men with him, according toagreement, to Dingaan as the price of the district ceded to us, as beforesaid. But, alas! how dark a cloud was impending over us! Asime.havesince been informed, a missionary had, in Relief's absence, been with
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Dingaan. The king enquired of him who the emigrants were, and the answer
was that "we were deserters from our king." He then asked the missionary
how, in his opinion, he,Dingaan, should act in our regard, and was told
that he ought to know without being told what should be done with such
vagrants. So far as we have learned, Dingaan was very friendly to Retief
when he arrived, and complied with his desire very fully as to the recog-
nition of their previous negotiation regarding the territory. He signed
the agreement, and then invited Retief and his companions to come and eat
and drink with him. Then his treachery manifested itself in the death of
martyrdom which all our friends were doomed to undergo. But our God, too,
saw it, and from His holy throne directed His counsel:. We were waiting
for the return of our chosen ruler from Dingaan's country. But the first
intelligence we received was a formidable "commando" sent by Dingaan,
which perpetrated cruel and bloodthirsty murder amongst us; so that 500
of our number were slain. But our God did not wholly forsake us. We
acknowledge that our God, from His heaven, looked down on us in His
mercy, and He strengthened with His might those of us who remained olives
to take up our weapons again, and I can affirm that I strove, and that I,
like Jephthah, had my life in my hand. With five men I rescued the camp
of Gert Berends, which was on the point of being overpowered by the great
Corea of the enemy. This camp was open on one side, the wagons being
drawn in a half-moon.. When we were at some distance, and I saw the
great danger of the disaster about to occur, I said to my brothers,
"Have God before your eyes; let not a hair of your head show fear, and
follow me." We gave the rein to our horses, and I shouted as loudly
as I could, for I saw that the natives were running swiftly round the
camp to rush in at the opening by storm. Yes: had we come five minutes
later, the whole camp would have been a bath of blood; but our great God
prevented ft, and said to our enemy, "Thus far, and no farther." Our
enemies were terrified, and their hands were weakened. Five men liber-
ated the camp, with God's assistance. The Bushman's River was rapid.
Five men drove the natives into the stream, and more were drowned than
we had shot. I had fired so many shots that the barrel of my gun became
heated, and to such a degree that I feared in loading lest the powder
should ignite. .

Another commando was then sent against Dingaan; but, alas: on this
occasion, Pieter Uys, a gallant commander, fell with ten men. Again
a bitter woe had to be endured. Commandant Potgieter, with more than
half of our people, left the country -- retiring over the mountains.
We were thus greatly weakened. At that time we were in two encampments
the one at Bushman's River, the other at the Tugela; and Dingaan again
sent a force to attack the camp at Bushman's River; but on this occasion
none of our men were killed, whilst very many of the enemy were shot
down. The greater number of the emigrants were then inclined to quit
the country. I made a proposal that three of us should go and make an
effort to procure assistance; if we failed, then on our return the
territory should be forsaken. Three were deputed to go -- myself,
Frans Matting, and Willem Pretorius. We obtained assistance from
Andries Pretorius. He cams with many followers, as did also Pieter
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Jacobs. We were thus enabled to muster a force of 400 men. With these
we went forth, under the great dioadvantage of so small a number against
the powerful nation under Dingaan. We saw this, and that if the good
God was not with us, there was little hope of victory. I saw, to the
extent of the light granted to me, that we must become suppliants to
the Lord to entreat that He would be with us at our standard, as He
was with Moses and Joshua. I made the people sensible that if the Lord
were not with us we must be .overwhelmed. Mr. Andries Pretorius was out
chosen general in that expedition. He and I spoke to'each Other on the
subject of the promises made holy by the Bible, and how we, too, were
bound to make a promise to the Lord, that if He gave us the victory over
our enemy, we should consecrate that day, and keep it holy as a Sabbath
in each year. But I recalled the words of David: "Make promise, but
pay the promised thing, saith the Lord;" -- for it was better that we
should not promise, than that we should promise and not fulfil. It was
the desire of Fretorius that we should make the promise collectively.
There were still a number of our people and a commandant who had not
yet joined us. I said we must delay till Jacobus Uys should be present.
He joined us at the Tugela.

. We spoke to him on the subject of the vow,
and it was his desire also that it should be made. The fieldcornets
concurred in this. We then came to the determination that we should
make a solemn promise to the Lord our God, that if He were with us,
and gave the enemy into our hands, we should consecrate to the Lord
the day in each year, and keep it holy. as a Sabbath-day. We moved on
to "Lancekraal." We determined that at that place the pledge should be
given, and it was the general feeling that I should give it in the name
of all. The general issued an order that no man should be absent on
the occasion. It was on 7th DeceMber 1838. I complied to the best of
my weak capicity with the wish of all the officers, and I knew that the
majority of the burghers concurred in the wish. I took my. place on a
gun-carriage. The 407 men of the force were assembled round me. I made
the promise in a simple manner, as-solemnly as the Lord enabled me to do.

. As nearly as I can remember, my words were, these: -- 14 brethren and
fellow-countrymen, at this moment we stand before the holy nod of heaven
and earth, to make a promise, if He will be with us and protect us, and
delivIr the enemy into our hands so that we may triumph over .him, that
we shaU. bserve the day and the date as an anniversary in each year,
and a (las; of thanksgiving like the Sabbath, in His-honour; and that we
shall enjoin our children that they must take part with us in this, for
a remembrance even for our posterity; and if anyone sees a difficulty
in this, let him retire from the place. For the honour of His name will
be joyfully exalt2d and to Him the fame and the. honour of the victory
must be given." I said, further, that we must join in prayer to be
raised up to the throne of His grace; and so forth.. And I raised %-dy
hands towards the heavens in the name of us all. Moreover, we confirmed
thia in our prayers each evening, as well.as on the next Sabbath. Every
evening, at three places,..ther4 was an.evening service. The Lord was
with us. 0

* * * * * * * * * * *
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Reading VIII

BOER AND BRITON: THE GROWTH OF AFRIKANER NATIONALISM

British interference in South African affairs did not stop when the
South African Republic and the Orange Free State achieved independence
in the 1850s. The English retained Natal and the Cape Colony as part
of Her Majestyts Empire. (See map on the following page.) TO the
distress of the British, the Boer Republics continued. to fight with the
neighboring native tribes. English inhabitants of the northern part of
the Cape Colany and Natal feared that these wars might spill over into
'their own areas. This danger draw British attention to Boer internal
affairs.

British interest in the Republics intensified in the late 1860s when
a few Boer children found a diamond on the banks of the Orange River.
This discovery was a prelude to the findings at Kimberley in the early
1070s. The Kimberley diggings became the richest diamond find in the
world. Overnight, Kimberley became the large*t City in South Africa.
Territorial disputes erupted over the rightful ownership of the land.
Nicholas Waterboer, chief of a coloured tribe called Griquas, Marthinus

.

Wessel Pretorius, President of the Transvaal South African Republic,
and President J. H. Brand of the Orange Free State all claimed the land
for their respective nations., The British government sided with the
coloured chief and "protected" the Griqua claim by annexing the'Ximberley
diamond diggings to the British Crown. The Books were angry, but did
nothing.

In 1877, continued British concern over 'hoer-native frictions resulted
in the. annexation of the South African Republic to the British Empire.
This time the Boers fought back. In a series of swift encounters the
rugged Boers defeated the professional British army, reestablishing Boer
independence in 1881.

The Boers then settled down to what they thought would be a period of
uninterrupted calm, but they were again disappointed. In 1806, pros-
pectors stumbled upon the Witwatersrand gold fields near Johannesburg
in the South African Republic. These mines proved to be the richest
gold deposits in the world. The Boers could not control the influx of.
miners, adventurers, speculators, and fortune-seekers who pushed the
population of Johannesburg to one hundred. thousand residents before the
city was ten years old. The temptations of easy wealth in the diamond
and gold industries attracted British business corporations, headed by
such people as Cecil John Rhodes. The Boer government, built on the
values of a cattle-raising culture, lacked both the resources and the
experience to deal with sophisticated British corporate officials.
Within a few years the British and Boer governments were, once again
headed for a collision.

On Octobee 11, 1899, the violence began. Boers call the war "The
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Second Freedom War;" the Britilh.refer to it as "The South African Wax."
Either way, the Boer War was the end, at least temporarily, of independence
for the Afrikaners. The British were determined .to put an end to the
century of petty bickering that characterized their South African
administrations. Although the Boers could muster only 87,000 soldiers,
Her Majesty's forces used * total of 448,000 11411, With odds like this,
the result was not a matter of courage, but only of time. After holding
out for three years, the Boers decided in the spring of 1902 that further
opposition was impossible. Their surrender paved the way for British
annexation of the whole of South Africa.

'Once in control of South Uric*, the British government faced a new
dilemma: what to do with their new possessions. The population was a
mixture of.Britonjo Boer, 'Motu, Cape Coloured, and a smattering of fringe
groups. There was little hope that these people would be able to form
government that would provide justice for all interests. On the other
hand, English statesmen were praoccupied with the conflicts that eventum
ally developed into World War I. They had little time to devote to
South African affairs. After a few years of uncertainty, the British
Parliament passed the South Africa Act establishing a loose "union' in
South Africa. The four member rotates, Natal, Cape Province, Orange
Free State, and Transvaal, were bound together under a unitary parlia-
ment and governor, but with many powers, such as franchise requirements,
retained by the inklividual provinces. In Hey, 19100 the Union of South
Africa achieved the status of on independent British dominion. It become
a member of the British Commonwealth of Nations in 1926.

At best, the Union was a temporary answer to the problems of a multi-
racial and multi-cultural society. During the First World War several
former Boer generals led i pro4erman revolt which threatened to dissolve
the Union. The movement fizzled; the Union was preserved. Through the
twenties and early thirties political leadership drifted precariously
close to collapse. It appeared to stabilize in 1934 when two Boer
leaders, Jan Christian Smuts and General James Hartzog, formed the
coalition United Party. The coalition might have listed had it not
been for Hitler and Nazi Germany.

During the momentous first days of September, 1939, while Hitler's
blitzkrieg was destroying innocent Poland, the South African Parliament
met to determine its course of action. Smuts and the moderates pledged
themselves against Germany and sought a declaration of war. Hartzog and
Dr. D. F. Malan proposed neutrality. .Hore were the old Boer sentiments
bubbling forth again. These man had not forgotten the Boer War; they
resented attempts to use the English language in the. schools; they
resisted English efforts to raise the status of non- whites. Now, when
asked to pledge themselves for of against .England, they refused to take
a stand. The final vote was 80 for joining with England and 67 for
remaining neutral.,

When the war came to a close there wee no chance for a return to the .
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pre-war coalition. The rift was irreparable. In 1948, campaigning on *
platform of Afrikaner nationalism and apartheid, the Nationalist Party
captured 70 parliamentary seats, the dying United Party, 65. Since this
narrow victory the Nationalist reign has continued without interruption,
gaining strength with every election. D. F. Malan, the first Nationalist
Prime Minister, resigned in 1954 in favor of the younger and more fiery
J. C. Strydom. His untimely death in 1958 opened the office for
Dr. Hendrik Verwoerd (pronounced fair-vort) who is still the Prime
Mandator today (1964). Page three of this volume contains a list of
the racist legislation that the Nationalist Party has sponsored.

The final act of defiance against the British government; took place in
the spring of 1961. The setting was London, the occasion, a conference
of Prime Ministers from all members of the British Commonwealth.
Mr. Julius Nyerere, the African leader of Tanganyika (now Tanzania),
announced that when his country achieved independence he wanted no part
in a Commonwealth that included the apartheid policies of South Africa.
In an effort to smooth things over, John Diefonbaker of Canada suggested
that all Commonwealth members should pledge their opposition to racial
discrimination. This was too much for Verwoerd. He announced South
Africa's withdrawal from the British Commonwealth. Upon his return home
the SouLh African Parliament of his statement, end the Republic of
South Africa was born.

Thus, in a little more than one hundred years, the Afrikaner Boers have
come full circle from the status of independent Boer Republics in the
1850$ to an independent Republic of South Africa in the 1960s. The
ironic swing has solidified the doctrine that Africans are inferior to
Afrikaners. the government has cast its racialism into law; the nonwhites
in South Africa are presently bearing the burden of this onerous system.

The first seven readings in this unit traced the history of racial and
cultural conflict in South Africa. Reading VIII, written by a professor
at a South African university, describes the five major characteristics
of Afrikaner nationalism which grew out of these conflicts. As you read,
think about the following questions:

1. What are the major characteristics of Afriksnar
nationalise Is it similar to German nationalism?
To American?

2. Why did Afrikaner nationalism develop? How was
it related to the total culture?

3. How might Afrikaner nationalism lead to apartheid?
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ATRIUM ir1ATIONALi *

* Floris A, van Jaarsveld* AWAKENING OF AFRIKANER NATIONALISM* 1868-1881*
Cape Town: Human and Rousseau* 1961. Translated by F. R. Marovich*
pp. 221-224.

Professor van Jaarsveld argues that the development of Afrikaner Nationalism
took place in the latter part of the nineteenth century* largely as the
result of the unique history of the Afrikan speaking people. He identifies
five basic characteristics to the growth of this movement:

1, The process of national self awakening.

2. The emphasis on the idea of "nation" and "fatherland."

3. The extension of an urge towards self preservation and
the maintenance of national identity.

4, A sense of having been called and chosen by a supreme
religious being.

5. The love of the nation's past and a worship of the
"pious" ancestors of the Afrikan speaking people.

The author concludes that "the struggle of the past was the struggle of
the present, and the struggle of the present the same as that of the past."
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SOUTH AFRICA: APARTHEID

Stating the Issue

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the 606V44 annihilated the
Hottentots, the small tribes of Africans they first encountered when .

they landed on the Cape. They were not able to annihilate the more
numerous Bantu. These fierce warriors, organized into large political
units, could summon thousands of man to battle at once against the
invaders. But Boar and Bantu had little in common. Forced to live in
the same land, they never grew to understand each other or to share a
common way of life.

The case of Boer and Briton was different. Although the two groups were
far apart in many ways, they also had much in common. They were both
white so that no color bar set one man off from the other. They were
both European with enough in common that assimilation or accommodation
were possible given the right setting. After all, seventeenth century
Dutch and English settlers of New York were soon living amicably as
neighbors, intermarrying, and fighting together against Britain.

But Boer and Briton never became one in Africa. The Boers believed that
the British had pushed them out of their rightful home and deprived them
of their heritage. Bitter wars broke out between them. Within the two
communities somewhat different institutions emerged; a»ucen different forms
of nationalism developed. Eventually the descendants of the Boers seized
complete control of the machinery of government forcing the British to
take second place. Still Boer and Briton had more in common than white
and native.

In the.meantime the development of gold and diamond mining followed by the
growth of manufacturing produced an insistent demand for labor. The whites
who owned these new establishments used natives to work them. Today
realistic whites know that their industries cannot run without native
labor; more and more, this labor needs education and skill. Education,
an enlarged'industrial labor force and increased economic welfare, however,
may well spell the end of the separation of races in South Africa. Whites,
outnumbered four to one by a native population uprooted from tribal ways
and not yet acclimated to urban industrial society are unready to concede
racial equality. Instead they are trying to establish apartheid.

Readings IX through XVI examine the problem of apartheid in South Africa.
They begin with two accounts of the life of the present-day Bantu on their
reserves. The next three readings are descriptions of the life of the
natives in towns and cities. They reveal the difficulties of men who live
with one foot planted in each of two cultures. A defense of apartheid
and an attack upon this basic social institution follow. The final reading
raises the question of the direction in which South Africa will go. Can
apartheid exist in the modern world? Can it be established in the face of
the need for skilled labor in indUstry? If it cannot, what social arrange-.
went will take its place? These are the questions with which we will be
concerned in.lteadings IX through XVI.
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Reading IX

THE CULTURE OF BANTU TRIBESMEN

Apulian torn from a traditional society and thrust into a moderns, urban,
industrial. environment finds his entire life disrupted. Everything
changes. In his village he knew every house, every person, even the names
of his cattle. The rules which governed his life had been laid down gen..
*rations before and were never questioned. There was no need to change
accepted ways because no new situations occurred to demand change.

But what will happen when you place a man from a traditional society in
a mine or a factory? He will live in a new environment where he will
not even know the relatives of the man who works at his side. Hs will

. learn to be at home only in the few blocks around his apartment; the
remainder of the city will be foreign to him. Both at work and, at home
he will constantly face new situations and new demands for change in his
customary behavior. In a situation like this, old values will quickly
break down and men, uprooted from one world and unable to establish .

themselves in afiother, will lose direction in their lives.

To Understand the problems of the natives of South Africa and to under
stand why many whites there are so hostile to them, we must come to
learn about the lives they led in their villages. These lives condi-
tioned their adjustment to factory, mine and city. Reading IX describes
a typical day in the life of Bantu living in their traditional Society.
As you read, keep the following questions in mind:

Who was a Bantu accustomed to having as his
neighbor? How well would he know his neigh..
bora and the details of their lives?

What roles did adult men play in the society?
Adult women? Boys and girls? What gave
people prestige?

3. What roles did ceremony and ritual play im.
the society? How did ceremony and ritual
influence decision-making in government?
Patterns of recreation? Why stress this
question?

4. Did the Bantu place a high premium upon
accumulating wealth? Upon rational pro-
ceases? Upon adaptability to new demands?

5. Howe adaptable to an urban, industrial society
was Bantu culture? How might a Boer settler
accept the prospect of having Bantu as his next
door neighbor? Of being governed by Bantu? Would
he feel the same way about the British? Why or
why not?
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THE DAILY LIFE OF A .BANTU VILLAGE*

* Isaac Schapera (ed.) THE BANTU-SPEAFINCliiiiiS OF SOUTH AFRICA, London:
C. Routledge and Sons, 1937, "Domestic and Communal Life," by
C. P. Lestrade.

Dr. Lestrade describes a typical Bantu Village. The sections are broken
into early morning, the morning meal, the later morning and afternoon,
the late afternoon, the evening meal, and the evening. Students are
encouraged to ask questions of economic, social and political analysis
in order to determine how a person growing up in a traditional Bantu
village would act, when placed in a European environment.

Reading X

BANTU SOCIETY: CHILDHOOD, EDUCATION AND MARRIAGE

"As the twig is bent, so grows the tree." This ancient saying indicates
the role which childhood plays in the development of the man. Notice the
use of the word childhood rather than the terweducation. In many ways,
the most important parts of a person's education even today take place
outside of formal schoolrooms. Children learn to speak at home. A child
learns what' behavior will be rewarded and what will earn him a thrashing.
He receives his basic value system frOe his parents and establishes his
basic patterns of behavior. The child is indeed the seed of the man.

How amen will behave as a miner, a factory worker or a household
servant depends in large part upon his upbringing. If he is to function
well in these roles, he must be educated for them. He must learn to
accept changing patterns of behavior if he is to move from a traditional
society to a modern one. He must accept the fact Oat decisions in a
modern society are made as a result of rational decisions and not on
any other basis. Finally, he must be willing to accept the major insti-
tutions of a new society if he is ever to become part of it.

Reading X describes the education of young Bantu min and women. It
includes an analysis of informal education in the home, formal education
and initiation into the tribe, and finally, preparation for the marriage
ceremony. As you read, keep the following questions in mind:

1. In the broadest sense of the term, how were
Bantu children educated? What were the major
objectives of the educational system?



What virtues were most prized among the Bantu?
Row did children learn about this value system?

Now were marriage customs related to the entire
texture of Bantu society? Mat about the care
of widows?

Did Bantu education and child rearing practices
prepare young people to live in an urban, indus-
trial economy? If you were a SOuth African
anxious to prepare Bantu to live in the modern
world, what changes would rwu make in the
educational system?

LEARNING TO BE A BANTU*

* Isaac Schapera (ed.), THE BANTU-SPEAKING TRIBES OF SOUTH AFRICA London:
G. Routledge and Sons, 1937, "Individual Development," by Eileen Jensen
Xrige.

This selection, taken from the same Schapera volume as the article for
Reading IX, acquaints the student with the educational system of a Bantu
tribe. Bantu children learn either through rituals and ceremonies or
by imitating their parents. The author notes that the purposes of educa-
tion in a Bantu tribe are altogether different than that of a European
society. Students are asked to point out these differences and to suggest
the implicationsof the differing techniques of education.

Reading XI

THE DIPACT OF MINING AND MANUFACTURING

Originally the economy of South Africa was based upon agriculture and
grazing. The first Dutch settlers had established their colony on the
Cape to serve as a way - station for ships on their way to and from the
Indies. As the Boer trekkers moved inland, they continued to earn their
livelihood primarily as cattle men. This general pattern remained une
disturbed until near the end of the nineteenth century.

Than gold and diamonds were discovered. This development triggered a
series of battles between the Boers and the British which eventually
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resulted in the Boer War. It also brought the whites face-to-face with
the problem of how to recruit a labor force. Not enough whites lived
in the Cape Colony to man the new mines and keep the remainder of the
economy going. Inevitably the whites recruited African labor. The Bantu.
torn from their kraal,, became miners buried for much of each day in the
bowels of the earth.

In the twentieth century. manufacturing followed in turn. South Africa
is rich in natural resources. It has extensive deposits of coal and of
high-grade iron ore as well as significant quantities of copper and
other ferrous metals. The cattle industry provides leather for shoe-
making and other crafts. Capital from the Vines as well as from Europe
provided the buildings and machinery for new industry which grew apace.
Again the whites were forced to use natives for the majority of new
industrial jobs.

Using Bantu labor reared for life in a traditional society presented a
whole host of problems to the owners of mine and factory. Some mine owncre
simply recruited young men, housed them in compounds near the mines,forbade
them to leave these compounds and held them virtually in peonage. Factory
owners in cities could not exercise such complete control over their hired
hands* Here whole Bantu families moved into urban slums from which the men
ventured forth each morning to their jobs in the factories. But what were
the whites to do when the complexities of a modern factory demanded an
educated and well-trained labor force? This question has yet to be
answered.

Reading XI describes life in a typical mining compound and analyzes the
problems which manufacturers face as they seek to industrialize. A4 you
read. think about the following questions:

1. What effect would life in a raining compound have
upon a native recently imported from the tradi-
tional society you have read about? How would
this economic role affect the social and politi-
cal system of such men?

2. How did the whites try to fit natives to their new
roles as miners? Why behave in this manner?

How has the introduction of manufacturing affected
the relationships of whites and natives? How will
it be likely to affect them in the future?

If mining and manufacturing are to be extended in
South Africa, what reforms in the educational
system will probably have to take place? Is it
practical to have * modern economy in the midst
of a social system based upon apartheid?

17
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BANTU IN MINA AND FACTORY *

* Basil Davidson, REPORT ON SODTR AFRICA, London: Jonathon Cape,
i952, pp. 102-114.

The author describes the growth of industrialisetionin South Africa. Na
notes that the original impetus for industrialization was the mining In-
dustry. However, in more recent years, the introduction of steel, textiles,and other manufacturing interests have given South Africa a well-diversified
industrial base. Britten in an interesting style, this arttcle gives the
student a knowledge of the factors which are drawing native Banta from the
rural to urban areas.

PI 1 I,

Reading Xi'

no OUT ABOUT BANTU ma IN A SOUTH NEM CITY
(The reading selections for Lessons XII and XIII Is one article divided into
two parts. The description of that article is contained following theintroduc-
tory notes to Reading XI/I4
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Reading XII

FINDING OUT ABOUT BANTU LIFE IN A SOUTH AFRICAN CUT

Thousands of Bantu tribesmen have been forced to make the transition
from pastoral or agricultural life to urban conditions. This transition
has affected every aspect of their lives. In cities they live in strange
houses crowc'ed together under conditions unknown in their native kraals*
Instead of tending cattle the men work in the cities and the women, no
longer farming or caring for the home, sell illegal beer, work as servants,
take in washing or sometimes become prostitutes. Families are disrupted
because the women are outside the home. A large number of children are
sent by their parents to be reared in the country; the remainder often
run out of control through the crowded courtyards. In these conditions,
systcas of values, the customary sanctions which kept order and even the
religious beliefs of the Africans tend to change. Imagine how difficult
it would be to grow up in sue. a society in which no ways were safe or
sacred and where ancient traditions no longer continued to explain the
meaning of life.

In order to find out about the effects of moving from a traditional to a
modern society, anthropologists have studied and lived among the Bantu
in their city homes. They have written accounts of their study which
include not only their conclusions but also the methods they used to
gather evidence and to make inferences from it. These records give us
veil:able insights into the mode of inquiry of anthropology. Readings XII.
and XIII come from one of these reports written by Ellen Hallman* As you
read No. XII, concentrate on the method of inquiry which is being used.
Think about the following questions:

1. What techniques of gathering information' did
Miss Hellman empleq? Do you think the informs-
tion she received was reliable? Could she trust
her informants? Why did she describe her research
techniques to her readers?

2* How did Miss Hellmann report her information?
Look at paragraphs 7 through 10. Then read the
last paragraph in Reading XIII. How do the two
passages differ from each other? How did Miss
Hellmann build her interpretation?

3. Why was the material culture of the West adopted
. so readily by the residents of the slum yard?

For what social purposes are some material
objects used? Did some natives buy pianos for
the same reasons that some Americans buy expen
sive new siutamobiles?
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Reading XIII

LIFE IN A JOHANNESBURG SLUM YARD

Reading XII concerned methods of investigating life among the nantu livingin a Johannesburg slum yard. Reading XII/ concerns life in the yard and
has somewhat less emphasis upon the method of imestigation and upon theway in which data are reported. Instead it details the daily rorie oflife in the yard and contains the conclusions which the author dre4 as
the'end product of her investigation.

Readings IK and X both described life among the.Bantu in their native
villages. There tradition set the pattern of living. Separated into
small villages, and dependent upon herds and agriculture for their living,the Bantu lived out their lives much az their ancestors had except thatinter-tribal wars no longer played a vital role in the society. Butmost of the remainder of the life of the natives had been unaffected
by contact with the West. Only in mining towns and manufacturing citieshad the Bantu been forced'to adapt to the ways of an alien culture. Asthe pastoral economy which sustained their lives fadesfaway before
population growth and the encroachments of the whites on the best lands,
more and more of the natives will be forced into towns and cities*

What will happen to them there? Are they equipped with the skills andthe desire to adjust to a modern society? The social structure of aJohannesburg slum yard gives us evidence about these questions. They
are questions vital to the future of the Republic of South Africa. Ifnatives can adjust to modern life in one generation, then the problemof integrating them with a white society will be far less difficultthan if several generations are required. If the customs of nativeand white are similar enough that the two groups can live comfortably
side by side, then apartheid may not seem so essential to the Afrikaners.
The problems of adjustment may give us some insights into the reasonswhy the Boers want to keep the Africans in their own preserves. As youread, think about the following questions:



What happened to the tribal loyalties and distinct
tribal ways in the Yard? Why?

Why did women have to work? Why is the illegal
beer business so popular? Why beer rather.then
some other beverage or food?

What happened. to the family solidarity of Yard
dwellers?

Why does fine or imprisonment bear little stigma
for these Africans?

How have so Yard residents tried to adapt tribal
customs to slum life?

Why is. neither Christianity nor the old l:ribal
religion satisfactory to residents of the Yard?
How is the attitude to religion related to the
`attitude to magic?

How might a Boer use the evidee from this
article to defend apartheid?
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* Simon and Phoebe Ottenberg (eds.), CULTURES AND SOCIETIES OP AFRICA,
New York: Random House, 1961, Ellen Hellmann, "Life in a Johannesburg
Slum Yard," pp. 546-564.

Hiss Hellmenn spent approximately one year in a Bantu "slum yard" near
Johannesburg in the early 1930's. Her vivid description of the yard
itself and the practices of the people living there provide firsthand
information on the problems of a traditional Bantu cult-are trying to live
in an industrial and technologically sophisticated urban environment. She
notes that status in role for male and female is different in the slum yard
than it was in the Bantu village. She finds that the Africans are unable to
maintain the same family structure which they followed in their villages.
She also observes that the educational, religious, dietary, sanitary and
leisure time activities in the slum yard are far different from those
activities in their tribal villages. She concludes that "while there is
ample evidence of a rapid absorption of western material culture, the as-
similation of western spiritual culture is proceeded at a far more leisurely
pace." This reading gives the student abundant evidence to describe the
problems of a culturation and the way in which these problems may have
contributed to the institutions of Apartheid.
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Reading XIV

A CASE FOR APARTHEID

There are five possible relationships that can be established between
two groups which come into contact. The two cultures and the two groupscan merge until they become indistinguishable. The two group, canassimilate, that is they can merge traits from their two cultures without
amalgamating biologically. They can also accommodate to each other byeliminating or lessening the issues which bring conflict between them.It the differences between the two groups seem too great to make any ofthese three alternatives possible, they can divide the country between
them, a policy called apartheid in South Africa. Finally, if one groupis sufficiently powerful and ruthless, it can exterminate the other.

Most of white South Africa has chosen apartheid as an ideal. Apartheidis the declared goal of the present South African government. Severalsteps, outlined at the beginning of Reading I, have already begun tomake the lives of native and white as separate as possible. But thenecessity to man the wheels of industry and to perform the more menialwork ail modern society makes the.immediate establishment of a full
.system of apartheid exceedingly difficult. Even Afrikaner leaders con-cede that many decades, perhaps centuries, will pass before apartheid is

. complete. in the meantime, South Africa may explode into !Amid war.

What do South African Nationalists have to say about their system?
Today's ,reading helps, in part, to answer this 'question. Dr. HilgardMuller, former South African United Nations delegate and presently
Foreign Minister of the Republic of South Africa, delivered a speechto the English Speaking Union in New York City in November, 1963. He .outlined the philosophy of apartheid and discusied the progress made
,

since the Nationalist Party came to power in 1948. Neap the following
questions in mind as you read his speech:

1. On what grounds does Muller defend the system?

2. What seems to be the goal of the system, as
defined by Muller?

3. Muller states that apartheid is "in accordance
with the fundamental philosophies of the West."
Why does he make such a statement? Do you agree
with the statement?

LET THE WORLD :AKE NOTE*

*Speech delivered by Dr. Hilgard Muller, Foreign Minister of the Republicof South Africa as found in ?s2grsA Throuth Separate Djmiggega pub -lished by the.South African Information Service, pp. 1941.
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The problem was to find a satisfactory pattern for co-existence betwien
the white and non-white population groups in South Africa. The solution
suggested to the electorate. in the 1948 General Election was Separate
Development. It was accepted and it was with that mandate. that the
present Government of the Republic proceeded to ite task.

In London in March, 1961, the South African Prima Minister declared: "We
want each of our population groups to control and govern themselves, as
is the case with other nations. Then they can co- operate as in a common-
wealth -- in an economic association with the Republic and each other.
South Africa will in all honesty and fairness proceed to secure peace,
prosperity and justice for all by means of political independence coupled
with economic interdependence."

K3 elaborated on this projection as follows: "1 envisage development
along the lines similar to that of the British Commonwealth. 'In other
words, I perceive the development of a Commonwealth of South Africa in
which the white State end the black States. .cqn co-operate together,
without being joined in a federation and therefore without being under a
central government but co-operating as separate and independent states.
In such an association no state will lord it over any other."

The ideals and ideas enunciated by Dr. Verwoerd point to the destination
of his Gove'rnment's policy. But the translation of such conceptions into
practical reality is not the work of a day or a year. We have, as a rule,
avoided the stresses and strains of five-year plans. and ten-year plans
which never seem to come to fruition in any year. Our progress towards
the goals Outlined by the responsible leader of the Government has been
dictated by the pace at which it is possible to move.

If we turn now to consider the progress actually achieved, I think you
may find it not unimpressive. Many visitors and observers from other
countries have been kind enough to say that it has been astonishing.

Never in her history hasthe pace of progress been more pronounced or
more purposeful than it is at.present in South Africa. Never before has
the Republic been more prosperous than she is now. The wheels of industry
turn faster than they have ever done before continually oiled by aver
larger iejectionseof capital both domestic and foreign. Much of the
foreign money comes from your country, as direct investment and not
"foreign aid."

Economic Boom

Throughout the country the current rate of economic expansion is virtually
without precedent. Last year, for example, the gross national product in.
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creased by 7.5 per cent.. In the first half of 1963 the output of our
factories rose by 11 per cents

Recently a report to the United Nations Eudget Committee stated that
there are only 26 "developed® countries in the world. In all Africa
there is only one such country and that country is South Africa. Even
now South Africa...produces twice as much steel and electricity as the rest
of Africa combined. And already work has started on expansion programs
that will double this output within a decade.

The Republic has also embarked upon what will eventually be one of. the
'largest irrigation and hydroelectric projects in the world. The Orange
River is to be harnessed in a network of rower stations stretching from
the Atlantic to the Indian Ocean, bringing water to thousands of farms,
to new industries and to towns and cities.

Some three billion dollars will be invested in these and ether
projects daring the next ten years. All this money can come !rom our
own domestic resources.' Most of it will. Some will'come from foreign
investors. But not one cent will be foreign aid.

Meanwhile South Africa continues to produce most of the free worid's
gold as well as more gem diamonds, more chrome, and more platinum than
any other country.

Meanwhile, too, the standard of living of all South Africa's peopleo
has been rising more rapidly than 'that of most countries in the world.
In fact, in the last decade, the rate of increase in the per capita
income of all South Africa's citizens equalled, that of the United States.
and Australia, and exceeded those of Canada and New Zealand. A leadi43
economist recently stated that the standard of living in South Africa
had doubled in the last forty years, and predicted that the average
standard of living for all sections of South Africa's population will
be -- by the turn of the century -- about what it is today for Europe.

It is an undisputed fact that the non -white people of South Africa
already have medical services and modern housing which are second to
none compared with the rest of the non -white world.

As far as education is concerned, today four out of every five Bantu
children are at school. New schools have been opened at the rate of
about one per day. Already eighty per cent of all Bantu children
between seven and twenty years of age, are literate. I insure you
will agree that this is a high rating indeed, in view of the fact that
the estimated number of illiterate people in the world today are some
700 million and that the numbers of illiterates elsewhere are still
growing by about 20 million a year.

In a highly developed, industrialised country such as South Africa thi
social progress we are making would, to some degree, have been inevitable,
natural and spontaneous.
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But only to some degree.. Much of what we have achieved has been deliber-
ate policy. Fat is is policy to house and educate South Africa's non-
white peoples and to provide them with work. It is policy to train them
as teachers, doctors, nurses, law enforcement officers, sad for the other
professions.

This policy has produced one significant fact that is conveniently
killed with silence wherever South Africa is internationally arraigned.
It is this: those who slip across our borders to escape from our policies
are numbered in tens; those ioho slip across the border to come and enjoy
our hospitality are numbered in tens of thousands. We have now no fewer
than 600,000 foreign Africans within our Wider.. We gain about 25,000
every year.

Eatelast

Here, then, we have the perfect paradox of modern international relations.
By any criterion South Africa is one of the most successful countries in
the world. She is a magnet to tens of thousands of Africans from thousands
of miles beyond her borders. She bears no one any malice. She has no
hostile intent.

And yet she is subject to formidable pressure from many parts of the world.

Now why should this be?

It is history that provides the answer. For it is history that has
afforded South Africa her unique place among'the nations of the world.
It is history that has carefully -- or casually -- prepared for her the
extraordinary position that she occupies in the world today.

It all began some 300 years ago. At just about the same time as the
State of Massachusetts was being established by English settlers, the
Butch established a victualling station at the Cape of Good Hope -- half-
way between Europe and India and.the spice islands.

In both places there were indigenous peoples -- in Massachusetts the
Indians, in the Cape the Bushmen and Hottentots. The Bushmen stilt sur-
vive. They have taken refuge from civilization and moved to the north
where they live their stone-ape nomadic lives in peace. Over the years
the Hottentots joined with other races and peoples to form the Cape
Coloured people of today -- a thriving community of some 1,500,000 souls.

One thing above all the two settlements had in common. Both atlHassachu
setts and at the Cape the settlers introduced a type of social and econo0.
:sic organization that differed absolutely from that of the indigenous
peoples. It was this organization -- developed in Europe -- that imme-
diately transformed the very being of,these territories and set them -- for
the first time -- on a course of self-perpetuating progress. This wee, of
course, not exclusive to South Africa or Massachusetts. It is still one
of the facts of history that throughout the "new world" progreis has always
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been in direct proportion to the extent of the European presence: the
larger the number of Europeans, the greater was the progress.

There is anothe,.., most remarkable phenomenon -es that the two settlements
shared. In neither America nor in Africa did the indigenous people adopt
the settlers' system, nor the settlers the indigenous system. Individuals
did, but the societies remained distinct; the peoples retained their dis-
tinctive characteristics and systems.

And it is thii phenomenon -- above all else that has been decisive in
determining the course of events in South Africa throughout the three
centuries that have. elapsed since the first sett/Gwent at the Cape.

Sporadic Treks

Shortly after the establishment of the victualling station at the Cape,
the settlers started moving further afield. They crossed mad mountain
range. And then another. They moved from one fertile valley to the next.
In their wake they left several tiny settlements. 'With the years these
grew into towns, into cities.

'Thus the settlers brought life to the vast South African plains. Durtag
all this time they met with no other indigenous people. All was empty.
All was no man's land.

It was nearly 150 years later and 600 miles from Cape Town that the
white pioneers first came into contact with the vanguard of a black
migration which was moving southwards.' These people had set off from
somewhere in Central Africa, had come south in wave upon wave of blood-
shed, had crossed what are today the northern borders of the Republic.and
had occupied certain territories on the eastern seaboard of South Africa.
They were the Bantu, the ancestors of the black population of South Africa.

When these two migrations met, there ensued a long series of'wers, mostly
in the form of border clashes between them. At the Jame time the inter-
necine warfare among the various Bantu peoples continued. Such clashes are
not peculiar to South African history: One point I might makesthough.
The wars between black and white were not wars of extermination or con-
quest. This is why the Xhosa nation of today, for instance, is largely
resident in the same areas as it had occupied at the end of the 18th
century when it first came into contact with European settlement.
Similarly in the north of the country there was very little displacement
of other Bantu nations. On the contrary, there has taken place in the
20th century what has always been accepted as a temporary "over-spill" ,23f
Bantu into areas which had already been settled by Europeans, There is
therefore no foundation, whatsoever, for the 42/legation, so frequently
made; that the White man deprived the Bantu in South Africa of land which
was traditionally theirs: In fact, for many years the ,South African
Governmeut has augmented the traditional Bantu homelands, which have
always been kept intact, by adding to it land which the Government had
to purchase from whites.
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A century ago there were, no more thin a million or two Bantu in South
Africa. Today there, are 11 million. And their numbers are increasing
every year.

Of more significance than the wars themselves, however, is this: they
were not fought between random collections of individuals, but between
peoples -- peoples with established and vastly disparate .systems and
organizations; peoples who were all immigrants into what is today South
Africa and who over the years had settled different parts of a vast
subcontinent.

The hostilities eventually ceased. But theie was no blurring of the
sharp differences between these distinctive peoples. The people of
European stock refused to compromise with the systems of the Bantu
peoples. The Bantu peoples showed no desire to give up their own identity,
culture, language and institutions for those of the whites:

Dr. Muller then described the post Wdrld War II surge for independence
that swept through Africa. .Bantu. populations demanded self-determination.
British and French colonies, Muller continued, received independence.
South Africa, however, faced a unique situation. Muller proceeded:
South Africa was therefore.faced with this agonizing dilemma: how to
provide for the inevitable progress to self-determination of the Bantu
nations, without infringing the autonomy of the white nation. How indeed?

But was there any real choice at all? Indeed no. For to this problem,
posed in this way, history and the realities of Africa dictated only one
solution. And that solution was the separate, but full, development of
South Africi's peoples. And that, briefly, is what we are. attempting .

to do..

On the one hand the Republic is safeguarding the distinctive nationhood
of her people of European stock as history enjoins her to do. At the
same time she is helpir4 the various Bantu nations within her borders
to find themselves and to be themselves, as the lessons of Africa enjoin
her to do.

Transkei

She is aiding these nations to become self-sufficient, ordering their
own affairs at all levels of national activity. She sets no ceiling to
this development. The aim is. viable and autonomous Bantu nations along-
side, and in co- operative association 'with, the white nation. And all
these separate nations will have their own historical homelands which
had always been exclusively theirs:(

So fat have we progressed in the implementation of this policy that one
of South Africa's Bantu nations will this month vote for their own
parliament. They are the 3,000,000 Moses, whose homeland is the
Transkei, in the Sestets Caps, a territory as large as Vera net and
Nev Jersey put together.
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From the outset the Transkei government will be invested with substantial
power to legislate for the territory and its people. And this power will
grow, until, sooner or later, the Transkei will be an autonomous state.
That is policy.

Meanwhile social and economic progress in the territory is keeping pace
with political development. Already five of every six Transkei children
are at school and a current five-year program calls for the expenditure
by the South African Government of 160 million dollars in the Transkei
and other Bantu homelands.

The Xhosas of the Transkei will therefore be the first to win their
right to self-determination in their historical homeland. They will be
followed by other Bantu nations. The die is cast and the political map
is being irrevocably redrawn in South Africa,

And it Is these developments, too, that the world condemns when it
condemns separate development.

Some of the critics who condemn our policy maintain that what they want
to see in South Africa is a non-racial democracy, which will be neither
African nor European in character.

This sounds very admirable. But it is not feasible. For it flies
directly in the face of all the facts of Africa. The reason is simple
and obvious. For if Africa has done one thing, she has shown conclu-
sively that her peoples have no desire to be recast in a foreign mold.

We must always remember that the way of Africa is not necessarily the
way of Europe -- or of the West. That is another lesson of Africa. For
almost nowhere on that continent have the inherited systems of Europe sur-
vived intact for long. Least of all the systems of government.

Far be it from me to say that this is a good thing or a bad thing; that
it is right or that it is wrong. After all, no two countries in the world
order their affairs in identically the same manner.

As far as the South African nation of European stock is concerned, we are
determined to continue to practice the system which is our heritage and
has its roots in Western traditions. To ensure this, South Africa ust
be given the opportunity to carry through her policy of separate develop-
ment.

My plea, therefore, is that our friends should make a real endeavor to
comprehend the true nature of our problem, the fundamental aims of o r
policy, i.e. the solution, and recognize the tremendous progress we have
already achieved. They will then, we firmly believe, take no action which
will impede the measures we are taking to bring our policies to fulfillment.

My plea is based on the merits of .our policy. For our policy is directly
in line witl the African revolution, which has as its main objective self*



determination for alb. In fact, we as the first of the African national-
ists anticipated that revolution long before it ever reached the propor-

tions it has today.

At the same time our policy is in accordance with the fungamestal philos-

ophies of the West. We do not deny the individuality and dignity of man.
What we do say -- what our unique situation has taught us to say -- is

that each man has his dignity and his individuality within the society

that he understands, which is his own.

This is our case, our challenge. Therein too, lies the key to So.uth

Africa's relationship with the West, with Africa, and with the world.

* * * * * * * * * * *

Reading XV

THE CASE AGAINST APARTHEID

Reading XIV presented a case for apartheid written by a white South

African, Dr. Hilgard Muller. Muller defended apartheid on a variety of
grounds and justified his policy on the basis of separate and individual

development of cultures. He cited growth rate, standard of living, and
literacy statistics to prove that apartheid worked. He also discussed

the prospects for Bantu self-rule in the Transkei. He did not suggest

that white and non-white share public facilities or live under the

jurisdiction of equal government institutions. Both the subjects he

chose to discuss and those he omitted are useful to determine his frame

of reference.

Reading XV presents an analysis and an indictment of apartheid. It was

written by a native African Zulu Chief, Albert John Luthuli. Chief

Luthuli grew up in a Christian home, attended schools and college in
Natal, and taught in an African intermediate school for two years. He

then went to Adams College in South Africa where he taught for fifteen

years. He is best known for his leadership in the passive resistance
movement against apartheid for which he was awarded the 1960 Nobel

Peace Prize. Because of his anti-government activities, the police
put Luthuli under "restrictive custody" in his home village in South

Africa. These restrictions have effectively isolated Luthuli from any
contact with his fellow Africans. Although his background is different
from most Africans, he feels that he represents the interests of all

Africans. Luthuli states, "I think as an African, I speak as an African,
I act as an African, and as an African I worship the God whose children
we all are."

Luthuli and Muller wrote from quite different frames of reference. What

Muller praises as constructive, Luthuli condemns. Yet both men claim
that their actions and beliefs are based upon the principles of Chris-

tianity. Both claim to desire the welfare of all the people of the
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Republic of South Africa. That their professed goals are the same and
their ways to reach these goals so different indicates the vast psychold
ogical and intellectual gulf which apartheid has created)

Are these men typical of their fellows? Did Muller speak for all of
white South Africa and Luthuli for all the Bantu? The article which
follows does not contain answers to these two questions, but the reader
will find data which may help him to decide whether or not Luthuli
represents typical native attitudes. As you read, think about the
following questions:

G10101M.201.MENNIMEN.

1. On what grounds did Luthuli attack apartheid?
Did he discuss the same topics as those which
Muller took up?

How did Luthuli propose to change apartheid?
Is his solutico practical?

Do you think Luthuli represents the opinion
'of the majority of native' South Africans?
What evidence can you cite for your position?

Is there any way to reconcile the ideologies
of Luthuli and Muller? What does your answer
imply for the future of the Republic of South
Africa?

"Africa and Freedom:
. The Recognition and Preservation of the Rights of Man"

* Albert John Luthuli, in VITAL SPEECHES OF THE DAY, Vol. XXVIII, No. 9,
February 15, 1962, 269271.

In his mAticism of Apartheid, he notes that there is nothing new in this
system, but rather that it is a carry-over from a by-gone age. He charges
that even though the South African government tries to mask the system with
such phrases as "separate development," "independence," the deception has
failed. He summarizes that, "I, as a Christian, have always felt that there
is one thing above all about "Apartheid" or "separate developmem." that is
unforgivable. It seems utterly indifferent to the suffering of individual
persons who lose their land, their homes, their jobs, in.pursuit of what is
surely the most terrible dream in the world. This terrible dream is not
held onto by a crack-pot group on the fringe of society, or by Ku Klux
Klansmen, of whom we have a sprinkling. It is the deliberate policy of the
government, supported actively by a large part of the white population and
tolerated passively by an overwhelming white majority, but now fortunately
rejected by an encouraging white minority who have thrown their lot with
non-whites who are overwhelmingly opposed to so-called separate development."
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Reading XVI

WHERE IS SOUTH AFRICA GOING?

Year after year the streams of South Africa ran red with the blood of
white and native killed in battle. Each side was merciless to the other.
The accounts of battles and massacres, contained in earlier readings all
indicate how inhuman man can be to man. Are we now on the verge of
another great bloodletting? Will the natives, assisted by their brothers
to the north, drive the whites into the sea and seize control of the land
where they form three-fourths of the population? Would western nations
permit such a massacre? Can they prevent it?

Is there a way out? Reading XVI describes the four major political parties
in South Africa and analyzes their proposed solution:: to the problems of
this benighted land. At the moment these four groups are still engaged
in debate trying to convert others to their point of view. What will
happen tomorrow no one knows.

Apartheid is the crux of the issue. In a world where men of different
races are everywhere learning to live with each other, black and white
in South Africa draw further apart. Apartheid is the end product of
three centuries of conflict between men of radically different cultures
whose ideolc3ies set them at each others' throats. Fear and distrust
have become a way of life. Unlike the United States, where the whites
had power and outnumbered the Negroes by nine to one, the whites who
control South Africa's government are only a fifth of the population.
They believe that they will be overwhelmed by blacks if they grant
equality and the franchise to their native fellow-countrymln. Hence
apartheid.

Reading XVI was written by. Gweneolen H. Carter, an American professor who
has long been a student of African affairs. As you read, keep the follow-
ing questions in Mind:S

What is the pvoblem in South Africa?

What are the objectives of each of the groups
described in the article? How does each pro-
pose to reach its objective?

What would be the logical consequences of
adopting the policy which each group suggests?

If you were a white South African, which
policy would you recommend? A native? All
.things considered, what seems the best course
to follow?
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SOUTH AFRICA: SOME PROPOSED NEXT. STEPS *

* Gwendolen.Carter, THE POLITICS OF INEQUALITY: SOUTH AFRICA SINCE 1948,
New .York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1958, pp. 407-418.

Dr. Carter, one of the most prominent experts, in African affairs in the
United States today, suggests tlAt there are four answers to the question,
"Where should South Africa be heads g7" The four positions are:

1. Ideal and Territorial. Apartheid - the belief that every racial
group should be able to fulfill its own potentiality and that
each group should live in a separate area to develop in its
own way, at its own pace, and for 'its .own objectives.

2. The Nationalist Party - According. to Carter, the Nationalists
subscribe to the ultimate view of ideal Apartheid but claim
that it will take two to three hundred years to achieve it.
In the meantime, the Nationalists propose that African labor
be used to develop the. European economic system.

United Party - Supporters of this group suggest that eventually
the African and.Eurdpians wiil be able to live together in
social, political and economic equality. In the meantime,
however, it will be necessary for the whites to "guide"
the African masses.

4. Liberal Party - Those who idekify themselves as Liberals
suggest that the African should be given the political,
economic, and personal rights which are due to him as a
citizen of South Africa.
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3311110DUCTION: APARThEnt IN TOE ROM= OF SOO= APR=

Subject Objectives: to know:
that apartheid &Harp from caste, segregation and slavery.

that apartheid is the official policy of racial separation supported
by the present government of the Republic of South Africa.

that laws establishing apartheid have been passed predominately since 194g.

that one's view of the justice of apartheid depends primarily upon coe's

value system.

Cognittve Objectives:
4.00 Amu& of the material in the list of names in the article in

terms of areas of a culture.
4.10 table, of elements to recognise the frame of reference of gait*

and native_.

5.00 llesis of generalisation from the list of laws.

Materials: Reading I, "Some Laws Estallehing Apartheid" and "Africa: Or4eal

of Color."
Chart: Characteristics of apartheid, caste, slavery, segregation.

MICOSEIIIIIPe

GU MP WORE: Allow about ton minutes
for students to fill in chart.
Assign one group to apartheid, one
to costei,00no, to slavery, one to

segregation. Inform class that the
chart All serve es the basis for
discussion.

Lees focus our attention on apwetheid.
When Aid it become established. .

by ice in South Africa?

What does the legislation reveal about
the dimensions of apartheid?

According to Miss Oordimer, how do
Bantu regard apartheid?

Add haw do the white, look upon this
lnatituttoe? .

Why do the two groups regard the
institution so differently/

What tort of compromise can you
suggest as ccepteble to .both, groups?

ASO*EMPIONNWPORMaiwro.iabftimilkagoSe

After ten minutes, ask group eheirmen
to report on the findings of the chart*
This reporting may take the rest of
the period and would certainly he A
worthwhile class activity. &Never,
some may wish. to cut short the chart-
work and move into the questions
Wei. %VTR - for a further varia-
tion some may assign the chart as bows-
work which the student will bring
completed to class.

Tesfee to the dates of the sets en pogo 3.

Encourage discussion of the difierent
types of .regulations contained in the
lists about housing, social intscedur-wi
government, education, labor ,. rerhlie

facilities and the courts.- Stueants
should see that apartheid extents to
every area of life.

Ott at details about daily life from
the article in order to foster en
understanding ten human terns.-

Encourage a similar discussion.

Get at different value systems end tha
contrast between the positive aemanteos
to whites and the handicaps to retives,'

Encourage disiussion. If tine tamain3s
dtvide the elites into two groups to
present arguments about ponsiblt camptomtias
from both potato of view.
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Subject Objectives: to know:
that the Hottentots were a simple, pastoral people limits is a traditiovel

society organised around smell ?Ands. .

that this society could not exist tu its traditional form if Whites

settled in the area in great nuebere,
the methodology of the anthropologist.

Cognitive Objectives:
2.30 Extvgaittlas of the possible effects of the culture of the Reno:tote

when a more advanced culture impinges upon it.
4.00 tageis of the parts of Hottentot culture from the descriptive

passages in the reading.

Material:it Reeding 2, "The Society of the Hottentots"

Hew would you describe the way in
which this reading was put together?

Why do you suppose the author wrote
in this way?

bet's see if we can work up a mew
sentence description of Hottentot
society as a first app? odstation,
Everyone write down such a simple

deecription.

Whet are the major elements in
Dr. Schapera's description/ (Set

up a chart with one column for
categories, one for Hottentot,
society, and one for the Dutch
which will be filled in the
following day.)

Discuss each category on the chart.

Now write an emended onesentenco
description of Hottentot. society.

Whet do, you think world happen

to the Ilettentots if whites
occupied the water holes?

This article is primarily a descriptiqn of
Hottentot society with material organ :seed!

around various parts of the culture,

Get students to speculate about hie f :esio
of reference and his training an an

anthropologist. Point to the relettva
absence of cause-an&effect statementi and
the importance of description of daily
activities, emphases which onthropololists
would naturally make.

Require each student to write w onc-eyntetut

description of the society In his not4boak..
Then have several students rend their
deecriptions. Tall the class that evatyone
will be asked to write an amended verboten oil'

their description at the and of the hour.

Students should bring out the jrcrnomits,

sugaulima of the society, the level of
clB...e:olost, the ulateal amount the

social glEgsgatA and the value aLtelt.

Go back to the earlier exercise: Ask

several students to read their definitions.
Alml others to criticise.

Discuss the effect on the economy an4 the
social system. Ask if the isyste,.

would encourage mass resistance, Use the
remainder of the close time on this matter..
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SOUTH ATUCA, ReaCing 3 lasso% P'Lata

slit cams or um DUTCH

Subject Objectivssu to know:
that the Boers come to South Africa to estOdish ai supply post and

provisioning center for trading ships.
that the Boers looked on the Hottentots as potential suppliers of ca :ale

and sheep. .

that the Boers encouraged settlement, farming and herdic% by freemen to
establish a steady source of supply for trading vessels.

the methodology of the anthropologist.

Cognitive Objectives:
2.20 jalametation of'idess from a journal into analytical const2s4te.
2.30 Agagration of the possible effects of culture contact bete tu

Boer mud Hottentot.

Materials: Reading 3, "Tile Coming of the DutAti

Why did the Dutch come to South
Africa?

How did. Boer and Hottentot first
coma in contact?

Examine the Beer and Hottentot
cultures as sterted in class the
previous day.

e4

aMellWaNNIIIIMSOMMENIMMI +Camp .110.10..INCIIM101490. 4111INNINISIMeedebex

Remember, their prinary purpose use to
establish a half-wall house for shipi
ins between Europe mad the East tndtes,
granting of free tracts of land to IndivLileil
citizens came only alter five years of sectle-
vent and because production at the lspe V.43 Low.

Discuss the trading relationship. ;by did

Dutch went native cattle? Get at tie detAls
of the trade, especially the nerelitbilit7
of the Eottentots as suppliers of cut? e.

Pill in the chart under the co1uun net aciia
for the Dutch. Vte the same catawtes
those used for the Hottentots. Ask if airy

student wishes to add a category. he
might look something like the follo;ing.

I

I

Hottentot
61101111MMINIMINIMMOINMIRIOffilla.

Beer

9LIMISPASN. Vaset on herding and gather* Based on agriculture, manufacturing dr.'
ins. Trade tangential. trade. Honey .econmuye Divaissen of

Barter. tittle division labor.

of labor.

o

att,:esti

UWE

Primitive. Rand tools and
weapons only. No metals.

Small bands. Traditional.
Ho written laws. Primitive
conception of property.

Small scale around family
and band.

MO tnfOrmation

Relatively more Mosinee& Guns. Distal,
Tools unknown to the Bette mots.

Image-scebt political system extmidint
across the ocean, Written legal cede. 141
developed conception of private woperul

rights.

European. Family and ethnic group. tbse

sophisticated then Hottentot.

imPhasize honesty by their own items o:

reference, living lby roles, etc. lave
students search for eismples.
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Which of these cultures is likely
tai OUVVINE) is a contest with the
ether?

Ars they likely t6 come
conflict?

sount APRICks Reading .3 Iesson Min
r age 2

Bncograss discussion* Go through zilch
area c the charts which students more
eads*'

Assiut so through the chirts 'to us possrtie
salvoes of friction*



SOUTH AYR/CA, Reading 4 Lesson Plan

BOS IR AND liarrurar
Subject Objectiveus to know:

that information contained in accounts by untrained observers must bps
examined in the light of the frame of reference of the writer.

that the Boers and the Hottentots cane into conflict for a number of
reasons.

that the Boers could exterminate the Hottentots because of superior
technology. a larger political organisation end a more cohesive
social system.

Cognitive Objectives:
2.30 Extrendation about future of two societies based on projections

developed 'from readings.
. 4,10 AntlyAlmiAlAments, particularly the ability to induce the frame

of reference of a writer 'by the use of internal evidence.

4.30 leallidlti4ntlattpalby examining the words which
disclose the purpose of the writer.

6.10 Judgment in terms of internal evidence of the relative SICuLT*Cf
of an account.

Materials: Reading 4, "Sparruan Tries toiling a Hottentot," "A Hottentetia
Lament," "lamr Justice;" and "Boer Encroachments."

Today we will divide, into four
groups each of which will work
on one of the four documents in
the reading. You are to

1) R.Iad the article through
again.

2) /*scribe the attitude of the_
author toward his subject.

3) Isolate evidence to prove
that this was his attitude.

4) Assess the reliabiliIT of the
account.

What does this exercise reveal about
the reliability of source material?
{!unto: The Hottentots left no
written records. Therefore,.
)Iurchell and *Philip are used to
suggest Hottentot position. Use
this information to get at validity
of historical sources.)

Why did the two groups come into
conflict?

Who will win and did win 0, when
conflict erupted?

Divide the class into four groups. Requidle
each student to work individually et his
desk for fifteen minutes. Then let the
groups meet to compere notes and chooce
a reporter. Let each reporter describe
the conclusions which his group drove
Rave the class check the referencee which
have been isolated. Write the directiona.
on the board for students to examine.

Discuss this question. Get to the necest.fty
to examine the frame of reference, Discu:s
ways to spot bias in language, will ingnew.:
to generalize from one instance or inabi:,ty
to see events except from a peespective
one's ova culture.

Discuss the reasons given in the feet
accounts.

The Boers. Check the hypotheses drvelov:
for Reading 3. The Boers overwhelsed
primitive Rottentot society. 3y tEc mid., e
of the 16th century, the Hottentots were
reduced to servants or bad retreated to
the barren wastes along the fringes of em
colony.



NOIR MICA, Reading S Lesson Plat.

ME NAM

Subject Objectives* to knows
that the most important ctheractst trait of a Zulu was courage in battle.
that the Zulu political soites permitted them to organise a large army.
that the Zulu were more sophisticata end posed a greater threat to the

Ames than did the Hottentots.
the methodology of anthropology.

Cognitive Objectives:
LOD his of detailed information to reveal values.

Materials: Reading 3, "The Military Organization of the Zulu"

Why were the Boors able to
exterminate the Hottentots?

Review previous readings. Point t* super.or
technology and a more advanced political
order.

Wouldn't these same factors.operate Encourage discussion. The technolcsical

for time Boors against the Zulu? fectot is the same. The Zulu, how.for,
had *mare widespread and cohesive ;wittiest
system. They had two additional factors
in their favors superior numbers arc >f an

ethic based on bravery.

Oct students to la* for churcteristice
in various areas of culture, political,
economic, status system, values of the worm,
ceremonies, etc. Discuss each in turn
asking after the facts are in the tersome.
characteristic which is most important.
Courage, or some other word maniac about
the same thing, should turn up in each
case. Then ask a stutent to make cxplie.;:
the procedure by which this conclucion
has been reached. This entire procodure
will probably oonsume about half tram
period.

What was the most important
*oar/cater trait of a Zulu? Lot's .

bests by asking how to answer this
question systematically.

Will the Boers be Able to
exterminate the Zulu easily?

Row would a typical European
probably respond to Zulu customs?

n't*T.T.0317,5t

$0, because of the reasons given atom

Rsa# one of the juicier passages aloud.
Oet students to realise how diffiaLlt
it would be for a European to live
intimately with the Zulu. Then sat for
ways in which the two groups tight be
assimilated. Ask if Apartheid is rot an
easier policy to explain to Witte tooth
Africans than assimilation would be
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BOER AND BRITON

Subject Objectives: to kiew:
that toe Boers and the Britons were divided over policies toward the nstivt.3.
that the Boers fled from British rule to preserve their way of life which

includedt ecotomic independence, white supremacy, Dutch language 4ni
institutions.

Cognitive Objectives:
2.10 WmplaLiou, of
2.20 Interpretation

passages read.
5.00 Synthesis of a

Materials:

Information found in sources to analytical uses,
or discovering the implications contain in 0%4

general conclusion from three documents.

Reeling 6, %anifesto of the Emigrant. Farmers," and 'Letter of
A. UN J. Pretorius."

As background, can someone tell me
why the British became interested
in South Africa?

Let's compare the Boer and English
reasons for settling in the arse.

Ekeping in mind what we have read
and.just stated, can we also make
a comparison between English and
Boer uttitudes toward the natives?

Did these differences in attitude
affect Boer-English relationships?

Let us summarise what we have said
so far about Boer-British relations.

AO,

During este French revolution the geoecammt
of the Netherlands collapsed. The .1algiicha

fearing French intervention, set vp neval
bases, and later annexea Cepa ?own. The
Netherlands' government remained pl;gued
by problems so the British set up a
permanent settlement,

Through the discussion bring out tht idec that
the main reason for Boer settlement seemcA to
be to fi7N1 a life free from external restraints,
especia from the English. Engiiih setTlee
meant was different. They did not m.lve
areas inhabited by the Bantu nor dii the!.
come into economic competition with them,
Therefore the English did not steed
exploit the native - which seemed t) his e,

result of pursuing economic gain.

Lei students discover the fact that the
different reasons for settlement an1 the1,3er
experience with the pottentot helpe; briul
about different attitudes towavd the nat-ees.
The Boers berated the Lv.,,Aish roar

continuing the master-slave truacmeat of
the native.

Yes. They empttaaised the differencts
the two societies even though 4oth aurae

A major reason that the Boers moved to N.1-,AIL
and later to the Orange Free State as to
escape from English policy to the v:tiveo

Get a student to summarise. A sap: retwt,s
for the movement of the ftere out of Car
Colony was that they could not sect t
policies including tzsatevet of the.nette.2
population. Boers, reimforced by thtlr &; tuction

of the Hottentot, had the musts-sluva
idealirmly imbedded in their minds,

77"C""117"0"nr\



We have. bun discussing the
Utterances Lu English and Doer
attitudes toward th* natives .as t possible reason far the
Dom moving. Do you think that
just Loins a Utz bred a desire
not to in unJer English rulesarid that this resulted in the Boerexodus? .

SR MICA, Reading 6 Lesson plan
pap 2

Encourap discussion. Boer nation:Um
was probably the second major teas= forthe Doer novesent away from Englishgoverned areas.



South Africa, Reading 7 Les ion

MR AND BAIL

Subject Objectives: to knows
that the Boer defeated the Bantu because of technological superiority.
that the Bantu feared and hued the Boars more than the Britons.
that some Boer leaders thought the British aided the Bantu rather than

the Beers.

Cogniuive Objectives:
2.20 trap...watt:tie:1 of ideas from a journal into analytical constructs.
4.10 Analmlip of elqmplo.particularly the ability to induce the frama

of reference of a triter by the use of internal evidence.
6.10 &Wont in terms of internal evidence of tha relative accuracy oe

an account.
oetwagelmeNkaa.. w1111111111MINIMmelmill

Materials: Reading 7, "An American Missionary Describes a Massacre by the Zulus," .nd
"A Boer Leader Describes Events in the Wars Against thi Zulu."

Lees begin by having someone
describe the realings.

The student should ses that the readings are
in the form of a diary describing views of
Beerantu hostilities.

Can you believe what you read here? Encourage general discussion. Then get to
specific matters:

Were authors eyewitnesses to the eveats
they described?

Does the language reveal a bias which might
prevent them from telling the truth?

Did they accept hearsay evidence abcat
the acttvities of missionsries?

Were they defending actions which might
be open to censure?

Mate then, is the major value of
the documents?

Why could the Boers defeat the
Bantu?

Encourage a number of replies. This account
gives first -hand information about the vi y
in which Boer leaders, viewed their relecion-
ships to the Bantu and the BritiA.

For Owen, get at his humanitarian attitude.
For Centers, get at his religion, his
attitude to vengeance, his scorn of Bar to
values, his desire for land, his distrulit of
the British, etc. Then tie up the discussion
of reliability.

Here the major variables seem to be tech-
nological superiority and great persona
courage partly deriving from a sense of
divine mission. Compare this analysis with
the major reasons that American sonless
were able to defeat the Indians.

NS:
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110ER AND SUM TM NO= 01 RIM= 11ATIONIUSK

Subject Objectives: to 'knows

the major stages of the history of the government of South Africa,
particularly of its relationship to Sritata.

the characteristics of Afrikaner nationalisms.

Cognitive Objectives:
2.00 famorigvomdipsof the stages in the development of government end uf

the characteristics of nationalism in South Africa.
3.00 Ay2livalp. in order to compare matiamalism in Europe mad South kyles.

Materials: Reading 8, "Characteristics of Afrikaner Nationalise
Slide Tape, "Afrikaner Nationalism"

Show the slide.taps at the beginning
of class.

The reading on. nationalism and the
slitleetaps can ha used effectively
to help students compare nationalism
in South Africa with the maens:to
in other parts of the woreld,

According to the reading, what are
the characteristics of
Afrikaner nationalism?

What are some of the character-
istics of South African nationalism
that resemble qualities in other
lands? What are some of the
differences?

wionialsmommay. 4811111111111111111orearro

Ask a student to read his list froi his
reading notes. As he reads his list, &It °the:
students to explain each point in detaL. Vc,1

mighL ask still other students to relit! am:
developments with the history of South aria
as described in the introduction.

Recall the slidentape, "MationeAlme as ,

Religion" used during the first sereste-.
Discuss religious qualities. Consider 143
elements of nationalism such as longues,*
geography, ethnic identification, cocoon past,
etc. Also evaluate some of the differeaces
in South Africa with European nationalim suet.
as presace of large numbers of non-Sur4peanst
the role of the British, and perhaps tit., sent i

of "chosenness." The possibilities hers are
infinite. Some may vial to stay with a
comparison of European countries. If LAU
has already been,cenaidered, ..sr 4Qtrey fit:.sh

compare Indian and South African nationAinn.
°time may lot& to China. Still others may
.wigh to compars the experience of South Afric4.
with tbat of the United States although this
comparison should be limited because tits elata
has had no recent study of American bis!ery,

This slide tape is an original script and is accompanied by slides showing
scenes from the wall friese of the Voortreklter monument, contemporary paintings
of early settlers.

""



AYLLCA Slide Tape Script, Les am

AFRIKANER HATIONALISZ

/
%1'Svery nation holds certain symbmls and traditions sacred. For the

Afrikaner in South Africa, the descendant of the early Boer pioneer, that ire

teen, such hallowed memories. Each syMbol, each tradition recalls it stoxiiunt

experience in the Afrikaner's struggle to win the snbcontinsnt of Afric,.

1- 1) The Afrikaner cherishes the memory of his .forefather's fronticr

For generations the frontier Seer 1; lived in wagons such as these end 4141-161

with his flocks and herds. 4 /The *rendering Boer did not build permanGnit 'koalas

because he desired nobility. Vis wagon became timely a "house 40 *41116"

A trekker f.ii; family limited its possessiOns to items of absolute necessi.tyx a
s'A

gun, lend, powder, a few clothes, a Bible weith these simple belenginge r Doer

could survive. 'Alexi' close to nature, a frontier trekker learned to fend am

himself, dependent only on his maw, his flocks, his gun, and his Cott During

his frontier experience, the Beer battled incessantly with the native pcopullittat

OA After more than two centuries of fighting, Boer settlers destroyed the

military power of the Africans, The Agriltener hes not forgotten this strut filet

"Our Afrikaner Boers," nationalistic leaders proclaimed, "are
summoned to be the pioneer* of Christianity and Civilisation."

9) 'the Afrikaner treasures his experience with his God. From thso earliest

days of the settlement he built churches to honor the Lord. The trekking Iner oi

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries looked upon the Old Testament as a mirror

of his life. IW Had nat the Israelites of old followed their flocks and kerds

for generations? Had not the ancient Hebrews wandered in the wilderness fer for

years in search of the Promised Land? Had not Moses and Aaron led the peolZe
ve-t

out of Egypt? s Had not Joshua fought against the Canaanite* to win the

Promised Lend? The Boer saw an identical pattern in his ewa experience. lhe

rugged patriarchs 04: of South Africa had led the fight. 14z Hata, the Crease

Free State, and the Transvaal were the Promised Lando-the Voortrekkers, the souls

the pioneers, the Afrikaners were the Chosen people. lbs Africans, the

Hottentots ebkl, the Zulu thethe Kstabele (14 ,, the Sechusna ;l70eore the
rml.

014

Canaanite*.

Pinelly the Afrikaner remembers the English. 44; In the early nineteenth

century the British occupied Capetown for defensive purposes is- they staple :?air

more than one hundred years. Boers of Butch descent feared that the 'trial)*

would destiny their customs and traditions. In the 1830's these Boers trwlicad
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out of reach of the British they undert'ok the Great Trek -- at first Iva Its,L,1

and later into the Orange Free State and the Transvaal. These trekkers or *w-
e

trekkers as they were called, 19). suffered grievously at the hands of the Ulu,

the Natabele and later, the knglisb. Yet the Voortrekkers persevered end :eon

their Promised Land. These Voortrekkers who combined the virtues of God aed the

frontier became the heroes of nationalistic Afrikenerdes. (20' Later geneptiens

were to say,

The Afrikaners have received a Providential summons to trek through
South Africa as the pioneets of civilisation so that Africa may oe
civilised and the heathen natives won over to Christiaeity.

Per these Afrikaners, the Old Testament anslogy was complete -- the Zoglish

assumed the role of Sayptians pursuing the Chosen People in their 'chariots of

The pursuit lasted many years. In the 18704, after the British hod

annexed the Transvaal, an Afrikaner clergyman called upon his congregation t.10

resist the British, the forces of the iteraoh

"Behold the armies of salvation of the Lord; we tire as Israel
of old before us lay the Bed Sea, behind us was the Sgyptien
host and on either side of us were lofty mountains. We could
but look up and cry toted and Re beard our voice."

As the Boer War loomed near at the end of the century, another

Afrikanerpredikant proclaimed,

"When we think of the former emigrants, the Voortrekkere of yore
it is then revealed unto us hos God, in ate divine providence,
dealt with time, even as he dealt with the Israelite motion of
cold."

During the war an Afrikaner ex;/aimed, iiiN

"I consider and believe that this land is the lend ordained by
Oed since time began in watich we should wage our final fight
for freedom."

2A in spite of the moving oratory, the Boers and their nationalistic

God did not win the war. Yet the Britten victory did not destroy the Afriksieer

spirit. Paul Xruger, !wrote leader of the Boer nation,`23 ; wrote after the

fighting had stopped,

"I am convinced that Cod does not forsake His people, even though
it may often appear so. Ibereforei resign myself to the will of
the Lord. I know that begin not aloe his afflicted people to
perish.

Building a new nationAi out of the ruins of the old, South Africatu

have created a new nationalism, as new patriotism for their now independent state.

-------

=

L
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Over the past century five general characteristics have emerged in Afrikaner

nAtionalient

Afrikaners have eir emphasised the theme of Iritish injustice.

Afrikaners 44? have developed a love for their fatherland. They think

of themselves as a national unit because of their hondr of blood* rues and

ancestry.

Afrikaners 29 consciously preserve this national identity. They heat

Lai:reduced a new language, Afrikaans, and built a folklore about the heroic deed.:

of, notional heroes.
.14

Afrikaners 10; think of themselves as a chosen people, ordained by Cod

to live in their Promised Land.

Tinallys (11 the history of the Voortrekker has become a sacred topics

considered in terms of reverence mad thanksgiving.

These five characteristics (32!have been rendered permanent by the coostavetioo

in Pretoria of a political national religious monument dedicated to the timory

of the Voortrekkers. Surrounded (33 by a protective wall of trak wagons* the

monument seeks to preserve the essence of Afrikaner nationalism. At the heal of

the structure is as !'34) sacred cenotaph, a symbolic gravestone for the Vote. trekkkv se

4S, inscribed with the words* "tie for Thee, South Africa." Around the itcerie,A

wall, the largest historical frieze t11 in the world commemorates the glotioua

deeds of the Voortrekkers as they conquered the land from the African populaciw,

Outside* gigantic 'Woes of the Voortrekker leaders 07) symbolime the devotion

of the people to the ideals of these frontier heroes. At the dedicatioo of

this monument in December* 19496 Prime Minister Dr. D. P. Wasp summed up the

essence of the nationalist movement:

lack to your oeopie; back to the highest ideals of your people;
back to the pledge which has been entrusted to you for safe..
keeping; back to the altar of the people on which yore must ley
your sacrifice end* if it is demanded of you, also yourself as

a sacrifice; back to the sanctity aed.inviolability of fa m&

life; back to the Christfan way of lite; back to the Christian
faith; back to your .Church; back to your Mod.

Mere in the words 691 of Malan and in the *teas and mortar of the VOOcti4goV

monument is written the history of Afrikaner entiomalied4 Mere is weverento tot

the frontier; devotion to the fatheelead; dedication to an all-powerful takm

detiettce of the BoelLsh; aod perhaps Wt important* small of wagons 'shift

separated Afrikaners from Africans is ,thee miostaanth caster? ead rrleetd 12 'tie

twentieth century hes became a at tic reprosestatioo of a pulbey d tet-04

separation.
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SOUR AFRICA, Reading 9 Lesson Plan

4XLIVIS sat TRIBESIMB

Subject Objectives: to know:
that traditions governed the major aspects of the lives of the Bantu.

the major aspects of Bantu cultures small villages, largely pastoral

economy, traditional government, status dependent upon ownership of

cattle, relative infleuibility of the society.
that Bantu could adjust to a modern society only with great difficulty and

would probably require compen3story education.
the methodology of enthropol4gy.

"-

Cognitive Objectives:
2.20 Intemptatiat from descriptive to analytical terms.
5.00 althesit of the nature 0 the entire culture from its constituett elen.nts.

.

notarial*: Reading 9, "Lift in a Bantu Villager
INNINOMISeleNNIE01111.111.

Row would you describe the way
in which the article was written?

Why write like this?

What woe the village Like
physically?

Bow was the physical setting of the
village related to the activities
within it?

What seems to govern life in the
village? Bow, for example, are
jobs assigned?

Are there sway demands for
discussion of issues which have
never corns up before?

Let us switch to as discussion of
the roles played by people in the
society. llbet 414 the men do?
Women? Boys? Girls?

Did the Bantu valve eceumalattes
wealth? 4.*

Did they value a ratiosal
decisionemehthe process?

rloasommluo or. .1111.1Mlownos

It 411 a description of a typical' day canto-40:g

a chronological:account of the daily round oe
activity with littlelsnalyeis.

Encourage students to discuss the possibilit7 of
obtaining a more accurate accourt from a nam.
tive than from analysis which might be more
specifically dependent upon the writer's

frame of reference.

Get at specifics: size, buildings, surroundt4
lands, closeness to other villages, cts.

Encourage students to discuss points id tett stAke

them. Bo sure they discuss economic ectivit!!..
political life, entertanwent end other;
functions.

Get to the role of tradition. Almost twerytwag
is governed by folkways and mores.

VO4 Stimulate discussion about the feet that
little used for ae rational decisionenal.ing

process exists.

Get students te make specific statomenes about
the role which each group played in thi: seciely.
Include economic, political and social roles,
What toles gave prestige? Open the is4ue of
whether roles like these would be-poseble in a
modern.econowy Then go to the specific questions.

Only in the form of cattle dad thee psway
Ube able to give it away,

11104 Point to the role of traditions end of mvIiic

la the dectsloommekies process.
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Did they value adaptability to
new situations?

nephew easily could the Dean
adjust to an urban technologically
duvoloped society?

Now is the Boer likely to look
upon the prospect of living near
Slate recently come from the
villages?

sount MU. atig 9 Lesson Plan

Again no. They educated for the demands of
a traditional world.

Nocturnes discussion of the problems o2
adjustment which stew from cultural didteremcsts
Dries up the idea of compensatory education
spending more funds and resources per student
to 'repave them to live to a culture different
fro* the one in which they were reared. Ask
one student to prepare a report on compomutocr
education in Pittsburgh, rifting inforattion
from the library and the school princi$61.'

Again encourage discussies ot the wide
divergence of culture and of the difficulties
inherent in the situations



$W2* MICA) Rearase 10 Lessia Plan

BANTU SOCIBTT: CIIIMOOMOs 201102110114=1 MAXIMS

Subject Objectives: to know:
that most Bantu education was informal and designed to prepare youth to

live in a traditional society.
that Bantu marriage practices and family patterns could mot persist Le ..en

urban industrial society. 41 .

tbat compensatory education is arnecoosary ingredient for a smooth tranaitios
to urban, Wm:trial society.

the methodology of anthropology.

Cognitive Objectives: :.
2.20 baspyittatm from descriptive to analytleat terms.
5.00 ge etigsis of the nature of thc entire culture from its constituen-. elemttts.

1 .1

Materials: Reading 10, "Learning to be a Bantu"

What is the difference between
formal and informal education?

Which plays the more.fundamontal
role in a 'Worn society?

Which plays a more important
role in a primitive society?

What was the focus of education
among the Bantu?

Row did Bents education differ
from European education?

Would Bantu education prevore
a person for life in &modern
society?

Let us switch our diseusion to
marriage and the family. Who
makes a good marriage partner?

What is lobate? Utat role does
it play inmarriaget

What would happen to these
institutions Ls a modern society?

If you wished) to help the Bantu

adjust to a modern world, haw
would you thange the aft/potion*/
U-A4i mrwiaso syoteest

Oct students to contrast education at bias,
play and on the job with the more forma .
education of the school.

This question is debatable. Society coma nct
exist without informal education which styes esch
child a place. for could it get along ,:ithori:
formal education which prepares people !or
employment in a society with a highly'illvelevi
technology. Encourage discussion.

Clearly the informal. Discuss

Children learned by doing the jobs that! parfi_cs
did. See 55 and 56. They also attended scht,As
manly to learn values and correct beim:740r.

See generalisations om pesos 56 and 57.

Net for a role in the economy which 2aqiires
reading, writing and technical skills. sot tt

a changing world and a chafting social "stn.
because children are not taught ways to cope
with new situations. Discuss these two pointe.

Discuss oi ning. partners with material on
pages 57 and 58.

See definition on page 501. Poirot t <0 th: relv.ton-

ship of a mean and his inlaws. Alsoca'.1
attention to the role of mutuol gift siting.

Those institutions can hardly be parpetated a an
industrialised city. Discuss. Wlpe st4ditnt: to
sea the imp ist uLich westerabaftionwili. disrupt
these culture patterns.

Encourage discussion. Ask if apartheid is ft

sensible solution. Dries up compensatcty
*Aeration,



SOUTR AFRICA, Reading 11 Lesson ?Ian

TIE IMPACT OT MIMING AND 7ACTIORIN0

Subject Objectives: to know:
that moving to the mines disrupts traditional Bantu society.
that mine owners make few attempts to make the transition easier.
that an ideology like ideal apartheid seems to offer no viable solution

to the problem of educating Bantu for the modern unlit

Cognitive Objectives:

2.20 umugyel of the meaning of the narrative account in analyticia t, ma.
5.00 tatl.....tesis, of facts to see the cultural implications.

Motorists: Reading 11, "Bantu in Nine and Factory"
Assorted slides of industrialization in South Africa

Show the pictures of industrialisa-
tion in South Af4ca.

. Ask students to generalize on the
nature of tha economy in South

Ask students to comment on which
cacLal groups in South Africa
perform which jobs. Get at the
idea of job and wage discriminaw
tiou practiced in South Africa.
Also, as if there might be two
ruder to this glutton.

Nov well dcsa Bantu education
prepare men to work in the mines?

What happens to Bantu society when
men move to the mines?

What could be done to make the
transition to a new life less
traumatic?

7.11411111101.Met......sma.*

.....baftio8100 NO INIIIIIMIIME/b/OOMO

Obviously, it is a specialized *cum7 whit!:
engages in extensive division of laboz,
Industrials technical, and semi skillet workq-s
are required to build facteriss and produce
goods such as those produced in South ifrica.

In general, Africans are not permuted to sna,ge
in any Jobe above a ,west- skilled level. The
change from a mining economy to a mnuiscturLog
economy threatens to undercut this system.

Ask a student to review quickly the mo:er
conclusions from the previous reeding. !Me . Jar
point is that traditional Bantu educat on is .

very poor preparation both for essentia tecnilIca/
skills and for the ability to move from one
cultural context to another.

Focus attention on the disruption of itta fami.y,
the new economic role of men, the chano in
whet activities and characteristics ben* st.,.:us
and the change in physical environment it i IF
be necessary to get at these four msjo:: ohmv
through subsidiary questions. Get stotents
make out a chart at their desks with tutly,
economy, status and environment down ti o lef,
hand side and "village" and "mine" es flies/in;
under which to take notes about these A=
variables.

ftplore compensatory education as one .atcrcel:ive.
Ask whether establishing physical conCtious
similar to those in the village would help.
Explore the advisability of keeping faoillea
intact. Ask for the report on compensatory
education if Uwe* *aligned on day 9.
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Why do whites fail to use those
devices? .

If mining and manufacturing expand,
will additional natives face
experiences similar to the ones
described?

Suppose you believed in ideal
apartheid and still wanted testae
native labor in mines, seesaw
featuring and services. What
would you do in the immedie4
future

SOUTH MICA Rdg, 11, Lesion 141:.

All of these schemes would tend to break dour
the system of apartheid. In addition, white;
ideology proclaims that the African can rot
learn as well as whites. Encourage °tunings
to diseases these issues.

Yes, unless some other way is found to 2xpolnc
.the white labor force. Open the questi4m of
the possibility of establishing aparthetd
and at the same time manning a modern iaduatr;,
See the last paragraph on page 68,

This is the real political problem in South
Africa. tat students present proposals and
follow each one to its logical conclusiln.



SOUTH AFRICA, Reading 11

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSORTED SLIDES

ON THE GROW= OF INDUSTRIALIZATION IN SOUTH AFRICA

The pictures which accompany Reading 11, "Bantu in Mine and Factory," provide avisual image of industrialleatfon in South Africa. The first six pictures Awl/
the natural terrain of South Africa. This is the way the country looked to Oo
Rutth when they arrived in the seventeenth century. The original Dutch tietticrs
chase agricultural and pastoral pursuits. Pictures 8 through 11 illustrate isphase. Eight through 10 are taken near *fawn and show the wine country. lhe
structures in these pictures, incidentally, were built in the eighteenth centLry.
Picture 11 provides evidence of pastoral endeavors. Pictures 12 through 23 ollsv
evidence of the industrialization of South Africa. Diamonds in the 187066 andgold i the 1880's introduced industrialization. Other related industries picturedin numbers 19 through 23 followed. The ramainier of the slides show cities and
other western institutions which have come to South Africa as a result of
industrialisation.

in teaching Lesson 11, discuss the role of the African in this tadustrialisatton
process.

1. A landscape in the Transkei.

2. The Mites falls in the Transkei.

3. The Drakensberg range in Natoli.

4. A scene in the Western Province.

5. Cape Point, one of the southernmost tips of the African continent.
6. Wild flowers in Namaqualand.

7. Describes the landing of Jan van Riebeeck at Capetown in 1652.

8. Eighteenth century windmill.

9. Eighteenth century wine farm near Capetown.

10. Eighteenth century wine farm near Cspetown.

11. Sheep.

12. The Kimberley Hole. 25,000,000 tons of earth cad reek were extrActed fro
this hole during the diamond rush of the 1870's and moss. The perimeter
o2 the bole is one mile, The dept.'s is 3,600 feet.

13. Exeeples of diamonds today. South Africa leads the world in diamond
production.

14. View of the Witwatersrand gold reef in Johannesburg. The city is in the
background, the mine tailings are in the middle and the mine structures
in the foreground.

15. Typical gold mining scene.

16. Miners tunneling slang the gold reef.

17. Molten gold is formed into ingots. The total yearly gold production is
worth 1 billion 70% of the free world's gold production.

18. In steelmaking, the very latest equipment and techniques are employed. VA
developing steel plants already produce 90% of the country's steel requirtments
and exports of the metal are increasing steadily.
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19. South Africa is the most industrialised country is Africa. Symbolic of, recent
efforts made to utilise its vast wealth stands SASOL, an intricate complex of
pipes and retorts, rising out of the Free State soil to extract oil from coal.

20. Through scientific farming methods and liberal use of fertiliser, the country
is selfaufficient in agriculture and has large fine surpluses for export,
Fertiliser storage plant.

21. South African wines and brandies rank among the but in the world and are
very popular in Britein and on the Continent.

22. A view of Durban harbor in Motel.
t.
23. llighways.

The country's extensive highway system includes 95,000 miles of national end
provincial roads, of which about 8,800 miles are hard surfaced.
Cloverleaf crossing near Cape Town.

24. A view of Cape Town with Table Mountain in the background.

25. Another view of Cape Tom.
26. Johannesburg the "Gold Reef" where the world's richest and deepest pole

Mille* are to be found. With a population of approximately 1,110,905 (1910)
Johannesburg is one of the largest cities on the African continent.

27. Reaort area on southern coast of South:Africa.
28. A white school in South Africa.
29. A view of lbrattoria, the administrative capital of the Republic of'.'South Africf.
30. A view of the Union buildings in .Fraetoria.
31. A view of the lissislative buildings in Cape Town.



SOUTH AFRICA, Reading 12 Lesson Plan

FINDZ! OUT ABOUT BANTU LIFE INA SOUTH AFRICAN CITY

SUbject Objectives: to know
that a case study requires careful observation, accurate note taking, fell

reporting of data and frame of reference and carefully written conclusiona
that a case study can reveal major aspects of a particular society and Le a

source of analytical questions for further study.
that a case study can be misleading when it is atypical or poorly done.
the meehodology of anthropologists.

Cognitive Objectives:
3.00 Aggliagtion of methodology to new data.
4.10 ihmlatekuLthjamoss of anthropological method.

Materials: Reading 12, "Investigating Conditions Among the Bantu in Johannealurg"

Behavioral scientists use throe
major research techniques: the
case study, the survey and the
experiment. Which is this?

What was the question which Miss
Hellman was investigating?

Row can her conclusions be used
in other similar case studies?

Why did the author describe her
research technique?

How did Miss Hellman gather
data from informants?

Do you think they would answer
her questions honestly?

How did she report this
information?

low lank at the last paragraph
in Reeding 13. Haw does it differ
from the material on pages 71.73?

When can a case study be

Should an anthropologist try to
change practices of a society of

which he disapproves or let thee
continue? (give an example, if necessary.)

A case study. Rave students give excmpes of ehe
other two (polling, running rats througl a ears)
to chedk understanding. You may wish t(- breal;
the class into four groups and have rert.rters
from each gtva examples after discusstm.

Encourage discussion. She was trying tf.) dete4oine
the effects of slum life on the traditicnal
culture of the Bantu. This case reveal:: what
happened to one group of people from a tradi-
tional culture when they came La contact with
an advanced culture diffused from the Wet.

As a source for analytical questions to be put
to the evidence. See Shaping of W. Soc., Rdg,, 4.

Only by describing her procedure can MIL make sr
frame of reference and the quality of her
research clear to her readers.

Interviews; she asked them to keep budgets
(middle of last paragraph on p. 71)

Encourage discussion. Note the preceur*.ons obi
took to assure them of her impartiality Were:

her reassurances enough?

In the form of raw data first. See the dete13.1
in paragraphs 7-10 on pages 71-73. The4.e reminds
indicate the precise evidence for her ce.mclusllna.

This paragraph contains the conclusions drawn Ems
the evidence previously cited. The shatlp coetvast
in styles helps to indicate how selfcousciour
the writer was to separate evidence frame infeulnce.

When it is atypical or poorly done. Disease advant-
ages and disadvantages of this technique:: if time
remains.

Permit discussion of this ethical quentLon if
time remains.



SOS APRICh, Reading 13 Lesson Plea

LIPS ID A MaideeSSORG SLUM TADD

Subject Objectives: toll:now:

that moving to a gity disrupts the entire culture of the Bantu including

family, economic life, value systems, systems of sanctions end the

material culture.
that no non-integrated culture has taken the place of the old.

that no systematic attempt has been made to ease the transition from one

culture to another.

Cognitive Objectives:
3.00 Lieplication of anthropologists' methods to a case study.

400. M1x411 of documents to arrive at analyticaI constructs.

5.00 gathedi of material into a coherent account.

Materiels: Reading 13, "The Bantu and the City Slum"
INIIIIMPITIMMINIMIMINIMINFIll1111111011/1111111

Today we are going to examine the
effects of life in the Roolyard
on traditional !Motu culture.
Which parts of the traditional
culture disappear the fastest?

Why do you think was materiel
culture is adopted more quickly
than non-material culture?

What happened to tribal loyalties?

Are the new occupations similar
to tribal ones?

What muld happen to the prestige
of a man who had owned many cattle
and moved to the slum yard?

What happens to family solidarity
in the slum yard!

What happens to customary sanctions
and to tribal customs obi&
formerly controlled men's actions?

Dian? have the Bantu tried to adapt
some of the traditional culture
to their new life?

Why is the belief in magic so
resistant to change?

The material culture. See the last paragraph

in Reading 12. Get at the details.'

encourage discussion. Get at the conT.Amience*,

coming with western material culture in a CV:7
and the fact that using it does not challenge
mores or folkways in many cases.

They tend to disappear as tribes are asalgemat.ed.

With them may go emotional security.

No. Nen don't herd. Women work for pay. Thz,

sell beer, a holdover from the traditicual
society (see paw 56 and 37).

It would fall. Rare prestige is not bulled on

ownership of cattle but on ability to cope
with the new environment.

PamIlieS were ruptured. Discuss reasons give:

on pages 77-79.

They disappear See bottom of 79 and E0.

See bottom of 81 and 62.

encourage discussion. Point to its fiva
on the mind, a grip Which the material culture

does an have.
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Why not adopt Christianity/ Tbis
would give meaning to life.

What her bean the total effect
on the Bantu of the transition
from tribal society to the
urban slum?

How could a white use this
conclusion to argue for
apartheid?

SOUTH AFRICA, Rdg. 13 Lesson 4/14

See middle of page 81. Christians have nat
acted according to their beliefs. This
development leaves the Santu with no !silt at ell.

Ask each student to write a short anowet t*
to this question in his notebook. Then zee
the summary on page 82. Bantu culture 4 lo bet=
shattered but no meaningful and integrc114
culture has taken its place. The bnntu are
rootless and have no direction or accority.

He could ask another white if he want0 to
live said rootless people with no settled way
of life tad no firm standards to live by, a
telling argument. Ask a student to give an
extemporeneoas speech from this frame of
reference.



SOOTS AFRICA, Reading 14 Lessln elm

APARTURID
Subjeit Objectives: to know:

A CASS FOR

that the standard of living of Africans in South Africa is better than tut
of nest other Africans on the continent.

that the South African govern meat has spent large sumo of money on public
welfare woven* for the African population.

that Foreign Minister Moller** basic assumption *bout apartheid implies
that standard of living is the most important goal of African residenIs
of South Africa.

that Mueller defends apartheid exclusively on economic term*.

Cognitive Objectives:
2.20 Xptomprotatios.of the meaning of Mueller's statement.
4.10 Altsjizisctti.ellestl, particularly the ability to recognise Muella0e

assumptions and those of the film strip.
3.00 ME,IL.ca,atiLonoLliuelleris ideology to a white's defense of apartheil.

Materials: Reading 14, "Let the World Take Note"
Film strip: "South Airiest Dynamic Progress"

Show the film strip at the beginains
of the period. State that it is
produced by the South African government.

What are the assumptions of the
pictures?

What are the assumptions of the
Mueller speech?

On what grounds, then, does Mueller
defend ¢a

Ch the basis of earlier readings, how
dependent is this economic success on
the labor of the Africans?

Whet are the alternative relationships
between two cultures?

On the basis of Mueller's speech and
the pictures, what alternatives do
you anticipate in South Africa?

Develop the time that both the picturea
and speech pay close attention to housims.
medical services education (of a hafted
level of occupation potentials), and the
so-called self-government of the Transket,
Note that neither the pictures net
speech concentrate on the human ow
Christian elements which the readiag tow
Day 1St (Luthuli) will discuss. Pate
also that the pictures and the sptech
lissome that the economic success c
South Africa in some way justify the
system of racial separation.

Primarily on economic grounds.

Note how low wage rates make it presibll
to produce goods at ae comparative
advantage. Is particulars the Wee of
gold is set by a world market--the cost
of gold production is determined by the
local wage rate.

Retell the possibilities outlined an
page 21 merger, assimilation, eceommoda-
clone apartheid, extermination.

lapse in discussion of possible economic,
political, and social combinationt.



soma AMCA. Reading 15 Lesson "e.sn

TEE CASE ,AGAINST NAME=

Subject Objectivosa to know:
that Luthuli attacks apartheid on both theoretical and practical grounds.

arguing that apartheid is iropsctical asd that it hurts both black awl wbi.tt.
that his ideology S really derived from the western Christian and democcatie

tradition.

Cognitive
2.20
4.10

3,00

Materials:

Objectives:

3144, 24Sotthmealing:fInaliisstataeniilsie of elements:
rarteulrlyZabilitytoritOgniao

Luthul Les

assumptions.
ejlicv...Aim of Luthuli'a ideology to a white's defense of aparthes d.

Reading 15, "Africa and Premien The Recognition and Preservatiov of
the Rights of lien"

Assorted pictures: An African's View of Apartheid

Shwa the pietures.

Review the assumptions of yesterday's
files strip produced by the South
African government.

Who is Luthuli?

On whet grounds does be attack
apartheid?

Are other arpnents western in
origin?

Compare Luthutila assumptions with
those of Moller.

Where did he get these ideas?

What hos been the effect of the
diffusion of western culture in this
case?

Do you think Luthuli's ideas represent
those of most Bantu?

What is Lutbuli's solution?

Given this ideology, what will
happen?

4 .10114 Alee NOMMOMMI.111110

(Scenes of urban slum conditions, labor permits,
polite brutality)
Recali the large emphasis on stage ard al
living.

See biographical details in intreksctiwt

On both prettiest and theoretical grwami.
Note particularly Luthuli's relLarile on
the Christian arguments against ay airthelig
Comment on the.source of Christi= ids*,
and why en African might use these
arguments.

Yes. We argues for human equality fan::
democratic political systems, for jusida-
to all man, for economic equality lad
for many other aspects of western demetcy.

See biographical details in the ink:roduec.ion.

It has given Lothull a readymcde ideolAwy
to use in his plea to end apartheid.

Encourage discussion. Ask if he Id a
typical Bantu. Ask if all Bantu *al bi
likely to embrace non-violence as a
technique.

Note the absence of definite propcstalm
except persuasion of the whites t1 vozh
non-violent techniques. Will this succitAt

Persuasion probably won't work. tal tan:-
violence? If sot, what next? If
remains, organise an extemporancou: deb 44
between students who speak from tilt; tgar.. of
reference of Lutbuli and that of 14:.14v.

- WOMIDly:
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Subject Objectives: to Mows
that the problem of apartheid divides death African late fear major

groups. each of which proposes a solution.
that the solution proposed comet be recessiled
thad the people of death Africa sent accept the implication of the solos :in

they accept.

Cognitive Objectives
5.20 Predacing a plea of spouting to be followed is death Africa.

listeraals: Iteadire 16

What is the problem is South Airiest

What arc the four answers proposed
by various South African groups?

Last's break into four groups to explore
the implication of these proposed
solution. Divide class. Give each
group one of the four positions.
Tell groups to discuss for five
minutfts in order to delineate the
policy implication of their
positions

What do you this will happen in
South Africa? tiby?

Incourage discussion. lasist on 4
sharp* usesenteace statemeat of the
problem.

Nave four students define each of 'be
answers precisely.

Cell class back together. dove a
reporter from each .group indicate .ho
implications which discussion bras ;ht
out. Stocounge students to ask qactsttect
of the reporters. Let half ask Ws
Laths li.s point of view and half f. em
Nuellerss.

Permit discussion. Use this moor :unity
to review the Votive suit. Drift 41 our
recent clippies from the eewspeprn ?
which bear on the subject.



APARTHEID IN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA Mel Examination

DO NOT WRITE ON THIS EXAMINATION SHEET. AN ANSWER SHEET HAS BEEN PROVIDED.

This examination is divided into two parts. The first part is an objective
examination, consisting of 15 questions for which you should allot 15 minutes.
The second part is an essay examination to be written during the remainder of
the period.

For each question in the objective section choose the best of the four suggested
answers. After you decide which answer is best, mark an X through the letter on
the answer sheet. Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be
given for multiple answers.

1)-- i. Both apartheid and segregation legally prohibit all
of social contact EXCEPT:
A. mixed marriages.
B. sharing public recreational facilities, such as
C sharing the same public schools.

sharing the same residential area.

C 2. Ellen Hellmann's "Life in a Johannesburg Slum Yard"
A. justifies South Africa's policy of apartheid.
Br demonstrates that South Africa's apartheid policy is misguided.

indicates some of the problems that may have led the Afrikaners to
institute a policy of apartheid.

D. indicates what it is like to live under apartheid.

c..

.1)

of the following types

parks and swimming pools.

Which of the following cultural traits of
transferred to city life?
A. the dominant role of men.
3. the informal education system.

the Bantu was most easily

the economic role of women.
the economic role of men.

4. What characterized the economic decision-making process of the tribal Bantu?
Most decisions were made according to tradition.
Most decisions were made in the market.

C. Most decisions were made by command.
D. Most decisions were made in the governing council.

3. Political leadership in Bantu society was given to the
A. most popular men in the village.
B. wisest men in the village.
C. most articulate men in the village.

V4 oldest men in the village.

/6. In which of the following ways did the Bantu differ from the Hottentot?
A. They had a fat more advanced technology.
0 Their political system gave unity to larger groups of people.
C. Their social structure was based upon family organisation,
D. Their economy was based'on the herding of cattle.
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--7. Afrikaner nationalism differs from nationalism in European countries in that
A. it is based upon a common language.
B. it is based upon a common heritage.

(15) it is based upon the exclusion of those sharing the same country.
Do it is based upon the desire to promo** a common religion or common set

of ideals.

S. What did the Zulu value most?
A. Industriousness C. Honesty

Courage D. Courtesy

49 -- 9. Why did the Dutch originally colonize South Africa?
C..) They wished to establish a "service station" on the route to the Indies.
B. They wisWed to mine the rich mineral resources of South Africa..
C. They wisha to establish a colony to provide for the surplus

population of the Netherlands.
D. They Oohed to establish a colony that would provide agricultural

product. to the mother country.

D- 10. Which of the following groups was exterminated in South Africa?
C.9 Bantu B. Boer C. British . D. Hott,ntot

Please turn to page 3 of the exam.
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Questions 11 through 15 refer to the following statements.

I. The passage indicates that the author was an eyewitness of the
event he was describing.

II. The passage reveals in its language a bias in the author which
might prevent him from telling the truth.

III. The passage indicates that the author accepts hearsay evidence
from others.

IV. The passage reveals that the author is trying to defend an action
that someone else might condemn.

a' 11. Which of the statements above best describes the following passage:
"Dingaan's conduct was worthy of a savage, as he is. It was base and
treacherous, to say the least of it; the offspring of cowardice and fear."?
A. I only Co II & II/ only

(29 II only D. I/ &IV only

A- 12. Which of the statements above best describes the following passage:
"This morning, when we were at prayer, the unusual sound of muskets was
heard from the west. This proved to be the arrival of the Boers, who
(15esently entered the town on horseback, with their glJns in their hands."?

I only C. II & IV only
B. III only D. III & IV only

- 13. Which of the statements above best describes the following passage: "The
messenger was anxious for my answer; but what could. I say? I was fearful
on. the. one hand of seeming to justify the treachery; and on the other of
exposing myself...to probable danger, Moreover, I could not but feel that

. it was my duty to [warn) the Boers *the-intended massacre; while certain
death would have ensued...if I had been detected in giving them this
information."?
A. II only B. III only C. IV only I & IV only

C.- 14. Which of the statements above best describei the following passage: "As we
have since been informed, a missionary had, in Retief's absence, been with
Dingaan. The king enquired of him who CRetier's party.] was, and the
answer was that "They were deserters frik their king."
A. I only B. II only COO /II only D. II & IV only

15. Which of the statements above best describes the following passage: "So
far as we have learned, Dingaan was very friendly to Retief when he
arrived...He signed the agreement, and then invited Retief and his
companions to come and eat and drink with him. Then his treachery manifested
itself in the death and martyrdom which all our friends were doomed to
undergo."?
A4 II only B. III only C. IV only II &III only

'W. ,
'411111L
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Select OS of the following essay questions and write a concise argument
.supporting or refuting the statement. The essay will count for one-half
Of the exam.

1. In South Africa, Afrikaner nationalism is apartheid and apartheid is

Afrikaner nationalism. Comment!

or

2. Had there been no industrialisation in South Africa, there would have

been no apartheid. Comment!

4
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INTRODUCTION: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT INI INDIA

The future of freedom in Asia may depend upon whether the economy of India can
develop faster than the growth in population. if population growth outstrips
agriculture], production, people will starve by the millions. Unless industry
develops rapidly to absorb people from the villages, they will crowd the land
beyond its capacity. Moreover, without increased industrial production, the
standard of living of millions of people in India's vast cities will deterio-
rate. These conditions provide fertile soil for Communist agitators. Their
toll in human terms would be immense.

India has been free since 1947 when the English dropped the reins of govern-
ment. In the following years India has struggled valiantly with her vast
problems. She was forced to settle the issue of religious rivalry between
Hindu and Moslem, a rivalry which eventually resulted in a vast religious war
during which millions of Moslems fled to Pakistan while Hindus made their way
from Pakistan to India. She was forced to develop a democratic political
system among a people who were largely illiterate and quite unaccustomed to
ruling themselves. She faced external enemies in China and Pakistan and had
to keep a large standing army to protect herself. At the same time, the
faced the pressing problem of a rapidly rising population and an economy grow-
ing far too slowly to accommodate her poverty-stricken people at a decent
standard of living.

The development of the Indian economy hee been conditioned by two major factors.
The first is the traditional Indian society which has established a way of life
which will be difficult to change. Yet change it must if the economy is to
grow. The second is the centuries of British rule during which the foundations
for a modern economic and political system were laid down. India has built
upon these foundations, changing some of them to suit new needs which have
become apparent since independence.

The introductory reading for this unit analyzes these needs and discusses the
resources with which India hopes to fill them. It was written by Pitambar
Pant who is in charge of the Planning Division of the Indian Planning °emis-
sion, the body responsible for making plans for economic development. As you
read, keep the following questions in mind:

1. What is India's major agricultural proidleml How does
she propose to solve it? Her industrial probleel

2. What are her major resources--natural, capital and
human? How does she propose to develop them?

How is population growth related to the problems
of economic development?
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READING

THE DErmormmir OF INDIA *

* Member Pant, "The Development of India," in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,
September, 1963, Volume 209, pp. 189-202.

This arttele describes the philosophy, the problems and the achievements of

the first twelve years of economic planning by the Indian government. The
author analyses India's natural, human, and capital resources in both the
agricultural and industrial sectors Of the economy and under both private

and public ownership
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THE TRADITION SOCIETY

Stating the Issue

To a degree every society is a prisoner of its past. The past
sets the folkways and mores which the present obeys. The past
established institutions resistant to change. The past builds
a value system which helps to determine the things men treasure.
The past can be changed only when people are willing to see
ancient mores, folkways, institutions and values scrapped for
new ones. To many people, particularly to illiterate peasants
living in isolated villages, change is the great enemy. flow to
persuade them?

Societies change in two ways. Sometimes new things are invented
for the first time, just as some primitive man first discovered
how to make fire by otriking sparks from flint. In the modern
underdeveloped world, however, most of the impetus for change
comes from diffusion, from ideas carried to the newer nations
from the industrialized West. Whether these ideas will take
root in a new land depends in part upon the native culture.
Some cultures are more receptive to specific changes than are
others. Within a given culture, some ideas or institutions
will be accepted more rapidly than others. In any case the
traditional culture of an area will have a profound impact
upon the process of diffusion.

We will begin our study of economic growth and development
in contemporary India by studying traditional Indian society.
How was the society organized? What were its major institu-
tions? Its mores and folkways? Its values? These are the
questions we will study in Readings II through VI.
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READING II

RELIGION

India is a land of immense racial and religious diversity. There

is no such thing as a typical Indian racial group; a wide variety

of racial groups are represented in the vast sub-continent.

Tremendoua diversity also exists in the sphere of religion. Al-

though over 80 per cent of the Indians are Hindus, followers

of other religions are also significant in numbers. For

instance, India contains one of the largest Muslim populations

in the world, exceeded only by Pakistan and Indonesia. The

Christian population in India is around 8 million, centered

mainly in the South. There are over 6 million Sikhs, most of

whom live in the Punjab and around Delhi. In addition to these

four groups, there are Buddhists and Jains, Parsee. (Zoroastrians)

and Jews, animists and tribal peoples. The presence of so many

different religious groups has helped to create a climate of

tolerance, but at times it has also led to violence and conflict.

The hold of religion on the Indian people has always been

strong. Even today the intensity.of religious belief remains

unshaken. This is not surprising for India has a profound

religious tradition and has given birth to two of the world!.

great religionsHinduism and Buddhismwhich have a total

following of nearly 600 million people. Although Buddhism is

no longer the important religion it once was in India, it is

still the major religion of many other countries, particularly

in Southeast Asia.

Hinduism and Buddhism are related religions in the sense that

they stem from common social and value systems. Buddhism may

have begun as an attempt to reform Hinduism. It spread

through much of the country, but did not replace Hinduism

entirely. After a period of about one thousand years, the

latter reemerged as the .dominant religioi of India.
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The following article, written by an American who has spent the last fifteen

years living in and reading about India, describes Hinduism in simple

language. As you read, keep the following questions in mind:
'WY

1. How unified is Hinduism? How varied? Haw does

this type of religion differ from Christianity?

Is religion important to the daily life of
Hindus? What evidence can you give for your
conclusion?

What attitudes about everyday life and about
after life does Hinduism foster? What effect
might these attitudes have upon economic
development?

What are some of the important practices which
result from Hindu thought? What effect might
they have on economic growth?

1MMIMMEMEMONOMMINCAMEMNIMMIall

HINDUISM: THE RELIGION OF THE MAJORITY *

* From Beatrice Pitney Lamb, INDIA, A WORLD IN 72ANSITION, (Frederick A.
Praeger, New York: 1963), pp. 97-1159 pepsin.

This excerpt describes the major beliefs and practices of Hinduism, the
religion of the majority of Indians. It concentrates on the practices of
Hinduism in the villages and the effect there of religion on daily life.
The implications of Hinduism for economic growth are implicit rather than

specific.

CASTE

Caste is the basic social fact of India. Hindu society is made up of hundreds
of castes and sub-castes arranged in order of precedence. The individual is

first and foremost a member of his caste, and it is to caste that he owes his

first loyalty. For centuries caste has governed every facet of the life of

the Hindu people. Since it ice complete system providing codes of conduct
to its members and demanding that they lead their lives according to prescribed
ritual, caste affects both nation-building and economic development.

Caste is not eery to define. Caste is not simply class since in most castes

there are rich and poor. It is not a color distinction; there are some
Brahmans who.are very dark and many Untouchables of fair complexion. Nor is

it a distinction based on occupation. Anyone can become a fernery and many

priests are not Brahmans,
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Caste must not be confused with "vernal," the term used to describe the ancient

Hindu division of society by occupation. According to legend, the four
"varnas" were created out of the body of the Deity. The Brahman (priest) was

formed from his head, the Kshatriya (warrior) from his arms, the Vaishya

(merchant) from the trunk, and the Sudras (cultivator or artisan) from his

feet. But the "yarn's" are not four original castes, as is often mistakenly

supposed.

Bearing in mind that no definition of the term can account for its complexity

and variety, a caste can be defined as a number of families whose members

marry each other, dins together, and follow a commonly shared set of rules of

behavior. These rules cover just about everythingnot just what a man may

eat or drink, but also how food should be prepared, when a man should wash,

what clothes he should wear, how and when he should worship, and so on.

The reading for today describes some of the rules and'prectices of caste. It

was written by Taya Zinkin, the Indian correspondent for Ilmjneallmelm
pUardian and The Economist. Mks. Zinkin is the author of Jeverel books about

India. As you read0.think about the following quostions.

What is a casts? Mow does caste influence the
behavior of its members?

Does it offer social and psychological advantages

to Indians? Would, this system be hard to

undermine?

Row is caste related to the traditional values and

religion of India?

Row is caste tied to traditional economic relation-

ship'? Will caste restrictions have to change

before economic progress can takelplace? What

effect upon the work patterns of a modern factory

would the observance of caste relationships have?

. CASTE IN AN INDIAN VILLA= *

* FramiTeye Zinkin, CASTS TODAY, London Institute of Rice Relations,
Oxford Vatversity Press, 1962, 24-33, paemim

This excerpt describewthe way in which caste affects the lives of Hindus
in Indian villages. The author discusses caste rules as she observed them

in practice. She also comments about the various ways in which caste regu-
lations help to inhibit change.
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READINU IV

THE FAMILY

the family is the primary social institutions man in most of the world.
Most men are born into families and owe to their families their primary loyalty.

American society, a person's family helps to define his social position and
identify him among his acquaintances. In India* however, a man is defined
first by his caste; within the caste he is defined by family.

Yet family plays an extremely important role in the life of most Indians, as
the following selection indicates. For instance, the family is the primary
educational agency for most Indians; it is responsible.for teaching the young
what caste duties they have and for teaching the skills they need to pursue
the family occupation.

Family still exerts a strong hold on the loyalties of most Indians. Since it
performs so many of the functions that other institutions perform in the
United States and other western countries, the average Indian feels lost with-
out it. He finds it hard to allow some other institution to take over the
functions that normally have been performed by the family. The family's hold
on the heart and mind of Indians has great consequences for India's hopes
for economic growth.

As you read Taya Zinkin's description of the Indian family, think about the
following questions.

al,, wear

1. What functions does the family perform? Which of
these functions ore normally assumed by other t

institutions in modern, western countriea? What
implications does the role of the family have
for economic development?

2. What are India's marriage customs? What do these
customs imply about the role of marriage and the
family? What influence might these customs have-

?on economic growth?
.

3. What influence does the family have on young
people who wish to move to the city? What will
happen to the family if young peopledo move to
the city?

.What evidence of change in the traditional family
structure can you find in this article? What is
the role of economic growth in this change?

* From Taya Zinkin, I IA CHANGSSt (Oxford University Press, 1950)
50-60 peseta.

These two passages' discuss the rules and customs which surround arranged
marriages in India and the role of the joint family in Indian life.. Both
institutions involve a large number of people tn a web of interpersonal
relationships within caste lines. The ways in which family inhibits change
are made clear.

*

11)



READING V

THB VILIAGB

For thousands of years the great majority of India's people have lived in
villages. Today more than half.ia-million villages dot the countryside.
Village life still follows a pattern which has remained virtually unchanged
for centuries. Most villages are small and isolated, the horizons of their
inhabitants extending only to the edge of nearby fields. Only in the past
few years has growing contact with the outside world begun to change the
traditional pattern of village life.

Ho one can hope to understand traditional India without knowledge of village
life. But there is no typical village. Differences from one village to
another are infinite depending on a host of factors such as climatic variations,
the crops which are cultivated, caste patterns, the sort of political system
and many others. Despite these differences, a few generalizations about
villages will apply to alt of India.

The village is both the hope and the despair of the nation. In the villages
live most of India's people and from them comes the food which must feed every-
one in the vast subcontinent. If the villages can produce more and control
their burgeoning population, then the entire society can advance. But the
villages can also doom the new Indian government to failure. If they are un-
able or unwilling to change, the plans which the government has made will
certainly fail. And change comes bard in this traditional society.

Reading V describes a typical south Indian village. Its author, Professor
Alan R. Beals, lived in and studied Indian villages on two field trips which
extended over a fivi-year period. In this reading he describes life In
Gopalpur as he saw it. As you read, keep the following questions in stand.

1. How do typical people spend their day in Gopalpur?
Why in this way rather than in some other?

What sort of farming techniques are employed?
What is produced for market? What forms the
source of cash income with which tools might be
purchased? Will productivity Per man be .high?

1 3. How closely is Gopalpur tied to the outside
world? How can new ideas penetrate?

4. How does village life help to breed the attitudes
described in the last paragraph? What effect
might attitudes such as these have upon economic
growth?
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GOPALPUR: A SOUTH INDIAN VILLAGE *

* From Alan R. Beals, GOPALPUR: A SOUTH INDIAN VILLAGE, Molt, Rinehart
and Winston, New York: 1963), pp. 2-119 passim

The article contains an anthropologist's account of life in a village in
South India. The author describes the appearance of the village and the
farm lands which surround it. HA then describes the daily round of life
which takes place as the villagers make their living within the limits set
by natural resources and custom.

RZADING VI

THE POLITICAL STRUCTURE OF THE INDIAN VILLAGE

Americans are accustomed to thinking of politics in terms of national elections.

For us local and state governments do not seem nearly so important as develop-

ments in the national arena. But imagine how differently an inhabitant of an

Indian village must feel. He may never have traveled farther than fifteen

miles or so from hie birthplace. The news of events taking place in far off

New Delhi may never reach his ear. What is most important may well be more
closely linked to his fields and to the members of his caste in his own village

than to the bills considered by the national Indian parliament.

Before India became independent of British control, natives in the villages

were even more localist in their interests than they are now. The articles

you will read for this assignment were written about village politics in the

1940's. Since the political situation in the villages has been virtually un-

changed for centuries, they also describe traditional Indian society. The

villages you will read about are isolated in the southern part of the peninsula

and have little contact with the central government. For many inhabitants of

tha village, the central government might as well not exist at all, so little

is its influence felt.

These two excerpts emphasize a point which we have studied previously: the

intimate relationships of the political system and the social structure of

which it is a part. The two villages descrabed are quite different in some

ways, but in each the political system is tightly interwoven with strands

from the wider culture. In the first village, the caste whoe members compose

. the majority of the populace really run political affairs despite the presence

in the village of a few high-caste Brahmans. In the second village, the

Brahmans dominate politics entirely, but they also dominate. social life and

general caste relationships. Clearly in these two instances political systems

are reflections of the wider culture of which they are a part.
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As you read these two excerpts, consider the following questions:
!PAW AIIMIII03100111,

1. What questions would yon ask to analyze the political
system of these two villages? What answers Can you
give to these questions on the basis of the evidence
presented in this reading?

2. What problems would local governmental institutions
like these present to economic development?

3. How were the political structures of these villages
related to the culture of which they were a part?
How easy would it be to change the political
structure of the villages?

POLITICS IN A MYSORE VILLAGE *

41110111..11111111MMIMin

The following passage describes the political system of
Rampura,.a Mysore village, in South India. The village
had about 1500 residents when this study was made in
1948. The village, larger than most, also had people
of more castes as residents; there were 19 Hindu castes
as well as some Muslims resident in the village.

* M. N. Srinivas, "The Social System of a Mysore Village," in INDIA'S VILLAGES,
M. N. Srinivas et al., (West Bengal Government Press, Calcutta, 1955) 19+

The concept of the dominant caste is discussed and how it is important to the
government of the village. The dominant caste in this instance is the
Peasant caste.

THE POLITICS IN A TANJORE VILLAGE *

Kumbapetti, the site of this study, Is in Tanjore Province
at the southern tip of India. The village is dominated by
Brahmans; there are some thirty-six Brahman homes in the
city and the Brahmans own a disproportionate share of the
land. People from seventeen castes live in the village.

* E. Kathleen Gough, "The Social Structure of a Tanjore Village," in
M. N. Srinivas et el., 22. tit. 82+

The dominant caste in thiJ village case study is the Brahmin caste. Discusses
the village as a unit in terms of the Brahman domination.
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THE IMPACT OP THE WEST

Stating the Issue

India was one of the first areas of the non-western world to feel the impact
of western ideas, institutions and technology. Her wealth first drew explorers
to the great sub- continent in the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. In
1600 British merchants founded the British East India Company to exploit India's
wealth of natural resources such as indigo, jute, and spices. Gradually the
Company, and eventually the British government, took over control of the
entire sub-continent.

The first Englishmen to come to India found a society deeply rooted in
traditional ways. Politically, the sub-continent was divided into several
hereditary kingdoms. Each kingdom concerned itself only with protecting its
inhabitants from external aggression and internal violence and with collecting
sufficient revenue to take care of these police functions and provide the ruler
with a life of splendor. Local government was centered in the village and had
little relationship to the central government. Its only obligation to the
king was to see that the taxes were collected. No code of laws prevailed
anywhere in India; judicial decisions were based on long established customs
and mores. The family, caste and the village were the three basic social
institutions of India and they regulated the pattern of life. Most Indians
were farmers, grog ing crops to feed their household. Very few crops were
intended to be sold to others; non-farmers did not buy their food in is market
but were given food from the taxes collected by the village government. The
village was the primary economic unit of India. It provided all of the goods
and services needed by its inhabitants. The villages of India were not tied
together by an economic interdependence.

The British made a profound impact on this traditional society. The English-
men came with a parliamentary political system, a market economy that was under-
going rapid industrialization, a relatively fluid.social structure, and a value
system based largely on utilitarianism, which held that the happiness of man
was the primary end of all society.

Readings VII through X concentrate on the collision between these two very
different cultures. As you study the readings in this section, consider the
following questions: What western ideas, institutions and values did the
British emphasize? What was the Indian reaction to the British way of life?
What changes did the British bring about in the traditional culture? Did
the British prepare India for an economic take-off?

L J
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READING VII

THE BRITISH IN INDIA

English, Dutch and other European merchants arrived in India early in the seven-
teenth century to conduct a profitable trade in spices, cotton and silk cloth,
and other Indian products. The Portuguese had arrived even earlier, but with
the coming of other European powers their trading monopoly ended. The Europeans
established trading posts in the coastal areas, but so long as the Mogul king-
dows remained unified and powerful, the Europeans had to limit their activities
to trade.

In the beginning of the eighteenth century Mogul central authority began to
weaken, and disintegration rapidly set in. Indian princes began struggling with
each other the Europeans found themselves involved in these disputes. The
British and French East India Companies backed rival princes, each side hoping
to acquire the fruits of victory, and in this way to increase their strength
and influence. They also fought each other for many years in South India wail
the British finally gained the upper hand. Their struggle in India, as in
North America at this time, was an extension of their conflict in Europe.

The British then moved against the rich province of Bengal in the east, defeated
its Muslim nawab (ruler) at Plessey in 1757, and gained control of this key area
with all its wealth. In the decades that followed, servants of the Company
made vast fortunes by exploiting the riches of the country which they shipped
to England. From Bengal they went on to other parts of India. After much fight-
ing extending over many years, they defeated both the Marathaa and the Sikhs,
two of the strongest native powers. By 1850, almost the entire country had been
brought under their control.

What were the reasons for their amazing success? It is true that: the British
had on the whole superior arms and equipment, although when the conquest of India
began Britain had not become an industrial power. Britain also controlled the
seas. But more important was the fact that the Indians were divided among theme
selves with no sense of national unity. To an Indian prince, Britain was merely
one power to oppose or support as expediency dictated. Most of the fighting
for the East India Company was done by Indian sepoys (soldiers); only a few
British troops were stationed in India. The absence of Indian nationalist
sentiment enabled Britain to rely on native troops and to play politics just
as if it were one of the many Indian powers fighting to establish its rule
after the Mogul kingdoms had collapsed. In some cases the British did not over-
throw native princes, but made treaties with them instead. For this reason,
about one-third of India remained under the rule of Indian princes. The rest
was directly under British control.

In 1857 the Indian Mutiny broke out and nearly overthrew the British rulers.
The mutiny was a military revolt by one section of the army, supported by various
princes and representatives.of the old order. Large parts of India, particularly
the South, remained unaffected, It was crushed with great severity. In 1858

".;
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Company rule was ended, and the British government took control. Less than a
hundred years later the British withdrew.

With them the British brought the ideas and institutions of thQ West. In some
cases western ways stood in sharp conflict with traditional I4dian society. As
western ways were imposed upon India, many aspects of traditional life were
destroyed. Reading VII traces the policies of the British during their 350-year
history in India. As you read, think about the following questions:

How were British ideas and institutions transmitted
to India?

What deveopments in nineteenth century Britain
caused the English to attempt to change Indian
life?

Why did the British abolish the practices described
at the end of this reading rather than concentrate
on changing other meets of Indian life?

To what extent did the British destroy traditional
Indian society? To what extent did India adopt
British ways?

BRITISH POLICY AND INDIAN SOCIETY

When the British conquered India, they found themselves in possession of a
country whose society resembled the middle ages lore than the modern world.
There was no sense of nationalism. The Indians thought of themselves as
members of a caste or of a religious group rather than as citizens of a nation.
Political life was organized around hundreds of petty states, much like feudal
kingdois of medieval Europe. Religion dominated every aspect of life. All
these institutions, practices, and customs made India seem more medieval than
modern to observers from Britain.

These conditions forced British administrators to decide whether to modernize
and'reform this ancient land or to leave its institutions intact and govern
through them. Ideally, British rule in India shoUld have blended traditional
Indian society with a more modern political and economic system imported from
the West. But traditional land modern societies, as the British soon learned,
Are difficult to blend.

British rule in India can be divided into three periods, each characterized by
a certain attitude toward Indian institutions and customs,. For about a half-
century 'British officers, impressed by the great strength of the Mogul Empire,
were not sure that they could retain their position in India. For this reason,
they did not want to arouse. enemies unnecessarily by violating the ancient

p
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ways of the country. In addition, a number of the administrators were scholars
who had great respect for the Indian customs. Some of them, having discovered
a new world different from Europe, seemed anxious to preserve it intact, almost
as if it were a museum.

This mold changed early in the nineteenth century. For One thing, the British
became impressed by their own industrial revolution. The new outlook caused
their attitudes toward India to change. India became in part a market and
source of raw materials to be protected. The traditional village economy began
to seem even more backward in contrast to England's smoky factory towns.

In addition, British administrators became advocates of a philosophy commonly
called utilitarianism. The utilitarians wanted governments to wipe away
superstition making nations into societies of thrifty, independent freemen each
of whom, by working for his own happiness, would contribute to the happiness
of all. James Mill, the father of John Stuart Mill and an official of the
British East India Company, wrote a *history of India in the first of the nire-
teenth century. His book is full of contempt for almost every aspect of Indian
society. Mill assumed that if India was to be improved, changes had to be
imposed by the British to undermine traditional Indian customs. One quotation
from Mill's book may make his attitude clear.

"No people how rude or ignorant soever who have been
so far advanced as to leave us memorials of their
thoughts in writing have ever drawn a more gross
and disgusting picture of the universe than what is
presented in the writing of the Hindus."

This book became a kind of manual for British who were destined to serve in
India.

A third major reason for change was the influence of Christian missionaries.
In the 18th century the British East India Company had excluded missionaries
from its territories in India. In the 19th century, however, the pressure of
pious Englishmen on the government forced the Company to reverse its policy.
Missionaries flooded in. They were shocked by many aspects of Indian life
such as the practice of suttee, under which the widow of a Hindu burned herself
to death on her husband's funeral pyre. The missionaries looked on Hindu gods
as devils and argued that the Indians had become subject to British rule as a
penalty for their wickedness. This attitude contributed to a growing belief
among the British in the inferiority.of things Indian.

The belief in the inferiority of India coming from these three influences -*
industrialism, utilitarianism and the activities of missionaries -- brought
about an attempt to change the traditional'sociity. This second period of
British administration came to an end with the Great Indian Mutiny in 1857.
This mutiny has quite properly been blamed on the activities of the reformers
who had stirred the Indians until they took up arms in revolt.

As,
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The third period of British administration, lasting 'Almost a hundred years, was
again conservative. The British recognized that Indian institutions had wide-
spread support from the inhabitants of the country. They recognized the danger
of attacking them openly. From this attitude a mixture of toleration and
contempt developed. On the whole the British lapsed into maintaining day-to-day
administration and not pushing for reforms. As a result, * number of archaic
institutions were permitted to continue and function.

Despite the conservative attitude of both the first and third periods of British
rule, great changes did take place in Indian society. The actions of the British
affected primarily the two-thirds of the country which they administered directly.
The remaining third, governed by the princes, changed far more slowly. But every.,
where India changed. British influence was one of the principal disintegrating
forces turned upon the old society. It affected the whole body oi! custom and
folkway which held the society together. Some of these ancient ways fell under
direct attack from the British governors.

Throughout the period of British rule, but particularly during the second period
when British governors were most anxious to make reforms, a few practices of
Hindu society were particularly offensive to the British. Most of thes*
practices offended the humanitarian and individualistic habits of mind typical
of nineteenth century Britons. For example, in 1829 the Governor-General pro-
hibited the practice of suttee. Aroused by Protestant missionaries and supported
in the British press, the Governor General made the practice illegal and charged
with murder anyone who forced a woman to indulge in it.. Within two decades
suttee was abolished even in the princely states where the British had
comparatively little control.

Several other practices which were similarly offensive to British behavior met
similar fates. British officials eventually abolished thuggee, a practice by
which followers of the goddess Kali strangled victims to death and buried their
corpses without a trace. Early in the 1830's the practices of this sect were
exposed and its members hunted down and hanged.

The British also intervened in the practice of infanticide. Many girl babies
were killed to avoid the economic expenses of providing a dowry when they were
to be married. Because unmarried women were considered a family disgrace, some
families put infant girls to death. The Britiih,° by giving presents to tribes
which agreed to keep their daughters alive and by supplying funds for marriage*
able girls, gradually abolished this practice.

Similarly the British broke up the bandit bands which had plagued India for
centuries. Sepoy soldiers hunted them down and British-dominated courts brought
them to justice. During these same years in mid nineteenth century the British
abolished slavery in India. The slave trade had been forbidden by Lord
Cornwallis in 1789. Beginning in the 1830's the governors began to take steps
to free the nine million people 'held in slavery. In 1860 keeping slaves Was
made a criminal offense. Thus another practice in direct violation of British
ways was abolished.



Stopping famines proved to be more difficult. Indian agriculture depends for
its prosperity upon the monsoon rains which bring moisture from the seas to the

land. When the. monsoon famine resulted. Particularly severe famines
took a frightening toll of human life every few years. The British, by building
railroads across the length and breadth of India, made it possible to shuttle
food from one area of the land to another. They also imported food to stave

off several famines late in the nineteenth century. In addition the British
helped to build irrigation systems so that by 1900 India had 14,000,000 acres
under irrigation, more than any other nation in the world. Gradually the worst

of the famines were wiped out.

These reforms did not affect the key institutions of Indian life. Suttee,

thuggee, infanticide, slavery, banditry -- even famines -- could all be
abolished without affecting the essential social structure of India, Yet these

reforms were hailed abroad as humanitarian triumphs. In the long run, other

changes proved to be far more significant. We will study those change/ in

readings eight through ten.

READING VIII

THE BRITISH IN INDIA: POLITICS AND EDUCATION

A conquering nation can change the society of the people it has conquered in a

number of ways. Reading VII illustrated some of them. The British simply out-
lawed a number of practices, such as suttee, of which they disapproved and
enforced their decrees with troops and the courts. As long as the occupying
force is powerful enough and the practice, outlawed are not essential to the
conquered people, change can be made by decree and force. The most important
changes brought by the British, however, came about in different ways.

The British brought with them to India a value system and a set of institutional
arrangements which worked well in eighteenth and nineteenth century Britain.
Their value system determined the direction of their rule to a marked degree.
Their institutionsparliaments, schools, an enterprise economic system -- grafted
onto Indian life, gave new direction to Indian society and at the same time under-

mined some ancient Indian ways.

Social scientists study the process of diffusion carefully to determine which
ideas and institutions from the west are adopted without change, which are
adapted to the particular circumstances of a non-western society, and which are

rejected completely. They also investigate the parts of a traditional society
which the western nation tries hardest to change. By doing so, they learn much

about both the conquered and the conquerors. The fact that the British tried so
hard to wipe out suttee, thuggee and famines, for example, gives us sharp in-
sights into the value system of the British. ,So do British attempts to establish
parliamentary government, develop a modern educational system and install an

UMIXIMPOOKORP-w---
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enterprise economy. The way in which the Indians have adapted these institutions
to their own use since 1947 helps us to understand the nature of traditional
Indian society and makes clear some of the problems of diffusion of western
culture to the non-western world.

Reeding VIII examines the way In which the British established their own polit-
ical and educational systems in the Indian subcontinent. Without these institu-
tions, the present society of India would not have eme:sed. As you read, think

about the following questions:

1. What political institutions from England were exported
to India? Did the English attempt to blend them with
traditional Indian political institutions? Now could
these institutions influence the pattern of economic
growth after independence?

Whet types of schools did the British establish?
How did they serve the government? The economy?

3. Was the net effect of the development of these
institutions good or bad for India? By what
criteria can you answer this question?

SOME BRITISH CGNTRIBUTIOXS TO I IA

For many years students of India thought that the most obvious gift of the
British had been political unity. Indian society had always tended to fall

apart. The political subdivisions which resulted hindered the development of
the countrylig potential. India's very size presented problems. Not even the
Mogul Empire had unified the entire land. The long period of British rule,
however, had seemed to unify India at last. Unhappily, she was not as unified

as she appeared. As soon as British rule ended after World War II, war between
Hindus and Moslems broke the subcontinent into two countries, India and Pakistan.
But within each of these two countries there was a far greater degree of unity
than had ever existed before the influence of the British.

The construction of a modern government was a far more enduring achievement. In

ancient India society had always been held together by ties between individuals
Motivated either by personal loyalty or by fear. The British forged a new link

through institutions. On tae whole, these institutionsparliaments, law courts,
political parties and so forthwere mach like their British counterparts. Be-
cause the new institutions set up in India were modeled after those of a democrat-

ic society, they became an excellent training ground for modern Indian democracy.

The development of political institutions in India falls into two periods. First

came the establishment of a government of law. Government by law has been the
outstanding characteriitic of British politics. Under a government by law,

5
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officials promise to act according to rules. They do not take arbitrary action

against citizens. No one can be punished unless he breaks the law and the law,

instead of people with power, is supreme in the society. Officials carry out

the law; they do not stand above it.

On a number of occasions the British violated their own rules of law. Sometimes

they acted in an extremely high-haned manner. But despite these exceptions the

establishment of the rule of law in India guaranteed citizens their freedom

against arbitrary action by governing officials to a greater extent than ever

before known in Asia. Within wide limits the Indians enjoyed freedom of speech,

freedom of religion, and freedom from arbitrary arrest. To this extent British

rule helped to promote individual liberty.

As it did in England, the rule of law operated in India by means of law codes

and courts. Here the British made great innovations. Law in the East, as in

most traditional societies, came from custom which was not easily altered. The

British introduced a system under which laws could be changed easily to meet

changing needs. They wrote new civil and criminal laws copied from western

systems. Since these codes had little regard for Indian tradition, they helped

to change the society.

Another great constructive achievement by the British in the area of politics

was to introduce the representative assembly to India. Representative government

was totally unknown in Asia. From the late 19th century onward, the British set

up representative assemblies for every unit of government throughout the land.

They set up boards for the districts whose population was usually between half-a-

million and a million, city governments for urban areas, legislatures for prov-

inces and a central legislature for the entire country. At first these assem-

blies only had consultative functions, but the British recognized that in time

responsible government would develop through the

To run their vast Indian empire, the British set up the Indian Civil Service.

This corps of elite administrators was first established by the British East India

Company in the eighteenth century. Until World War II, the vast majority of the

top administrative posts were always filled with Englishmen. These Britishers,

well trained and well paid, composed the colonial elite which first pushed India

along the path to the modern world. Lesser administrative posts were filled

more and MOTO withIndians. ity the end of the Second World War, about half of

the most important posts and almost all the lesser ones were in Indian hands.

Although the Indians were always dissatisfied with the proportion of important

and'well paid positions open to them, they were still able to learn how to run

a modern state efficiently through their apprenticeship in the Civil Service.

Some men trained for the-Civil Service became leaders of India's political parties.

Copied.from the-West, political parties were new.to India. As they developed,

popular politicians, who were able to win.Oueitions.of power by influencing

the mass of the Indian'people,.rose up. They began to threaten the hold which

old princes had upon the political life of the country. In them we can see

another western political institution diffuied to the East.
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The Congress Party has always been the most important of these political groups.

Originally founded in the late nineteenth century by Hindu lawyers, educators

and jurists to work for parliamentary self-government withfn the British Empire,

the Indian National Congress eventually transformed itself into a political

power striving for independence. Its greatest leaders, Gandhi and Nehru, were

each able to live two worlds--traditional India and the West. The Congress

Party adopted many of the techniques of western politics as well as many of

the aspirations of Western man, but it adapted them to the peculiar circumstances

of a developing country where the mass of the people were illiterate.

These political changes disrupted village government. Former invasions of India"

had left the peasants more or less untroubled. The British government, however,

upset the age-old institution which had been the center of rural government.

This was the panchayat, the informal village council which had been the center

of the rural political system in most of India. Instead of ruling through the

village headmen and constables, the British appointed a new core of petty bureau-

crats. As a result the panchayats lost power. The disappearance or undermining

of this institution attacked the most important political institution of the

villages.

As a result of these changes, the relations between government and the people

deteriorated. A great increase in crime followed with long delays in bringing

criminals to justice. Eventually, Indians came to look upon government as an

enemy rather than as an institution helping to keep society in good order.

In addition to changes in the political system, a number of changes in the

cultural life of India had profound i portance for the history .of the country.

One of these was the introduction of the English language as a common tongue.

Because Indians spoke so many dialects, men from one part of the country could

not communicate with those from another. The decision to use English as a common

language stimulated the rise of the nationalist spirit. English is still the

language used in the Indian parliament.

In addition to establishing English as a common language, the British introduced

an educational syste copied from their own society. The sons of orthodox

Hindus and Moslems studied the same curriculum as boys of the same age in England.

This curriculum helped to plant in the minds of young Indians many of the

customs, institutions and beliefs of the West. Many fundamental ideas held by

educated Indians today--individualism, humanitarianism, and-nationalism, for

example--were borrowed from the West through the schools which the British

established.

Partly because the Indian schools i itated the educational institutions designed

for British elite, they did not emphasize'the sorts of education Which a develop-

ing country most needed: vocational and technical schools. For every college

engineering graduate, a modern economy requires from five to ten supporting

workers with technical competence, men such as draftsmen, tool and die makers,

laboratory technicians and computer programmers. But in the British-built
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schools, students studied the classical English curriculum and learned to look
down upon technical jobs in industry. As a result, many college graduates in
India could not find jobs while at the same time, there was a great shortage of
men with certain technical skills. The Indians have been forced to try to
correct this educational imbalance since independence.

The British also began to modernize the economic life of India. Railroads soon
crisscrossed the land. Printing presses rolled out newspapers as rapidly as
the presses of New York or London. Steel mills sprang up across the countryside.
Great cities formed as the centers of a new civilization which attracted enter-
prising men fro the villages. In these cities the ancient customs seemed less
important and were more easily put aside, The new economy affected the entire
texture of Indian life.

A system of private enterprise quite new to Indian society grew up. Commercial
and banking institutions much like those of the West were established in Tndia.
By the third d.cade of the 20th century India had become one of the leading
industrial powers of the world. We will study these developments in detail in
Reading IX.

With the rise of a new political, economic and social system a new iddle class
appeared. :this middle class became the leaders of India in the place of tradi-
aonal leaders left aside by the new changes in Indian life. The middle classes
rapidly dominated commerce and the professions. Educated in westernized schools,
members of the middle classes developed a sense of civic duty which took its
place side by side with a man's duty to his family. This new educated middle
class launched an attack on some of the old institutions of Indian society. At
the same time it pressed for a new age.

It is impossible to weigh the harmful and the good effects of British rule in
India. Is it better to be able to speed rapidly across a continent than to
feel secure with a government organized around the village council whose memberi
were known to all? Answers to questions like these depend upon values and cannot
be arbitrary. It is clear, however, that the British both undermined.the tradi-
tional society of India and contributed the foundations of the modern world. It
is equally clear that neither process--the undermining ox the rebuilding--was
complete when the British left India at the end of World War II. Economic
development in India has taken place amid a society still in the process of
transition from ancient ways to new ones.
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READING IX

BRITISH RULE AND INDIA'S ECONOMY

Britain originally conquered India primarily for economic reasons. The owners
of the East India Company were anxious to tap the riches of the Far East and to
start a flow of gold and spices westward. For centuries India remained a source
of raw materials, a market and a profitable site for the investment of capital.
Many of the reforms which the British made in India can be viewed as efforts to
protect a rich source of money.

The British were always torn, however, between their desires to reform and remake
Indian society and their anxiety to get rich from her. Britain could have taken

much greater sums of money by taxing the Indians ruthlessly and by despoiling
its land of treasure accumulated over many centuries. This is the pattern which
many of the Spanish conquerors adopted toward the Indians of Central and South

America. But both practical considerations and British values stood in the way

of such ruthless policies. The British contributed substantially to the develop-
ment of the Indian economy at the same time that they made money from it.

At home, the English economy had grown rapidly with minimal planning and minimal

centralized decision making. In Britain, however, centuries of slow change had
established the preconditions which made rapid growth possible in the late

eighteenth century. Traditional India had little in common with modern Britain.
Laissez faire economics would not have the same effect as they had had in Britain
because the social setting was entirely different. What then, was the impact

of the British on India's economy?

Reading IX analyzes the role of the British in the development of the Indian
economy. As you read, keep the following questions in mind:

When the English left India in 1947, had they helped'
India establish the preconditions for take-off? Had
they helped India enter the take-off stage itself?

What changes did the English make in the Indian
economy? What effect would these changes have.on
the traditional ways of doing things?

Did the English contribute to the development of
capital and human resources? If so, to what

extent did they contribute?

Do you think India would be better off economically
if the English had never ruled the land?

Ir
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THE BRITISH IMPACT ON THE INDIAN ECONOMY

When the first Englishmen came to India in 1600, neither country had experienced
marked economic growth. The British were well on their way to establishinp a
market economy in their homeland, but they had not yet made rapid strides in
increasing their productive capacity. The Indian economy was characterized by
thousands of separate, local economies each providing for itself what it needed.
In the middle of the eighteenth century, however, England's productive capacity
began to expand rapidly. Factories began to spring up near the rivers atd coal
fields. At the same time, the English established control over India by
kicking out her European rivals and by subduing the various Indian princes.

In the ensuing two centuries, India fed the voracious appetite of the English
factories with raw materials, and her teeming millions provided a market for
the outpouring of English manufactured goods. India contributed much to English
econo ic growth. But did Great Britain contribute to India's economic develop-
ment, and if so, to what extent?

An analysis of Britain's contribution to India's economic development might begin
with Walt Whitman Rostow's theory of economic growth. According to the noted
M.I.T. economist, every nation passes through five separate stages of growth in
developing its economy. Most nations start with a traditional economy, in which
the ways of the past largely determine what, how and for whom goods and services
will be produced. Methods of production in traditional economies do not make
use of the scientific and technological discoveries made since the seventeenth
century.

The second stage of economic growth establishes the preconditions for take-off.
This stage is characterized by slow change over a long period of time, often a
century or more, during which the preliminary conditions for industrialization
are created. Political, social, and economic institutions are generally trans-
formed and new attitudes are shaped in this period. Politically, governments
become responsive to the needs of those who will industrialize; they legislate
to protect industrialists, passing patent laws and corporation laws, and they
make considerable investments in public works, such as canals and turnpikes, to
help the industrialists along. Economically, banks and other financial institu-
tions become capable of mobilizing capital for establishing industrial plants.
Farmers learn new techniques which increase their productive capacity. The
social structure becomes "fluid" enough so that embers of wealthy classes can
come into contact with talented members of lower classes in an alliance of
capital and skill. During this preliminary stage new attitudes about spending
gradually take shape; wealthy men learn to invest their money in industrial
and mercantile organizations rather than spend it freely on luxury items.

Rostov calls the third phase of economic growth the "take-off" stage. This
stage lasts only two or three decades during which the pace of industrialization
sharply quickens. The society greatly. increases the rate of investment in new
plants and equipment. When these additional factories and tools are fully manned,

40-
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per capita production increases sharply; that is, for each man in the factory
the number of goods produccul rapidly increases. Usually the factory owners
make large profits from their more efficient plants, and they reinvest these
profits to build new planto and buy more tools. This pattern of investment,
profit, and reinvestment rapidly expands the inJustriai capacity of the nation.

In the fourth stage, the society sustains the progress made in the take-off
period and extends the technology of production to all industry. Rostov/ has
called this phase the drive to maturity. Finally the society enters what Rostov
has called the age of high mass consumption. During this stage productive
energies are diverted from the production of capital goods, such as machinery,
railroads, and factories, to durable goods and services such as refrigerators,
radios, and automobiles for the consumer.

At which of these stages did England leave India when the British granted the
subcontinent independence in 1947? Did the English establish the preconditions
for take-off or bring India to the take-off stage itself? Whatever the answers
to these questions, England did not consciously attempt to develop the Indian
economy. As colonial governors of the subcontinent, the English were reluctant
to interfere in the established customs of the Indians. Only when the customs
radically violated the English sense of values did the administrators take steps
to break them down. Thuggee and suttee had to go, but the English had no desire
to change the Indian farmer's way of cultivating him: land. Moreover, the
colonial administrators of India were men who believed in laissez faire economics.
They did not believe it was the government's role to interfere in economic
affairs, either at home or abroad. Finally, one must remember that one of the
greatest motivations for maintaining an empire was its service to the economy
of the mother country. Though it would be unfair to charge the English with
the.Marxist accusation that Britain exploited India, most Englishmen believed
that India existed to provide ready raw materials and a huge market for their
burgeoning industry.

England's economic interest in India pushed the colonial administrators,
consciously or not, into making changes in the Indian economy. Perhaps the moat
important change took place. in the life of the Indian peasants, many of whom
were forced out of their traditional, subsistence farming because of various
pressures applied by British rule over their land. Before the English came to
India, the peasants had subsisted almost wholly on what they could grow and make
for themselves. Each Indian peasant ate the food that came from his land, built
his own house, and made his "own clothes. What he coluld not provide for himself
he obtained by barter with the craftsmen of his village. The killages.were
isolated from each other and, hence, did not exchange with each other for goods
and services. they could not provide within their own village. British rule,
however, forced the Indian peasant, willing or not, into the market.

In the first place, the English administrators refused to collect the land rents
in commodities produced on the land. The English demanded cash payments and the
peasant, somehow or another, had to obtain money. The peasant was forced, there-
fore, to sell some of the produce from his farm, in the market place to obtain
the revenue to pay the taxes.
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The peasant was aided in this endeavor, however, by the British interest in
cash crops. English factories voraciously consumed cotton fiber by as mile.
Indian peasants found that they could sell cotton to the English to obtain the
money for paying their taxes. In the early nineteenth century many parts of
India turned to the cultivation of cotton. In 1812 the Tinnivelly region
cultivated only 45,000 acres of cotton; by 1851, 190,000 acres were devoted to
this fiber crop. Between 1802 and 1850 the Bellary region increased the amount
of land devoted to cotton by 130,000 acres. Between 1834 and 1846 the portion
of land devoted to cotton in Suret increased from 197. to 25%; in Broach it in-
creased from 307. to 457., By 1925, 28,400,000 acres of Indian soil were allocated
to the production of cotton. English interest in raw materials for textiles
also encouraged the cultivation of indigo for dye. Between 1801 and 1805, India
exported 10,000 chests of indigo to Great Britain; between 1823 and 1828, this
number had increased to 22,000 chests. The mark on the Indian economy was
apparent by 1889 when 120700,000 pounds of indigo were transported to England.

The farmer's entry into the market was also aided by the British improvement of
transportation facilities and English administrative efficiency. England's chief
contribution was the railroad. The English administrators were interested in
the development of railroads in order to stabilize their control over India.
In order to maintain internal peace the British had to be able to move troops
rapidly across the subcontinent. By 1939 the British had constructed 41,000
miles of track to give India one of the largest railway systems in the entire
world. The British also began to develop a road network very early in the nine-
teenth century. By 1859, over 3,000 miles of road connected some of India's
largest cities. As a result, the carrying charges on wagons fell drastically,
making it easier for the Indian peasant to sell his crops in distant markets.
The British also introduced the steamboat to India, reducing the time it took
to travel the length of the Ganges from two and one-half months to 25 days. The
English administration enlarged the market for the Indian peasant by abolishing
all internal tariffs in 1844. With the development of internal peace, the
improvements in transportation, and the abolition of tariffs, therefore, the
Indian peasant was able to sell his goods in places he had never seen before,
and probably would never see.

By encouraging the farmer into the market, the British encouraged agriculture
in general. After the English came to India the amount of land under cultivation
began to rise sharply. Between 1852 and 1890, Madras increased its cultivated
area by 25%. An even more dramatic rise took place between 1861 and 1874 in the
Bombay district where 3.3 million acres was added to the cultivated area, an
increase of 30%. The increase in cultivated land resulted not only from the
incentives provided by an internal and foreign market, but from English capital
improvement in the land itself. The British built many dams and irrigation
systems in the 19th century with the result that 47,000,000 acres were made
arable by 1914.

Yet, despite the improvements in agriculture, when the British left in 1947,
India still was not capable of feedtes her immense population. Part of the blame
for the failure to adequately develop agriculture must be laid on the British.
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By forcing the farmer into the market, the British also forced the farmer to
give up the securit7 he once had in the land. Before the English established
control of the peninsula, land was not a salable commodity. The Indian farmer
inherited his land and passed it on to his sons. When the peasant borrowed
money, he did not have to place a mortgage on his land. Hence, the peasant was
always assured of owning his land free and clear. But the British introduced
new laws that made land a salable commodity and that allowed it to be mortgaged
for credit. Under British administration, therefore, the moneylenders had a
field day. They staked the peasant to the limit, knowing that they could seize
his land if he was unable to pay his debts. At the same time, British administra-
tion helped increase the population by reducing the effects of isolated famines
and by maintaining internal peace. With a rising population the market value
of land also rose, encouraging peasants to borrow more freely but also encourag-
ing moneylenders to foreclose more readily. Land gradually fell into the hands
of moneylenders and landlords wi.e- could make large gains in land speculation, but
who saw little value in using their money for land improvement.

Hence, agriculture became stagnant toward the end of the nineteenth century.
Ownership of land went to those who had little interest in improving it. The
.peasant was forced to spend whatever money he had to pay off his debts, rather
than to increase the productivity of his meager strip of land. While India's
population doubled between 1780 and 1880, her capacity to feed her population
grew far more slowly. India had not created she agricultural base to support
as large urban population. The only solution to the agricultural problem was
sweeping land reform, and the British, an alien ruling power, were unwilling
to impose such a drastic reform on their subject peoples.

The failure to generate a productive agriculture, impeded efforts to industrialize
India. Nonethelesa, some industrialization took place under the British admin-
istration. Between 1854 and 1939, 339 textile mills and 157 jute mills were
built in India, largeal with English capital. Coal mining companies, of which
two-thirds were British-owned, mined 28,300,000 tons of coal in 1939 as compared
to only 500,000 tons in 1868. In the twentieth century the number of Indians
employed in factories jumped from 772,571 in 1914 to 1,737,755 in 1939. To
facilitate the movement of capital into manufacturing, British banks were
established in greater numbers. The colonial administration also passed legisla-
tion establishing the principle of limited liability between 1858 and 1862.
This legislation encouraged the creation of corporations, since the law provided
that stockholders did not have to pay off the debts of the corporation if it
went bankrupt.

Despite the encouragement, Indian industry never really grew rapidly. India
was still one of the major markets for British manufactured goods; 17.5 million
pounds of cotton yarn were sent to India in 1847. English manufacturers did not
see many reasons for investing money in Indian teLtile mills and thereby close
off the market for the goods they manufactured in their factories at home. Even
when money was invested in India, much of it was spent in England. For instance,
British investment in Indian railroads, actually was spent in the mother country.
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Of the loans to Indian railways, one-third went to pay home charges in London,
one-third went to pay the wages of British engineers, and one-third went to
pay for the purchase of rails and engines manufactured in England and to trans-
port them to India in British ships. The reasons why industry did not flourish
in India can be inferred from the following two tables. Table #1 shows the
exports of Great Britain to India. Table #2 shows the exports of India to

. Great Britain.

* Tables from Daniel H. Buchanan, THE DEVELOPMENT OP CAPITALIST ENTERPRISE
IN INDIA, (The Macmillan Company, New York: 1934) 133, 134.

The failure of the British to industrialize India to any significant extent can
also be attributed to their failure to develop industries which produce capital
goods. Though the British were instrumental in developing railroads, textile
mills, and other assorted industries, they never established factorie* in India
to produce the capital goods necessary for expanding these industries. All
heavy machinery for the textile mills was made in England and shipped to India.
Rails and engines for the railroads were also made in the mother country. One
of the great spurs to industrial growth in nineteenth century Europe, the
armaments industry, never developed in India since the British outlawed arms
making in India in fear that the subject people would use them in a rebellion.
India's flourishing shipbuilding industry of 1800 all but disappeared by'1850,
as British steamships assumed the lion's share of the carrying trade.

The British also failed to develop India's human-resources. Though the adminis-
tration established an impressive educational system it was modeled after the
clavIsical system of Great Britain which was designed to produce liberally
educated civil servants rather than technically trained mechanics, engineers,
and managers. Nor did the Indians have much chance to earn an apprenticeship
within an industry. Most skilled jobs'were filled by Englishmen; for instance,
English engineers sat in the cabs of most of India's railroad locomotives. The
English allowed very few Indians to enter the ranks of management, and the
engineering problems of industry were generally solved by men from the mother
country. In the majority of cases, Indians provided the labor force for the
same unskilled jobs that were taken by women end children in England. They were
bobbin boys, loom tenders, and coal miners; acting as the human extension of
the machines that were made in Great Britain.

In summary, there can be no doubt that England punched great holes in the tradi-
tional economy of India. The Indians could never again return to the old ways
of subsistence farming and cottage craftsmanship. But if the British broke
down the traditional economy, did they also establish the preconditions for
take-off before they left in 1947? Did they actually catapult India .into the
take-off stage of economic growth? What was the impact of Ltgland on India's
economy?
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READING X

THE DRIVE FOR INDEPENDENCE

For nearly 200 years, Indians chafed under British domination. In the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, the Indian princes, whose power had been usurped le)
the British colonial administration, opposed their western rulers. During the '

nineteenth century several popular rebellions broke out against the English. In
the twentieth century, the tempo of protest began to pick up. Led by Hehandas

Chandi and later Jawaharlal Nehru, the Indian people resolutely set out to
free themselves from British domination. Their efforts culminated in 1947,
when England granted India independence.

The reaction of Indians to British domination is typical of twentieth century
non-western countries. A new nationalism has developed in Asia and Africa
which seeks to throw out the colonial rulers and establish independent govern-
ments. Many westerners cannot understand why non-western peoples wish to be
free of European rule. They argue that the West has been responsible for the
economic development of non-western countries, the establishment of political
stability, and the introduction of western technology in the "backward areas"
of the globe. They further state that the process of modernizing the non-
western nations is not yet completed, and that the West should not leave until
it has finished what it started.

The two selections in this reading present arguments of Hehandas Chandi and
Jawaharlal Nehru for independence. Though the two leaders were close associates
in the drive for independence, each had his own vision of the past and the,
future. As you read these selections, therefore, consider the following
questions.

Why does each of the two Indian leaders wish to be free
of English rule? What are the differences between
their views?

What western ideas can you identify in the writings o
each man?

What are the implications of Ghendiis views for
economic growth? What.are the implications of Nehru's
views for economic growth?
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MOHANDAS K. GHANDI: HIND SWARAJ *

The great spiritual leader of the Indians during the struggle
for independence was Mohandas K. Ghandi. His campaign for
"civil disobedience" called for "soul force" to make the
British leave India, Oftering no resistance to violence,
but refusing to obey English officials, the Indians under
Ghandi demonstrated that non-violent action could force
the colonial administration to give in to their demands.
The following selection from Ghandi's HIND SWARAJ (Home
Rule) reveals why he believed Indio should be free of
English domination. The book takes the form of a
dialogue between the author and a skeptical friend.

* From Mohandas K. Ghandi, HIND SWARAJ in Wm. Theodore de Barry, et al.,
SOURCES OF INDIAN TRADITION, ( ^olumbia University Press, New York: 1958)
803-807 passim.

JAWARHALAL PANDIT NEHRU: INDIA'S PAST AND FUTURE *

If Ghandi was the spiritual leader of India, Nehru was its

political leader. He became the leader of the All-India
Congress in the 1930's and spurred the party to a program

of complete independence. Educated in England, Nehru re-

turned to India with a profound respect for western technol-

ogy and political organization. But he found a great gap
between the professed ideals of western countries and their

practices. Chief among these was imperialism, which seemed

to Nehru to go against all of the democratic sentiments of

the British people. In the following selection, taken from
his book THE DISCOVERY OF INDIA, Nehru explains what the
domination of India has meant to India and what future
paths India must take.

* From Jawaharlal Nehru, THE DISCOVERY OF I IA (John Day Company, Hew York:
1946), 516-520, muds 533-534.

Nehru states that Indies tradition does not preclude change, and that the
past must not dominate the present. India must retain pride in her past but
political and economic change are necessary. However, India must not become
a purely acquisitive country.

-.minter =
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A CHRONOLOGY OF THE INDIAN INDEPE ENCE MOVEMENT

1886 - First Nationalist Congress convened and developed plans for attaining
independence.

1892 - Indians given more influence over budget in their legislative councils.

1907 - Meeting of National Congress led to a rift between extremists under
Bal Gangadhar Tilak who demanded complete independence and moderates
who advocated setting up an Indian Parliament within the British Empire.

1909 - The Indian Councils Act gave Indians more influence over legislation and,
for the first time, gave them a voice in the executive branch of
government.

1914 - 1910 - First World War. India contributes men and money to the British
effort. Ghandi threw his influence on the side.of the government.

1919 - The Rowlett Acts passed in response to increasing unrest in India.
These acts enabled the government to keep agitators in prison without
a trial and entitled judges to try sedition cases without juries. The
acts united previously divided Moslems, Sikhs&and Hindus against the
British administration. Chandi proclaimed a campaign'of passive
resistance and non-cooperation with the British.

1919 - Commons passed the Government of India Act whist, established an Indian
Parliament and provided for Indian as tell as British ministers in the
provincial governments. Indian ministers vele:: to have responsibility
for sanitation, education, and agriculture. The Indian National Congress
rejected the plan as being unsatisfactory and renewed their demand for
independence.

1920 - 1921 - Chandi led the Indian people in the first non-cooperation cam-
paign. Millions of Hindus refused to cooperate with British officials
and employers and boycotted British goods. Preaching non-violent
action; Ghandi implored Indians not to riot against the British. Despite
his great influence, sporadic violence broke out, reaching a peak in
1921 when uprisings took place in the Punjab region against landlords
and moneylenders. Since the peasants were Moslem and the landlords
Hindu,,the uprising .resulted in a rift between the Moslem League (a
Moslem nationalist association) and the National Congress.

1922 - Chandi, unable to stop the violence, called for an end to the non-violent
campaign of civil disobedience. Despite his retreat,-the British arrest--
ed him and sentenced him to six years in prison.

1923 - Moderates gained control of the National Congress and advocated using
its representatives in the Indian Parliament to obstruct the British
administration and thereby force England. to grant home rule. Congress
representatives, however,. did not follow through in the Parliament,- and
began cooperating with the government.

1928 - Jawaharlal Nehru forms the Independence of Inas League to press for
independence. At the All Parties Conference of 1928 Chandi again given
leadership and promised another non-violent campaign if the British
government did not grant India dominion status, such as Canada had, in
one year.
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1930 - Ghandi initiated second non-violent civil disobedience campaign. He led
millions of Indians on a march to the sea to make snit. (Under British
law it was illegal for Indians to make their own salt. It had to be
purchased from the British company.) The March to the Sea was the most
impressive demonstration of non-violent techniques. British soldiers
abused the Indians, yet they did not retaliate with force of any kind.

1931 - First round table conference on India held, attended by Indian princes
and liberals who were willing to cooperate with the government. National
Congress boycotted the conference.

1932 - Ghandi, who had been arrested in 1930, was released from jail and was
persuaded to go to England to discuss the future of India with the
British government. He agreed to end the civil disobedience campaign
and recognize the round table conferences in return for the government's
guarantee to release all political prisoners who had been involved in
the non-violence campaign. Ghandi attended the second round table
conference in London, but it broke up without reaching agreement on the
key issue of how religious and other minorities were to be represented
in the Indian government.

1932 - Ghandi again imprisoned with other National Congress leaders and the
*National Congress was declared illegal. Ghandi began a "fast until
death" in behalf of the untouchables, for whom he demanded a vote in the
forthcoming Indian elections.

1933 - Ghandi, out of prison, persuaded the All-India Congress, which met at
Poona, to resume the civil disobedience campaign. Ghandi once again
arrested, but was released after a few days because of.poor health*
after a hunger strike.

1935 - The Government of India Act passed by British Parliament. India was
divided into 11 provinces, each under a governor and executive council
appointed by the British. Each province had an elected legislature.
A central legislature was also provided, but the British governor
general still retained most of the power.

1937 - Elections to the provincial assemblies brought an overwhelming majority
for the All-India Congress, chiefly a Hindu party, which was pledged
to repeal the new constitution. At the party Congress, however, the
moderates, who favored cooperation with the government, won out over the
extremists, led by Nehru, who advocated independence and a socialist
program. Moderates, however, demanded that provincial governors
(appointed by the British) would not interfere in their.program. The
All-India Congress governments were able to pass much reform legislation,
especially land and agrarian reforms.

1938 - 1939 - Radicals briefliin power in All-India Congress, but Ghandi's
prestige helped defeat their proposal to send England an ultimatum
demanding ildependence.

1939 - 1945 - Second World War. Independence movement temporarily
discontinued.
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1945 New British Labor government proposed to discuss autonomy with Indian
representatives, but Chandi and Nehru persuaded the All-India Congress
to reject the proposal and demand that the English get nut of India.
Elections to the Central Legislature gave the largest number of seat
to the Congress Party and to the Moslem League, under Mohammed Ali
Jinnah.

1946 Hindu-Moslem differences over how India would be governed after
independence (which they both advocated) led to riots causing thousands
of deaths. The British government offered full independence to India,
but the negotiations between Indian leaders and the British government
failed to reconcile the differences between the Hindus and Moslems.

1947 Following negotiations between Moslem and Hindu leadera, the British
government announced a new constitutional plan which called for
partition of India and Pakistan. The Indian Independence Bill was
passed by the British Parliament on July 18. After Independence went
into effect on August 15, the process of partition was accompanied by
terrible acts of violence between Moslems and Hindus. By the end of
September, close to two million people had moved from Pakistan to India
and from India to Pakistan.
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THE PROCESS OF INDUSTRIALIZATION

Stating the Issue

Industrialism is the hallmark of the modern world. Today no country without
an industrial base can count for much in world affairs. In addition to pres-
tige, industrialism brings with it a higher standard of living, military Met,
better education, improved health and a host of other benefits. Hence, the
entire world is caught up in a breakneck race to industrialize.

The rapid growh of industry took place first in England in the late eighteenth
century. A peculiar combination of political. social, and economic conditions
made it possible for the growth of a single industry, the cotton textile indus-
try, to spur an economic take-off. But the same set of conditions has not
existed in any other country that has undergone industrialization. The United
States, closest to England in duplicating the conditions that provided for an
economic take-off, had to follow a different path to industrialization. In the
Soviet Union, a totalitarian elite had to overcome the weight of centuries of
traditions to modernize the economy. The process of industrialization has
been different in Great Britain, the United States and Russia.

It was and still is different again in India. Indian society was even more
different from England's than Russia's had been. Subsistence farmers made up
a larger proportion of her population; the pressure of population on limited
resources was infinitely greater; the fact that India was a colony of Great
Britain added another significant difference. There were many others. Given
this different social setting, it is obvious that the process of industrializa-
tion would vary both from that of England and that of Russia.

The final six readings in this unit provide material with which to analyze
the process of industrialism in contemporary India. Whether or not India can
industrialize is a vital matter to the free world. If she can do so success-
fully, she will give the lie to the communists who claim that underdeveloped
countries can only progresa economically through using command techniques in
a totalitarian government. If she fails, much of the underdeveloped world may
follow her into the communist camp.

Whether or not she succeeds depends largely upon whether men reared in tradi-
tional society can adjust themselves to a technology and an accompanying way
of life diffused into India from the West. Can India find the means to import
and to develop machinery fast enough to industrialize? Can her teeming millions
adjust to the new way of life? Can her industrial and agricultural productivity
surpass the rate of growth of her population? Can she industrialize and still
remain free? These are the issues with which we will be concerned in readings
eleven through sixteen.

.
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READING XI

ELITES AND INDUSTRIALIZATION: AN APPROACH TO ANALYSIS

Nations do not become industrialized automatically. The process of industrial-
ization depends upon the energy, ingenuity, and persistence of a very few men
who shake the society out of its traditional ways. Even in nations where the
drive to industrialize appears to have taken place unconsciously, as in Great
Britain or the United States, a small elite led the way. Had it not been for
the alliance of middle class entrepreneurs and landed aristocrats in England
or the American industrial giants like Carnegie, Rockefeller and their
financier allies like J. P. Morgan, the English speaking peoples ight still
earn their livelihood on subsistenc. farms.

Four noted economists, Clark Kerr, John T. Dunlop, Frederick Harbison and
Charles Myers, have attempted to analyze the functions of various elites who
have carried out the industrialization process in various nations. In their
book, INDUSTRIALISM AND INDUSTRIAL MAN, they have identified five "model"
elites who have assumed the burden of industrializing their countees. The
authors make no claim that their model elites have ever existed in the pure
form in which they describe them, but their model does provide us with a tool
for analyzing industrialization in various.nationssaround the world. Starting
from the model, the investigator interested in analyzing the methods and pur-
poses of industrializing India, can develop a set of analytical questions which
he can then apply to the data he encounters.

Reading XI is a summary of the Kerr, Dunlop, Harbison and Myers elite theory.
Using this theory the student should be able to develop a series of analytical
questions which he can ask of the remaining readings in this unit. As you
study this theory, therefore, consLder the following questions.

411.1.11*/00110121111M.11.1001101.1111014111110 41.1. .140.81.=i.VIMMOM.00111.1.4111..C...71

Assume you were given the assignment to interview one
of India's chief economic inisters. On the basis of
the charts in this reading, what questions would you
ask him in order to determine how India is goin& abo t
industrializing her country. What questions would you
ask him about how he must change Indian culture to
industrialize? (Come to class with several questions
written outs)

Would you be satisfied with the economic minister's
answers to your questions? If you wished to have
other answers, where would you look for evidence?
Which of your questions would the minister be most

. capable of answering?

Why do you think different types of elites have
industrialized different nations?
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THE INDUSTRIALIZING ELITES *

In the past two hundred fifty yews, five types of industrializing elites have
led the way to the modernization of a nation's economy. They are:

1. The dynastic elite: The members of a dynastic elite
are originally drawn from a lauded or commercial aristocracy
sometimes with allies from among military, religious or
governmental groups. Trying to save their own position at
the top of the social structure, the dynastic elite disrupts
the traditional society as little as possible as it pushes
the process of industrialilm. Its members try to save the
essence of the past and graft onto it the elements essential
to a modern society. The best historical example of the
dynastic elite is the group of leaders who industrialized
Japan in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

2. The middle class: The middle class elite is made up
of a new group rising in opposition to au old elite but able
to live with it. England represents the classic example.
Middle class elites are likely to come from already existing
commercial and artisan groups. rAather than make a frontel
assault on the position of the old privileged classes, they
attack piecemeal and make gains slowly. Since the societies
in which the middle class has lead the movement toward indus-
trialization are mobile, the new classes climb the social
ladder and eventually reach the top. In this case industrial-
ism has provided ways to change an entire social structure.

3. The revolutionary_intellectuals: In countries like
the Soviet Union or Communist China, revolutionary intel-
lectuals seize control of the political machinery and depose
the established rulers of the land. They then use the state
to speed the process of industrialism, sweeping away as quick-
)y as possible the old elite and the old culture and establish-
Ins new ones.

4. The colonial administrator: The colonial elite has
introduced industrialism into much of the underdeveloped
world supplying capital, techniques and leadership. His role,
however, is a transitional one, for sooner or later he is
driven out to be replaced by natives. Usually the colonial
elite ?-egins industrialization to benefit the home country
by developing raw materials or producing something which can-
not be made at home. As an alien, the colonial administrator
usually cannot survive permanently and is anxious to preserve
the culture he finds in a land so that the native leaders will
support him. The English in India are a typical example.

* The charts used in this reading are based on charts found in Clark Kerr,
John T. Dunlop, Frederick. Harbison and Charles E. Myers, INDUSTRIALISM AND
INDUSTRIAL MAN, (Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass.: 1S'60),
pp. 50-51, 80-81, 106-107.
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5. The nationalist elite: The nationalist leader is
difficult to define because his ty?el varies so much. There
is no single nationalist type. But a nationalist revolt
usually does raise up n small group of national heroes who
can lead the march to industrialism. MoreoVer the maim of
people expect great changes to be. made when freedom is
attained.ead these expectations are characteristic of
industrial developments led by nationalist elites. Finally,
nationalist leaders usually use the state as an instrument
of industrial development. for this reason a mix of private
enterprise and socialist ownership is common in these states.
India's present leaders can be considered a nationalist
elite.
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e
 
"
g
u
i
d
e
d
"

c
o
m
m
a
n
d

e
c
o
n
o
m
y
 
c
o
n
t
r
o
l
l
e
d
 
!
d
e
v
e
l
o
p
m
e
n
t
.

. .

a
n
d
 
r
e
g
u
l
a
t
e
d
 
b
y

!
M
i
x
t
u
r
e
 
o
f
 
m
a
r
k
e
t
'

m
o
d
t
a
r
.
c
o
u
n
t
r
y

[
a
n
d
 
c
o
m
m
a
n
d
.

,

, .
.
.
.
.
.
.
-
-

.

,
.

B
a
s
i
c

'
c
h
a
r
a
c
t
e
r
i
s
t
i
c

o
f
 
t
h
e
 
e
c
o
n
o
m
y

.

P
a
t
e
r
n
a
l
i
s
t
i
c
,

'

o
r
 
a
r
i
s
t
o
c
r
a
t
i
c

c
o
m
m
a
n
d

O
p
e
n
 
m
a
r
k
e
t

B
a
s
i
c
 
r
u
l
e
-
m
a
k
i
n
g

a
u
t
h
o
r
i
t
y
 
i
n

l
a
b
o
r
 
m
a
n
a
g
e
m
e
n
t

r
e
l
a
t
i
o
n
s

E
m
p
l
o
y
e
r
 
a
n
d

s
t
a
t
e

;

E
m
p
l
o
y
e
r
,

l
a
b
o
r
 
u
n
i
o
n
,

1

s
t
a
t
e

1

1
 
S
t
a
t
e

.

C
o
l
o
n
i
a
l

a
d
m
i
n
i
s
t
r
a
t
o
r

a
n
d
 
e
m
p
l
o
y
e
r

.

L
a
r
g
e
l
y
 
s
t
a
t
e

P
o
l
i
c
y
 
o
n
 
t
h
e

P
a
c
e
 
O
f
 
i
n
d
u
s
s
!

t
r
i
a
l
i
s
a
t
i
o
n

N
o
 
f
a
s
t
e
r
 
t
h
a
n

1
 
n
e
c
e
s
s
a
r
y
 
t
o

p
r
e
s
e
r
v
e
 
t
h
e

.

I
t
r
a
d
i
t
i
o
n
a
l
.
 
s
o
c
i
a
l

s
t
r
u
c
t
u
r
e
 
a
n
d

v
a
l
u
e
s
.
 
M
i
l
i
t
a
r
y

n
e
e
d
s
 
m
a
y
 
d
i
c
t
a
t
e

f
a
s
t
e
r
 
p
a
c
e
.

D
e
t
e
r
m
i
n
e
d

l
a
r
g
e
l
y
 
b
y

i
n
d
i
v
i
d
u
a
l
'
s

p
r
e
d
i
c
t
e
d

p
r
o
s
p
e
c
t
s
.
 
f
o
r

p
r
i
v
a
t
e
 
g
a
i
n
.

,

D
e
t
e
r
m
i
n
e
d
 
b
y

c
e
n
t
r
a
l
 
a
u
t
h
o
r
-

s
t
y
'
.

T
h
e
 
f
a
s
t
e
s
t

p
o
s
s
i
b
l
e
 
p
a
c
e
.

.
.

D
e
t
e
r
m
i
n
e
d
 
b
y

'
D
e
t
e
r
m
i
n
e
d

w
h
a
t
 
a
d
v
a
n
t
a
g
e

!
s
t
a
t
e
'
s

m
o
t
h
e
r
 
c
o
u
n
t
r
y

'
I
t
i
o
n
s
,

s
e
e
s
.

I
r
r
e
g
u
l
a
r

"
h
i
g
h
,

p
a
c
e
.

!
i
r
r
e
g
u
l
a
r

.

l
a
n
d

b
y

a
s
p
i
r
e
-

w
h
i
c
h
 
a
r
e

b
u
t
 
r
a
t
e
 
i
s

d
e
e
 
t
o

e
c
o
n
o
m
i
c
 
p
r
o
b
l
e
m
s

t
r
a
d
i
t
i
o
n
a
l

v
a
l
u
e
s
.

S
o
u
r
c
e
s
 
o
f
 
f
u
n
d
s

t

I

G
r
a
n
t
s
 
f
r
o
m
 
t
h
e

a
r
i
s
t
o
c
r
a
c
y
.
 
R
e
n
t
s
,

f
r
o
m
 
f
a
r
m
s
'
i
n
f
l
u
-

*
n
e
e
 
a
b
i
l
i
t
y
 
o
f

a
r
i
s
t
o
c
r
a
c
y
 
t
o

.

m
a
k
e
 
g
r
a
n
t
s
.

I

.

I
n
v
e
s
t
m
e
n
t
s
 
f
r
o
m

!
F
r
o
m

p
r
i
v
a
t
e
 
s
a
v
i
n
g
s
.

1
F
o
r
c
e
d

B
a
n
k
 
c
r
e
d
i
t
 
a
n
d

i
o
n

i
n
t
e
r
n
a
t
i
o
n
a
l

c
a
p
i
t
a
l
 
m
a
r
k
e
t

i
m
p
o
r
t
a
n
t
 
f
a
c
t
o
r
s

i
n
 
d
e
t
e
r
m
i
n
i
n
g

i
n
v
e
s
t
m
e
n
t
.

t
a
x
 
r
e
v
e
n
u
e
s
.

r
e
s
t
r
i
c
t
i
o
n

c
o
n
s
u
m
p
t
i
o
n
 
t
o

r
e
t
u
r
n
 
c
a
p
i
t
a
l

c
a
p
i
t
a
l

1
:
:
:
:
:
i
:
7
1
7

.

:
 
F
r
t
i
m
 
b
u
d
g
e
t
 
o
f

;
E
l
i
t
e
 
s
e
e
k
s
 
l
a
r
g
e

1
 
t
h
e
 
m
o
t
h
e
r

:
s
u
n
s
 
f
r
o
m

!
c
o
u
n
t
r
y
 
a
n
d

!
 
i
n
v
e
s
t
o
r
s
 
i
n

t
o
 
s
u
p
p
l
e
m
e
n
t

;
m
o
t
h
e
r
 
c
o
u
n
t
r
y

;
p
r
i
v
a
t
e
 
s
a
v
i
n
g
s

.

;
d
e
v
e
l
o
p
e
d
 
n
a
t
i
o
n
s

i

i
l
a
n
d
 
f
u
n
d
s
 
s
e
c
u
r
e
d

'
f
r
o
m
 
t
a
x
a
t
i
o
n
.

j
i



C
h
a
r
t
 
#
i
 
(
c
o
n
t
i
n
u
e
d
)

S
t
r
a
t
e
g
i
c

C
o
n
c
e
p
t
s

D
y
n
a
s
t
i
c

M
i
d
d
l
e
 
C
l
a
s
s

P
r
i
o
r
i
t
i
e
s
 
o
f

D
e
v
e
l
o
p
m
e
n
t

E
d
u
c
a
t
i
o
n
a
l

P
o
l
i
c
y

P
r
e
s
e
r
v
e
 
a
n
d

p
r
o
t
e
c
t
 
a
g
r
i
-

c
u
l
t
u
r
e
;
 
m
u
c
h

e
f
f
o
r
t
 
t
u
r
n
e
d
 
t
o

w
o
r
k
s
,

m
i
l
i
t
a
r
y
,
 
a
n
d

p
a
t
e
r
n
a
l
i
s
t
i
c

p
r
o
j
e
c
t
s
,
 
i
n
c
l
u
d
-

i
n
g
 
h
o
u
s
i
n
g
.

P
r
i
o
r
i
t
i
e
s
 
d
e
t
e
r
-

m
i
n
e
d
 
b
y
 
m
a
r
k
e
t

c
o
n
d
i
t
i
o
n
s
.

W
h
a
t

i
s
 
p
r
o
d
u
c
e
d
 
i
s

d
e
t
e
r
m
i
n
e
d

l
a
r
g
e
l
y
 
b
y

c
o
n
s
u
m
e
r
 
w
a
n
t
s
.

A
g
r
i
c
u
l
t
u
r
e
 
n
o
t

e
m
p
h
a
s
i
z
e
d
.

R
e
v
o
l
u
t
i
o
n
a
r
y

I
n
t
e
l
l
e
c
t
u
a
l
s

A
g
r
i
c
u
l
t
u
r
e

c
o
m
p
r
e
s
s
e
d
 
b
y

d
r
a
i
n
i
n
g
 
o
f
f
 
o
f

m
a
n
p
o
w
e
r
 
t
o

i
n
d
u
s
t
r
y
 
a
n
d

p
r
k
m
e
n
t
i
o
n
 
o
f

i
n
d
i
v
i
d
u
a
l
 
a
g
r
i
-

c
u
l
t
u
r
a
l
 
e
n
t
e
r
-

p
r
i
s
e
.

P
r
i
o
r
i
t
y

a
s
s
i
g
n
e
d
 
t
o

c
a
p
i
t
a
l
 
g
o
o
d
s

(
b
a
s
i
c
 
i
n
d
u
s
t
r
y
)

w
i
t
h
 
a
 
v
e
n
g
e
a
n
c
e
.

C
o
n
s
u
m
e
r
 
g
o
o
d
s

a
n
d
 
h
o
u
s
i
n
g
 
n
o
t

e
m
p
h
a
s
i
z
e
d
.

C
o
l
o
n
i
a
l

A
d
m
i
n
i
s
t
r
a
t
o
r
s

g
e
l
L
i
o
n
a
l
i
s
t

L
e
a
d
e
r
s

E
m
p
h
a
s
i
s
 
o
n
 
p
r
o
d
u
c

t
i
o
n
 
o
f
 
r
a
w

m
a
t
e
r
i
a
l
s
i
n
-

c
r
e
a
s
e
d
 
a
g
r
i
-

c
u
l
t
u
r
e
.

S
o
m
e

i
n
d
u
s
t
r
i
e
s
 
w
h
i
c
h

s
u
p
p
l
y
 
m
a
t
e
r
i
a
l
s

a
n
d
 
c
o
n
s
u
m
p
t
i
o
n

g
o
o
d
s
 
t
o
 
m
o
t
h
e
r

c
o
u
n
t
r
y
.

E
x
p
a
n
d
s
 
o
n
 
p
r
e
v
i
o
u
s

i
n
d
u
s
t
r
i
a
l
 
b
a
s
e
 
o
f

c
o
l
o
n
i
a
l
 
a
d
m
i
h
i
s
.

t
r
a
t
o
r
.

E
m
p
h
a
s
i
s

o
n
 
u
p
g
r
a
d
i
n
g
 
a
g
r
i
-

c
u
l
t
u
r
e
 
i
n
 
"
p
o
o
r

f
o
o
d
 
g
r
o
w
i
n
g
 
n
a
t
i
o
n
s
"

A
t
t
e
m
p
t
 
t
o
 
d
e
v
e
l
o
p

b
r
o
a
d
 
b
a
s
e
d
 
i
n
d
u
s
t
r
y

p
r
o
d
u
c
i
n
g
 
c
a
p
i
t
a
l
'

a
n
d
 
c
o
n
s
u
m
e
r
 
g
o
o
d
s
.

M
u
c
h
 
e
m
p
h
a
s
i
s
o
n

e
l
e
c
t
r
i
c
 
p
o
w
e
r
 
a
n
d

o
t
h
e
r
 
s
o
u
r
c
e
s
.
o
f

e
n
e
r
g
y
.

P
o
p
u
l
a
t
i
o
n

P
o
l
i
c
y

A
i
m
e
d
 
a
t
 
p
r
e
s
e
r
v
-

i
n
g
 
t
r
a
d
i
t
i
o
n
a
l

v
a
l
u
e
s
.

H
i
g
h
e
r

e
d
u
c
a
t
i
o
n
 
l
i
m
i
t
e
d

t
o
 
m
e
m
b
e
r
s
 
o
f

e
l
i
t
e
.
 
U
n
i
v
e
r
s
i
t
i
e
s

h
a
v
e
 
l
i
t
t
l
e
 
r
o
l
e
 
i
n

i
n
d
u
s
t
r
i
a
l
i
z
a
t
i
o
n
;

w
o
r
k
e
r
s
 
h
a
v
e
 
o
n
l
y

e
l
e
m
e
n
t
a
r
y
 
s
c
h
o
o
l
-

i
n
g
:

I

A
 
v
a
r
i
e
t
y
 
o
f

p
o
l
i
c
i
e
s
 
w
h
i
c
h

t
i
n
d
i
r
e
c
t
l
y
 
t
e
n
d

# 2
t
o
 
p
r
o
d
u
c
e

I
g
r
o
w
t
h
.

N
o

f
e
n
c
o
u
r
a
g
e
m
e
n
t

I
t
o
 
i
m
m
i
g
r
a
t
i
o
n
.

1 $ ? .

E
d
u
c
a
t
i
o
n
a
l

s
y
s
t
e
m
 
s
e
e
n
 
a
s

a
 
m
a
j
o
r
 
i
n
s
t
r
u
-

m
e
n
t
 
i
n
 
i
n
d
i
-

v
i
d
u
a
l
 
s
e
l
f
-

a
d
v
a
n
c
e
m
e
n
t
.

M
a
s
s
 
p
u
b
l
i
c

e
l
e
m
e
n
t
a
r
y
 
a
n
d

s
e
c
o
n
d
a
r
y
 
s
c
h
o
o
l
s
?

V
o
c
a
t
i
o
n
a
l
 
a
n
d

'

l
i
b
e
r
a
l
 
e
d
u
c
a
-

t
i
o
n
 
c
o
m
b
i
n
e
d
.

P
o
p
u
l
a
t
i
o
n

l
a
r
g
e
l
y
 
d
e
p
e
n
d
s

u
p
o
n
 
m
a
r
k
e
t

c
o
n
d
i
t
i
o
n
s
,
 
i
n

p
a
r
t
i
c
u
l
a
r
 
i
n
c
o
m
e
)

S
o
m
e
 
p
u
b
l
i
c

i
p
o
l
i
c
i
e
s
 
t
o

!
p
r
o
m
o
t
e
 
h
e
a
l
t
h

e
n
c
o
u
r
a
g
e
s
 
g
r
o
w
t
h
.

P
e
r
m
i
t
s

i
m
m
i
g
r
a
t
i
o
n
.

E
d
u
c
a
t
i
o
n
 
d
e
s
i
g
n
e
d

t
o
 
p
r
o
m
o
t
e
 
t
h
e

r
e
v
o
l
u
t
i
o
n
i
s
t
s
'

i
d
e
o
l
o
g
y
.

H
i
g
h

p
r
i
o
r
i
t
y
 
g
i
v
e
n
 
t
o

s
c
i
e
n
c
e
 
a
n
d

s
p
e
c
i
a
l
i
z
e
d

f
i
e
l
d
s
.
 
W
o
r
k
e
r
s

r
e
c
e
i
v
e
 
s
p
e
c
i
a
l
-

i
z
e
d
 
v
o
c
a
t
i
o
n
a
l

t
r
a
i
n
i
n
g
.

E
d
u
c
a
t
i
o
n
a
l

s
y
s
t
e
m
'
A
d
a
p
t
e
d

f
r
o
m
 
m
o
t
h
e
r

c
o
u
n
t
r
y
.
.
 
N
i
g
h
e
r

e
d
u
c
a
t
i
o
n
 
l
i
m
i
t
e
d

t
o
 
f
e
w
 
n
a
t
i
v
e
s
.

G
e
n
e
r
a
l
l
y
 
n
o
t

r
e
l
a
t
e
d
 
t
o

i
n
d
u
s
t
r
i
a
l
i
z
a
t
i
o
n
.

E
s
t
a
b
l
i
s
h
e
s

p
o
l
i
c
i
e
s
 
w
h
i
c
h

a
r
e
 
d
e
s
i
g
n
e
d
 
t
o

k
e
e
p
 
p
o
p
u
l
a
t
i
o
n

f
r
o
m
 
g
r
o
w
i
n
g
 
i
n

r
e
s
p
o
n
s
e
 
t
o

r
e
c
r
u
i
t
s
 
l
a
b
o
r

i
n
d
u
s
t
r
i
a
l
i
z
a
t
i
o
n
,

f
r
o
m
 
a
b
r
o
a
d
.

e
x
c
e
p
t
 
i
n
 
S
o
v
i
e
t

U
n
i
o
n
 
w
h
e
r
e

p
o
p
u
l
a
t
i
o
n
 
g
r
o
w
t
h

i
s
 
e
n
c
o
u
r
a
g
e
d
.

N
o
 
c
o
n
c
e
r
n
 
o
v
e
r

p
o
p
u
l
a
t
i
o
n
 
i
f

t
h
e
 
l
a
b
o
r
 
s
u
p
p
l
y

i
s
 
a
d
e
q
u
a
t
e
.

O
t
h
e
r
w
i
s
e

i
t
=
 
C
M
 
C
S

1
=
i
i

C
7
.
1
,
1
1

rz
rn

ca
n

C
O
 
E
n

F
a
c
e
s
 
d
i
l
e
m
m
a
 
o
f

p
r
o
v
i
d
i
n
g
 
g
e
n
e
r
a
l

e
d
u
c
a
t
i
o
n
 
t
o

p
r
o
v
i
d
e
 
l
i
t
e
r
a
t
e
.

!
m
a
s
s
e
s
 
a
n
d
 
h
i
g
h
r

'
e
d
u
c
a
t
i
o
n

t
o
 
t
r
a
i
n

'
m
a
n
a
g
e
r
i
a
l
 
a
n
d

!
t
e
c
h
n
i
c
a
l

m
a
n
p
o
w
e
r
.

'
C
o
n
f
l
i
c
t
b
e
t
w
e
e
n

'
e
s
t
a
b
l
i
s
h
i
n
g
 
m
e
a
n
s

t
o
 
d
e
c
r
e
a
s
e
 
t
h
e

d
e
a
t
h
 
r
a
t
e
 
a
n
d

e
s
t
a
b
l
i
s
h
i
n
g
 
m
e
a
n
s

t
o
 
p
r
e
v
e
n
t
 
p
o
p
u
l
e
.
-

t
i
o
u
 
i
n
c
r
e
a
s
e
 
f
r
c
a

o
u
t
s
t
r
i
p
r
i
n
g

a
d
v
a
n
c
e
s
 
i
n
 
t
h
e

e
c
o
n
o
m
y
.

r



IM
O

 O
M

 M
I 

M
b 

M
IN

 M
I 

O
M

 O
M

 a
m

 N
M

 I
M

O
41

11
11

11
.

IS
O

SI
N

 G
O

 G
IN

N
M

I 
M

N
if

fi
f0

P
r
e
-
e
x
i
s
t
i
n
g

c
u
l
t
u
r
a
l
 
t
r
a
i
t
s

D
y
n
a
s
t
i
c

C
h
a
r
t
 
#
2

I
n
d
u
s
t
r
i
a
l
i
z
i
n
g
 
E
l
i
t
e
s
 
a
n
d
 
C
u
l
t
u
r
a
l
 
F
a
c
t
o
r
s

M
i
d
d
l
e
 
C
l
a
s
s

R
e
v
o
l
u
t
i
o
n
a
r
y

I
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READING X/I

ECONOMIC PLANNING IN INDIA

India'w industrialization began under the aegis of British colonial leaders.
After.World War II, Indian nationalists took over. They were devoted to the
principle of national independence and progress for which they had struggled so
long. Convinced that India must follow the path of the West toward.. democratic
political system, the nationalist leaders nevertheless realized that a marked
degree of centralized economic planning was indispensable to progress. The
atte pt to blend democracy and rapid economic growth has focused the attention
of the free world on ihe Indian experiment.

From the day of its independence the govern ent of India placed economic planning
in the forefront of its attention. Rooted in a traditional society and lacking
many of the prerequisites of economic growth, India was forced to shepherd her
resources of men, capital .and equipment carefully if it wished to make the leap
into the modern technological age. From the beginning it was clear that only a
sabatantial amount of government planning could assure attention to the ajor
demands of economic growth. The five year plans grew out of this conviction.

The Indians claim that they have a socialist economy and they use this word
freely in the government report you are about to read. You must watch their
use of the word carefully. They do not mean by socialism what Marx mean by the
word or what contemporary Communists mean by it. The Indians still permit, in
fact they encourage, a s bstantiel amount of ownership of the means of production
by private individuals. There is general, overall control of investment by the
government and a fir attempt is made to be sure that investment flows into
channels which the government thinks are socially desirable, but the private
sector of the economy still plays a vital role.

As you read, think about the following questions:

1. What are the major objectives of the Government of
India Planning Commission? Why these rather than
others?

What value assumptions underlie India's third five-
year plan?

3. Why would nationalist leaders embrace planning as a
device to speed industrialization?

.14.. .To what degree are the objectives and methods of
the Indian planners conditioned by traditional
Indian society? flow may traditional society
interfere with the development of the plan?

.4
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THE THIRD FIVE YEAR PLAN *

When Independence came, India had a slender industrial base. Millions of her
rural people suffered under the weight of a traditional agrarian structure. A
long period of economic stagnation, against the background of increasing pressure
of population, followed by the burdens of the Second World War, had weakened the
Indian economy. There was widespread poverty and want. The partition of the
country had uprooted millions of people and dislocated economic life. Productiv-
ity in agriculture and industry stood at a low level. In relation to needs the
available domestic savings were altogether meagre. The promise 'of freedom could
only be redeemed if the economic foundations were greatly strengthened. The.
Constitution established equal rights of citizenship, and these had now to be
expressed through ri' %ing levels of living and greater opportunities fOr the bulk
of the people. It was essential to rebuild the rural economy, to lay the founda-
tion of industrial and scientific progress, and to expand education and other
social services. These called for planning on a national scale, encompassing all
aspects of econo-lc and social life, for efforts to mobilise resources, to deter-
mine priorities and goals and to create a widespread outlook of change and tech-
nological progress. Thus, planned development was the means for securing with
the utmost speed possible, a high rate of growth, reconstructing the institutions
of economic and social life and harnessing the energies of the people to the
tasks of national development.

The leading features of the pattern of development envisaged in the Five Year
Plans may be briefly stated. The basic objective is to provide; sound founda-
tions for sustained economic growth, for 'increasing opportunities for gainful
employment and improving living standards and working conditions for the masses.
In the scheme of development, the first priority necessarily belongs to agri-
culture; and agricultural production has to be increased to the highest levels
feasible. The Five Year Plans provide for a comprehensive and many-sided effort
to transform the peasants outlook and environment. The growth of agriculture
and the development of human resources alike hinge upon the advance made by
industry. Not only does industry provide the new tools, but it begins to change
the.mental outlook of the peasant. There can be no doubt that vast numbers of
the peasantry today In India are undergoing this change of outlook as they use
new tools and experiment with new methods of agriculture. Even the coming of
the bicycle in large numbers to the villages of India is not only,a sign of
higher standards, but is a symbol of new and changing attitudes. Agriculture
and industry must be regarded as integral parts of tha same process of develop-
ment. Through planned develOpment, therefore, the growth of industry has to be
speeded and economic progress accelerated. In particular, heavy industries and
machine-making industries have to be developed, the public sector expanded and
a large and growing cooperative sector built up.

With the rapid expansion of the economy, wider opportunities of growth arise for
both the public and the private. sectors and in many ways their activities are
complementary. The private sector includes not only organised industry but

* Excerpted from THE ,TE/RD FIVE YEAR PLAN, Government of India Planning
;Omission, New Delhit'1964 pages 6-13, passim..
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agriculture, small industry, trade and a great deal of activity in .housing and
construction and other fields. Progreasively, it has to take the form of coopera-
tive effort. Among the main objects of programmes undertaken by the Government
are the expansion of.faci/ities for the development of agriculture, specially
irrigation, the building up of economic overheads such as rail and road transport,
ports and poWer stations, and the expansion of education, health and other social
services. 'Activities w"tch are promoted through these facilities are in consider-
able part in the hands of private individuals and organisations, and- increasing
numbers among them are being assisted, Thus, the Five Year Plans enlarge the

.

scope for individual initiative as well as for cooperative and corporate effort.
It is mainly within a limited area in the field of large-scale industrial enter-
prise that the question arises whether, in the special circumstances of the
country, in accordance with the Industrial Policy Restitution of April, 1956, and
in view of the social goals aimed at, particular tasks should be assigned to the
public sector or to the private sector. In the context of the country's planned
development the private sector has a large area in which to develop and expand.
It has to function, of course, within the framework of national planning and in
harmony with its overall aims, and there must be continuous stress fun undertak-
ings in the private sector acting with an understanding of obligations towards'
the community as a whole. At the same time, it is essential to ensure that the
opportunities available in the private sector do not lead to the concentration
of economic power in the hands of small numbers of individuals and businesses
and that disparities in income and wealth are progressively reduced. ...

Development plans reflect the changes which are taking place in the country's
economic and social structure as well as the directions in which this structure
has to be reorganized and strengthened. In a democracy the pate of change de-
pends to a large extent on increase in public understanding and in public
response and on the growth of a scientific outlook on the part of large numbers
of people. Besides the economic and social cajectives, the educational aspects
of planning are, therefore, of great importance. These are emphasised through
the wide sharing of responsibility for drawing up and carrying out Plans and
through the participation in the process of planning by organisations representing
all sections of opinion as well as universities and educational institutions and
voluntary social service agencies. On behalf of the community as a whole the
State has a large responsibility fur assessing the wider long-term needs of the
nation as against the claims of individual, sectional or regional interests, and
in setting the goals to be achieved. ...

In advanced countries the development of education and other socialservices.has
played a large part in ensuring greater equality of opportunity to different
Sections of the population and greater social mobility. Social services have
alto helped to bring about a measure of redistribution of income and provide the
b3sic necessities. In India too, the expansion of social services will exert a
similar influence, specially through the extension of free and universal educa-
tion at the primary level, provision of larger opportunities for vocational and
higher education, grants of scholarships and other forms of aid, and improvement
in conditions of health, sanitation, Water supply and housing. Thus, programmes
for the welfare of scheduled tribes and. castes and other backward classes, for

St, Of 111-1,TiS
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the provision of' minimum amenities in rural areas, for local development at the
village level and for the housing of industrial workers and slum clearance and
improvement, are to be viewed not merely as extensions of social services but as
vital ingredients in the scheme of economic development. These and other social
benefits have to be provided to a greater extent in the Third and subsequent
Five Year Plans than has been possible over the past decade. They will call for
larger resources, not only from the State, but also from within each community,
Itnd for the participation of a growing nu ber of voluntary workers. ...

A large segment of India's development plans reaches the' ass of the people
through community developmmt. In promoting the growth of socialism at the level
of the community amongst tle rural people,: therefore, the role assigned in the
Five Year Plans to clic community development movement should be specially
stressed. Community development must seek, above all to bring about increase
in agricultural production, higher standards of productivity, and fuller utilisa-
tion of the available manpower and other resources. Wth its stress on the
development oflocal initiative and responsibility and on cooperative self-help,
the movement is designed to serve as a spearhead of a wide range of programmes
of development, which include agriculture, cooperation, irrigation, village and
small industries, rural electrification and the reform of the agrarian system.
One of its ajor aims is'to create conditions for the growth of a progressive
cooperative rural economy with a diversified occupational structure in which the
weaker sections .of the community are brought speedily to the level of the rest.
The development of a cooperative agro-industrial economy in rural areas is
essential for ensuring that the benefits of industrialisation spread out evenly
among different sections of the population and to different areas and for secur-
ing a large measure of integration between rural and industrial development in
each region. ...

In the villages the task of building up socialism at the base Is facilitated as
the policies of land reform and cooperative development are implemented. ...In
the towns and cities also there is equal need for appropriate social policies.
The influx of population into urban areas leads not only to a worsening of living
conditions for large sections of the population but also, through rise in the
values Qf land and property, to the creation of new disparities. These-develop-
ments demand a variety of measures, including careful planning of the use of
land, large scale programmes for land acquisition, housing and land allotment
policies designed to assist the lower income groups and the poorer sections of
the population, adequate taxation of capital gains and urban properties, avoid-
ance of conspicuous and wasteful forms of construction, and public vigilance
over conditions of tenancy and rents.

.Before the process of economic development gathers momentum, for the larger part
inequalities arise from long-established features of a ,traditional society, such
as feudal rights and tenures, or privileges and handicaps associated with the
social structure. These vestiges of the past are the first to fall. Planned
development' has to hasten this.proeess so as to enable the economy to move for-
ward with less hindrance from within. Thus, the programme of land refort,'with
its stress.on the abolition of intermediary rights, security and rent reduction
for tenants and enforcement of ceilings on agricultural holdings, was calculated
to release the productive forces of the rural economy.. 0.4
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With rapid development and expansion of employment, the incomes of the vast
majority of workers in industry and services and of self-employed workers like
farmers and skilled artisans may be expected to increase steadily and, on the
whole, in fair relationship to productivity. Those receiving fixed incomes,
falling broadly in the lower middle-class groups, inevitably face special prob-
lems on account of the long-term tendency towards rise in prices. On the other
hand, in these groups, through women entering employment in larger numbers a d
the growth of employment, there are also wider openings for augmenting the family
income. For this group, equally with those in the lowest income groups, it is
important that the prices of essential commodities should be kept down and social
services, especially education, health and housing, should be brought within
easy reach. At the other end of the scale, the greatest attention must be given
to those who are totally une ployed or suffer from serious under-employment.
The provision of employment opportunities has the foremost priority for them.
Along with employment, education and social service benefits should also be
extended as fully as possible.

The socialist pattern of society provides a major line of advance 1.4 a developing
economy, which is becoming increasingly co plex, and in which there,is constant
interplay of a variety of social, econo is and other elements. Its realisation
is necessarily a cumulative process resulting from progress along many different
paths. For several reasons, in reaching this goal there is need now fora sense
of urgency and a quickening of pace. It is true that the economic foundations
must be well laid if the social objectives are to be attained. At the same time,
any marked lag between economic and social development creates new stresses.
Precise data are at present lacking, and without these it is difficult to deVise
definite measures. Accordingly, an expert committee set up by the Planning
Commission in October, 1960, is at present engaged in reviewing changes in the
levels of living which have occurred in the course of the First and Second Plans,
in studying recent trends in the distribution of income and wealth and, iwpartic-.
ular, in ascertaining the extent to which the operation of the economic syste
may have resulted in concentration of wealth and means of production.

Progress along each separate course has its own limitations. Sometimes, there
ay be conflicts between .different objectives and the eans available for achiev-
ing them, a d these have to be reconciled. Although many gaps remain, step by
step within the scheme of planned development, the framework of socialism is be-
ing.built up, but it has to be strengthened and made more purposeful in its actual
working. There must be fuller and mare determined implementation of accepted
policies and programmes in all spheres of public administration and of economic
life and more critical tests of evaluation should be adopted. Moreover, at all
times there should be due stress on the moral, human and spiritual values which
give meaning to willingness to bear the burden& of development and a greater
understanding by different sections of the community of what is due from them at
the present juacture, both economic and social advance can be far more rapid
thanja generally realised. Policies already initiated will go a long way to
stimulate social mobility, strengthen such forces as the trade unions, the
cooperative movement, voluntary organisations and the universities, and to create
a broad-based constructive leadership in rural and urban communities. They will
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help to check concentration of economic power and the growth of onopoly,
strengthen the bonds of cultural and emnomic integration, and assure co every
citizen of India the right to work,,to equal opportunity, and to a. minimum level
of limtng. In the last analysis economic development is but a means to an end --
the building up, through effort and sacrifice widely shared, of a society, with-
out caste, class or privilege, which offers to every section of the community
and to all parts of the country the fullest opportunity to grow al4d to contribute
to the national well-being.

READING XIII

ORANGE IN THE INDIAN VILLAGE

The village is still the heart of India. Eighty per cent of her people live in
the thousands of villages that crowd the Indian landscape. As her population
increases apace, India must increase the production of food in the villageA or
her people will eventually face starvation. Moreover, productivity per mau on
the farms must go up in order to feed the millions of new workers which India
hopes will soon man her growing factories. Unless the villages change, India's
hopes for industrialization and economic progress will Aver be fulfilled.

But change comes hard. Indian villagers are wedded to traditional ways which
are hard to change from outside. Obsolete equipment, poor techniques, and
ingrained habits of mind must all be replaced if the villages are to shake them-
selves from their lethargy. Moreover, they-must be changed by persuaeon since
the Wien economic planners are devoted to democratic methods rather ,han to
the use of force. For this reason, Indt is leaders. must work through people
who understand the traditional society and through institutions which the
villagers accept and trust.

Reading XIII consists of two parts. The first describes the economic develop ent
of one village through the eyes of its inhabitants, Much of the process of
development and many of the problems turn up. The second part contrasts the
development of villages in India with rural development schemes in other parts, of
the world. It makes some of the principles of Indian planning clear by co, paring
them with work in other countries. As .you read, keep the following questions
in mind:

46.elese.602. es.m..... .........141111111d
How do Indian economic planners bring about change in the
village? What evidence Ls there that they have been
.successful?

What obstacles does trcAtional village society place
in the way of economic development?

To what degree are the tactics of the village planners
like those defined in the "model elite" developed by
Kerr, Dunlop, Harbison and Myers? To what degree are
they consistent with the aims of the Five Year *Plan?

Do you think the pace of change in the village is too
fast? Do you think it is too slow? tibia evidence
do you offer forfour conclusion?
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CHIKKLI: A CASE STUDY IN VILLAGE DEVELOPMEST *

* Excerpted from S. N. Battacharyya, VILLAGE ON THE MARCH, (Metropolitan
Book Company, Delhi: 1959).

This case study describes the way in which an Indian government official
assigned to a village persuaded a villager to experiment with new agri-
cultural techniques and discusses the role of the village council in
economic development.

HOW SUCCESSFUL IS THE PROGRAM *

* Excerpted from Carl Cleveland Taylor, "Awakening Villages," AMERICAS,
Volume 9 (October, 1957), pp. 3-7.

This article argues that India's Community Development Program is among the
best in any developing country because it relies on the village people who
know the culture to provide leadership.

READING XIV

DEVELOPING INDIAN INDUSTRY

In order for an economy to grow, both the total output and the output per capita
in the society must increase. Production may be increased in only three ways.
First, a larger percentage of the population can be put to work. Second, those
who are already working can work longer hours with the same tools. Finally-and
by far the most practical--better tools and techniques can be employed to raise
productivity. But the use of better tools and techniques implies the development
of capital and human resources. If India is to develop these two vital resources,
somehowshe must find ways to increase the number and quality of machines and
factories and the'must lind ways to step up the training of managers, engineers,
technicians, and laborers.

Generally speaking, a nation can obtain more machines and factories in two ways.
First, the citizens of the nation can consume less of what they produce and use
the remaining goods and services to build additional plants and equipment. Be-
cause the standard of living is already so low in 'India, the leaders are very
reluctant to cut back on Consumption in order to produce capital. Indic must
rely heavily on the second source of capitalborrowing capital from other
countries or persuading foreign capitalists to build plants in India. But the
amount of cash they can borrow is limited, and private capitalists hesitate to
invest in a.developing *nd'unstable nation.

Human resources van, also be increased in two ways. A few specialists can be
recruited frog- abroad to,set up twindustry and train the nativteitizenry.
However, most ofthe labor forcek must be trained at home inegenciearun by the
native Populatio*.:Indii(his inviate4:heivilyin schools and colleges to meet
the demand for trained'OaOples auch:hcaytitrimakmeat:drains off cash for
"Pita" formation, and 04k141414-4044rOat difficulties to training enough
people.
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Reading XIV chronicles some of the efforts India has made to increase her
capital and human resources in light and heavy industry. As you read, keep the
following questions in end:

How has India gone about improving her human resources
in small scale and heavy industry? How has India gone
about increasing her capital resources?

In what ways does traditional Indian society handicap
the development of human and capital resources? How
has India tried to overcome these handicaps?

How are the techniques for improving capital and human
resources in India related to the "model" strategies
suggested by Kerr, Dunlop, Harbison and Myers?

What does the evidence in this reading indicate about
the success India has had in improving her .capital
and human resources in industry? Can you think of
alternative plans for speeding industrial growth?

INDUSTRY IN A DEVELOPING NATION *

* From ROOTS OF CHANGE (pamphlet) (Ford Foundation, New York: 1961), 26-37.

The article describes the development of both light and heavy industry in
India since the nation won her freedom. Among other issues discussed are
the training of workers, the use of foreigners as advisers, the sources of
capital, and the ways in which industries are organized in both the private
and the public sectors.

READING XV

CASTE AND INDUSTRIALIZATIOli

When industrialization is diffused into a traditional society, deep-seated
customs must often give way. The rules which have governed the relationships of
man for centuries cannot be observed when men are forced to associate in entirely
different situations. Indeed a new economic system.may demand a radical change
in the entire value system of a people. In India, for example, the traditional
Hindu emphasis upon other-worldliness seems out of place in a modern enterprise
economy. It has slowly been giving way before the demands of the planners and
the new life they represent.

So have many Indian institutions. As men move from village to factory, they often
lose some contact with their extended families and concentrate their attention
on the smaller nuclear family--wife and childrenwhich has accompanied them to
the city. Similarly the basis of status has chenged. Status was once associated
with ownership of land and membership in a certain caste. In the city it often
results from better education, new skills and a higher income. ,Society becomes
more mobile as status is earned rather than inherited.
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The institution of caste seems more out-of-place in a modern world than any otheraspect of Indian society. Caste presents particularly difficult problems toemployers in a factory. If only men who worked leather in the village will take
Jobs as shoemakers in a factory, then the potential pool of labor is much dimin-
ished. If strict caste regulations ere observed, a modern factory cannot operatesince men of different castes are required for different jobs but cannot work inthe same Area without polluting each other. As industrialisation takes hold,
the grip of caste must loosen.

Reading XV is a study of the role of caste in an Indian industrial city, Kanpur.
The author raises a number of issues about the problems of transforming a tradi-tional society into a modern one'and indicates some ways in which this transforma-
tion has taken place in Kanpur. As you read, think about the following questions.

Why does an institution like caste make the process of
industrialization more difficult? What specific
problems stem from caste?

What is the relationship between caste and the
positions which members of different castes have
taken in the factory?

How has industrialization affected Indian social
structure? Now has the social structure influenced
the process of industrialization?

CASTE IN KANPUR *

* Arthur Niehoff, "Caste and Industrial Organization in
ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCE QUARTERLY, Vol. 3, March 1959,

This article describes the effect of the caste system on
Kanpur and discusses the ways in which industry helps to
barriers.

North India,"
Waft,

work patterns in
break down caste

ARM
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READ/N0 XV;

WHERE IS INDIA COINS?

No one yet knows whether.India will be able to solve her pressing problems and
still maintain a democratic way of life. The inexorable pressure of increasing
population, the whims of the monsoon, the restraints of a traditional society
and.the drastic scarcity of capital and trained manpower all handicap her. Some
of her best laid plans have failed to mature. Yet recent figures seem to indi-
cate that she is still making progress and that she would make it much more rapid-
ly if she could control the rate of population growth.

Some authorities do not believe that a free nation can paws from, a traditional
society to the modern industrial world in only a few decades without using force.
This is the road which both the Soviet Union and the Red Chinese have followed.
They have conscripted labor, uprooted peasants from their farmlands, restrictee
the output of consumer goods and forged steadily *head without thought of human
cost. But in recent years, the pace of growth in both the Soviet Union and China
has slowed down while Dias has picked up speed slightly. Which way will bring
industrialisation the faster-- persuasion Or force -- remains to be seen.

Reading XVI summarises economic development in India through the second five year
plan. It also assesses the problems which India faces. You may wish to review
Reading I which contains additional information about the present state of the
economy. Your teacher may also assign articles from current periodicals to
supplement the information given here and to bring it up to date. As you read,
think about the following questions:

How successful have the plans for economic development
in India been?

What have been the.major Obstacles in the path of the
five year plans?

Why has India made less total progress in growth
than Chine

On the basis of the evidence in this unit, what do
you think is going to happen in India?

AN ASSESSMENT OF INDIAN RCONONIC PLANING *

* Clair Wilcox, Willis Weatherford and Rolland Hunter, BCONOMIES OF THE
WORLD TODAY, (Harcourt, Brace & World,, Inc., 1962), pp. 107-114,
122-125, passim.

This article assesses the tuciess of India's drive for economic development.
The authors also compere growth patterns in India and China and raise ques-
tions about whether a democratic country wtoic14 is underdeveloped can grow
as rapidly as one where central authorities have greater control over all
sectors of the economy.

Y-trawiturige"*.fr":*

fr
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'EOIXICACCC DEVALOPIENT IV INDIA

Subject Objective: to know:
that 'India's fisachmental ecoaomic problem is to develop her human and cauitol

resources for economic growth ishile at the some time sleeting the basic
needs of a rapidly expanding population.

Cognitive Objectives:
4410 6nalvis of the °temente limitiors economic growth in 1.4dif.%.
6:10 Iveli untiot of the state of Indies economy in term of rotative ecvol;;:nrsu

of resources,

Wisteria/lb.: Rtading I

d Wadout analysis sheet
00.1mmoassavel+aMMI 00~ 10"6011~Wilx..~41110161110001111111,00100.011114.0SMINIMPedbilidNIPOPMMIVINIMMAr sdammirmoreamalsimarsow ialsevaimweirminvaratuarormap go. or.o west ors

tftt it Indta's fundemental economic
problem eccoreing to this article?

Iudiea folds:metal problem is
dew:eloping her economy* what
resources doges; she need'

it

' ',OW& - Y.

Ask the students whst Lat's
'nonage problem is. Thefx ,
center on specific tpotAticens 41

e.g. min poverty* little inductv:, 74.1.&
ward agriculture).. The teachr...: .1"lort.7, Est

the discussion toward the am
problem of econoctic armeth. Yet qi.C.lts
Should finally realize that TLhe'r
problem in to develop Ater campr,7 ;*.4 th:

extent that she need no leate: 1

foroigu capita t6 coatiadc cc:Int:rev ..n..107,11

--that is, that She ..:encia the .:a:';
wt.

stage of economic devoi.3pooiut
may waut to remind the studen.::s
SaglanVs take-off cis a clue el t

problem Is.

Ask the students what ros-,urce.:.

is patrol* Bard India iv i.irt.;;-!.t.e,

to develop industry. ;

with sous prodding* ttekat
and capital resources arc rin..1e; ;7

1) aum4G The ptrurviel to
industries sad ionms. A4 leAgi',R;
economy needy to :tai.71 tar.IJA.

with dcvetaxe.
and mausgeurtot. 1:4 . e.

mast tie =bac eL12,

uOvel Evart, plmcc oo 1.:40tc r.

oppoutuety or v;/1.!...ti3C...

an inceattve.
2 Ustiavtil

in Isimatry c_Lel tm:A4 In k.4

products few! Ltf

Mird:.14

ptoZIct stoo4r :..'k .

th3 frxtory,,

imms..:c4 !a

Aaec.Laer....
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Let's sees Witch of these resources
India heeds *Leh it deeiet haves
rill in this chart with data from
the article. Include specific instances
of resources India has and sprains
instances mentioned in the article of
resources that are underdeveloped or
are needed.

Of the three resources, which does
India seem to tack the most?

Why do you suppose India does mat have
these roseate.' in enough quantity
to produce economic growth?

India, Ids. 1, Lesson Plea

Have the students fill in the beadoat
chart with data taken from the artie.e.
Give these time to fill in the them, then
call upon several itudeuts to toll what
on their charts. love the other eta gists
copy onto their chute the aspecto brought
out to close discussion heat which ttey
did not list.

Ask the students which resources /mita
does not have. The students shocla Laicatv
from their work on the chart that :aft*
lacks hum and capital resources most.

Ask the students tilts they think Xuate dew a
net have these reillelatelleo The teacter
should allow the *indents to hypetuaLse
until the sad of class without discovireging
or encouragieg, may of the -stuk-.-ati a
hypotheses, but coatiaually rewiaditg thus
that the studeat°i!,14eas are se..
hypotheses.
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Subject Objectives: to ltnew:
how religion affects bum behavior is radios and in particular what laluns

it sets up as models of beNavior.
how the radian religion affects the leveloppent of hums* and capital team:rtes.

Cog-411mo Objectivist
4.20 adrift of the relationships between Sinduisma and featly* mots and ::.e to
.2.30 Itztrx.......122Lat9A of the iscAications of the religion for the dovelopecut of

horsul and capital resources.

Reading U, UMW Pi 1.7.

Reading
41111MPROMM1101111

VRITICO =MISR: Nave the students
finish the followIng sentence:

"A 3ood radian should mil!

Tibet voliglous beliefs encourage
these values?

What affect will the religion have
on the eievelopatat of the
Indian economy?

Dssigued to have student:" aselyte tt.e
behavior that is expected of reilen7. In
short* they should anelyser the reedUg on
religion to ferret ent4tra raises Cie
religioa presto:es. After tke attiewas tare
bed sane time to write. their gamer, the
teacher should Cell on seVeral atudn to to
tall their answers to ,the 10.4611. Their
answers should incied0-111* gtod' la Lan
should do his duty Cdharash telers;:e
other's belief/3$ protest animals, azrept
the ivevitablte .follaw,%*eligious loiters
without goestion, tsed/tato *pea his
relationship to the sedierso.

Student should see the juetificatiel
thctle practices and values in the pattieslar
religions baliefsawe.g.s, the belie!
transmigration of souls, tho Vita el raraca
the belief in spirits to be fesvaii. TIos
concept of Brahma and spirituel Irei. 4%,

This question is purpomtly gamely micele4
so that the students will have to eiroly
the ideas of helm and capital retlearces
to the.problem. The teacher t.ne
that they relate religion sad ihe etraclorr
swat of human and capital ecsourttese *LTA

studs:Ms should see-that :elites .6*.fi not:
encourage the dein:lop:tent of bettat vraft,sea
ties: technique. or the incentive oi
advancement. Oa the:ether hand,
does provide for tolemace of cow itt:L told
hence it night be Illifitar to int.rodato: acv
techaltiuse into the,society.



India, leading lit, Lesson Plso

Subject Objectives: to know:
that caste duties regulate every aspect of the Iodises life.that caste has created a barrier to the devetoposot and stability of bannsroseate*. in Indio.

Cegaitive Objectives:
1/44:20 late.anta of the relationships between taste orgeoisatiao end tee:lodeLife is India.

tla, of the implicatioes of dte caste system for econcaticdevelopment.

iforatiels: leading Ill
Rana t: Caste regulations for Castes 1, 2 and S.

1Z you were an Indian, haw would
wit know what casts you were int
ilow would you know whit your
carte dotter. were?

Um: would your tact. affiliation
affect your life?

to you sat any advantage in the
caste system? Da you think
Indians dot

ICU PLOW: 2be students ere gtvea
caste duties and rase are asked to
advise the together shout settles napa factory.

Question designed to bring out Lhe a Nvthet caste is deterained by birth.
:mutants should answer that the; w-rett.l.
know from their pareitage. Second 4teeittiOrl
designed to brior out polut that cdett
duties are taught ddldren by parentsand must necescarily cossuce a grvait
portico of a child's education.

Question designed to bring au; idea: that
caste affects everything in a etes's
frost what he eats and wears to darn tea
earrias and whet jobs he shall tatw. The
students should bring out specific *temples
of how caste effects daily living.
Students will probably not se* ttdvrceciges,
Teacher should remind then that they rare
viewing caste from the western fr,sP..le sf
reference, sod should encourage ewe lots
to look at caste from an 'Indian ftestn of
refereoce. Students night ladiet:f: :t4st
Wiens see. this as a way of rerotvi
problem that is of greatest cancers th-asthat of interpersonal !relationships. Vercherit tends to oat* life regulated so tot C.*
ladies knees *0 ho is cud stet be
supposed to do.

Pees out the caste dittios to the stnientc
Mere are 3 diffeteat 'cast:et awl, the 21sat
should be divided into 3 gum" wet groap
receiving the regulations for era* cavm:halt Obe.studatite diet they drq at SnT
the caste and believe that the? fotlovthe ftrote or rules down for Cv:Lr ccete.'tell themthat you are an MittriCia i:Ateztrt41.-
1st, come to ildvise. tido village ATI::
establishing a factory there. Tell ;..ttil
students that yea mit to find cm: sivnit:
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local customs before you proceed ftzthev.
Then ask them to respond to the prietto.la
belay.

a) What kind of industry would you want set up?
b) Wet kind of skills are available tag the to'a?
c) what kind of food should the cafeteria serve?
d) What kind of work would the people like to do?
e) Will it males any difference if different castes work side by side:
f) Who has the skills to be supervisors? Are Mills the best way of

deternining who will be supervisors?

What difficulties will India's This question should follow thi re:s-
cant* system ma k. for develops playing exercise. The meant, should
industry? . indicate that the caste system mhibits

the dr/element of hewn resotaces, for
caste duties- prescribe *bat activities
their ors can andertabc. Labibits
mobility of human resources and it rgacricts
association *0 that tabor farce way thereby
be artificially restricted:
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INDIA Naneouto .adieg III

CASTE REGULATIONS

Casts!
1. Must eat germinated gran three times each year.

2. May take water from people of his caste only.

3. Must drink water only from a brass pot or cupped hands.

4. Must wash before sunrise.

5. Forbidden to work with iron implements

6, May not asuoaLete with Caste tit.

7. Traditionally this caste is a caste of landowners,

CASTS REGULATIONS

Caste II

1. Must sat germinated gram once a month.
2. May take water from anyone.

3. Must drink water from earthenware pot.

4. Must wash feet before eating, most wash mouth after eatiag.

5. Forbidden to work with leather.

6. Must always bow to members of Caste I.

7, Traditionally this caste has followed mechanical trades.

CASTS REGULATIONS

Casts tit

1. Must eat germinated gram once a wok.

2. May not take water from Castes I and II.

3. Must drink 'water directly from well or from cupped hands.

4. Must bathe after shaving..

S. No work is forbidden Caste RI except managerial tasks.

6. Must bow to all other castes and most remain bowed until a camber of
.Casts I has passed by him.

7 , This caste traditionally has dons the sweeping and cleaning of the ground.
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India, Readies IV, Lesson Plan

tHE FAMILY

Subject Objectives: to knows
the structure of the Indian family and the importanee of family relationships

in India.

that the organisation of the Indian femily reflects WI= values, h
particular the Innate* cantata for human relationships and for doing
his duties.

how the StrUCtUVO of the Indian Unity affected the development of imam
and capitol resoutces.

Cognitive Objectives:
4:10 1012gliof'humaa relationships as they sue promoted by the Indiap
2:30 Its.m..attatios of the implications of the family for the development 4f

hymen. and capital resources.

ticteriales Readies IV
ormscialsoliverolsewriaelloaue

Low would you compare the Indian
fsoily with your OW? Mow is it
similar? Row is it. different?

Do fnai ly relatienships restrict or en-
targethe possibilitiesAvallable to a
Men? A wean! Does family restrict
Vbetbew thar.f.allekpropertymill be
used ocisold? .

What to the significance of this study .

of the family for oar major concern
in this uaitt
Wit et questions would you now ask to
help you use this study of the Dugan
holly togsam a tbsreflects:IX.
raruld bei on eteneele,grietler

IMPWWIFI

~0111011101141101

This question is desiseed to Vries o,st the
structure of the Indian family,' "he attic rots

should note siallarittes and di!foweActe
their notebooks. The teschor selght
to write similarities and difforencIa 04 the
blackboard. Sinilaritieo should inctudti-.
mate dominated, household 'the proviacc) of
female members. Differences ieetude-,joint
family arranged marriages, dowries, child
*meioses, marriage within agate.

This question should elicit soma Wort:union
on how the organisation and pracekna of
the Indian family determine the Talcs
individuals wilt take is society. Di end
large the students should real Lae th.it the
family is the institution which enforte#
the caste ethics and customs and the

religious values. As such it teed' to
prescribe what the individual temtly Jawbeit
may do and may not do, in puticater ta
terms of carriage choice, occupational thole.,
and human relationships in general.

Designed to help Students place the :study
of the family into the larger teatew: of
Indian eccaomic development. to is 4:eitnee
to get students to bogie asking Tye:Atone
on their ow4. Perhaps the teacherw wiald vi oh
to ask the students "What questions %mita you
now ask to help you use this scudy co: the
Indian family for working on your c3;:f?"
Students should be able to 'cask, "Ho9 :ts the
family affected the di velopment of hall= and
capital resources in India? Use it inhibited
their development? Mass it pros noted their
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GROUP Mgt Smell groups of two
or three, working to fled evidence
for answering the cmestions brought
out in cleas.discussion.

India Reading IV s Plan

development?" Once these questions hive
been brought out in discussion, ttivAe
the students up into groups of two 4i three
to work together on flailing answers to
the queotions. The teacher.sbould mom
from group to.group to check and see that
the students are making use of the tint*.
The students should make note that die
need for dowries tends to 'steer say:Also
away from capital resources. The joint
family end family pressure tend to escribe
roles for-the meibers, which in tom does
not lead to the learning of new skills.
The teacher may wish to allow the group
work to proceed for the rest of the period
or recall the claims to discuss the
finagle of the various groups.
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Lesson Han, Reading V

Subject Objectives: To bum.
the economic conditions under which Indian peasants labor.
how village isolation, prevailing folkways, and prisective technology

prevent economic growth.
the difficulties involved in changing the forming practices of the Indian

peasant.

Oognitivf, Objcictineas
5.30 privation of Abstrae. REjU21,....aons To be able to state the relationship

between village customs and economic growth in India.
4.10 psis of 31=e:sta. Analyee of village econe is terms of

resource allocation.

Materials: Reading V
Tapes "Tradition in the Indian Village"

What are the resources of
Copalpur? Hour are they
allocated?

Row might yo0 allocate resources
dif2etently to bring about
greater production?

The students should discuss resource
allocation in terms of human, capital,
and natural resources. The atuoerte
should begin by determining what resources
are available in the village. Under
natural resources they should idanti*
the two types of land aveilable to the
village and the salt.in the desert pool.
The human .researces are of course the
peasants themselves, and. capital reeources
consist of primitive tools, farm animals
(bullocks), and carts. Then turn to how
these are allocated. The students should
not. how the two types of land are used
and how it le allocated to fannies.
They should note how the tools are wad.
They should 'note that there is little
division of labor in the village and that
the village uses human resources instead
of capital resources.

The students should speculate on how the
. Indian farmers could produce more by using

their resources in a.different way. They
might suggest, for example, a differfaat
nix between natural and human resources,
with the gathering of small plots into
large ones. They might suggest greater
division of labor between the members of
the village, talsiiss some off the lend to
work in crafts, etc. They night suggest
increasing capital resources, oinking
greater use of available technology.
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10"sson Plan, 14 pore 2

121447 TAPS: Why have the Wiens
failed to es° their TORMECOS
significantly increase Agri*
cultural production?.

. If yoe had tom.** plena for
increasing India's agricultural .

production, what would you del

Ploy each section of the tape said ask
the ;students to define het, the story
illuutrates barrier to 'console groNth.

The students should recognine how evicting
folkways prevent- drastic chenge in the
village. They should be able to dauczAbe
the relatioaahip between these 2olkosiTa
and the difficulties of promoting
economic growth. For example, (;ley
might indicate that the pattern of Iond-
holding =boo it difficult to alter thrii
allocation of dealt resource. rarawvizTlit

define how existing work 'albite privezt
the introduction of new techniques. Ihe
students should also vefor to taw:. wok.
ins more° prat irent economic growth. Fire

emaple, tho.Indian's apparect lack of
desire to increase his material cools
and his greater concern for humAn
relatiouchipe. The teacher should have
the students draw information both frva
the tap" and the reading.

nave the students examine several
alternatives for changing villa; lttfT

no that greater production could result.
If they suggest strenraromethodaD
remind them that India is coomitted.to.
a democratic form of governmentand that
these methods would be *ejected b them.
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ZUDIA Lesson Plan, ReadingsVI

TUE P019.1TICAT. STINCT0211 Till new mum
Subject Objectives: to hsev

that political structure of the Indian village in dependent upon vezial
structure which is dependent upon traditional values and customs sbich.i3
tura are enforced by the of social structure.

that Indian economic planners will have to work through local Tulin elite
in ardor to introduce economic changes.

Cognitive *actives;
$.20 pit of the relationship indsting between political structure aril

traditional values sad customs.
2.30 Extrapolation of the implications of the political structure for

econsilnovotopment.

Iftterialu: flesdieg VI

Essay Teat
4011001101111111MMIMIIIIMMO

.6.

VI11001~01,1140600/0WIMMINI 060,044.01104.~.0.01010040~/~e~s SONY

ROTE: .The teacher may, wish to devote this day to writing the may exam. nevem,
the teacher may wish to have the studiats discuss this reeding. beff.cro

writing the essay and schedule the UM for the following day.

If we with to invootigate a political Thic question is designed to re, *A, na
system, what 'questions should be analytical questions of the cc= o in .

asked? Cemparative Political Symms). 'An evident:a
should answer that they should ae lc: "NIA
are the political leaders and haw ors they.
recruited? Wheat' factors influence th2
making of political decisions? Mat Is
the role of the citizen in the voltam'
system? What is the role of idcelesyl"

Ask the :analytical questions about
Inflian villages.

After the students have determined Web
analytical questions should be =keel, they
should apply them to the reading.
a) Leadership: The political teadmrs Iome

from the dominant canter sad gone Tilly
the higher castes.. They are recrulta by
the mbsibers of the dominant caste,
generally the wealthier and older 3,cmbeve
.are given political power.

b) Recisions:: We by the political icalers
with reference to local custom. T:y to
maintain the customs of the vilivw oral
the particular caste of them: serlvhs the
decision, This applies to all (lc:tutees,
legislative, Jedicial and (=amain.

c);aRole of the Individual: Datimmivel by
his place in the social strnetuTs. Ni3hcr
caste become decision makers, lover ald
nee- dominant casts embers accept
decisions of the elders..

d) Role of Ideology: Values of Bieutam
lied caste duties determine daelebs3

'making and recruitment of leaden.

4.1,54*
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What determines the decisions of the
political leaders?
by do the decisions of the leaders
affect traditional customs and
values in the village?

Row would a political system such as
this affect economic growth?

Sumas you were a government planner.
Row would the Indian village political
*structure influence your strategy
fur bringing about change is the
village?

These two questions designed to bring
out the interrelationship bctwecn leelorship,
decision making and traditional values.
Students should realise that the hire
reinforce each other* tending to keep the
same leaders in power who make similar
decisions; to maintain the traditional

values which in turn meintaild the
.traditionst ruling elite.

The students should explain the impliootions
of the village political system for ezenomic
growth. They should infer that the
political system helps maintain traditional-
ism in the village, and thereby makes it
more difficult to break do= the traditions
that impede economic growth.

This question should bring out the paint
that central government officiate will
have to work through the local elite to
bring about change, but this may be
difficult for the elite ems not wish
to violate their values.

4
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"*he traditional Indian society is a millstone around modern
India's neck. It has inhibited the development of human and
capital resources so that India has not yet established the
pre-conditions for economic take-off."

Write an essay in which you agree or disagree with the statement above.
Be sure to account for the way religion, values, social structure,
village folkways, and village political systems affect the development
of human and capital resources.



Lesson Koko 'leading VII

Sitbjpet Objectives: to know:
what impacts of Western civilisatton the British lastrodocod .into taken society.
whet aspects of Western civilisation would conflict with ladliale traditituel

society.

Cognitive Objective's
6.10 J jatotents based on to evaluate the Saglials impact

upon óa traditional society of ladle*

Naterialas Bonding VII'
Vandout

111111DOOMMUISO =RCM: Divide
class in two and have easbalf
write down aspects of western I

culture and the other .half note :
aspects of Indian culture on the
chart.

).)ffeliffil...11/1.1011MOMMEMBONeff

'Economic

SWAIM

market comp?
based on highly developed technology.

eta..0.4111111.110111111.1.111111

limo each student in one tactics write en
handout chart the major Western traditions
that .affocted Great Britain in the nth
century and the Other half of class 'into en
chart similar Indian traditions. Sumnet to
class that they *coup their sotto snulits. Poeta*,
economics political and ideological. What
finished, two groups should have
approximately the following columns:,

IOU

Political Parliamentary vistas which alias
wet social' groups to participata.,.'
Declaims made to further national.
interest.

Agrarian, traditional .ray based
upon `erode tools.

Social Social Structure tending taunt
development of equality of opportuno
ity. Statue is earned. Social
classes bailed partly on wealth and. .

partly on inherited status. . '

Villas* politics, lenders arc fres
dominant castes decisions seeds to
uphold tradition. Little eiticsox
participation unless of high caste.
Wo centralised governments

algid social structure. Statue
prescribed by birth Its ens caste
or mother.

Values Christian and scientific, aiinlitie.
Smphasises individuality aid in&
ividual initiative.

..11011111111113.111111110SIIMAWMIS11

Windup other-worldly. 4mscsrned
primarily with fl1ing dense-
time of caste and saintsining
good human reiationships.
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ROLEaRLWA01033MBEt
Ask the group representing the
British: "What changes would you
wit& to oake in Mien seeistyr

. Ask the group representing the
Indins to respond to the
British proposals.

=um =RCM
Oa the basis of this exercise,
can you develop a hypothesis
about what happened When the two
cultures, India and Ragland, cone
into contact in this way?

Lesson Plan, Rik,. V14. pa Se 2

Rave students sake worked 'On British
aspects of society pretend they ate Ivitish
adelnietrators. Ask the* what purpor
they have in India. Then ask %ban litet
they intend to change in Wise Ms arid

why. neve the section that worked or:

India react to the British Inc Tousle.

During the coerce of the diecussion, the
teacher should have the "British
Administrators" recall the facts in
Beading Unbar should rtaind ,to
students that the edainistratees pe%ntes
changed as conditions in England chrzed
that the Baglith forcibly suppressed
suttee, thugee, infanticide, shivery t and
banditry as huanuiterian noesuree eat! that
Balalaika. was able to integrate the est.nomy
Go as townies thelapact of famine:. iu
India.

The students should synthesize a hypothesis
from the roleplaying exercise.





India, Reading vnt, Lesson Plan

TUE BRITISH IN INDIA: POLITICS MD EDUCATION

Subject Objectives: to know:
that the British introduced cony of their own institutions and values into

India and that as a result, the traditional culture of India began to
break down and India began adopting western ways,

that the changes introduced by the British removed some of the barriers
the traditional society placed is the way of the development of humanand capital resources.

Cognitive Objectives:

2:30 Ramolltiog, of the implications of British contributions to Indier
culture for the development of human and capital resources.

6:10 Evaluation of hypothesis in terms of evidence from reading.

Materials: Reading VIII

On the basic of last night's reading,
do you think that the hypothesis
you wrote yesterday is validated,
or did you have to modify it?

.riasmabraeassmafteraemerroormer.oramodace 061111040dIllave4100111010vbe

This question is designed to induct the
students to evaluate the typonuset they
developed on tole preceding day. A
general discussion should be develort4
around this question in which the stL4eats
tell the class whet their hypothest was
and haw the facts from the reaing either
corroborated it or forced them to waifs,
it. In the course of the discassien the
first knowledge objective for the levaoa
Should also be achieved, fcr the stuSants
Should tell :::.inch institutions veva intro.
duced and what changes they brought shout
in Indian society, A short check tizt of
these changes follows:
Institutions: Government of log, not man

or custom; representative Woritme3t,
civil service. Broke down rate ef Minces
and disrupted tradition:I tavern-
went of the panchayst. Trained atheists
in governing techniques.

Education: Developed comma lavglcgt said
inculcated Indians with western id:as Ili
equality, liberty, natinaliom. Did
not train them for-practical matte :a.

Technology: Introduction of rnilrealo steel
mills, etc.

Social Structure: Developed an Indi4a
middle class independent of elm structure.
Development of cities broke Jcpwn t:adi.
tiaaal family structure and the vatues of
the village.



Page?

Want were the aspects of traditional
Indian society *bids hindered develop-
sent of Wean and capital resources?
Now will the 'aslant% contributions
Affect these barriers?

Nov much effect did the Ingligh
have on the development of the
Indian economy?

India, Idg. VIII, Lessen Plat

This question is desisted to draw out
the implications of the changes introduced
by the Britt* for the economy of ttdia.
The students should recall that the village
folkways, caste system, the family organisa-
tion, the Waft values, a d the political
systems/I limited India's potentidl for
developing her resources. The stedents
should also realise that the British went
a long way toward breaking dove thme
barriers. The development of eau pc1Aicel
leviers with western values, the effect
of the city upon family structure, the
development of a class structure socewhat
independent of the caste system, the
introduction of new technology, the intro-
duction of governmeetal institutioat more
responsive to change all would teed to
reduce the barriers to economic grol.ti..

The aim of this question is to get the
students thinking about the next radius.
After a short disCussioa it should become
clear that they cannot answer the qtestion
because they do not have relevant evidence
for doing so. The teacher should utke
this clear to the students if they do not
realise it themselves. Then the teacher
should suggest that the next reedier& wilt
provide these with evidence for answtring
the question and they can then 4411104Xto utst degree the innovations Britt .an

brought .c.f3 India really spurred ecotouic
growth.

t4
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',Iseson Plan, Reading IA

EZITISE MUM) MOWS ECOltift

Subject Objectives: Tat:cowl..
the aspects of the traditional Indian economy th,t England destroyed.
the degree to which England helped establish the preconditions for tcae-o2iin Iudia.

Cognitive Otjectives:
4.10 AnalIals (If Elements - To be able to select those aspects of the

traditional Indian economy broken dam by England.
6.20 Judel.4111pAsime of External Criteria.- To be able to evaluate

the impact of Britainon India s economy in terms of the criteriaof Walt Whitman Rostov.

Materials: Reeding IX

Meat aspecte of the traditional
Bien economy did the British
destroy?

How do we know whether or not
an economy has established the
*preconditions of take-off?

GEM NORM Divide the class
into several groups of five or
six students. Ask that.each come
to a consensus in answer to the
question: "Did the English establish
the preconditions for take-off in
India?"

GUMP REMUS: Have a spckessan from '.
each group explain the cousensus of
his group.

.

NW% 1101.1111N1011... MN* ....110.1100±1111NM1111111.620.4.0.

The students should select aspe:ts of:
the Xndiou econemy studied emit= to
the course. They should indicate such
items as the reallocation of Telt!
rcaorrces to cad: crops, the cmeIler
reallocation of human resources to
industry, the replacement of costar
ccaftsmanship with industrial ptvda:tion..
The teacher should also see that the:
students mete those aspecto that the
British failed to break dam; in
particular, attitudes and values Oa
retard economic growth.

Get the students to recall. the criteria
established by Rostov. The students°
attenticn may be directed to the fevrth
paragraph on page 48 for help. List
these criteria en the board.

.

Be save each group Use3 the criteria :m
the board to cosecs the British Septet
on India's economy. In referriug to ete
reading, the students can point to a
government theta:valid:Ulm to aAd CCZI;Omig
develop:mouthy estiblichinu bettor ttr)s-
pertation; corporation laws, 82J fireAcial
inntitittons. They can alne txt
that the government hindered the asvi
cultural output by chnegins the putt:a
of lend holding. The stoat:ate %nil 112o
indicate that wit move its
agriculturee.indestrialtrktion'te act
pouible. As students ahead irdiocL..:.
that thelritieb did not eotabIlA r 4CV2
fluid class system for caste still
predominated.

. As the reports are mad,. allow OieVe;:.;144
ether students in the class. 2:4 tc 11:0;71.a
some kind of cut senans in the en:Ltre ..!a!sr
'on the dtm to which Xnevie.

1,0, mmecniittivr-.! rxor



INDIA Lesson Plan, Reading X

TES onyx iritt utunnitiscs

Subject Objectives: To knows
the reasons vby Chsedi and Nehru .wsnted independence for Wis.
the implications of each manes position for the economic &faith of India.

Cognitive Objectives:
4610 Anal To be able to select passages from the reading

that raves/ the motives of Gbandi and tlehru.
3.00 &plication To be able to use general theories as a basis for

discussing specific questions.
2.30' Extr......satsticaft To be able to state the inplications for economic

growth that grow out of Nehru's and Ohandi6e value systems.

Materials: Seeding X.
Bossy UM

antuarrat IOcdaute Il 3AY CM

ROLEePLAVID; KISSCISS:PAWS half the
class act as spokesmen' for Glundils
point of view stud half the class act
as spokesmen for Nehru« . Ask them
the le:slowing questions ('Votes it
is not necessary tae;; ask 'them in
the order to which they'Appperr).

Why do you object to the
British being in IndieV-.
Bev* you gained anything from
British rule?

- Why do you want the..pritish. to
lesve?

What will you do once the
British leave India?

I' Will the British withdrnwnl help
or binder your economy?

MUM =MSS: If you were Nehru.
what practical steps would you take
tome help the Indian economy growl.
flow would you go about developing
the bonen, capital and natural. .

'resoutoes of your countaT

WORTS

The students should apply their timatile1ge
of GM:WV s and Nehru's arguments to the
specific questions asked. In generale
Chendi should reject everything that
western civilisation holds sacred, oral
exalt the simple.life in which men eta:
mere to'do their duty than to untidy
themselves. Nehru ahead also reaped
in the Indian vein insofar as the importance
of realising one's responsibilities is
concerned. However* be will also reject
many of. the traditional Aspects' og Wien
life end suggest that India adopt watt :ern

technology and westernstyle socialins,
The Students should be able to select
passages. from the reading that will cupport
their assertions.

Have the students outline a specific
program for spurring economic growth.
They ought to indicate whet they will do
to break down*those aspects of the
traditional econow:that reeetd growth end
what Western style practices they will use
to speed growth. Thei.should keep St:Weis
frame of reference in mind as they write.

Have a ember of . students rued their
'regains. .Allots other sabers of the' elites

to ask 'questions 'and challenge the piogramo
on the basis of'.1) whether or not the

. progras.in.within Nehru's frame of rat:ranee,
and.2)-Whoithor air not the proposals ere
likely to bring ebowt growth.

71

rii

Cj



ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN INDIA Exam, Readings 1-10

DO NOT WRITE ON THIS EXAMINATION SHEET. AN ANSWER SHEET HAS BEEN PROVIDED.

This objective examination will last twenty minutes. It consists of twenty-five
questions. For each question, choose the best of the four suggested answers.
After you decide which answer is best, mark an X through the letter on the answer
sheet. Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be given for
multiple answers. If you do not know the answer to a question, go on to the next
one, and then return to the questions you have left blank. If you are able to
eliminate one of the four suggested answers as certainly wrong, it will pay you
to guess among the other three. The exam will be graded according to the number
right minus one-third of the number wrong.

questions 1 through .3 refer to the following quotation:

"Civilization is that mode of conduct which points out to man the
path of duty and observance of morality. ...To observe morality is
to attain mastery over our mind and our passions. So doing, we
know

ourselves. 000 Civilisation means 'good conduct'."

Ghandi in HIND SWARAJ

.111)--1, Which of the following items would the writer of the quotation above consider
indispensable to civilization?
A. Railroads A written constitution
B. Printing presses Religious faith

4- 2. According to this quotation, which of the following elements of traditional
Indian culture would Ghandi believe essential to civilization?

(Do The concept of Dharma or doing one's duty
B. The organization of society into castes
C. The extended family
D. Arranged marriages

/J 3. All of the following statements explain the implications of the above
'nation for the Indian economy, EXCEPT:

. A. Indians who hold this view would oppose economic development.
. Indians who hold this view would be relatively unconcerned about

economic development.
C. Indians who hold this view would be more concerned about their

relationship to other men than their relationships to things.
D. Indians who hold this view would not be as impressed with English

technology as they would be repelled by British high-handed methods
Of administration.

1>*4. All of the following statements about traditional village politics in
India are justifiable EXCEPT:
A. The political leaders tended to make decisions on the basis of the

customs, mores, and folkways of the individuals involved.
B. Village leaders generally were drawn from the dominant caste of the

village. .

Each caste in the village elected its own leaders.6.

Each village was governed by an appointee of one of the Indian princes.



INDIA Exam, 1.40, page 2

Questions 5 through 7 refer to the following chart:

Percentage of Castes in Selected Occupations (1931)

CASTE % in Agriculture % in Industry
% in Higher
Professions

Middle Caste
Pottery Makers

20 66 4

Middle Caste
Blacksmiths

...........bp..........,

Low Caste
Leather Workersli

Low Caste Fish-
ermen, Farmers

22

.

56 5

33 44

..y.nq.rrWw.........]

81 5 1

Low Caste
Herdsmen 38 7 5

High Caste
Medicine

1

6 1 2 50

.

II High Caste

Priests, Teacher
1

15 5 31

C The
A.

B.

C.

C.

6. The
A.

COPI
C.

D.

st

chart would help you answer all of the following questions EXCEPT:
What restrictions does caste impose on the recruitment of a labor force?
From which castes do Indian farmers come?
What percentage of Indians are Brahmins?
What percentage o2 each of the five castes follow occupations other
than those traditionally assigned to the caste?

chart carries Implications for all of the following EXCEPT:
the recruitment of a labor force in India.
the population explosion in India.
the development of textile mills in India.
the development of human resources in India.

p. 7. All of the following conclusions can be justified by the evidence in the
chart EXCEPT:
A. Modern Indians generally find work in occupations that most nearly

approximate their traditional caste occupations.
B. When Indians follow occupations different from those prescribed by

their caste, they generally find work in agricultural occupations.
Very few Indians who come from artisan and agricultural castes find
work in the higher professions.
Many higher caste (professional) Indians find work in agriculture and
industiy.

C.

lJ



INDIA Pm*, 10, page 3

ao B. All of the following aspects of British government were adopted by the new
Indian government after independence EXCEPT:
A. a representative Parliament. q) two-party system.
Se a Bill of Rights. . the rule of law.

Questions 9 through 12 refer to the following quotations:

I. "The plowshare consists of a curved, sharpened piece of wood with
a flattened iron spike for a blade."

II. "A five-acre field must be plowed at least twice, requiring eight
days of labor by one man and two bullocks."

III. "The Indian peasant is not concerned with increasing production...
so much as he is concerned with...preventing sinful behavior in
himself and his neighbors."

IV. "It is the custom for married sons to remain under the paternal roof."

Which of the quotations above indicates that the allocation of human resources
in.India is governed largely by tradition?
A. I B. II C. III 5) IV

C.10. Which quotation would you choose to justify the conclusion "Indian peasants
have not developed better farming methods because their value system does
not emphasize material prosperity."?
A. I B. II III D. /V

11. Which of the quotations above would you select to justify the conclusion,
"India's undeveloped technology requires that the Indian peasant work long
and hard to complete basic tasks of farming. "?
A. I only B. II only I & II onty,--" D. I, II, & III

, 12. The quotations above would carry important implications for all of the
following EXCEPT a man who was
A. concerned about the development of human and capital resources is India.
CIP studying the caste system in India.
C. studying the effects of Indian values on economic development.
D. studying traditional Indian society.

d"13, Which of the following factors is a major cause for England's failure to
develop India economically?

$1)
England's failure to carry out land reforms.
England's failure to build railroads.

C. England's failure to train government workers.
D. England's failure to build factories.

A good Hindu should do all of the following EXCEPT:
A. do his prescribed duties.

protect animals.
condemn heretical beliefs.
follow religious leaders without question.



INDIA

Questions

SPEAKER I:

SPEAKER

SPEAKER /II:

SPEAKER IV:

Exam, 1-10, page 4

15 through 17 refer to the following speakers:

"Thuggee, Suttee, and Infanticide are terrible. We must
eliminate them from India."
"I only know that I must do my duty as assigned me by my
caste."
"Things have always been the way etey are and they always
will be. One should resign oneself to one's fate."
10W4 should not make basic reforms in Indian society for
it is not our place to do so. We are aliens who happen
to rule."

"8°15. Which speaker explains the Concept of Dharma?
A. I C. II C. /II D. IV

4 -16. Which of the speakers woulii justify his stand on western humanistic values!

al I B. II C. III D. IV

47. 17. Which of the speakers rerbect(s) Indian values?
A. II only B. ITI only (g) II &III only D. II, III & IV only

3'18. The organization of the Indian family affects the Indian economy in all of
the following ways EXCEPT:
A. Savings are gonerally spent to provide a dowry for girls rather than

to invest its capithl and human resources.
The family is too small a unit for efficient production.
The family exerts pressure on its members to follow traditional
occupations, makiag a transition to a modern labor force difficult.

D. Arranged marriagas tend to delay change by at least one generation,
making economic development much slower.

19. In the early nineteenth century, the British were successful in eliminating
all of the following in India, EXCEPT
A. infanticide. CO) caste. C. thuggee. D. suttee.

A-20. Which of the following institutions did the English bring to Xndia?
cg) The House of Lords C. Civil Service
D. Royalty H. liumanitarian valuer,

1'.. 21. Caste in India regulates all kaf the following activities, EXCEPT:
A. whom one sty marry with whom one may associate.
B. what one wears. in what city or, town one may live.

22. A visitor to an Indian village would probably find all of the following
EXCEPT:
A. entire lamilLea working in the fields.
B. the usi of animals as the basic form of potter.

Ig?
forty-acre farms.
periodic religious observances.



INDIA Exam, 1-10, page 5

23. India's

(14 her
B. her
C. her
D. her

fundamental economic problems stem primarily from
poorly developed human and capital resources.
lack of natural resources.
huge population.
limited arable (cultivatable) soil.

24. All of the following questions could be asked in order to begin an
investigation of the hypothesis: "India's traditional society has retarded
her economic growth." EXCEPT:
A. Do religious values discourage Indians from trying to better themselves

economically?
B. Does the social structure slow down the mobility necessary for the

development of a labor force?
Led What factories were built by the British in Indii?
D. Has the government retarded investment in capital resources?

Co 25. The British brought all of the following to India EXCEPT:
A. railroads.

;16. textile factories.
(9) moments factories.
W. mining.



'EWA Lesson Plan, Reedit% XI

MITES AND MOSTRIALIZATION: AN APPROACH TO ANALYSIS

Subject Objectives: To know:
how a model, such as that proposed by Harbison et al, can be used to

analyze economic.growth.

Cognitive
5.20

Objective:
pevelopment: of ,...iilaurgsge22419t of
generate a number of analytical questions
of bringing about economic development in

Materiels: Reading XI

What does this chart propose to do?

Let's see if it works. Let's
apply this chart to England, Russia,
India under English rule).

Row have I been using this chart?

WRITIRS EXERCISE: Have the students
write a eximber of questions which
they can use to analyze Indian
economic growth.

MOATS

- TO be able to
for analyzing the methods
India.

The ctudents should recognize that it tries
to establish a model of how various elites
have attempted to develop the economy of
their countries. It should reflect to
some degree what generally happens wilt:a a
particular elite endeavors to bring about
economic growth.

Chooee any one of the countries thet
students have studied and begin aaking
questions based upon the chart. The
teacher might ask, such questions es
Nes the basic goal of the elite (vheraver
the charklim.thg.goal wee)? or Niue he
major priority of the elite ?0,

etc. The teacher might wish to aek one
question of one country and then switch to
another country for the next qdestient and
so on. The teacher need not ask quesaons
in all of the categories.

Work toward the general statement the:: the
teacher has used the model as a basis or
asking questions. The students should
realize from this exercise that modelu help
one ask the appropriate questions Ecr
analysing *comic growth.

Using the charts in much the same way, have
the students write out their own questions
for analyzing eeononic &meth. Such questions
might be "Is the Indian elite trying e4 mix
aspects of market and command eCGAOMV1.3?"
Is the Indian elite placing a priority on
upgrading asricultura product4aV

Have the students read the questions they
have asked and list then on the board.
2611 then that they will use these questions
for analyzing the way India is tryiong to
bring about 'commie growth.



INDIA

ECONOMIC PLANNING IN INDIA

Lesson Plan XI II

Subject Objective: To know
the goals of the economic planners in India; namely, to produce a

self sufficient agricultare, provide a foundation for self.
sustained growth and improve the standard of living,

the difficulties economic planners face invassigning priorities to
different development needs.

Cognitive Objectives:
3.001N3aliallsato be able to apply analytical questions drawn from

the model elite analysis to the study of India's plans.

Materials: Reading XII
Handout: India's Third Five Year Plan
Transparency: indials Third Five Year Plan*

Which of the analytical questions
which you developed yesterday will
be useful In analyzing this
reading?

How would you answer these questions
on the basis of today's reading?

How a:id you, as a planner In
tndiso make a five year budget
allowing some of Indla'S resources
to go to consumer goals as well as
to natIonal growth goals?

'What is the major difficulty that
Indian economic planners face?

The students should be able to apply
relevant questions to this reading.
Such questions should surround Niu coats of
the Indian planners. Sample questions might
be: "Is the basic goal to taring about
national independence in the economic sphere?"
"Do the planners wish to increase the produce
tion of consumer goods as wet' as producer's
goods?" etc.

Take each question in turn, having the
students supply data for answering the
questions they have asked. Work towards the
first subject objective in this exercise
leaving the matter of tactics, or assigning
priorities for the next exercise.

Pass out the Handout sheet, explatn It to
the students and have them work individually
on them for ten minutes. Encourage the
student to make a budget even though they
may not think they have enough answers.
Ask several students to explain why they
assigned priorities to industry or to
agriculture, etc. and encourage other
students to challenge those priorities.
(The budget each student makes will be
used in a future lesson so have the students
place these budgets in their notebooks.)
U30 the transparency, grease penciliing in
the allocations as one student reads his
capital assignment. At the and of the
period you may wish to show the actual
capital assignment or you may wish to
wait until Lesson XIV.

Work towards a succinct statement from the
class on the difficulties of assigning

priorities In development when °evlt,..ftion9

needs to be done."



Handout Reeding XII

INDIA'S THIRD FIVE YEAR PLAN

196144966

Ratty factors enter Into decisions of Planning Boards. Among the
'cost important are the needs of the people about which you read it Lesson Xli.
Another factor is chat your limited resources will buy.. Below are the seven
major categories to be considered for the 1961-1966 Five Year Plan and beside
these are listed what was actually gained for each one billion dollars spent
on the Second Five Year Plan (1956-1961.)

As mume that you are on Indies Planning Board. How would you al3ocate
the $21.8 billion dollars that is at your command to best serve the basic needs
and goals of India? You may use ins 21.0 billion in multiples of 100 mi"lion.

At the end of the period we will discuss your allocation of funds
so be prepared to defend your choices. Keep this handout sheet in your notebook
for future reference.

RESILTS PER 41,0008000,000
ITEM DURING THE 2nd FIVE YE /SR PLAN.

1. Train farmers in better techniques Add 88,300,000 tons of grain each year.
and for general community development.

2. Improve and create new irrigation Add 24000000 new acres of him land
projects. in the five years.

3. Electrify homes and create power
for industry.

Add 18600000 KW in rive years.

44 Increase production of Iron, Add 600,000 tons of Nteei, 2,300,000
steel, and coal and all large ;ndustvy. tons of iron ore and 58800,000 tons

of coal each year.

5. Help small industries and village
industry. Increase the per capita
handcrafts production.

Add 956,000,000 meters of cr,oth per year.

6. Build roads, improve harbors and Add 10,000 commerCiai tructis and
Increase transportation facilities. 920,000 tons of shipping in five years.

7. Improve health and social conditions. Add 22,000 hospital bads and ;2600
doctors In five years.
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INDIA Lesson Plan, Reading X111

EFFECTS OF INDIA'S FLAMING

Subject Objectives: To know:

That India uses techniques of persuasion and government .
community development programs to Increase agricultural
production.

Now India has chosen to allot her resources In the Third Five
Year Plan.

Cogni live Objectives:

3.00 44193on

development.
4.10 Analysis of

rea re"-sdrag t irwird°1'

to be able to apply analytical questions
the model elite analysis In studying 1,44ioge

Elements to be able to select passages from the
w 11 be helpful in answering analytical questions.

Materials: Reading XI61
Transparency: India's Third Five Year Plan with overlay #1.

"How did India actually allocate her
resources during the Third Five Year
Plan?".

How did Indian traditions prevent
econom ic growth in the villages?

What' analytical questions would you
ask to study how India is trying to
develop her agriculture?

Continue the discussion from yesterday
if you choose, using the overlay showing
the actual Gutlny of money for IndialA
Third Five Year Plan. Compare the Indian
government's *Vocation with the student
model that was discussed in class yesterday.

Students might recali the tradittonal
allocation of resources as discovered In
Reading V a d some conclusions might be
drawn that these are inefficient ways of
allocating resources.

Have the students use the questions they
developed for Reading Xi. These quastions
should surround thoi.tactics wed to change
the traditional ways of doing things
in the village* Questions nit concern!
"What values has,India had to break down
to promote economid growth?" "Has India
tried to keep the essence of the values
while changing how they are practiced?"
Students should also develop other
analytical questions about the ways India
has modified tradition.

Students should be able to state In some
detail how India has attempted to modify
her traditional society In order to
promote economic growth without scvAally

destroying all nupectti;
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INDIA Lesson Plan, Reading XIV

Developing Indian Economy

Knowledge Objective*: To MOWS
that India is improving her economy dramatically but that she is still
not achieving what she hopes to achieve in the Third Five 'oar Plan,

how the Indian government has attempted to utilise Its limited capital
to expand its human and capital resources for industry.

Method of Inquiry Objectives: To be able to apply analytical questions derived from
the transparencies to an evaluation of Indless progress.
to be able to interpret information from charts and to form opinions

from this information.
to arrive at a specific opinion and to be able to put that opinion into

a suocinqt statement of general conditions from segment analysis of
the charts.

*Materials: Reading XIV
Transparencies "How Is India Doing ?" (2 transparencies)

agn1111.1011.0111MMAIIII AMININIMO,

COnsidering the allotment of resources
India has made In the Third Five Year
Plan in what segment of her economy
would you expect the greatest gains
to be registered?

Mat two factors should be considered
then we evaluate Indials progress
towards her 1966 goals?

After agriculture. what segment is
not procreasing adequately towards
the 196m goals?

Fromm your readings today, can you
list some of the factors Which
would retard India's progress to
wards these pais? Can you list
some of the aids towards improvement
that India is receiving;

After students have rep! ed "laduatry.
transportaticn and Social Services"
place the transparency on the screen
showing the percent of 1966 goals
already achieved by 1963 (trithout the
spent money overlay.) invite discussion
of any segment of the eccncwy that is
different then the predict! ns of the
students. (IVA In agricul*ure 4.90%
for transportation etc.)

°Elapsed tie and money epent.IN
Place overlay i4 on the screen. Invite
student discussion aboufr the fact that
CAW half of the money allocated has
already been spent and that two of the
five years have passed and many of her
goals are still a long way from being
realized.

Illome Industry."

°A few trained peope from World War
11 have helped, goNernment interest
and help in supplying electricity and
technical assistance has helped; indiff-
erence of the peopOe to progress, rolucis
tance to change from the traditional
systems of production and little materiel
goods have hindered. etc."

e
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There is another way of evaluating
Indiags progress.

Why does "120" and "150" not
necessarily mean a thriving
economy?

In what years according to the chart
does India seen) to have entered the
"Take off stage" as mentioned in
Rostow?

INDIA IXIV Page 2

Show "Major segments of Indials
economy compared to 4958" on the
overhead.

"Population and Agriculture."

This question Is designed to post up
that the base of index figures is
most Important. One hundred and fifty
percent is fine if everything were in
good order in the Index year (1950).

Chart seems to Imply 1949. Rostow
claims about 1952.

WRITING EXERCISE . in 200 words or fess
write a statement of "Now India is doing."
(It might be a good idea to permit the
transparencies to remain on t; screen
while the students are writings)

. `,'ir'"'''r."7",t,rre.k.'1".M.,,...elitt.....,0.T.Tn!.-



INDIA HANDOUT) READING XIV

INDEX NUMBERS OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION *

(Base: 1956 100)

(lan.-Oct.)**
1951 1955 1960 1961 1962 1963

410.1.101111110

Mining and Quarrying 87.0 97.1 137.2 147.3 161.3 175.8

Food Manufacturing 79.6 93.3 117.4 12903 127.4 117.9

Cotton Textiles 79.1 95.2 102.9 109.0 109.6 111.7

Machinery (except
electrical)

45.2 83.3 236.7 264.0 285.2 351.7

Transport Equipment 44.i 73.1 119.4 130.8 144.5 143.8

Electricity 60.9 88.1 171.0 198.8 223.4 253.8

Metal Products 54.4 96.5 105.9 152.3 179.1 195.5

Chemicals & 72.9 96.3 149.1 173.0 183.9 217.5
Chemical Products

Petroleum Products 6.4 77.9 148.0 159.4 169.0 194.4

Rubber Products 75.4 92.0 141.3 157.4 169.4, 185.1

Electrical Machinery, 43.6 71.9 175.9 183.0 211.2 235.5
Apparatus, Appliances
and Supplies

Basic Metals 83.5 96.6 183.1 184.3 227.9 259.7

* India 1964: A Reference Annual, Publications Division, Ministry
of Information and Broadcasting, Government of India, New Delhi
1964, 267-68.

** Provisional.*
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Raiding XV, Lesson a lc

CASTE AND INDUSTRIALIZATION

Subject Objedtives: to know:

that industrialization has developed a sOmawhat greater fluidity in the
Indian oleos structure,

that nee industries accommodate the caste system in their recruitaunt of
labor and management personnel.

Cognitive Objectives:

3,00 Amljcstion of thg.generalinations and data in Reeding XV to inavi0J casco.
5.10 Beri%ption of Abstract Relations - to be able to state a byputtroai6

rags:ding the effect of caste on industrialization and the effect s2
industrialisation on caste from the data given in the chart to be fl:Acd
e*t in claims

Hat oriels; Reading XV
Uendout *.7 Chart - "What happens when an Indian =woe to tha city?"

A= CUT BAUD=
PUMA' the qocctions on the
ckIrt end Wive students fill it in.

20-25 minutes)

Based on the information On this
chttrt, do you thin indust rialLese.

s: wort is breaking the caste system
dean in India?

(1045 minutes

SuLspose you were running a factory
in Ilanpur, What problems of
vectuiting labor would you have?

(1015 minutes)

3ew then has caste affected

industrialization and haw bac
industrialization affected caste?

(5 sainutoi%)

Base class diccussion around the question: on
the.chart. Students elicutd b* able M in
the chart from the information fa:goo iw! Icaeitt3 V.

After chart is filled in, ask ctudcote tilteastion

on left. Stunts should point cut that thae
is greater Mita contact bee' iM41701 thcl V3V;AV,13
castes then there *naives, and that traa
tional deteratcents such as birth 410 owtclubiLk
of land which had once determined ct3te rpnber-
ship seem to be breaking down, Oa the other
hand, the students should note thct V43 cone
ambers move to the city they obtain !olg Ufa
are roUghly equivalent to the kinds of fxuoto-
cone they once had in the village, at fcr as
social status is concerned--that is, lcrstr
caste Hindus generally take more MCAIAL jobs
while higher caste Hindu° tike jobs that have
greater prestige.

After a short diacussion of the precadim, question,
the rest of the period shculd be devotea to this
question of recruiting. Dincussion ahelM bring
oat the point thct ;:acruitment is splcuhct

llnited by the casts system-ddt would b..t difficult,
for instance, to bring a bright, lower mato
Hindu in as an office boy became the utter
office boys and office clerks who come a
higher caste might fear "pollution." Vek
restricts recruitment, thereferes puray on the
basis of talent. Recruitment of Idler 111e6tt
further be curtailed if higher caste veal ::`e

stopped coming to the city, thug ctoatint a
shortage of "qualified" isensge=nt perswLel.

Finish class with a question for a short sivrmary
statement which '411 embody knottledge etIcatuus
stated at hastening of letteon.
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Questions

How did he
become a
member of
this caste?

Why dti he
leave his
village?

Handout, Reading XV

WHAT MAPPENS WHEN AN INDIAN MOVES TO THE CITY?

What kind of
job will he
get in
Kanpur?

What kind o
work will
his job
entail?

11111111MMIlb

With whom
will he come
into contact
in his
occupation?

How has his
life been
changed by
coming to
the city?

agoirossodo

liP.S.04010.10.60.0.0.4"&.00IMPON1004.0sbOroirfo HI

What kind o
future call
he look
forward to?

t



EWA Lesson Plane Reedit's VI

"MUM /8 Z101A GOM21

Subject Objectives: to blow
the prepays India has made to this point and some of the prospects

for the future.

Connitive Objectives:
6.10 Judomente in Torso f Internal Zvi c ee, w to be able to evaluate

India a progress in developing her economy.

Mt:oriels: Reading VI

The teacher coy wish to U30 this day in any one of a number of ways. The day
can be uce to:

1. lAcinister the fult-period 2tnal exam;

2. Conduct class dispassion on the question: "Do you think India

Jos mae sufficient progress in developing her economy to begin

self-sustained economic growth and COJUOMie independence?"

3. Conduct a debate on the question: "Resolved: India should adapt

the Chinese Communist command economy to insure her economic

gowth."

4. Conduct any culminating activity the teacher thinks appropriate.



ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN INDIA FINAL EXAM

DO NOT'WRITE ON THIS EXAMINATION SHEET. AN ANSWER SHEET RiS BEEN PROVIDED.

This examination is divided into two parts. The first part is an objective
examination, consisting of 15 questions for which you should allot 15 minutes.
The second part is an essay examination to be written during the remainder of
the period.

For each question in the objective section choose the best of the four suggested
answers. After you decide which answer is best, mark an X through the letter on
the answer sheet. Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be
given for multiple answers.

6° 1. All of the following techniques have been used in Indian villages to
increase agricultural production EXCEPT:
A. teaching peasants how to make and use fertiliser.
(0 increasing the amount of land farmed by each peasant.
C. consolidating the land holdings of peasants.
D. development of cooperatives which share farm implements.

All of the following statements are generally true EXCEPT:
A. High caste Indians become managers in Indian leather factories.

Middle caste Indians work with untanned leather in Indian leather
factories.

C. Members of the old warrior caste become guards in Indian leather
factories.

D. The lowest caste Indians become sweepers and janitors in Indian
leather factories.

Co" 3. Which of the following problems do Indian economic planners find the most
difficult to solve? To decide.
A. whether to borrow money from the United States or the Soviet Union.
B whether or not India will adopt totalitarian methods for development.

1.

which of India's pressing needs will receive priority in development.
how much total capital will be invested in development.

The fundamental goal of India's third Five Year Plan is to
A. make her military forces the strongest in the world.
B. increase the amount of capital available to the govarnment.
C. create a market economy.

elay the foundation for self-sustained economic growth.

The basic strategy of the Indian government in developing the economy is
state guidance in making economic. decisions.
state command of the economic decisions.

C. no state participation in making economic decisions.
D. state reliance on traditions in making economic decisions.
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A 6. Which of the following has India 'vied most extensively in attempting to

increase her agricultural problenM
Gi Experts assigned to special districts to teach Indian peasants how

to use new techniques.
D. The development of collective farms by joining all small farms into

one large farm.
C. A greatly increased use of tractors and other heavy machinery to

mechanize farming.
D. A land reform program which has broken up large individgal holdings

into smaller units so that each family may own its own land.

B 7. The model constructed by Kerr, Dunlop, Harbison and Myers is useful for
studying Indian economic development in that it

A. explains what is really going on in India.
suggests analytical questions which can be used in studying Indian

economic growth.
tells what difficulties India faces in industrialization.

D. evaluates how well India is doing in promoting economic growth.

C 6. Which of the following is India's greatest problem in obtaining capital
for industrial development?
A. Foreign countries are reluctant to lend India any money.

D. Indian people forcibly resist high taxes to provide capital.
4: The Indian government does not wish to tax the people more heavily to

provide capital.
D. The Indian people do not like to save money in banks so that it could

be used for capital.

9. India has relied heavily on developing small industries for all of the
following reasons EXCEPT:
A. they are relatively inexpensive to establish.
D. they can provide the consumer goods, releasing government funds for

expanding basic industries.
C. they provide a good method for training Indians in management and

technical skills.
Indians would rather work in small industries than in large-scale
operations.

India has found it difficult to greatly increase the standard of living
because
A. the Indian government has not tried to develop consumer industries.

D. the Indian economic planners have not tried to improve agriculture.

C. India has had to concentrate more on building up a huge military

establishment.
0 the growth of India's population offsets gains made in economic growth.
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Questions 11 through 15 refer to the following statements:
I. Sentence #2 provides subctential evidence to confirm the accuracy

of sentence #1.
II. Sentence #2 tends to confirm sentence #1, but more proof is needed

to be sure.
II/. Sentence #2 provietn substentiel evidence that sentence #1 is incorrect.
IV. Sentence #2 neither proves nor disproves sentence #1. The two sentences

are unrelated.

Which of the statements above best describes the relationshf, between the
following two sentences?
#1 - Indian economic planners have given highest prioriy to increasing

agricultural producticl.

- 40% of India's development budget is allocated to agricItural training,
irrigation, and the produ4tion of fertiliser while the remaining dOlp
of the budget is split evenly between increasing industrial production
and public education.

.

I D. II C. .III D. IV

12. Which of the statements abov, best describes the relationship between the
following two sentences?
#1 - "India's increased agricultural production is due maiuiy to irrigation."
#2 - "During the first and second five year plans nearly 34 million acres

were irrigated
I CIP it C. III D. IV

d 13. Which of the statements above beat describes the relationship sietween the
following two sentences?
#1 India's ecovomic development is not keeping pace with its population

growth.
#2 - Per capita income in India has risen 11 percent since 1947 and

continues to rise at about 2X
A. I D. II IV

14. Which of the statements above but describes the relationship between the
following two sentences?
#1 "China's economy is growing faster than India's because China forces

her people to save more and consume less."
#2 - China's rate of saving is about 22% of national income while India's

rate of saving is about Cm
A. I 45 la C. III D. IV

15. Which of the statements above best describes the relationship between the
following two sentencee?
#1 - The rapid LUCTUISI in India's population is due chiefly to a lower

death rate.
#2 a While India's birth rate remained stable at about 40 per thousand,

and immigration to India was practically nothing, her death rate
deco eased from 27 per thousand to 20 per thousand in a ten-year period.

I. It C. III 114, IV

13

PLEASE TURN MR PACE FOR TEE 'ESSAY QUISTXONe
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"India has made significant progress in breaking down those elements
. of the traditional society that hamper economic growth."

Agree or disagree with the statement. Support your conclusions with

specific evidence from the readings and class discussion.
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RACE RELATIONS IN BRAZIL

Introduction

The problem of race relations troubles all men in the twentieth century. Allnations where two or more races occupy the same soil must find ways to reduce
conflict between those who have different colored skins. The United States con-fronts the problem of integrating Negroes and whites into a unified culture.
Racial strife punctuated a recent election in Great Britain. In India, caste
lines are still based on skin color in many areas.

Though prejudice and discrimination characterize race relations in every countrywhere two or more races live together, each country has worked out its own
social system to regulate the relationships between them. The Union of South
Africa, where races are geographically separated, represents one approach to theproblem. Segregation in the United States represents still another. In Brazil,a third pattern has emerged.

If twentieth century men are going to work out satisfactory relationships be-
tween the races, they must study the different types of social systems that havedeveloped. The? must learn why the Union of South Africa adopted a, policy of
apartheid, why the United States developed a segregated society which it is now
trying to destroy, and why Brazil has established atilt another system of racerelations. They must discover what problems each system poses and what
problems each system solves.

When they study the social system of any country, social scientists ask a numberof analytical questions in order to snake sense out of the data they obtain.These questions generally grow out of a number of concepts that social scientistsfind useful in classifying all types of human behavior. Role, status, normsand social class are among the concepts most useful for defining social rela-tionships. Rile means the functions or the tasks that are given to variousmembers of .a society. For example, women in the United States fill the rolesassociated with child,renring. Status means tie relative rank certain roles aregiven in society. In America, for instance, men who fill the role of a teacher
generally have a higher status than those who !lave the role of an unskilled
laborer. Norms means the standards of behavior that are exp.:tad from thosewho occupy a particular role. Doctors, for example, are expected to behave in
certain ways. Social class means the large group of men who share many things
in common, such as wealth, education, role, and status.

This unit considers the pattern of race relations in Brazil. It will help youanswer such questions as "What factors shaped the race relations of modernLrazil?" "What misting characteristics of those relations?" "What problemsdo they pose.and.what problems do'they solve ?"
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Reading I

Reading I was written by Era Bell Thompson. the international editor of Ebony.,
a magazine read mostly by American Negroes. Because his readers are concerned
with different approaches to race relations, Mr. Thompson traveled in Brazil
to see if that South American notion offered c better alternative to those of
the United States. Used to discrimination in his own country, Mr. Thompson
kept a TAItchful eye out for discrimination in Brazil. As you read his article,
consider the following questions.

Mow does Mr. Thompson's frame of reference influence
his observations on race relations in Brazil? What
passages in the article give clues to his frame of
reference?

Does skin color determine what roles a man may fill
in Brazilian society? Do those who have dark skins
(proton) have the same roles as those who have white
shins lbrancos)?

Does skin color determine social status in Brazil?
Do dark-skinned Brazilians enjoy the same status as
whiteskinned Brazilians?

Whet norms govern the relationships between the
mos? For example, what norms govern contact be-
tween white-skinned and darkeilkinned Brazilians?

Does 'skin color determine the social class to which
a man may belong in Brazil?

RACE RELATIONS IN MODERN BRAZIL *

* Pro.4 Era Bell Thompson, "Does Amalgamation Work in Brasil?" in ISkoitet vol.
U, no. 0, July, 1965, 27-41 agate.

Mr. Thompson reports on his experiences as an American Negro traveling in
Brazil. He cites several instances in which he bilieved be was the victim
of discrimination, but also states that Brasil seems to have less racial
discrimination than his native land.
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THE BEGINNIIGS OF INTER- RACIAL CONTACT IN BRAZIL

Stating the 'Issue

In colonial tines, people from three distinct cultures populated Brazil.
The original inhabitants, the Indians, occupied parts of the territory
before the first Europeans arrived. In the sixteenth century, the
Portuguese established colonial outposts along the Brazilian coast. As
their colony grew and the demand for labor increased, the Portuguese
imported African slaves from Senegal, Guinea* Angola, and the Congo.

The Indian population of Brazil was never large. Scholars estimate that
when the first white man arrived, no more than 1,000,000 Indians rowed
the tropical forests and savanuaha of the country. As the number of
uhites and llegroos in Brazil increased, the Indian population declined.
Contact with the European reduced their numbers through war and diSeaae
imported from across the Atlantic. By 1809 the Indian population had
decreased to a little,over 300,000.

No one is sure just how many Africans were transported across the
Atlantic in the stinking holds of slave ships, since all records of the
slave trade were destroyed. Estimates vary from 4,000,000 to 18,000,000.
Nonetheleas, in 1889 at least 2,000,000 pure blood Africans were living
in Brazil. Another million people were the offspring of African..
Portuguese unions.

Only a small number of Portuguese migrated to Brazil. By 1889 less
than a million Brazilians were of pure Portuguese stock. Nor did other
Europeans move to Brazil in large numbers. Though they were small in
number, the Portuguese dominated Brazil from the time the first settlers
set foot on her soil.

Part I of this unit on Brazil traces the history of the contact between
the Brazilian Indians, thoeNgroes, and the Portuguese. The readings in
this section will help you answer such guescions as "What happened to
each group when it came into contact with the others?" "What character-
ized the relationship between the Portuguese and the Indian?". "What
characterized the relationship between the Portuguese and the Negro?"
"What foundations of race relations were established in Brazil?"

r

r
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Reading II

THE INMAN

The first Europeans to come to the New World called the original inhabitants
Indians. The invaders used the same term whether they encountered the highly
developed Aztec of Mexico or the more primitive Cherokee of North America.
Yet, just as European countries differed from one another, groups of Indians
varied widely in their economic, political, and social development. There
was probably greater similarity between the Portuguese, Spanish, and English
than there was between the Aztecs, Seminoles, and Iroquois.

Severe. varieties of Indians lived in Brazil. No large political unit, such
as th2t of the Aztec or Inca, had united all Brazilian Indians into one culture.
In the interior, nomadic tribes roamed the land, hunting or gatheAug wild
vegetation for their living. The tribes who lived nearer the coast, however,
had learned to farm. The two groups c f Indians had developed quite different
cultures neither of which had much in common with that of the invading
Portuguese.

Sociologists and anthropologists have identified four processes which can take
place when two different cultures come in contact in the same geographic area.
They are:

Accommodation:' A universal social process through which
conflicting groups settle their differences
while retaining their respective identities.

Assimilation: The universal social process thrpugh which
cultural differences between groups are gradu-
ally reduced cr eliminated.

Amalgamation: The physical or biological blending of peoples
through such measures as intermarriage.

Extermination: The process by which the members of one group
kill all the members of another.

All four of these alternatives were open to the Portuguese and the Brazilian
Indians during the early years of their contact.

In Brazil Europeans first came into contact with the Tupi - Guarani people who
lived near the coast. This group of tribes had the greatest influence of any
Indian groups on modern Brazilian culture: The Portuguese learned their
language in order to communicate. with the other Indians of Brazil through Tupi
translators. Reading II is a Jeacription of these coastal Indians written by
a modern scholar, Charles Wesley.. As you read this account, keep the followirg
questions in mind.

illip16.14{1W
_
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That kind of political oyotem did the Tupi have?
What were their political institutions? Who were
their leaders? How were their leaders chosen?

How would you describe the Tupi economy? What
goods and services did the Indians produce/ How
did they produce them? How would their techniques
of production compare with those of the Portuguese?
What could the Portuguese learn from them?

What attitudes do you think Europeans would have
toward the Tupi?

Which of the four processes described in the Intro.
duction will be most likely to take place between
the Portuguese and the Indians? Why?

THE ABORIGINES OF BRAZIL *

* From Charles Wagley, An Introduction to Brazil (Columbia University Press,
New York: 1963), 14-20 paasim.

Wagley's description of the aborigines depicts a primitive horticultural
people who grouped themselves into small, semi-nomadic bands. He describes
their slash -and -burn agriculture, their informal political organization, andsuch folkways as cannibalism.

Reading III

THE ARRIVAL OF THE PORTUGUESE

The Portuguese were the first modern Europeans to tempt fate on the unknown
Atlantic Ocean. Udder the leadership of Prince Henry the Navigator, they explor-ed the west and then the east coasts of Africa and eventually discovered a
route to India around the Cape of Good Mope. In 1500 a Portuguese captainnamed Cabral stumbled across Brazil when his ship was blown off course by astorm, A Portuguese claim to the territory had already been established bythe Tteaty of Tordessillas (l494) which divided lands recently discovered be-tween Spain and Portugual.

The Portuguese had to compete with the Dutch, the Spanish, the French, and theEnglish for colonies in the New World. They successfully defended their outpostagainst attacks throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. By 170010'they had firm control of tha largest single colony in the Western Hemisphere.
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Though other Europeans have since migrated to Brazil, the country iv still known
as Portuguese America. The offidie language is Portuguese and the ruling
elite has Portuguese blood. Reading III describes the kind of people who came
from Portugal to colonize Brazil. As you read the selection, keep the following
questions in mind.

What adjectives would you use to describe the
Portuguese? What characteristics of the Portuguese
distinguished them from other Europeans?

How would the characteristics of the Portuguese
influence their relations with the Indians? With
the Africans they imported as slaves?

How would you compare the culture of the Portuguese
with that of the native Indian? What implications
does this comparison have for relations between the
two groups in Brazil?

Which of the four social procesues-amalgamation,
assimilation, accommodation, or extermination--do
you think would take place between the Portuguese
and the Indians?

THE PORTUGUESE BACKGROUND *

Eight years after Columbus' first voyage to the New World, a Portuguese captain
landed on the coast of Brazil and claimed the land In the name of their king.
For thirty-three years, the Portuguese king took little interest in his distant
colony; the merchants of his country were more interested in exploiting the rich
trade of India and Africa. In 1533, however, King John III began to grant
large tracts of Brazilian land to Portuguese noblemen. The King made the titles
to the land hereditary to encourage nobles to colonize the land without asking
for funds from the royal treasury.

King John's decision helped to produce a pattern of colonization which was
different from either the English or the Spanish system. In the midst of funda-
mental economic changes and bitter religious differences among Anglicans,
Puritans, Separatists, and Catholics, England contained thousands of families
prepared to move intact to the New World.. They were organized and financed by
trading companies much like the famous British East /ndia Company which opened
up India to Britishtrade after 1600.. Comparatively few English noblemen came
to her American colonies. The colonies which later became the United States
were settled largely by commoners who came as families and tried to reconstruct
English society on American soil.

* By John M. Good.
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Spain was thinly populated. All of her citizens, except the Moors and the Jews,
neither of whom were permitted to settle in the colonies, were Catholic. Only
a group of restless nobles, many of them impoverished, hid reason to emigrate.
Trained in the arts of war, these petty nobles swelled the ranks of tha conquer-
ing Spanish armies long enough to make sufficient money to return home and
establish themselves on the land.

The Portuguese, in contrast to the Spanish, came to stay. They established
sugar plantations and sugar mills to feed the market in the mother country. In
contrast to England, Portugal sent noblemen instead of merchants, craftsmen,
and yeomen farmers to populate her colony. The nobles nearly always brought
their entire family with them. In addition, they recruited other families from
Portugal to join them in settling the land. Generally these families claimed
no titles of nobility, but occasionally impoverished nobles would join the
leader of an expedition in hopes of regaining their lost fortunes in the
untamed New World.

Neither the Portuguese nobles nor the commoners they recruited were numerous
enough to tend the fields and man the cigar mills of the new colony. Raising
sugar and other staple crops requires thousands of strong backs. Portugal's
sparse population couldnot provide them, nor were the families which did
emigrate willing to spend long hours in the field under the tropic sun. Inevit-
ably new sources of labor bad to be found, and the laborers would eventually
be forced to work out ways to live near the Portuguese who employed them.

What kind of people were the Portuguese who settled Brazil? According to
Gilberto Fryers, Brazil's most famed sociologist, the Portuguese, more than
any other European people, were a blend of many cultures and races. Since
Portugal itself stands between Africa and Europe, she was subject to the
influences of both continents. Christian Europeans and Moslem Moors fought
many battles on Portuguese soil. When they had finished fighting, the two
groups became assimilated to Portuguese culture. Moreover, different races
mingled in Portugal. Dark-skinned Africans shared the country with light-skinned
northern Europeans and North African Semites.

Because Portugal's location subjected her to many different kinds of racial and
cultural influences, the Portuguese people developed the ability to adapt
easily to new environments. Mixing with dark-skinned races bothered them less
than it did northern Europeans. Indeed, many Portuguese were mulattos, the
offspring of light and dark-skinned parents. But although they felt more
comfortable with people of a darker color than other Europeans, the Portuguese
still did not consider dark Africans their equals. Portugal was one of the
first European countries to take Africans as slaves. Even before Columbus
sailed for America, they had imported natives of Guinea and Ghana to work as
slaves on their estates.

Fryer* also believes that the aristocratic nature of Portuguese colonisation
was very important in shaping the culture of Brasil. Portuguese noblemen had
no thought of abindoning their aristocratic style of life in the New World. Old
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World culture, paintings, furnishings, architecture, music, and literature
accompanied the settlers across the Atlantic. The Portuguese families who
emigrated to the New World intended to live on their landed estates much as they
had in Portugal. They would do no manual labor. They would enjoy the refine-
ments of life because someone else labored for them. They would rule over the
land the king had given them in the same way they had ruled in Europe. They
woad see that distinctions between upper class aristocrat and lower class
laborer were aiwayc maintained. The two classes would not mix socially, and
lower class Brazilians could expect that entrance into the upper class would be
juot as difficult in the New World as it was in the Old.

As part of the aristocratic atmosphere, the Portuguese also established a
patriarchal society; that is, a society in which the male, particularly the
eldest male in the household, dominated the rest of the family. Women were
subjected to the rule of their husbands. Theta wore confined to the house and
allowed to associate only with other women, their male relatives, their children,
and their husbands. They must never be caught in the company of a men unless
another woman, a brother, or their husband was along. On the other hand, men
enjoyed great freedom. Not only could they go anywhere and do anything they
pleased, but they were never condemned if they were unfaithful to their wives.
As a consequence, many of the Portuguese men mated with the Indians or their
African slave women to produce mulatto children.

The Portuguese patriarchal society benefitted the children of these unions,
however. The Portuguese father of an Indian or African woman's child accepted
responsibility for raising it. Often, these children would play and go to
school with the legitimate children of his Portuguese wife. Contact between
the mulatto children and white children was quite common, and when they grew
up, mulattos and whites occasionally married. As a result, the same blending
of races and cultures that had gone on in Portugal continued in the New World.

By the end of the seventeenth ,century, tie offspring of white and dark-skinned
unions outnumbered those who did not have mixed blood. This blending of races
tended to make class lines somewhat more fluid. The son of a slave woman and
white father could go far in Brazilian society. For example, Joiro Fernandes
Veira, the son of a mulatto woman, rose to become a wealthy sugar planter, a
leader in a war against the Dutch, and eventually, governor of Angola.

But such men as Veira were the exception. The Portuguese aristocrats would
admit very few men of humble birth into their ranks. Moreover, they did not
believe in equality of races. Despite the care Portuguese Others showed to the
children they had by dark-skinned women, the Europeans still regarded them as
inferior.

After all, the Portuguese had come from a continent that was beginning to
dominate the entire globe. When Marco Polo had traveled to China in the thir-
teenth century, he hat" found a civilization far more advanced than his own. But
when the Portuguese arrived in China in the sixteenth century, the same civilisa-
tion seemed woefully behind the times. The Portuguese had mastered the art of
navigation and they had developed instruments that guided them through the
treacherous waters of unknown seas. Moreover,, they had learned new uses for
that Chinese invention, gunpowder. The Chinese had made firecrackets with it;

11`
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the Portuguese made guns. Small wondoT, then, that the Portuguese, with an
advanced technology, a growing economy, and a powerful government, should
consider themselves superior to the peoples of Africa and South America.

The Portuguese came to Brazil, proud of their European heritage, to dominate
the land. European culture was to be transported to America. The same values,
the same economic and political structure, and the same social system that the
settlers knew in Europe was to become the basis of society in the New World.
Europeans would direct the affairs of the colony; the native Indian and the
imported African would have to do their bidding. European ideas of class would
dominate the social structure. The white man was to be a man of leisure, the
dark man his slave. A man's birth determined his social class. Very few would
be able to make the difficult climb up the social ladder.

Though the Portuguese attempted to maintain their European traditions in
America, conditions in the New World were different. The Portuguese learned
that they could not transport their whole culture to Brazil. Where in Europe
the nobleman supervised a medieval manor, selling whatever produce he happened
to have in surplus, in Brazil he became a commercial planter, purposely growing
one crop, sugar, for export to Europe. The nobleman had to adopt a new style
of life. He had to learn to run his plantation as a business. He had to learn
efficient management practices. Moreover, the development of commercial agri-
culture left the door open for a man of talent to rise in society. If he were
able, even a mulatto could earn high social status by making his farm an
efficient productive organization. The Portuguese nobleman had to learn to
accept a more fluid social structure than he had known in Europe.

The Portuguese have placed their particular stamp on Brazil, but Brazil has
also changed the nature of the Portuguese. The interaction between the land
and the men has fundamentally shaped modern Brazil. The Empire of the South
Atlantic owes much to those who colonized it first.

Reading IV

THE PORTUGUESE AND THE INDIAN

Everywhere they went in America, Europeans encountered the native Indian tribes.
In some cases, the Europeans exterminated the red man; whole nations of Indians
who once inhabited the eastern part of the United States have vanished from the
face of the earth. Most of the time, the two groups worked out various forms of
accommodation. In the United States, the federal government has set aside
reservations in order to separate the remaining Indians from white men. On the
reservation, the Indian rarely'comes into contact with a white man, and conflict
between the two groups is thereby diminicaed. In other instances, the Indians
and immigrant Europeans have become assimilated. In parts of Mexico, Spaniards
intermarried with the Indians and an amalgamated culture developed.

A number of factors* help to determine what will happen when people from two
different societies are thrown together. If the two societies have much in
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common, the process of assimilation may take place with only minor disturbances.
Two drastically different societies, however, may clash violently from the very
beginning. Hence, a student looking at an instance of culture contact ought
to analyze the two cultures to determine how similar or different.they.areo.
Analytical questions drawn from sociology, anthropology, political science,
economics, and geography will aid in this analysis.

In Brasil, the Portuguese came into contact with primitive 'radians who cultivated
a small piece of land until the soil was exhausted and then moved on. The,
history of the relations between these two groups is explained in Reading IV.
As you read, keep the following questions in mind.

.**A.M.DIPIWS

1 1. Did the Indians change their living patterns as
a result of contact with the Portuguese? What
different things happened to the Indians after
they encountered the Europeans?

I2. What factors shaped relationsimtween the Port-
s uguese and the Indians? What effect did slavery'

have? What effect did the government have? What
effect did the church have'

3. Which social process--extermination, accommodation,
assi ilation, or amalgamationcharacterized the
relations between Portuguese and Indians in Brazil?
Did only one of these social processes take place,
or did they all take place in some foram?

How did contact between the 7ndian and the Port-
uguese compare with contact between white men and
Indians in the United States?

THE INDIAN IN BRAZIL *

.1111010.411.1010

* From W. L. Schurz, Brazil, the Infinite Countrz, (New York: Dutton & Co.,
1961) 81-85 passim.

Schurz states that the Brazilian Indians have bee4 left to themselves, for the
most part. The Portuguese found that they could not use them as a labor supply,
and as a result, little contact between Indian and European has been maintained.
Nonetheless, there is some evidence of.Portuguese-Indian amalgamation, most ..

notably by the cab or offspring of Portuguese-Indian mating.
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Reading V

=AFRICAN

When the Indians proved to be unreliable laborers on Brazilian plantations,
Portuguese planters began to import Negroes from across the Atlantic. The Portu-
guese had begun bringing African slaves into the mother country if the fifteenth
century. They sent the first canes to Brazil in the middle of the sixteenth
century. By 1585 over 3,000 Africans lived in Bahia province alone.

Africans made much better slaves than Indians. Given a small opportunity, an
Indian could always escape and rejoin his tribe in the forest. Hence, he was
unreliable. But even Indians who did not try.to escape were inferior to the
Negroes as slaves. Part of the explanation can be found in a comparison of the
cultures of the Negro and the Indian.

The Africans came from a culture far differe t from that of the Brazilian
Indian. Par from being the savages nineteenth century missionaries claimed-they
were, the Africans had developed sophisticated political, economic, and social
systems. Reading V describes the cultures of West Africa where the Portuguese
obtained their slaves. As you read this account, consider the following
questions

How would you describe the political, social, and
economic systems of West Africa? How do they
compare with those of the Indians of BrazilY

Which culture, African or Indian, most rese bled
the culture of the Portuguese planters? What
influence would cultural similarity or difference
have on whether Africans or Indians would make
better slaves?

What do you think would be the Portuguese attitude
toward the people of West Africa?

Which of the social processesamalgamation,
assimilation, accommodation, or extermination--
would be most likely to take place between the
Portuguese and the Africans?

THE CULTURE OP THE NEGRO IN AFRICA *

Europeans set up compounds along the west coast of Africa.to assemble the slaves
they exported to the New World. Their slave ships loaded human cargo from as
far north as modern Guinea and as far south as Angola. For the most part the
Europeans obtained. their slaves from other Africans who raided the interior to
capture men, women_, and children of more docile tribes. The captives would be
roped together in a chain of ten to twenty persons and force - marched to the
:oast where they were herded into a compound to await a slaver from Europe.

I
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The Africans had developed a number of traditions that generally prevailed
throughout the entire west coast. Far from being primitive and savage, as
western writers have supposed, the Alricani had developed a sophisticated culture
before the first Europeans arrived. Indeed, the Africans were far more like
Europeans than they were like the Indians. European traders even carried on
diplomatic and commercial relations with the tribes of Africa in much the same
way they did with other European powers.

Politically, the Africans who lived near he coast had developed well organized
governments to conduct their affairs. In many ways the governments resembled
the medieval European feudal system. In the kingdom of-the Mani-Congo, lesser
chiefs owed loyalty to greater chiefs, and the greater chiefs paid tribute
to the Mani-Congo himself, just as in medieval Europe lettights owed allegiance
to their lord and the lords to their king. If the Mani-Congo or one of the
great chiefs wished to go to war, he called upon his vassals, the lower chief-
tains, to come with their own vassals equipped fir battle. According Lo seven-
teenth century reports from Portuguese merchants, the Mani-Congo could raise
some eighty thousand men in this manner. As was the practice in Europe, those
who swore allegiance and gave military service received "fiefs" or tracts of
land from the Mani-Congo or their lord.

This feudal structure, however, had little influence on the villages where the
local government had far more meaning. It was generally headed by the "chief's
man" or vassal of the lord. The chief's men were usually chosen because they
had locarpower before the village had been absorbed in a bigger political unit.
In fact, the villagers commonly referred to the head man as "king" when they
introduced him to Europeans, to indicate the respect they gave him. In the
village the heads of the various households held absolute power over their
families end reported to the village headman. They were the ink between the
feudal government and the people.

The African governments had the same functions as European governments of the
da:'. For exa ple, they administered justice in courts and collected taxes from
their subjects to maintain the courts. The laws which they used as guides for
making decisions were never witten down but were passed byword-of mouth from
generation to generation. Judicial decisions were made on the basis cf testi-
mony from the interested partici or by subjecting the defendant to an ordeal to
prove his guilt or innocence. The Europeans who came to Africa in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries understood the system readily.

In one respect, however, African governments differed markedly from European
political systems; they were far ore democratic. According to one Portuguese
report from the kingdom of the Mani-Congo, "The kings defer to and flatter
their counsellors: these are they who elevate a king to the throne and also
cast him down." Evidently, kings were subject to the popular will. They had
to have the endorse ent of the tribal chieftains of their country. In medieval
Europe kings could not claim the throne until they had achieved the consent of
the nobles of the realm, but by the eleventh century gaining this consent was a
mere formality. Apparently in the kingdom of the Mani-Congo,.the assent of the
chiefs counted for much more.
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The west African economy was based on specialization of production, the division

of labor, and trade. Each family had a role in the economy--handicrafts, farm-

ing, trade--and within the family, each person had his own economic task to

perform. In the villages, a number of handicrafts grew up so that one family

specialized in the manufacture of textiles, another made pottery, a third

worked with iron and so forth. Many of the craftsmen were highly skilled at

their trades.

Agriculture was the basis of the economy. Unlike the Brazilian Indians who
moved from one plot to another as soil became exhausted, the Africans farmed
the same land for generations. Labor in the fields was organized cooperatively.
Land belonged to the entire village, not to individual families, although each
family got the crops from the plot which it tilled. The head man of the village
decided what to plant and where to plant it and supervised the work in the
fields. Rich soil and plentiful rainfall compensated in part for the primitive
technology of the farmers who relied primarily on tools much like our modern
hoe for most of the work on the land.

A brisk trade concentrated largely in the bands of women L. the villages bound
the economy together. The west African people developed money in the form of
shells from a marine creature called the coury. Most of these'shells came from

: an island off the Angola coast which was guarded against interlopers by a band
of fierce warriors. All these economic institutions--handicraft, farming, and
trade - -- seemed somewhat familiar to Europeans.

The chiefs and kings owned large numbers of slaves. In addition to exploiting
this labor, Africans traded slaves to Europeans for gunpowder, guns and European
cloth, or sometimes sacrificed the to ancestors and gods. Dahomey slaves were
used on plantations much as they were in America. The ruler, demanding as much
return from his estates as possible, sent thousands of his captives to work on
them.

Since so much of the economic system depended upon family ties, kinship was a
very important aspect of the social structure cf west African peoples. Family
relationships were generally traced through the male side of the family. When
a female married, she lost her identification with her parents and became a
member of her husband's family. Her husband followed orders from his father or
his oldest brother until he became the head of the household when his older
brothers died. All members of the family helped carry on the family occupation
whether it was farming or handicrafts.

Most African peoples followed the practice of polygamy; men generally took more
than one wife. Marriage involved far maore than the affection between the boy
and the girl; it involved the sozial and economic position of the two families
as well. If a girl married well, it meant that her family might enjoy more
social prestige. If a boy married a rich girl, his family gained more economic
comfort. Hence parents arranged marriages.

This practice did not mean, however, that. affection never entered marri ges. In

the first place, the parents often considered the wishes of their children in
choosing their mates. After Al, it was in the best interest of family harmony
that the couple would be happy together. Since all sons and daughters-in-law
elared the.same living quarters, one couple who fought constantly would cause
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considerable disturbance. In addition, runaway marriages were acceptable in
many tribes, particularly.in Dahomey. If a couple wished to marry against the
wishes of their families, they ran away, and upon chair return, were accepted
as man and wife by the entire group, even though neither of their families would
accept them into the household.

The typical household in the west African countries was a compound that housed
the entire family- -the male head and his wives, their sons and their wives, and

their sons' children. The compound was a group of houses and buildings where
work was carried on, all contained within a wall or a hedge that surrounded

them. The head of the household and all of the other adult males had his own

hut, to which each wife came periodically. In addition, each wife had her own

permanent but where she lived with her children. She would make periodic visits
to her husband and live with him for a time until she became pregnant. Then
she would not visit her husband again until the child was weaned. Since children
lived in the mother's hut, the tie between child and mother was more firm than
the link between child and father.

Negro slaves were uprooted from the culture by the 'millions and transported to
the New woile. There they were put tto work on plantations raising stapia crops
such as sugar for export. Some of thin became field hands using sample tools

to raise one crop. Others, particularly women, became house servants. Still

more were trained as artisans to make the clothes and tools and build houses

and barns. Accustomed to the institution of slavery and an ocean removed from
their homeland, they elude excellent slaves, far better than the more primitive
Indians who peopled the New World before the coming of the white man.

Reading VI

MASTER AND SLAVE

Slavery has existed. in some form for thousands of years. The Egyptian pharoahs
enslaved thousands of their subjects to work on the pyramids. Greeks and Romans
forced their captives to labor in fields, factories, and mines. In Europe,
serfdom largely replaced slavery during the Middle Ages. When America was
discovered only Spain and Portugal counted a large number of slaves in their
populations. But the Europeans who discovered the New World learned that the
soil would yield rich harvests of tobacco, cotton, and sugar if large gangs of
laborers could be obtained to work it. Slavery gained a new lease on life.

Slavery in the British colonies differed from slavery in the Spanish and
Portuguese lands. In North America and the British West Indies, the slave was
a chattel, a piece of property that could be bought or sold just like a table
or a chair. No matter that the slave might have a wife or children, if his
master believed he could make a profit by selling only the father and not the
rest of the Zeman the family was split up.

Slavery in the Latin Aierican countries was far less harsh, as the following
reading by Donald Pierson makes clear. Donald Pierson is an American scholar
who has studied the history of the Negro in Brasil's Bahia province. The
followiwselection.is taken from his chapter on slavery. As you read, keep
the following Agestions in mind.
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1. What was the role of the African slave in Brazil?

What functions did he perform?

'we
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Mat status was given to the African slave in

relation to his master? Could the slave change

his status? How?

3. What norms governed contact between masters and

slaves? What norms governed contact between
slave masters and freed slaves?

4. Which of the social processes probably will grow
out of this form of slavery, assimilation or

accommodation? Why?

THE INSTITUTION OF SLX127.7 *

* From Donald Pierson, Ne roes in Brazil A Stud of gnce Contact at Bahia,

(Chicago, University of Chicago Press: 1942) 78-91 passim,.

Pierson's major thesis is that relations between master and slave in Brazil

were far less harsh and far more personal than in the United States. The

result was a greater acceptance of the Negro as a man rather than as a piece

of property. As Pierson states, Brazilian masters believed they owned the

Negro's labor but not his body.

Reading VII

CHURCH, STATE, AND SLAVERY

Slavery lasted far longer in Brazil than it did in the United States. The first

slaves were imported at least sixty years before the Virginia colonists accepted

their first shipment in 1609. Slavery was abolished in Brazil in 1888, twenty-

five years after Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation.

On the other hand, the Church and the State took far more interest in reducing

the harshness of slavery.in Brasil than they did in the United States. Slave

law was left to the individual southern Mates before the Civil War. In every

case, the states defined aslave as a piece of property that could be bought or

.sold. Since the slave was a piece of property he had no human rights. Be

could not buy his freedom, he could not testify in court against his master if

he were treated harshly, and he was not allowed to prevent his master from

breaking up his family. Many states passed laws making it a crime to teach

Negroes to Lead. At the same time, no state in the United States South passed

laws designed to prevent a master from treating his slaves cruitly.

In Brazil the situation was far different. Brasil was a Roman Catholic country.

and the Church had great influence over the Portuguese. The government also took

many steps to reduce harsh treatment of slaves. Reading VIZ, written by Prank

Tannenbaum, explains the influence Church and State had on the institution of

slavery in Brasil. Consider the following questions as you read:
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How did the Church Influence the institution of Orrery
in Brazil? What advantages did the Brazilian Negro
enjoy over his North American counterpart because of
the influence of the Church?

What laws did the Brazilian government pass to regu-
late slalfery? What advantages did these laws give
to the Brazilian slave? Did these laws treat the
Ntgro as a man or as a piece of property?

What effect do you think the influence of Church
and State had on the relationships between waster
and slave as recorded in Reading VI?

_.a.............aormwriowasuldw..... *a,

Did the influence of Church and State bring about
accommodation or assimilation of the races in
Brazil? What effect would Church and State regula-
tions of slavery have on the attitudes of Brazilians
after slavery was abolished?

SLAVERY IN BRAZIL *

* From Frank Tannenbaum* Slave and Citizen, The Negro in the Americas,
(New York, Alfred A. Inopf: 1946) 53-61* 90-93 passim.

Tannenbaum shows how the state and the church moderated the harshness of
slavery. These two institutions protected the slave from arbitrary punish.
ments doled out by his master, provided for his education and his conversion
to Christianity* and established methods thereby a slave could purchase hie
freedom.
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RACE RELATIONS IN MODERN BRA=

Stating the Issue

The history of the Negro in Brazil resembles in many respects his history
in the United States. He was imported from the same areas in Africa that
provided the Negroea to work on southern plantations. Throughout the seven-
teenth, eighteenth, and most of the nineteenth centuries, most Negroes
retained their status as the property of their owners. Aft:.r emancipation,
they found that most of the prestigious positions in society were closed to
them.

But as we have seen, Brazilian slavery differed from slavery in the United
States. Church and State worked together to soften its harshness; masters
could be punished for mistreating their slaves. Moreover, a Brazilian
slave could obtain his freedom by working for it himself. In the United
States, freedom was granted the Negro only when his master wished to grant
it. The North American slave could do nothing himself to end his iserable
lot. In Brazil, relations between master and slave were also somewhat more
personal. Brazilian masters rarely failed to recognize that their bonds-
men were human beings. In contrast, the prevailing attitude among
planters in the United States was far more harsh.

The past of the Negro in Brazil differs from his past in the United
States. His past has created a different pattern of race relations in
modern Brazil. Negroes and whites marry more frequently in Brazil than
they do in the United States. In Brazil, mixed bloods are not auto-
matically branded as Negroes as they are in this country. At the same
time, the Negro is not accepted as a full equal of whites in Brazilian
society. In most cases, the lower rungs of the social ladder are
occupied by Negroes; very few find that they can climb to the top.

What is the status of the Essa, or black man, in Brazil today? What
will be his future? The readings in this chapter of the unit concentrate
on these questions. They will provide you with evidence to answer a
variety of questions: "Do Brazilians consider the Negro to be !-/_ologically
inferior, or do they believe that his status is due to the cultural handi
caps of slavery?" "Is Brazilian society an amalgamation of the races,
have the'races assimilated, or have Brazilians merely worked out a
pattern for accommodation?" "What will happen in the future? Will
amalgamation, assimilation, OT accommodation of the races take place?"

F.

L.;

1
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Reading VIII

THE MODERN SUGAR PLANTATION

The Africans were imported to Brazil to work as slaves on the sugar plantations.

In the early years of the nineteenth century, many of the sugar plantations

began to fail because of overproduction. Manufacturing techniques had improved

and new cane fields were planted in Louisiana, all adding to the quantity of

sugar available for the world market. With the failure of the sugar plantations,

many slaves were set free to make their own way in the world.

Some of the plantations continue producing sugar to the present day. They are

in the province of Bahia, the old sugar capital of Brazil. Except that freemen

and not slaves work in the fields and in the mill, the organization of the

plantations still resembles the patterns that existed before emancipation. The

plantations are owned mostly by descendants of the first Portuguese owners.

Gfaerally the owners are pure-blood whites or brencos. The workers on the

plantation are generally Negroes or mulattoes. The supervisors or overseers

are generally mulattoes or whites.

Reading VI/I is a detailed study of the life on one of these plantations in

the Vila Reconcavo district of Bahia province. It was written by Earn? William.

Hutchinson, a sociologist who was born in the United States. As you read his

description of the plantation, use the following questions as guides.

How has the life of the Negro changed on the plantation

since emancipation? What are his relationships with
the owner of the plantation? What are his relation-

ships with the supervisors?

Is there any chance that a Negro can rise in the

social structure while living on a plantation?
If so, how can he do it and how far can he rise?

What is the economic status of the workers on the
plantation? Are they better off as workers than
they were as slaves?

What are the chances for racial amalgamation on the
plantation? What are the chances for assimilation?

A PLANTATIOP IN BAHIA PROVINCE *

.* Prom Harry William Hutchinson, Villa e and Plantation Life in Northeastern

Brazil, (Seattle, Washington: University of Washington Press: 1957)

49-57 passim.

Hutchinson's description of the modern plantation depicts a continuation of the

old paternalism of the slave plantation. The major changes seam to be in the

opportunities for social mobility persons of dark skin, if talented, are
able to become managers of the plantation, though they do not become owners.

.."0-77.41911.4r.t.:1,...irrnarie
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Reading iX

THE CITY SLUM

Sto Paolo is'one of the largest and most progressive cities in the uustern

hemisphere. It is the center of Brazilian industry. As industrialism caught

hold, more and Fore Brazilians moved to the city to take part in the boom. But

many come only to be disappointed. The majority of people, mostly Negroes and

mulattoes, come from the rural areas of Brazil where they have not learned the

skills necessary to work in modern factories. Moreover, they have had little

or no formal education and. cannot read. Almost every industry in Sao Paolo

refuses to hire anyone who is illiterate. Out of work and having no money,

these unfortunates go to live in the favela, or slums.

A favela is not like the slums of North American Cities. There the people live

in dilapidated tenement houses erected by landlords in the late nineteenth

century, or they live in once proud mansions now converted to tiny apartments

that hold large families. In the favela, no such ready-made dwellings exist.

The favelados, as they are called, must collect or steal wood from somewhere.

and build their own shacks. The favela, then, is a collection of crude huts

housing relatively large families..

In recent years, the best selling book in Brazil was the diary of a favelado,

Caroline Maria de Jesus. A chance Meeting with a newspaperman resulted in the

publication of her diary in newspapers, magazines, and finally as a book, Read-

ing IX is composed of excerpts from the diary. As you read of Caroline Maria

de Jesus. experiences, keep the following questions in mind.

What groups of people live lathe favela?

Do the Negroes who live in the favela seem to be

there because of their race? Zs some other

reason the cause of their misery?

How could one escape the favela? Can a Negro get

out, even if he wants to?

What 144)lications does the favela have for race

relations in Brazil? Does amalgamation or
assimilation take place in the Levels?

LIFE IN THE FAVELA *

* From Carolina Maria de Jesus, .........,.,..._aim............mDiaofCChildoftheDarklrarolina

Marie de Jesus, David St. Clair, trans. (New York, E. P. Dutton& Co.,

I nc.: 1962) 37-74 passim.

Carolina Maria de Jsmus's diary vividly portrays the filth, squalor, and

misery of the Brunton female oar slum. Her personal record of living in

the felvela tells of disease, starvation, violence, and amoral behavior.
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Reading X

TEE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF BRAZIL

In all societies men are divided into a number of classes. Individuals are often
referred to as' being "in the upper class," "the middle class," "the working
class," "the lower class," or other similar categories. A class is a broad group
of man who share many things in common, such as their role in the economy, their
values, the prestige given them by others, and the amount of education they have
had. Each class has a relative ranking on a social scale, as the terms "upper
class, "' "middle class," and "lower class" imply. In some societies movement from
a lower class to a higher class is relatively easy. In others it is wry
difficult.

In Brazil, as in other countries, the nature and composition of the classes has
undergone a great change in the twentieth century. The.coming of industrialLza..
tion has remolded the old class structure as new occupations have been created.
The reshaping of this old class structure carries many implications for the
pretos, (blacks) and mrsie (mulattoes) of Brazil. As new requirements were
established for rembership in social classes and as new values replaced the
values of the old social structure, the position of the dark-skinned peLvles
of Brazil changed. In the nineteenth century, a Negro slave who earned his
emancipation. took his place in the working class. The upper classes were not
open to him.

Reading X explains the social structure of modern Brazil. It was written by
Charles Wagley, an American-born scholar who has lived in Brazil for many years.
As you read his description, consider the following questions.

How has the social structure of Brazil changed in
the twentieth century? What has brought about
this change? What new classes have been added?
What old classes have diminished in importance?

What distinguishes each class from the others?
How do the values of-the various classes differ?
What degree of prestige is given to each class?
What occupations fall in each class?

What characterizes the relationships between the
various classes in Brazil? Row do members of
the upper class treat members of the lower
classes? Now do they treat members of the new
middle class?

BRAZILIAN SOCIAL MASSES *

* From Charles Wagley, An Introduction to Brazil, (New York: Columbia
University Press: 1963) 102-130 Bosley.

Wagley defines six classes in Brazils the traditional upper class, the
traditional lower class, the rural proletariat, the urban lower class, the
new middle class, and the new upper class. MS states that class distinctions
depend upon wealth, birth, education and race* and that they are far more
carefully defined then in the United States.
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Reading la

maws AND ATTITUDES

The beliefs people hold about race greatly influence their attitudes toward their
fellow men. For example, if white men believe that Negroes are naturally inter-
im, they may adopt either.a paternalistic attitude or a degrading attitude to-
ward individual members of the Negro rue, If Negroes believe that they are
inferior to white Oen, asetwill.be likely to act humbly in the presence of men
who have light skin.

Beliefs about race vary from country to country. In the United States, for
instance, both whites and Negroes consider a person with one Negro parent to be
a member of the Negro race. In Brazil, on the other hand, one white parent
changes a Preto or black to a arits or mulatto.

Beliefs such as these carry impia'Aant implications for the social processes that
reduce conflict between races. if white people consider Negroes inferior, there
is little chance that assimilation or amalgamation can take place. If Negroes
are believed.to be equal, however, the chances are better that the two races
will ix more readily.

Reading XI contains a sample of Brazilian beliefs about race. The statements
included in the reading were collected in 1942 by Donald Pierson, an American
sociologist.- Pierson studied the racial situation in Bahia province of Brazil,
the province where the largest number of gots live. Of course Pierson could
not interview everyone in Bahia, and even in his chapter on race ideology he
could not include all of the statements he collected for his study. He had to
choose those statements he considered most representative. As you read these
statements; consider the following questions,

How could you arrange these statements about race
into categories? How would you organize your
categories in order to arrive at a general idea
of racial beliefs in Bahia?

What general hypothesis can you make about racial
beliefs in Bahia province? What beliefs do most
of the statements seem to hive in common?

What implications do these beliefs about race
carry for the social processes that will go on in
Brazil? Do these beliefs tend to promote
accommodation, assimilation, or amalgamation?

What sort of evidence would you need to validate
hypotheses developed from this sample of
statements? Mow might Pierson's frame of refer-
ence influence his selection of statements?
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BELIEPS ABOUT RACE IN BARIA *

*' All of the statements it this reading sr. taros' from Chapter VIII, "Race
Ideology and Racial Attitudes" in Donald Maroon, rovers in
A Study of Race Contact in Bahia, (Chicago, University of Chicago Press:

1942) 213-233.

The reading consists of statements about race made by all types of Brazilians.
The short statements reveal the attitudes and stereotypes different Brazilians
hold of Negroes and mulattos in Bahia province.

Reading XII

WERE IS BRAZIL WINO? SOME HYPOTHESES

When two or more racial groups come into contact, at least one of four basic

social processes goes on to reduce conflict between them. At one extreme, the

most powerful group may exterminate the other groups altogether. If the greys

are to live together, however, they may work out some form of accommodation in

which the two groups do not intermingle but resolve their differences by severely

limiting the amount of contact between them. In most forms of accommodation, one

group remains dominant and the others must do its bidding. The groups may also

begin to assimilate. While each group maintains its own identity in assimilation,

the members of the various groups mingle freely. They work at the same types

of jobs, go to the same social functions, add belong to the same organizations.

Finally, the groups may actually amalgamate. Through intermarriage the various

characteristics that distinguish one group from the other begin to disappear

and the two separate groups actually become one.

Which of these social processes is going on in Brazil? In 1942, Donal2 Pierson,

an American Sociologist, formulated 25 hypotheses about the relations between

the different racial groups. These hypotheses were based on his study of the

history of race contact in Bahia province, the ideas and attitudes of the Brazil-

ian people, and the trends that were apparent before the second World War. Read-

ing XII lists.Pierson'a hypotheses. Readings XIIII-XV/ will present four case

studies of race relations in modern Brazil which you can use to test them. As

you consider Pierson's hypotheses, keep.the following questions in mind.

_
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Does the evidence you have already seen in Read-
ings VII-X/ support* any,of Pierson's hypotheses!
Does the evidence contradict any of them?

What analytical questions would you ask of the
four case studies in order to test Pierson's
hypotheses? What evidence willpu be looking
for in the case studies?

Do Pierson's hypotheses indicate that the races.
in Brazil have worked out 6 system of accommodate.
Lion? That they have begun to assimilate? That
they have begun to amalgamate?

Pierson's hypotheses are based on his study of
Bahia province. Are there conditions elsewhere
in Brazil'that might change the nature of
Pierson's hypotheses?

BLACK AND WHITE IN BAHIA *

* Prom Donald Pierson, Et.grgssin...ontactiBahla,
(Chicago: University of Chii%ego Press, 1942) 345-350.

Piersoa states 25 hypotheses based upon his research in Bahia. The geLral
fiat of the hypotheses are that class distinctions are more important than
racial distinctions, and that Brazil is heading for an amalgamated culture.

Reading XIII

CASE STUDY #1 VILA RECONCAVO

Vila Recancavo, ore first case study, is situated on the northeast coast of
Brazil near the city of Salvador, the capital of the province of Bahia. The
town lies in the heart of the sugar country where Negro slaves once labored..,e
plantations. As a consequence, Negroes and mulattoes eke up a larger proportion
of the population in Vila Recancavo than they do in other parts of Brazil. Out
of 1400 people, only 28 "pure" whites could be identified in the town.

As in all communities, the people of Vila Reancavo are divided into several
classes. A class is a broad group of individuals who have many thinits in
common. Classes are generally arranged in a hierarchy, some of them being
designated as higher than others. -Sociologists determine what classes exist
in a community by asking a number of people to rank many individuals according
to where they belong on the social scale. Sociologists have found that the
people in a community basically agree about how specificlndividuals should be
classified on the social ladder. Several factors enter into how people rank
a given individual, among them the amount of wealth he has, the family into
which he was born, the people with whom he associates, the kind of education
he has had, and where he lives in relation to others in the community.

,P;

_cr
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The class system in any community is often related to the racial situation. In

the United States, for. example, most communities in which both whites and

Negroes live have two social structures, one for the whites and one for the

Negroes. At the same time, both races recognize that Negroes may not move into

the white classes; a highly trained Negro doctor, for example, would not be

mnked in the same class with white doctors. In fact, many white people would

rank the Negro doctor lower than most other white men.

Race an class are not related in the same way in rural Brazil, as the following

case study points out. Harry W. Hutchinson, the scholar who studied race and

cleats in Vila Recancavo, discovered that four classes existed in the town. In

this study he calls them "the white aristocracy," the local upper class, the

local middle class, and the local lower class. He relates this class system

to the various racial groups, the "pure" whites, called branco or branco da

terra; the mulattoes, called arelb mulato, mestiso, and moreno; and 60E42 with

darkest skins, 21211. As you read the case study, keep the following

questions in mind.
NONONIONI.

What factors seem to be the most: important in determin-

ing a person's class in Vila Recancavo? How important
is race in determining what class a man is in?

2. How does one vise in the class structure? What would a

man have'to do to move from the local middle class to the

local upper class? Would a man's race determine whither

or not he could move up the social ladder?

Which of Pierson's hypotheses can be supported by the

evidence in the case study? Which hypotheses should

be rejected or modified?

Which of the basic social processes -- extermination,
accommodation, assimilation, or amalgamation -- seems to

be going on in Vila Rectincavo?

RACE RELATIONS IN VILA REC8NCAVO *

* From Merry W. Hutchinson, "Race Relations in a Rural Community of the
Bahian Recencavo" in Race and Class in Rural Brazil, Charles Wagley, ed.
(New York: UNESCO International Documents Service, Columbia University
Press, 1963) 27-45 passim.

Hutphinson's study of class and race in Vila RecOhcavo indicates that race
is only one of several determinants of class position. The others are wealth,

education, and family. Accordingly, Negroes and mulsttos can rise on the
social scale, but Negroes tend to populate the lower classes while whites
tend to populate the upper classes.
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Reading XIV

CASE STUDY #2 - MINAS VELUM

Like Vila Rectmcavo, Minas Velhas is a town of about 1500 people located in
the province of Bahia. There the similarity ends, however. During the gold
rush days of the nineteenth century, the community was a mining town. Recently
the mines have become exhausted, and the townsmen have turned to producing
handicrafts for the livelihood. Because sugar was never grown in the area,
Minas Velhas never acquired a large Negro population. Today, pretos,and pardon
make up only 54 pa: cent of the population, in contrast to Vila Reconcavo where
better than 90 per cent of the inhabitants have Negro ancestors.

In all communities where white and dark races live, each group holds certain
stereotypes about the other. A stereotype is the mental image people have of
members of a particular grow. For example, many people believe that college

professors are absent-minded, that they are unrealistic, and that they "walk
around with their head in the clouds." Ths mental image of professors keeps
many people from considering their programs for political and social reform.

Because stereotypes play such an important part in race relations, sociologists
try to find out what images one group holds of another. Marvin Harris, who
conducted this case study in Minas Velhas, interviewed a large number of white
people to find out what their mental image of the pretos and pardos,was. He
also gave members of all racial groups in Minas Velhas pictures of white,
mulatto, and Negro people and asked them to indicate which wap the most beauti-
ful, the most intelligent, the most industrious, and so forth. From the answers
to these questions, Harris was cble to determine what stereotypes the various
groups held of members of other groups. Then he tried to determine how these
stereotypes influenced relations between the races in the town.

Reading XIV is a report of Harris' research on stereotypes and its influence
on race relations in Minas Velhas. As you read the selection, consider the
following questions.

What is the stereotype of the Negro in Minas Velhas?
Do both whites and Negroes hold the same stereotype?
To what degree does stereotype influence race rela-
tions in Minas Velhas?

Do racial stereotypes influence the class structure
of Minas Velhas? In a Negro doomed to a lower class
because of his race?

Which of Pierson's hypotheses can be supported by
the evidence in this reading? Which hypotheses would
have to be rejected or modified?

Which of the basic social processes - extermination,
accommodation, assimilation, or amalgamation - seems
to be going on in Minas Velhas?
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RACE RELATIONS IN HMS VEUIAS *

* Prom Marvin Barris, "Race Relations in Nines Velhas, A Community in the
Mountain Region of Brazil," in Race and Class in Rural Brazil, Charles
Wagley, ed. (New York, UhMSCO international Documents Service, Columbia
University ?tress: 1963) 51-78 passim.

Harris' study of stereotypes in Mints Whits revealed that whites hold rather
vicious stereotypes of Negroes and mulattos, and that the darker skinned peoples
tend to think of themselves as inferior to whites, as well. He also found
that these stereotypes do not influence race realtions so much as one would
expect; that the stereotypes Are far more harsh than the relations between
white and Negro.

Reading XV

CASE STUN #3 - SAO PAULO

The two previous case studies focused on rural areas of Brazil. In the twenti-
eth century, however, Brazil is becoming more and more urbanized. Sao Paulo
is the fastest growing city in the western hemisphere. The center of Brazil's
industry, the city has drawn thousands of people from foreign landc and from
the interior of Brazil. As rural emigrants to Sao Paulo have discovered, the
urban environment differs drastically from the rural life they left behind.
What effect does this new environment have on race relations?

Finding out about race relations in a large city presents many problems. Be-
cause Sio Paulo is so large, the case study approach used in Vila Rec8ncavo and
Minas* Velhas will not work. The authors of these studies lived in the towns
for months, interviewed a large number of the residents, and observed the inter-
action among the various races. They were both observers of the society and
participants in it. Clearly these methods could not be used in a city of
nearly four million inhabitants.

Then what methods are appropriate? Reading XV discusses two different studies
that were made of race relations in Brazil. One is by an American historian,
Richard M. Morse, who reported his study in The Journal of lima 741.story.. The
other study was made by two sociologists using one of the classic methods of
their discipline, the questionnaire. Though neither study gives a complete
picture of race relations in Sao Paulo, each provides a number of insights.
As you read the descriptions of these studies, keep the following questions
in mind.

41.1401WWINAMItet0.1110% INVIMINIMF.41

What are the conclusionsof the two studies? Do the
conclusions contradict or reinforce each other?

Why should attitudes to race differ in rural and
urban Brazil? What conditions may help to explain
the differences? What role may the presence of
middle-class first and second generation European
immigrants play in attitudes to race in Brazil's
:ities?
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On the basis of the evidence in the two studies,
which of Pierson's hypotheses do you think can be
supported? Which would have to be rejected or
modified?

Which of the basic social processesextermination,
accommodation, assimilation, or amalgamationseems
to be going on in SIO Paulo?1. 10 41. ~Wall ,a . e.

RACE RELATIONS IN Skit PAULO *

Sgo Paulo is Brazil's twentieth century boom town. Everything that character-
izes growLeg industrial cities in North America and Europe takes place in Sgo
Paulo. It is the center of finance, the hub of railroads, the heart of
Brazilian industry, and the seal of thousands of immigrants. &To Paulo grew
from a small provincial town to an urban metropolis because it was the major
distribution point for Brazilian coffee. Using capital gained from selling
coffee, Sio Paulo business men invested in textiles, factories, oil refineries,
cement plants, and steel mills. In addition, business men from the United
States, Germany, Italy, and Great Britain have invested large sums in Sgo Paulo
industry. The growth of industry created a demand for labor; hence, immigrants
from all over Europe, Japan, and the Middle East flocked to Sgo Paulo bringing
with them their attitudes to race relations. More recently, increasing numbers
of native Brazilians have moved to the city.

The economic growth of Sao Paulo has created a social structure somewhat like
that of European or American cities. The traditional upper class, the old
Portuguese families, !till exists but its position has been challenged by the
rise of a new upper class composed of European immigrants and of Brazilians
who have become rich by investing in Sio Paulo's industry. Industry has also

created an urban middle class consisting of white collar workers, protessional
men, and management people. An urban working class made up of those who man the
machines, the blast furnaces, and the oil cracking towers has also developed in
the city. Finally, the residents of the favelas make up the urban lower class
at the bottom of the social ladder. These people have no steady employment and
must eke out a living as best they can, perhaps by selling waste paper like
Carolina Maria de Jesus, the author of Child of the Dark. The social structure,
so different from life in the rural areas, has had a marked effect on race
relations.

As elsewhere in Brazil, the lower classes of sao Paulo consist mainly of dark-
skinned people while the higher classes are made up primarily of light-skinned
people. However, people of all races can be found in all classes. ,Some pretok
have been able to climb into the new upper class, but none, of course, has found
his way into the traditional upper class of the city. Wealth is the most important
criterion for judging a man's class in WO Paulo. Even aretos have been able to
join upper class clubs, though they are not admitted to those clubs that cater
only to the old, upper class elite.

Richard M. Morse, an American historian, states that formal racial segregation
has not developed in Sgo Paulo, although most Negroes and mulattoes live in
residential areas where no whites live. This residential pattern depends more
upon the class one is in than it does upon a person's race. Since itutal and

* By John H Good
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pardon make up most of the lower classes, they generally live in lower class
neighborhoods. On the other hand, wealthy Negroes have been able to find homes
in residential areas that are populated mainly by whites. However, Morse points
out that European immigrants have tended to remain separate from all Brazilians,
white and Negro alike, and hence, a form of segregation based on ethnic background
has developed in the city.

Outwardly, then, Sao Paulo appears to resemble the rest of Brazil in its racial
harmony. Yet Morse's investigation found more race prejudice in Sib Paulo than
in the rural areas of Brazil. He states that white Paulistas a term meaning a
resident of Sao Paulo) have hostile attitudes to Negroes that do not grow from
feelings about social class or economic status. Morse also points out that
Negroes have formed associations and published journals designed to agitate for
more equal treatment for the dark skinned people of the city. One of these
associations; the Brazilian Negro Front, recruited many members in Sao Paulo but
was unable to thrive in the rural areas of Bahia province. The purpose of the
Front was to agitate for equal employment opportunities for the Negroes. In
Bahia, economic discrimination presented no real problem, and the organization
foundered.

Morse believes that the United Negro Front recognized a serious problem. He cites
evidence to indicate that employers did discriminate against Negroes in their
hiring practices. Morse believes that a Brazilian novel by Flavirt de Campos
reveals the stereotype that whites have of the Negro as a worker. From the book
he has chosen the following quotation:

[The Negro domestic] leaves his job for no reason: to vary
his life, to find employment elsewhere, to loaf a few days,
or to engage in other pursuits, trying out other occupations.
He doesn't specialine and improve himself like the white; he
only wants variety. ...The white factory worker beats the
Negro out because he's more disciplined, more competent and
more persevering. 1/

Another indication oi discrimination in hiring cited by Morsels a survey of
newspaper "help wanted" ads for domestic servants made in December, 1940. Two
hundred forty -five of the ads requested white servants, four specified colored,
and six ads indicated no preference for either colored or white. In inter-
views, those who had placed the ads for whites only Indicated that the race of
a person was very important to Chem. Thirty of them indicated that they believed
Negroes were dishonest, eighteen considered Negroes unclean, fourteen thought
that Negroes did not stick to their jobs, seven did not want Negroes in contact
with their-children, five said that Negroes were disobedient, and four just
said that they did not like Negroes.. All but twenty-seven of those interviewed
indicated that they had a stereotype of the Negro that prevented them from
hiring a colored man or woman.

1/ Flavio de' Campos, Planalto quoted in Richard M. Morse, "The Negroes in Sao

Paulo," in The Journal of Negro, Idistorv. =XVIII, (July, 1953) 301.
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Morse also cites another study which indiCates that prejudice goes beyond hiring
practices. A 1940 poll of 1,088 school children in Sio Paulo. indicated that
they opposed inter-racial marriages. The children, who were the sons and
daughters of Sio Paulo's middle class white 'collar workers and professional men,
were asked it they would allow persons of different racial or religious groups
to marry into their families. Only six per cent said that they would allow a
Japanese to enter the family, five per cent said they would allow a mulatto,
tour per cent said they would accept a Jew, and only twoLper cent said that they
would accept a Negro.

A more recent study than Morse's reinforces some of his conclusions. Two
sociologists, one from the University of Paris and the other from Harvard
University, studied middle class attitudes about race in Sio Paulo. Using a
questionnaire devised by a University of sao Paulo sociologist, they obtained
responses from 580 white students in five different teacher's colleges of the
city. The age of those who filled out the questionnaire varied from 15 to 44,
but most of those who responded were young, the mean or "average" age being
about 20 years. Four hundred eighty-three of the respondents were women while
only 97 were men. On the basis of incomplete data, the investigators found the
students came overwhelmingly from "middle class" families, only 25 per cent of
their fathers worked at jobs where they used their hands. Three hundred eighty-
four of the subjects were children of Brazilian parents, 102 had one parent who
had migrated from a foreign country, and 85 came from families in which both
parents had migrated to Brazil. Of the 384 children who were born.of two
native parents, 232 had at least one grandparent who was born in a foreign
country.

The responses to the questionnaire were analyzed by the sociologists in two ways.
First, they figared out the percentage of the students who gave the same answer
to each individual question. For example, 91 per cent of all those who responded
to the questionnaire replied that Negroes were not clean. In the second analysis,
each individual student's questionnaire was totaled to find out how many stereo-
types of Negroes he held.

The data revealed that 75 per cent of those who answered the questionnaire accept-
ed 23 or more stereotypes of the Negro. Moreover, all of those who responded
accepted some stereotypes. The most widely accepted were that Negroes were un-
clean, physically unattractive, superstitious, financially irresponsible, immoral,
aggressive, and lazy. Over 70 per cent of the respondents agreed that these
characteristics could be applied to Negroes. The same stereotypes applied to
mulattoes, but in smaller percentages.

However, 90 per cent of the students believed that whites and Negroes should
enjoy equal opportunity and over 60 per cent accepted casual relations between
whites and Negroes. On the other hand,62 par cent of the students opposed any
intimacy with Negroes beyond 'simple comradeship and 77 per cent were opposed to.
inter arriage between the two races. In terms of their actual behavior, the
students reported that they generally had very little contact with members of
the Negro race. At least 20 per tent of the students indicated that they had had
no contact with Negroes at all..

On the basis of these data the authors concluded that race prejudice exists in
Sio Paulo independent of class feelings. Moreover, they concluded that white,
middle-class Paulistss do not favor more than casual relations between races,
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and certainly do not favor intermarriage. At the same time they believe that

Negroes should have equal opportunities with whites. Though no formal segregation

exists in the town, and though Negroes do find their way up the social ladder,

the whites of Sio Paulo harbor attitudes about the Lusa and pardos Abet may

lead to acts of discrimination.

Reading XVI

RACE RELATIONS IN BRAZIL: A SUMMARY

Brazil has worked out a system of race relations that is unique in the modern

world. To members of oppressed races in the United States and other countries,
Brazil offers hope that ways can be found to provide equal treatment for all men,

regardless of skin color. But is Brazil the racial democracy that it is reputed

to be?

The readings in this unit reveal that Brazil is not completely free of race

prejudice. Many white Brazilians hold stereotypes of Negroes and mulattoes. The
lower claises of Brazilian society tend to consist of men with darker skins. City

slums are inhabited almost exclusively by ariss and nretos. On the plantations

the black man continues to work for the white owner. Still, all Brazilians,

branco, walla and en...01a alike, claim that racial discrimination does not ewAst

in the extreme forms in Brazil that it does in other parts of the world.

How much justification is there for this claim? The readings that have preceded
this summary provide some evidence for answering this question. This final
article summarizes the evidence we have already seen. The article was written
by Charles Wesley, the American scholar of Brazil whose work has already appeared

in this unit. As you read his discussion of race relations in Brazil, consider

the following questions.

What is Wesley's hypothesis about race relations in Brazil?
Does he believe no racial prejtAlice exists? Does he
believe that the Brazilian claim to racist democracy is
largely a myth?

Does the evidence iv this unit support Wesley's hypotheses
*bout race relations in Brasil? Nov would you modify his
argument on the basis of what you have read?

Which of the social processecoextermination, accommodation
assimilation or amalgawationdoes Wesley think is going
on in Brasil?

Could the United States solve its racial problems in the
same way that Brazil has? Why or why not?

RACE AND CLASS Ill BRAZIL: A SUMMARY *

* Prom Charles Vasley. IEM..atroduction to Drasilo (Nov Teaks Columbia
University Picasso 1963) 132-144 aj.rsisit,

Wesley's summary of race relations states that racial stereotypes and the
class positions of dark-akinned people tend to belie the idea that Brasil
is a racial democracy* Nonetheless, he points out that Brazilians do
not act on the basis of their stereotypes, that race is only one criteria
for classifying people, and that Negroes and mulattos find it easier to
climb the social scale than in the United States.
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otudactsIaWit poht to die sr:id:A.44
on me 4

titut,
eitabitic.paci arpcs

orocove'rattor. ritn ara not vhp
are reputam taboo but la thi gyp 6C V0,1

:=1:1441TA Uovr*, ttay LT* int:4nr tliaq tkej
are fa chia PUtls.

Gtt tIza st.4c.4* to votrt to epti2...c
ovlecuce in tll saftieI2. vtiehitl Z4ritig,.2
the szcoza is ill objletiles

Tao studsAs cacold f.t:iaate :kat
TavAllontAmmt to Viesuia to itme out if
racist ccrizimatiot **iota diem. azA
loQtai kn instahoes presludisee

Itz2 otudal:ta ataid retvs.t pr.:rncs
ttio aTt?`..cto thzt ladiZezto that Veziroci
itrao 114-.1,4 tot Cizeritsiortiole

The staisrts araid relpod eart C41C4

twrtant mutton k; AS Vette4 tl ILA
exult uub;eut objactXr. Vx4 (!tobutat.

elm indicate that que.sti4211.A11.
gzau3 ace taz utiVs.

etudtau Walt t,..r.:4.2.11 470WALAI
&Atm fogrzia irce sceio:eztetat ati.4043.1

41.1NAGeild $4.4.41 41.3tvele:ti..4.4 (':".."4 24:

visas= val 14.4 usxonted try
0: czAiMemutions scv:Claamtior.

szatalizotizu &War:trawl ir
quacti6.4.2 dram :".v a21 **store:

alcht tric:t.z.tbs "Do 74,srems l.14. tit 7..1
dWaroat =lost" no they _ma
outman "Cin tLoy Loth belvag to 42
atmn clasa° sUhat uomms dietLt: eeld
rals!tigas tsatuttua etAa tad

.



Lessen Plano acodin:. II

Ili IMMO

Subject Objectives TO Lam
thet the culture of tho lirasillan India* mua vecy primiUve 'gay Eutsraan

Ojactiveas.
:017:14a4tiqn (3 00) b To Arm analytical quetiwas drawn tram politic.i.% sclzuta,tho,. boes,..e.thastari

eaclomics, pad socioloay to oxalate the voctecy of the Xm4itusA
..'Inetyois of El;ments (4eV3) TO ooltat data grau tneitag thst
Stt",:ifil"litiriiiiiint Cal answer the annlytioal /mistime

113Ytv4245.1 44AXPAP MAAAAAR 0.30) 0 TO etwelopla hypotkaJis
what will happen when Urapacus come into camuct with lud.tau.

VritArLal.41: Rlazaing ix: The tudtra
mMill4.00110 iressarawkremorowtorreessurowiftionrammossuromPastawmasweaAgrewasomedruaersommisbo ...re, oar . .

MtVIE0 IOLILOVIN: Divides the
elms Into two groups. Dasiteate
cze suat!tau as ',cholera aud Cho
otter es Zodiacs* thsa the aoholera
cat the Zudiaos about their culture*

net ;advieent would you, ca sat:elates
make abcot the Rudiau culture?

That c:o you thiViik will be the

attituda tsuard thew Indiana?

Whlah ed the twoda=atal mini
rivozaLleeo do you thisk Well take

pla:= whft the tudAtno end
and cone into eantAt?

Mtvo the scholar :pmy sc171
writing dawn vow:ions they rfx
Ina time. 6wirimet that the oceacleu:s VZ2
cip2cqlcuo coada3 fro= .S:sciplianv, if
ncetwory, Cattd.es41).S. Leadi=ahln,
doolslon-Imaktv3, VC:32 real;

v10 Liuotoe
'haw to protule? :`or ;WA ;:o 1ra.me!
Sasiolscy: Zola, sta us. vorime
clean) Mao the ect.e:Lma eve gp.x.r.;ru:v-

Oloir /pectic:la, Lave .he
their actoo em their re c: u7ao

oche/are lime walked cut thar qu=ticao
hav4 them quiz the Irdian 3;:oup.

reqoad,with epacUtc 2rrz.

the main, imludivs the ancc4otoz rad
descriptions in the amtiao.

Wee scholars rho uld ladicate t4c
group appears to to vitt° pvlaitI4e iu
co:vault= with ether pcoplcs
particularly Kuropealas.

*Me student* uhluld cIplan Lh4t tha
game would cuus:d*r tLe Ineimn4
to thcasselvea olui that they wwill be v.14:,,,J.;
by sone of the Iudian.ZolkuLyc, eat 1;
asonibalivue

Dfmadat the students) attentl.cn ;;f.2

intcodcotion, and the four 1,..cci: 71:ccacz.,
that an ergidrices Clout. Rue ti.lc
tobrailse about vhfeeh will tate ?Iwo.



BRAZIL Lesson flans Readinint

THE AIM OF TON PORTMOSSA

Subject Objectives: To know
that the 1..vortusuese were an edapeables mobile, arletoctatie, paternalistic

that the Perauguese had a more advanced civilisation than tho Indiana.

Skill (LjectSvez:
c4 "1.......nts (4.10) - To select the characteristics of the Ilz:tu47italo

azszate....m........t...g.t..aatez.....

fru: the evidence in the article.

p.aqvatAliotAbetroet ftlationa (5030) Tomedify the hypothesis cztle

fremtuadiag U on the basis of new knowledso about the Portuguese.

UaterIals: Reading III: The ixrLval of the Pertucuese

arrwaNnwilnaleralr~mmlIsMAMegmbrallmtvilesMIPMPeeNINONMOSIMOMILOSININgmO~NMIO

UOTIX EXERCICZ: List as many
ajectLves cs you can think of that

charaaterise eho Poropcses

Lev d.Nav Who cultura of the

rertuNase comp.= vith that of

the gnatn?

;:en14 plumed/1y your hypothosts
of yeaterday In light of today's

reading?

IIIIMAIMMINIO1.41111EMMIONIIMSIMINOISIIIIINIM101140111M1111.M. ft *. 001461141110010 01 4.0b

Rave the students list ae army ei;act:.ves as

thay can in five or ten minutes. ...lea

discuss each a4jectivat ba' #.n stuic=
Writ to as vident:0 in the a-:tiele Cum
justifies their choice.. The tca:Lar racy
uteb to list each adjectiv.: on the:. box:4.

Have the etude: is draw ellottmULCOavo 141ZUnj

Award the second cub jest abjectly.:

Dave tbo students: =tic toviA sixelait

Skill Objective. They prohably
we* toward the aostmilatiod-rsicla-
tion and of the spectrum since tho

Portuguese are adaptable to nate envil:Aments.

k.

j.



Lesson. Plan, Reading XV

II PORTVGURSZ AND TUB INDIAN

Subject Objectives: Toknow
that the Portuguese assimilated ewe aspects of Indian culture into the
culture of Brazils but that the two groups did not themaelves assimilate
completely.

Skill Objectivci:
nev.Acment t Plan or Tmosed Sc t of Omeretions 0.20) TO dee/ep
enalytical questions derived from the cencepts of extermtnator., taccumoda-
tient ansimilations malgamation.
Ax.122112.2g nlements (4.101 - Selecting evidence to answer the queetiono
about acco.r.ajstions assirsi/etieas exterminations and analgcratien.
iwingtgare ilamemlapslat 0.30) - To Oevelop au hypcthesis ablaut
the reIatieue between the Indiana and the Portuguese.

hateriaIs: Reading V: The Portuguece and the /Wien
Slides r nrazilinn ,Ottitertot-4,--IndianePortArgeose- Aestrbalin HAW"

1

tialTI1G EXCIICMSE: If ycu ware
to decide which of the basic
social processes tool: place between
the Indlan and thl Portuguese* what
cuastions would you estd

tin the basis of this readisgs how
would ycu answer these questions?

WICES: at do these slides
reveal about what has taken place
botwceo the Indian and the
Porteguese?

MUMS ENSICISZ: Row would you
now phrase the hypothesis we have
been working on for the past
°awes days?

work toward the first skill objestive. ;Use
the ctudents write down a nAmber of qui:vacs.:
based upon the concepts of smalwations
esciailations accoaridedntion and c....;teralua*

ace. Write the quest :opts on the bes.cd
after the stWents have jotted the:* on
paper. The students Ghoul! ash Cr.4
questions ass "Rave the InUsne vtuished
from Drazil?" "Rave India .= ir.tcra=ried
with whiten?" "Cave Iudibae adoptei
Portuguese two aed vice-versa?" "Are
Iudians put on res.:rust:tonal" "Lao Tertusleue
and Indians live in separate cc:A.A.:wit le s?

Rave the student:: point to evidence 13 the
reading that indicates what has keep:mad
between the tadlaa and 'Ault portugu062.

The slides demonstrate that little of
guru wan culture hes been aaalwilated by
the Indigos but that the PoTtugueue have
learned from the Indian.

Rave the students work out 311 hypothesis
on paper, and call upon several La the
class to read 'whet they have Wittea.
Allow discuasion of each hrsothecia.



BRAZIL Lessen Plan Reading V

THE MUM

Subject Oblectivo: To knau
that the African had a, more advanced culture than the In and that his
culture scsoOled the European culture more than it did that of the Indian.

Skill Objectives:
Awlicatioo (3.00) .6 To U30 analytical questions drawn fnon political
ecieace, 0C0122MiCee and eociology to examine African soe.ety.
na.lysis f Elements (4.10) To select evidence frame the, reading that

uLll help answer the analytical queotions.
_friplysis of Relational:dm (4.20) .. TO etlect aspects of African society
for compariooa vitt% the culture of the Indians and the Europeans.

11:.terials: Reading V: "The African"
4411111101111111M11111111110.10....100.1.6.1,

=UP WWI: Divide the clews into
exec grcups. Cave each investigate
either the psliticals economics or
social, system of the Africans.

R=3261; nhve the recorder in
each group report to tkt others
on his gospis findings.

Hiss do the Africans compare with
the Iedicste?

es: do the Africans compare with
the Europeans?

last would be the attitude of
Zumpcmas toward the Africans?

120111111011161,

See that catch group starts its is veetigetien
with analytical questions drawn frau the
appropriate discipline. Have cash gran,
nolect a recorder who will report to the
whole group.

lisks aura that the students enter into their
notes the findings of cadh group.. Allow
discuosion aneag the entire class to
correct or modify the reports.

The students should nee that the Alecan
culture is more sophisticated in all
rospeats. There is a More highly devaIwed
political cystem, the economic system goon
beyond primttive agriculture, aed ese
social cyst= is mere eophiaticated.

The students should recognize that the
African epicure resembles that of medieval
Europe.

The Portugnsee probably would think of the
African as inferior and barbaric. The
political institution would collaTe
with the MOT* primitive system Eurepe left
behind in tine fiddle Ages, fae econeatc
system would probably tompare sacra favorably,
but would not have the advemzel teAnoleGy.
The Portuguese probably would regard
ParEars? with great dicdoin becente it Is
not In accord with Christian values.



T[1

Lesson Plan, Reading VI

IMSTC2 AIM SLAVE

Subject Objectives: To know
that el every was less harah in Brasil than in the United Stew.
that relationo between master and slave recognized the humanity of tile alave.

Skit! Objectives:
kaaleatftn (3.03) To apply analytical question') drawn from sociology

to the study of alavety in trazil.
Annlultaf Elements (4.10) - To eeloct evidence from the reading useful
in answering tho analytical questions.

itZeteriale: Reading VI: "Hester and Slave"

Um:dont: "Slavery in the United Staten"

oirwwwwwwwwiewherersawsrovarisearviorfreennorria

warms =mum Divide elesa
into thzeo groups. Instruct each

grow., to =mu analytical gm-,
tie= based on one of the throe
socielegical concepts : :cola, status,

Cr: MUMS.

2.207VIS DESCAMSE021:

=W1 : E4n1 would you co=p are

slavery in the United States
wiUh Brasil?

What influence do you think the
Brazilian experience with slavery
will have on race relations 0240
slavery io abolished?

The ntudento should develop en hyietheolo
in answer to each question. They shemld
concentrate on the WasreAo low status,
hie role ea lamer (reordless of Wk'
he uto free or slave), and the norms *f
aociel relations hetueen was tore cad :laves.

Cal upon a mmaer of each trout) to 'o5
hiss hypothesis. Ee sure that he md thc
others in his grout) justify the hypotheals
with reference to evidence from the =ass.

The students shoOld recognize the herohnese
of the eystom as comptred to Brazil.
Ws. Butler, who vppecra to be cyzrathetic
to the Eegro cause, me, overetate th.;: case.

Yet the deceriptlen Indictees that the
statue of the Eogro cad the norms of
interaction between waster and s? rove are

EZTe SCVCVO.

Let the student° apaeulote on whet will
happen in roma relations when the staves
are encncipated. They might valet out
what happens to freed slaves duriug the
slavery period as an indicrtion ef %tat
night follow. Focus the students°
attention on the four oocic1 processes as
concept° around which to organize their
thing.



BRAZIL, Handout With Reading VI

SLAVERY ON ONE U.S. PLAVTATION *

The following account of the o2 slavery in the United States was written
by Fanny Kemble Butler, the En6lish-b)rn wife of a southern plantation owner.
The description was part of a letter to her friend, Elizabeth Sedgewick. During
the American Civil War Mts. Butler had her letters to Miss Sedgewick published to
enlist the sympathy of Great Britain for the Union cause.

I walked down the settlement toward the Infirmary or hospital, calling in at one
or two of the houses along the row. These cabins consist of one room about
twelve feet by fifteen, wtth a couple of closets smaller and closer Ulan the
state-rooms of a ship, divided off from the main room and each other by rough
wooden partitions, in which the inhabitants sleep. They have almost all of them
a rude bedstead, with the gray moss of the for-.s for mattress, and filthy,
pestilential-looking blankets for covering. Two families (sometimes eight and
ten in number) reside in one of these huts, which are mere wooden frames pinned,
as it were, to the earth by a brick chimney outside,, whose enormous aperture
within pours down a flood of air, but little counteracted by the miserable spark
of fire, ...Firewood and shavings lay littered about the floors, while the half-
naked children were cowering round two or three smouldering cinders ...In the
midst of the floor, or squatting round the cold hearth, would be four or five
little children from four to ten years old, the latter all with babies in their
arms, the care of the infants being taken from the mothers ...

The Infirmary is a large two-story building, terminating the broad orange-planted
space between the two rows of houses which form the first settlement; it is built
of whitewashed wood, and contains four large-sized rooms ...In the enormous
chimney glimmered the powerless embers of a few sticks of wood, round which, how-
ever, as many of the sick women as could approach .were cowering, some on wooden
settles, most of them on the ground, excluding those who were too ill. to rise;
and these last poor wretches lay prostrate on the floor, without bed, mattress,
or pillow, buried in tattered and filthy blankets, which, huddled round them as
they lay strewed about, left hardly space to move upon the floor. And here, in
their hour of sickness and suffering, lay those whose health and strength are
spent in unrequited labor for us--those who, perhaps even yesterday, were being
urged on to their unpaid task--those whose husbands, fathers, brothers, and sons
were even at that hour sweating over the earth, whose produce was to buy for us
all the luxuries which health can revel in, all the comforts which can alleviate
sickness. ...Here lay women...burning with fever, others chilled with cold and
aching with rheumatism, upon the hard cold ground, the draughts and dampness of
the atmosphere increasing their sufferings, and dirt, noise, and stench,

At the upper end of the row of houses, and nearest to our overseer's residence,
is the but of.the head driver. ...Each driver is allowed to inflict a dozen lashes
upon any refractory slave in the field, and at the time of the offense; and if
it is found ineffectual, their remedy lies in reporting the unmanageable individ-
ual either to the head driver or the overseer, the former of whom has power to

* From Frances Anne Kemble, Journal of a Residence on a Georgia Plantation
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1863) 30-33, 43, 189-191 passim.,



Brazil Handout, Reading VI, page 2

inflict three dozen lashes at his own discretion...; end as for the master him-
self, where is his limit? He may, if he likes, flog a slave to death, for the
laws which pretend that he may not are a mere pretence, inasmuch as the testimony
of a black is never taken agaiust.e white; and upon this plantation of ours, and
a thousand more, the overseer is the cab:white man, so whence should come the
testimony to any crime of his? With regard to the oft»repeated statement that
it is not the owner's interest to destroy his human property, it answers nothing;
...Nothing is commoner than fcrr. a man under the transient influence of anger to
disregard his worldly advantage; and the black slave; whoite preservation is
indeed supposed to be his owner's interest, may be, will be, and is occasionally
sacrificed to the blind impulse of passion.

Tudge from the details I now send you; and never forget, while reading them,
that the people on this plantation are well off, and consider themselves well
off, in comparison with the slaves on some of the neighboring estates.



DU IL L01111101 Plan, Reading VII

CO, STMT. LOD SIAVIRV

Subject Objective: To know
that the influence of the Church and State softened the harshness of
clavery in brazil.

Skill Objectivee:
kralvals of Moments (4,10) TO nolest pumps thct indicate how Church
agd St to inarenced the institution of clavory in Brazil.
3--Lvetion Shst:ArsRelettene 0.30) - To develop a hypothetic about
Se relation batmen tha influence of goverament and the Church and the
actual treatment of slaves.
Wraeglatioll (2.30) 44. To explain the implications of the influence of
Church and Slate on race relations after elavery was abolished.

E4t:erials: Reading VII: "Church,. State, and Slavery"

Whet 4dvantages d14 the Church
trd St :c provide the Hegro in
Zrcell?

MUM =Man Develop a hypo-
th:sis about the affect of Church
end State en .?seal relation° beween
=actor and slave is esplained in
Reading VI,

MO US: Call open eeveral students
to read their hype Ices.

Vow will the influence of Church
and State effect race relations
after abolition?

Helm the studente select pace: gaga gran
the reading that indicate hcu th two
institutions affected ulavery. T' :o

teacher might wish to list thn reeponsee
on the blackboard. The studento ohould
come up with such items au: "A Mare
cold buy his freedoms accordius to la."
"The Church reprimanded meters for
mistreating their sieves," etc.

Rave the students develop a written
hypothesis that explains the relationohip
between the comparatively ald rotations
batueen wetter and slave and the influence
of Church cad State on slave practices.
The students should work toward au
hypothesie that indicatea t;'ot law and
religious values ca and do affect human
relationships.

In general class diLcucsion, week toward
a hypothesis) that explains the retatiewhip
between the influence of Church anl Stme
and the treatment of slaves. The abider:0A

should be able t Notify their hlipet%cosa
on the basis of evidence provided le both
Readings VI and VII.

Allow the students to 'peculate sheet
how law and religilms restraint might
condition folkways and tustens about
rue relatioons 6



J

BUZZ Lesson Plan* Reading Mt

2WS MODERN SWAN PLANTATION

Subject Objective= To know
thet the Napo hoe gained more froedom to rise iu the aocial structure
and to move about than he had alma slave.
that the reletion between the Negro worker aad the plantation owner is
much the acme as in slavery tiG, m.
that the Negro still server primarily in the role of laborer* and contiaueo
to tavc cooperatively low status so a consequence.

Skill Objectives:
ATAAcetien (3.00) - To me analytical questione drawn from sociolocy to
study the coadition of the Negro on the modem Brazilian sugar plantation.
Analysis of Elements (4.10) - To select passageo that will help answer the
anayticol questions.
4nclyaio of Wationahiv. (4.20) .0 To select sepecta of the modern plAinta-
EIERILd the eave plantation for comparison.

Naterials: 24edirg VIII: "The Worn Sega': Plantation"
'apoweerwammerwordararavesrennumiswirorMalmosollOW.KMOINAC

CiOUP %W : Divide the class into
four voups, Eave each attempt
to develop 4UWWOrG to queetious
dovivcd from one cf the sociologi-
ctl. connotes of role* statue*
class* or norms.

SAMIWS AND DISCl/LSI=

VW has the Negroes life ebenged
from the time of elavery?

Mot hypothesis meld you make about
ohich =lel process will take place
in the surroundings?

Rave each group appoint a recorder ullo
will report to the clots. En eh sunup

should develop two or three quaaticao
centering on particular concept te.bb
anewered. Each group ahead document
its sower with evidence taken from the
reading.

Call upon cash reccrder to report tha
findings of his paticuler group. Allow
'discussion from the entire ease to offer
evidence that supports or =Mice the
fludings.

Work toward the subject objeotives.

The students should opeculete on how the
environment of the plantation will ptomote
one of the four basic eocial procc4eac.
The plantation probably is care a Iyatem
of necommcdation than anything else* but
some assimilatimswill take plc= (particu-
larly in the social feativities).
Probably no amalgamation between white
owners and Nogro.worbsra will take place.
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Lesson Plan, Reading IX

Subject Objectives: To know
the economic plight of the residents of the fi lmles.
that the tuvelados are mostly Nagross or mixed bloods.
that the Uvulas inhibit assimilation and amalgamation.

Shit/ Objcativee:
rlvaelzwit of a Man or PromaRApot of Tarsi:ions (5.20) a. To develop

4 :42.4 o quos OW 0 awl 0 the AtVe_41

Nr=veim P. ast-art Ezletiolp (5.20) - To develop et hypettvain
about the rolationship between race and the plight of tau Luc/at:ea.

Vralapp;er 0.30) M To enp:ain tho Implications of fave/a 1117,0 los

Lho =Lug; tocial precast= that can take lie between voups.

h.:. *. is IX: "The City Slum!'

Mato Casey: °Life in the Vavola"
Im.%WinOMNOdY INVINIORONYWI~Wa~~000%

0:45.71) riCian liSLCZYZ: Divide tba
c two into two yiscurs. Tleve

ola zroup wito time a nutabor of
qicatious ttcy urad ash as
cloiat corkers levestissting eh,
fc:vol*. Pass cut photo essay to
elz other group which will answer
Oa questions as "favo1a4os."

Del roe thith flat raze conderma

it to Ufa lu the fovea?

1Vaz:; hypothesia mold you mete &t of
whiA social vroosse weld take
plat= in these surroundings?

AMONW-A1001111L

[ 1. 100141.1 INON11Asal ,

Catl upon th seeat wori4s:e to Satorrszattl_
tbo "favalados" about living esn4L%ieus
in tho favela. One question that -.,1:3t b4

asked is "Oho lives la the izwle?" Xi
tht: social workers do not cm% it* a:A

teacher should. The root of the c.z2st:iono

might center on living conditions Lai
the moots for thcm.

Lst tins students hypothoulte abou
influence 02 rase cu sear:: ate. posl.tim and

economic status. Wore torarl th2 fclea

that recd probably contribrtus te a
peroce's let in /LC* (Caro:i414 ittiel
thia. on pap 33) boo tivut la 7A :ilzice-

tion and the mad to dcvuto one's messy
to just overcoming hunser probably
contributes just as much.

The studens abauld Ly;othectse about *a
implications of tha gavels I:sr di:at:Infla-
tion and cralgersetiot. Cerecon:d to the
farolas fighting miser" day to the

favelado will probr bly. be rcztr.14:t:c;,1

from ever ass imitetiug with the ti,:i.tos

of Sao Paulo. Tao failuso to asatireilate

mitht be a function of CAC* alone, but
prebtlAy comes as it result of economic
privation.

Photo-Essay consists of six black and white photos showing living conditions
(poor sanitation, jerry-built housing, etc.) in a Brazilian city slum.
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BRASZV. Lesson Plan, Beading X

7111 SO= STROIXIIIB GP BRAM

Subject Objectiveos To know
the factors chat &Itemise social class in Brazil, and the importence of
COCO as a gOCCOC.

Shill Objectivcos
Ann:trig of Memento 0.1) - To select tho factors that determine class
to rr*sti.
DcrIvstio....taotAbstrejtatttggg (5.30) - To develop a hypothesis about
the relatondhip betvean race and class in Bruit.

Eatcrials: WAR: XI "the Social Structure of Snail"

IONSWOMMOMMOMMIWOMOM00"..8.61*-

t7)

:014-21=0 Er=01SEs Divide the
class intO 31U groups, Beat to
each amp no one of the clouts
in Brasil. Ash the fallowing
3CAOS of VCCtiCAO:

1. Who Wen, in your claps?
2. What roles do embers of your

class play in Baez liar society?
3. gZei doss one get to bs a

=boy o2 ?sus class?
4. Whet status do as of your

class have?
5, What do vicatIors of your

class value?

What gonerol factors determine
class in Brasil?

Which of these fantors secs to be
linos t important?

Cow Important is race as a factor
in determining class?

Wu wad the Brazilian social
structure affect the social
processes of accommodatioit .
assimilation) or amalgamation?

These questions are assist:ad to get tba
students to discover the elements that
determine claps in Brazil. The students
should be able to respond iudleatlug
specific occupation, wealth. birth, educa-
tion. values, and race. Write responses
on the board, so that they ray be
analyzed in the next exercise.

Aftwr the role-aying ixo ams. the
students should =sloe their reupanses
to determine which factors determined a
wanes class in Brasil. They should
generalise free the specific answers
given in the role-playing.

Alice the students to debate this poiut.
They should cite evidence from reading
to indicate which factors saes or Lsreortara

Again let the students argue the point.
Wesley makes hardly any caution of rece,
and therefore nuot not deem it ievartant,
The traditional upper class is obviously
closed to Degrosn, and mast brescoa probably
&not end up in lower classes.. But beyond
those two restrictions. race is probably
unimportant as a standard of assigning
social class.

Uwe the students infer iron the previous
discussion whether secommodation. assimila-
tion, or ansigsztation will go on iu Brazil.
Slams race is probably nnbmportant in the
social structure, assimilation and ameleams-
tic° probably have a batter chance of
taking place.



=EPS ABB rfttlIDES

Lesson Plan, Reading gt

Zubject Objectives: To know
that Bra:Altus generally consider Cegross as inferior to whites iu terms of
claa education, etc.
thsa Urn:Mans believe Negroes shculd be given equal opportunity to c.tvanco.
that Dramilisas generally do not believe that Negroes are biologically
inferior to whites.
that Bre3ilians hold a number of hostile images of 'Negroes.
that Brazilian° believe in freer ansociatton between:members of different races.

Cbjectives:
6nalyayi Of gnks (4.10) » To select wordn phrases, and *temente chat
iittIcate the major belief° Qbout race in Bahia.
kailiestion 410p,* 4AAAAARRA 0.30) - To develop a hypothesis emut thc
relations:tip between beliefs about race and the social processes that viii
p,;veced in Brasil.
Evaloalpa 0.00) To determine the limitations of Piereon's study for
making geaortlitatione about Brasil.

latmetain: flooding XI: "Beliefs and Attitudes"
drittiwarraosagaregarrtirloillidIVIONININalinrinifideli

Mat ire the /imitations of
Hempen study ea beliefs and
attitude:A.

=MM. WORT.: Divide the class into
Groupe of five or six etudentee
Nave each group categorise the
otatemeots.

USPOAT5: Bove each group explain
its classification scheme.

The students should point to these thivas
that limited the selection of thesc date
pants, namely, that only ono provtace in
:resit is involved, he did not int:aryl=
everybody in the province, aad hit: c an
frame of reference determined the select:ion.

Each group will have to work out to own
clascification schema. Two we 'a of

classifying are probably appropri4tau
I) classify by the personal characteriarAce
of the perinea who made the stetemunt oz
2) classify by the typo of statemat that
was made.

Get the etudents to explain the classif$44-
ties ncheme only. to not auk they,: to itdi-
cate which statements appear in ic:;Jh cateprfe
Work toward a general classification echcua
that will be weft/ for determininz ettitafx;
in Bahia. Perhaps the best =tiled would be
a grid indicating the type of meta* on one
axis and the type of statement on anothtr e.g.

Branco Pardo. 1Pt It9;
Considered inferior
because of race

Considered infect .=
became of class

Considered equal

Considered to have
obnoxious qualities

Considered to have
good qualities



tRAZIL

Eo would you fill in these
categories?

On the basis of this analysis,
vhst general statements would you
cake about beliefs and attitudes
about race in Bahia?

Co you think assimilation or
amalgamation is possible ts'
Whits, given these attitudes?

. Lesson Plan, Mg. XI, 2

Put the classification schema on the board.
Viva class fill in grid with the number of
peopie in each group who hold a particular
image or bond about woes. Students
might suggest more categorico for each axis.

Use this question tom* toward the
subject objectives el the lesson.

Allow the students to speculate on tho
implications of **hien beliefs on the
basic social processes.
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Lesson Plan, Reading Ma

WURRIS IS BRAZIL, Gtr SONS HYPOTHESES

Subject Ojective: To know
the general direction of Pierson s hypotheses, namely, that various factors
h&ve combined to make social distinctions based on race far teas important
in Brazil then allewhere in the world, end that racial assimilation and
amalgamation io taking, place in trail.

Shill Objective:
Production of a Plan or Prom,.....sedSeastlopo (MO) To develop a
;Mos of analytical questions to pose to the root of the material iu the unit.

ftterials: Reading; Ms "Where is Until Going: Some Hypotheses"

What seems to be the general
hypothcois that Pitrii0II =kW

du would 7ou test this general
bypottmoie?

C.0114 UOIT. WRITLEG EIMZICIS3s
Mvidc tte class into groups of
five or alz students. Have each
group eevelep u .00t of analytical
cLestions.

Work toward the subject objective of the
lesson, availing out in sore dotal the
factors that have reduced the saliency of
race iu Brazil*

Get otudento to suggest that anelytic41
questions drawn froze Piereoes 25 hypotheses
mold enable them to test the general
hypothesis.

Work toweri the skill eajective of the
1033014 After each group has had 4 chance
to develop a set of questions, hzva tilca
revert to the entire clan. Focus clams
discussion on deciding which of the four or
five questions mill be hest to aok o the
material that remains is the unit.



BRAZIL Lesson Plan, Reading; VA

CASE MDT #1 nu mann
Subjoct Objectives; Talcum

that sato is one =mg =Ay factors that determine class in Vlia Rectacsvo.
that class determines intermarriage co:re than race doss.

Skill Objecttvcs:
illearAla.thrlathistysistioloipig (5.30) To develop a hypothesis about the
relallonship between class and race relations in Vila Recencavo.
Ap211..s.skiloa 0.00 To use analytical questions derived from goading IZI
to analyze data.

Nnteriais: Reading UZI: "Case Vcudy i Vila Re cOncavo"
Uaodost: "People of Vila Itieenealvo,"

lia'sa the students mall only the acs AAS of
the classes in the town. Monet have them
describe their attributes.

tract classes exist in Vila
EccOacavo?

UAL ICOUrt, In which class wculd you
place all of the to/lowing people?

Mat factors have you considered in
ranking Close people?

Uov important is race in this
social ranking?

How would theca various individuals
relate to each other?

Which of our analytical questions
=two answer with this evidence?

Hos/would you answer the questions
on the basis of this evidence?

Sava the students rank each of the
individuals according to class, explainisg
why they have ranked them the way they have.

The students should identify race, wealth,
education, birth and occupation an varithlos.

gave the students work toward the first
subject objective of the Lawton.

Oft at questions about intermarriage,
relationships at social functions, employee-
worker relations, etc. The teacher adhe
**which individuals migkt as individual
#1, etc,

The students should be able to maws
questions about the relationship between
MC', and class, particularly thosa that
also consider relations between mace
such as marriage relations, relatioft et
social affairs, ate.

Have the students use the reading to answer
the questions they have asked. Work toward
.the second subject objective.



BRAZIL Handout, Reading XIII

INDIVIDUALS IN VILA REC8NCAVO

#1 - Preto, male, no education beyond first grade, employed only at odd Jobs,
does not work steadily, lives in shanty ouLside of town.

#2 - Preto, male, member of town council, a physician.

#3 - Br , female, daughter of plantation owner, lives only six months in
Vila Rec6ncavo and spends the other six in Salvador going to school.

#4 - Pardo, male, plantation overseer responsible for operation of plantation.
Lives on the plantation in sizable house, has equivalent of sixth grade
education.

#5 - Pardo, female, does occasional domestic work in homes of Vila Rcc6ncavo
to supplement the income of her husband who is often out of work.

#6 - Pardo, male, works in sugar mill, educated to the fifth grade but is
sending his children to high school. Lives in small, but neat house.

#7 - Branco, female, educated through high school, the wife of a carpenter.
Lives in modest house built by her husband, who is a ante.

#8 - Preto, female, educated through sixth grade, the daughter of the owner of
a fishing vessel, and married to a fisherman.

#9 - Branco, male, owns the local general store, has two years of higher
education.

#10 - Pram), male, owner of one of the local plantations. Also has served in
the diplomatic corps. Has a college education.

#11 - Preto, male, accountant at the sugar mill, two years of accounting school
beyond high school. Makes good salary.

#12 - Branco, male, bricklayer. Educated to sixth grade. Lives in modest house.

ti
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VIA= Us sou Kau, &eliding XIV

CASS STUDY #2 a MAS =HAS

Sabject Objecttves: know
Low nciologicts determine stereotypes
diet whites Ltd ragroto bold derogatory stereotypes of Negroes in Nivaoyelhas
that theca stereotype influence but do not completely determine race welations,

Sect .1 Objectives:

Epriinc.lps of %botr;stR44tima (5.30) To develop hypothesis about the
zelatienship between stereotypes aad race relations Innis= Velbes,
t.W.icatipn (3,00) To use analytical queotions derived fres Reeding XII
to underctoad rase relations in lama Whim

Hateria/c: Readiug XIV: "Cm Study i2 Manes Vanes"
Slides: "Oceupstional Stereotypes"
rautparency: "Occupational Stereotypes"
Handout: "Occupational Stereotype"

"Stereotypes in Mints Velhea"

MnES: lave ctudents rate
the individuals ohms according to
the chef on the handout,

llacord stuecnt otereotypes on
tranoparency,

t.:41:::d this date. be helpful

to ?you t2 you were studying
Cote aczial structure of our
comuraity?

WADVar: "StOMOLITOU L2 Minas
Valhes." Mat conclusions can
ymt t2 about Mao Velhas frcm
Clio study?

i1scordin5 to the article, bow dt;
thee° stereotypes affect raze
relations in Wales Velhes?

Which of cur anal: mica/ tpsestions

can we answer frees this case?

This exerciee la de:limed to acqueino,.. the
students with the methods used by tocielogiste
to determine stereotypes.

Get the etudenta to see how this date can
be used to underatood the stereotypes they
have of people, as teuerd the
import mace of stereotypes in deteranini
relations between groups.

Get at the derogatory otercotypes of ragrcee
held by all members of the community. The
students should see that the lie3ro CM OS out
on the batten in all erases except work,
which probably also to a derogatory in
since manual labor is little respetted
Brazil,' Law the students supplement this
data with evidence frau the reading.

Work toward the third cubject objeettve *2 .

the lesson,

lave the otudenta anstear ennytical. questions
that dsal with racial attitudes and rcee
relations:. Work toward a general hypothaeis
about the relationship between the two,
using PLerson'a bpothcses ea a gut de,

Single-concept slides: five black and white photos showing the following
individual occupations: doctor, teaOtsr, policeman, coal miner, artist
(painter).

Trnnsparency is merely a copy of the handout.
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BRAZIL

RATING SHEgT

Handouts Rdg. XIV #1

Picture # 1 2 3 4 5 6

Most intelligent

Least intelligent

Most handsome

Least handsome
-----

Most wealthy .

. .

.

Least wealthy

Strongest

Weakest

.

,

Most honest

Least honest

Best worker

eabmwo.

,

ema..1011M/Mawarma

.

Worst worker

4,00111..- -ow.... .. ...... .... ......... ... .........."...,.... ,...,_.

fmr

,.......,

11

............ombema

71



Brazil

STEREOTYPES IN BAHIA *

Handout, Reading XIV, #2

* Table from Marvin Harris, "Race Relations in Minas Valhi's, a Community
in the Mountain Region of Central Brazil," in Charles Wesley, ed..,
Race and Class in Rural Brazil (New York: UNESCO International Documents
Service, Columbia University Preset 1963) 58.

A table compiled by asking individuals in Bahia to determine from pictures
which of the following characteristics most applied to the individual in
the photograph. Each person interviewed was shown mix pictures, a white,
mulatto, and Negro man and a white, mulatto, and Negro woman. Characteristics
listed such as: most intelligent, less intelligent, least intelligent, etc. etc.



BRAZIL

CASII #3 Sib PAULO

Lesson Plan, Reading XV

Subject Objective: To know
that racial discrimination takes place on a larger scale in Sab Paulo than in
rural aroma *fifteen.

Skill Objectives:
Analysis of nelationshi s (CIO) To determine the evidence used to support
Virhypot egos made by the two studies in the reeding and decide her it
cupports the hypothesis.

AVILS5.911, (340) To use analytical questions drive frets Reading XXI to
underotand race relations in Sto Paulo.

Materials: leading XV: "Case Sago Paulo"

What hypothesis dose each study
m? now do they compere with

Pierce:ea hypotheses?

row does each support his
bnothes is?

Which analytical questions could
you car from these two studios?

Hew do you account for the differ-
ences between race relations in
ao Paulo and rural Brasil?

The students should recall the hypotheses
of the two studies reported in the reading.
In general, both believe that strong racial
prejudice exiets in Sro Paulo. Toth etudioe
indicate that race prejudice Ls etronsisr in
Silo Paulo than .Pierson believes it was in
lads.

Ott the students to distinguleh between
the two method°. Moss, the historian, uses
a variety of data, see* draw frum nation,
sees from neuspspers, and seme from a
survey or poll. The sociologists use only
the poll.

Have the students answer ths an
questions developed in readie&XEI. They
probably swill, Oceide that the =mere to
the viestions would not be the same that
Pierson gives table study.

Have the students offer explanations of
why Pierson's hypotheses, which have
probably only been modified somewhat in
the first trues cams studies, coot Le almost
rejected in Saar Paulo. Se co answers say
concentrate to the urban setting, the
presence of recent immigrants, the c=pett
ties for jobs, etc. Another explanation slizht
be that tree stereotypes really do not sock
out in practice the way they should, altheush
the evidence of race relations is that
prejudice influences race relations gore in
Si Paulo than to rural Buell.



BRAZIL lesson Plan, Reading XVI

RACE RELATIOPS TA BRAZIL: A SONNET

Subject Objective: To know
that Wogley concludes that race is not as important in deternirtng social
relations in Brasil as it is iu come other countries, notably the United
Stateoe

Skill Objective:
Evaluation (6.00) To determine the validity of Wesley's views on the
aerie of in the unit.

Material*: Reading VI: Mace Itelationo in Brasil: A Sunny"
Final Examination on Brasil.

The final day in the unit can bound either for administering the final
examination or for diocesans the following quoattoaa.

14ftat does your author believe Work toward the subject objective
the importance of race in Brairilt

Do you agree wttb Wagley? EMI students refer tai the evidence
they have examined in the entire unit
fa order to judge Wag ley.s contention.



BRAZIL FINAL EXAMINATION

DO NOT WRITE ON THIS EXAMINATION SHEET. AN ANSWER SHEET HAS BEEN PROVIDED.

This examination is divided into two parts. The first part is an objective
examination, consisting of 15 questions for which you should allot 15 minutes.
The second part is an essay examination to be written during the remainder of
the period.

For each question in the objective section choose the best of the four suggested
answers. After you decide which answer is best, mark an X through the letter on
the answer sheet. Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be
given for multiple answers.

1. A sociological study in Sao Paulo revealed that
A. race prejudice does not exist in the city.
d> children of middle class Paulistas do not approve of marriage between

races.
C. Slio PaUlo is a segregated community.
D. lower class Paulistas have the strongest racial prejudice.

2. Most residents of the favelas are
A. whites B. mulattoes C. Indians

3. In Vila Receoncavo Negroes are excluded from
only the traditional upper class.
both the traditional and the local upper class.

C. all but the lower class.
D. none of the classes.

4. In Brazil, the middle class
A. contains no Negroes.
B. is wealthier than the upper class.
C. is made up of the impoverished sons of the upper class.
417 strives to gain the same things as the upper class has.

Which of
in Minas
A. They

q. They
They

D. They

a Negroes

the following describes the effect of stereotypes on race relations
Velhas?
prevent all intermarriage:
determine how whites treat Negroes at social functions.
keep all Negroes in lower class positions.
foster complete separation of the white and Negro communities.

All of the following are very important in determining a man's class in
Brazil, EXCEPT:
46c the amount of wealth he has.
tV the region of the country in which he lives.
C. the amount of education he has had.
D. the family into which he was born.

L

r.
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Brazil Final 2

7.. In which of the following positions on the sugar plantation would you find
Negroes?
A. Owners. 0 Laborers.
B. Administrators or overseers. D. Artisans.

S. As a result of his investigation, Pierson concluded that
0 race does not influence social relations in Brazil as strongly as in

other countries.
B. no race prejudice exists in Brazil.
C. membership in a social class is determined largely by one's race.
D. very little intermarriage has gone on between races in Brazil, compared

to other countries.

9. Studies on stereotypes have shown that Brazilians
A. do not have stereotypes of Negroes.
B. believe Negroes to be intelligent.
0 believe Negroes to be lazy.
D. believe Negroes Iv" be beautiful.

10. Why would the Ludy of the relationship between race and class be useful in
determining which of the basic social processes is going on in Brazil?
A. It might reveal the stereotypes whites hold about Negroes.

<po It might reveal whether Negroes are accepted as equal to whites.
C. It might reveal whether Negroes have the same norms as whites.
D. It might reveal the biological differences between whites and Negroes.

11. Which of the following questions would be LEAST useful in determining which
the four basic social processes was going on in Brazil?
How many people live in favelas in Brazil?

B. Do Negroes and whites live in separate communities?
C. How many marriages were there between Negroes and whites last year?
D. What aspects of African culture have Brazilian whites picked up?



Brasil Final 3

Questions 12 through 15 refer to the following table.

DISTRIBUTION OF RACKS IT CLASS 11111MIASVFLIIAS

Class White Mulatto Negro All Races

Class A
(upper)

20 411 OX lot

Class I
(middle)

6911 61% 60% 63%

Class C
(lover)

11% 35% 4011 25%

12. All of the following analytical questions could be answered vitlm the table
shown above EXCEPT:
A. How much mobility do Negroes have in this community?
B. Do Negroes occupy only lover class positions in this community?

What roles do Negroes have in this community?
Is membership in the upper class closed to Negroes?

13. The conclusion: "Only whites and mulattoes have complete mobility in this
community"

is justified by the table.
B. is not justified by the table.
C. can be inferred from the table, but more evidence will be necessary

to justify it.
D. can neither be inferred nor justified by the evidence in the table.

14. All of the following conclusions can be substantiated by the evidence in
the table shown above, EXCEPT:
A. Race is a factor in determining a man's class in this community.
B. Race probably is not the only factor in determining a man's claws in

this community.
C. Race is a more important factor Li determining membership im.the upper

class than it is in determining membership in the Walls amd tom'
classes.

0 Race prejudice is the most important factor in determining the member-
ship of all classes in this community*

15. The conclusion: "Marriage between upper class whites and mulattoes is
extremely rare"
A. is justified by the table.
B is not justified by the table.
49 can be inferred from the table, but more evidence will be needed to

justify it.
D. can neither be inferred nor justified from the evidence Ls the tale.

Essay question on reverse side.



Brasil Final
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For the remainder of the examination period, write an essay on the
following question.

"Brazil is the Me11 of the Nsgro...and the paradise of the mulatto."

Gregorio de Metes

Do you agree with the poet, de *Mos? Justify your answer with
evidence dram Was your readies,

."'"'"0.** 9.70,"'""At
.-0011mt-
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Reading I

INTRODUCTION

The introductory reading for this unit is taken from an account of a visit
to China by an Indian demographer, Sripati Chandra-Sekhar. Mr. Chandra-Sekhar
who had visited China under the Kuomintang tett:rued again after the Communists
came to power. The account below describes the aspects of Chinese society
which struck him most forcibly. As you read, think about the following
questions:

What strikes the casual traveler to China? What do
theca impressions reveal about the nature of the
regime?

2. Are the impressions which struck the author the result
of the fact that China is underdeveloped, that the
Chinese have an ancient culture, or that the new
regime has brought about the institutions and customs
that are described?

3. What would have to happen to American society before
conditions similar to the ones described here could
be established?

4. Would a westerner have noticed the tram things
Chandra-Sekhar did?

AN ASIAN'S IMPRESSIONS OF COMMUNIST CHINO

* From Sripati Chandra- Sc!dtar, RED MINA, AN ASIAN TOW; (Frederick A. Praeger,
New York: 1961) 7-14, 18-20 Napalm.

An Indian traveler in Red China comments on regimentation in clothing, constant
bembardment of propaganda via loudspeakers, extraordinary cleanliness of
otrecta and sidewalk°, and the 24-hour schedule of industry. The altered posi-
tion of women and the absolute honesty of the people is also remarked upon,
as well as the absence of beggars.
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CHINA: THE TRADITIONAL SOCIETY

STATING THE ISSUE

11 China is the oldest uninterrupted civilization on the face of the
earth. Its origins have been traced to 2,000 years before the
birth of Christ. Unlike other ancient river valley civilizations,
Chinese civilization, which sprang from the fertile plain between
the Yangtze and Hwang Ho rivers, has continued to the present with-

"
out interruption. China, therefore, draws upon the longest of all
traditions. The essential elements of that tradition persisted
until the Communist Party achieved power in 1949 and began a
determined effort to uproot the people from their ancient ways.

11 The task that the Communists face is enormous for the roots of
traditional society grow deep. Not only the length of the tradi-
tions but their continuity and persistence have contributed to
the holding power of the past. Until the third or fourth century
A.D., Chinese society was dynamic and changing. Conflict between
various religions and political theories combined with the competi-
tion of various ruling elites for power produced continuous
innovation. With the accession of the Sung dynasty, however, the
conflicts in ideas. began to subside and succeeding dynasties
which captured power tended to cling to the old patterns of
thought and government.

I

I
3

In this first section of the unit on China we will examine the
traditional ways of the Chinese which were woven into their
social fabric over centuries of practice. As you read you ,should
look for the relationship between the values of the society and
the political, economic and social institutions of China before
the Communists. You should also compare the political, economic,
and social systems of traditional China with those you have
studied previously. And finally, you should be alert to those
aspects of traditional China that the Communists would feel
compelled to change iwordir to achieve their basic goals.
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READINO II

TRADITIONAL VALUES: CONFUCIANISM

At the time tiat Socrates was devetoping many of the humanistic ideas which
have become 'NUE of western civilization, the Chinese sage, Confucius, was
teaching the ethics of human relationships to a group of Chinese feudal lords
and scholars. By the fifth century A.D. most Chinese had come to accept
Confucian prinziples as the basic element in their value system. The upper
classes were all schooled in the Confucian classics and their eminence in the
-overnment of China made Confucianism the basis of political organization and
activity. Moreover, the Confucian tradition was transmitted to the lower
classes through example and through the teaching of upper class scholar-
officials.

The values of a society help to determine its nature. The fact that Americans
value success and respect the self-made man helps to keep our society mobile
and promote an enterprise economy. Values are closely related to the institu-
tions and mores of society. For this reason, examining the value system of
traditional China can give us insights into many of the most meaningful aspects
of Chinese life.

Reading II contains many of the important sayings of Confucius and his disciple,
Mencius. From these sayings you should be able to develop a general picture
of the values that permeated Chinese society for more than a thousand years.
As you read, consider the following questions:

.What are the main concerns of Confucius? To what
aspects of human life does he devote most of his
attention?

What implications does Confucianism have for the
recruitment of leaders in Chinese society? What
implications does it have for the rules of decision,-
making? What implications does it have for the role
of the individual citizen in political life?

What implications does Confucianism have for deter-
mining social class? Who should be accorded the
greatest respec. Ln society? Who should be
accorded the least? How would one obtain respect
according to Confucian ethics?

L..

Li
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THE SA'Y'INGS OF CONFUCIUS *

* From Confucius, THE ANALECTS, in SOURCES OF THE CHINESE TRADITION, Willies
Theodore de Bevy, Wing-tsit-Chan, and Burton Watson, eds. (Columbia
University Press, New York: 1960), 25-35 neesim

Selected sayings of confucius outline the high standards of courtesy,
magnanimity, good faith, diligence, kindness which Confucius applies to
governmental as well as personal relations.

GOVERNMENT AND CONFUCIANISM *

* .From "The Mean" %mime in SOURCES OF TO MUSS TRADITION, 21.133-134.

Confucius specifically relates the three virtues of knowledge, humanity and
courage to inter-human relationships of all kinds, and especially to government.

THE SAYINGS Or MENCIUS *

* Prom Mencius, in SCUM OF TIN MOSS TRADITION, ga. cit., 106-110
and in Ch. u that and Winbers Chat, TNi CIANGIND SOCISTI OF CCU,
(Mentor Books, New York: 1962) 65.

Manaus speaks out against aaterialiss of the beads of government and in
favor of paternalism.
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READ/NV III

TRADITIONAL COVPRNMENT: THE CIVIL SERVICE

In 1793 the English Lord McCartney was sent on an embassy to China in order
to obtain commercial concessions for Great Britain. While there, he kept a
detailed journal and in it recorded this judgment: "Considering then all
circumstances, ...the most incalculable population* the immense extent of
dominion, the personal exertions requisite in war, and the no less difficult
talents of administration in peaceconsidering, I say, all these circum-
stances, the government of such an empire must be a task of inconceivable
vigilance and toil; and yet it is a task that has hitherto been performed with
wonderful ability and unparalleled success." 1/

McCartney, of course, had no way of knowing that his very presence in China
signaled the beginning of the end of the imperial government which had been
the Chinese political system for a thousand years. The coming of the West
did much tooundermine the Emperor's government which had ruled for so long
with "wonderful ability and unparalleled success." Yet for centuries the
imperial government hed successfully coped with the incredible problems of
ruling a kingdom larger and more populous than anything in Europe.

How did the government do it? Though supreme power was vested in the Emperor,
who by his conduct was supposed to set an example for all imperial officials,
the real task of day-to-day governing of the kingdom rested on the shoulders
of the imperial civil service. Reading III concentrates on that governmental
body. As you reed, consider the following questions:

How were the members of the civil service recruited?
What kinds of leaders would be recruited by this
system?

What kinds of activities were expected of civil
servants? How would these expectations influence
decision making by these officials?

How was the civil service organized? What responsi-
bilities wore delegated to each department? What
implications do these responsibilities have for the
role of government in Chinese life?

How did the recruitment and supervision of the civil
servants, and the responsibilities of the Chinese
civil service tend to promote Confucian values?

What implications does the civil service system have
for the social structure? Who is accorded respect?
Who is not? Haw is respect obtained?

1/ J.L. Cranmer-Byng; ed., AN EMBASSY TO CHINA: BEING THE JOURNAL KEPT BY
LORD MaCARTNEY DURING HIS EMBASSY TO THE EMPEROR 4111/EN-LUNG* 1793 -1794,
(R.mden, Connecticut, 1963)* p. 238.
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THE EDUCATION OF CIVIL SERVANTS *

There were three ways of becoming a civil servant in imperial
China: one could buy mn office, one could do a distinguished
service for the government as a private citizen, or une could
become certified as eligible for the civil service by passing
the arduous examinations administered by the state. To pass
the examinations required long years of study. The following,
selections reveal the emphasis in the education of civil
servants.

A. A passage memorized by young boys early in their education.

There are three powers--heaven, earth, and man.
There are three lights--the sun, moon, and stars.
There are three bonds--between prince and minister, justice;
Between father and son, affection; between man and wife, concord.

Humanity, justice, propriety, wisdom, and truth- -
These five cardinal virtues are not to be confused.
Rice, millet, pulse, wheat, sorghum, millet grass,
Are six kinds of grain on which men subsist.

Mutual affection of father and son, concord of man and wife;
The older brother's kindness, the younger one's respect;
Order between seniors and juniors, (friendship among associates;
On the prince's part regard, on the minister's true loyalty;. -
These ten moral duties are ever binding among men.

B. A passage read by intermediate students.

In the days of the Han dynasty lived Koh KU, who was very poor. He
had one child three years old; and such was his poverty that his
mother usually divided her portion of food with this little one.
Koh says to his wife, "We are so poor that our mother cannot be
supported, for the child divides with her the portion of food that
belongs to her. Why not bury this child?' Another child may be
born to us, but a mother once gone will never return." His wife
did not venture to object to the proposal; and Koh imdediately
dug a hole of about three cubits deep, when suddenly he lighted
upon a pot of gold, and on the metal read the following inscrip-
tion: "Heaven bestows this treasure upon Koh KU, the dutiful
son; the magistrate may not seize it, nor shall the neighbors
take it from him."

* *num S. Wells Williams, Wit MIDDLE EINGDOH, (Scribners, New `Sorb: 1882)
pp. 528, 539, 552..3e
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Wu Mang, a lad eight years of age, who lived under the Tsin dynasty,
was very dutiful to his parents. They were so poor that they
could not afford to furnish their bed with cot:quit° curtains;
and every summer's night, myriads of mosquitos attacked them
unrestrainedly, feasting upon their flesh and blood. Although
there were so many, yet Wu would not drive them away, lest
they should go to his parents and annoy them. Such was his
affection.

C. The examinations.

On the first day after the doors have been sealed up, four themes
are selected *by the examiners from the Four Books, one of which
subjects must be discussed in a poetical essay. The minimum
length of the compositions is a hundred characters, and they must'
be written plainly and elegantly, and sent in without any names
attached. to 1828, the acumen of four thousand sight hundred
candidates was exercised during the first day on these themes:
"Tsang-tse said, 'To possess ability, and yet ask of those who
do not; to know much, and yet inquire of those who know little;
to possess, and yet appear not to possess; to be full, and yet
appear empty,'" -- "He took hold of things by the two extremes,
and in his treatment of the people maintained the golden uadium."
"A man froi his youth studies eight principles, aid when he arrives
at manhood, he wishes to reduce them to practice." e- The fourth
essay, to be written in parameters, had for its subject, "The
sound of the oar, and the green of the hills and water." Among
the themes given out in 1843 were these: "He who is sincere will
be intelligent, and the intelligent man will be faithful." --
"In carrying out benevolence, there are no rules." fn 1835, one
was, "He acts as he ought, both to the common people and official
men, receives his revenue from Heaven, and by it is protected and
highly esteemed." Among other more practical texts are the
followings "Fire-arms began with the use of rockets in the Chau
dynasty; in what book do we first meet with the word for cannon?
Is the defense of tatfung fu its first recorded use? Kublai Zhao
it is said, obtained cannon of a new kind; from whoa did he
obtain them? When the Xing empowers, in the reign of Yungloh,
invaded Cochinehina they obtained a kind of cannon called the
weapons of the gods; can you give an account of their origin?"

a

r

Lu
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SUPERVISION OF CIVIL SERVANTS *

If becoming a civil servant was en arduous task requiring
long years of study to pass difficult examinations, meeting
the demands of civil service positions was even more
'difficult. Each official was required to submit a report
every three years on the quality of work of his subordinate
officials. The following selection is from one of these
reports.

"The cabinet minister Changling has strenuously exerted himself during a long
lapse of years; he has reached the eightieth year of his age, yet his energiee
are still in full force. His colleagues Pwan Shi-ngan and NUchangah, as well
as the assistant minister Wang Ting, have invariably displayed diligence and
attention, and have not failed in yielding us assistance. Tang Kincheu,
president of the Board of Office, has knowledge and attainments of a respectable
and sterling character, and has shown himself public-spirited and intelligent
in the performance of special duties assigned to him. Shi Chi-yen, president
of the Board of Funishments1 retains his usual strength and energies, and in
the performance of his judicial duties has displayed perspicacity, and circum-
spection. The assistant cabinet minister and governor of Chihli province,
Kishen, transacts the affairs of his government with faithfulness, and the
military force under his control is well disciplined. Husunge the governor
of Shensi and Kansuh provinces, is cautious and prudent, and performs his
duties with careful exactness. hips, governor of Yunnan and Kweicbau, is
well versed in the affairapof his frontier government, and has fully succeeded
in preserving it free from disturbance. Linking, who is entrusted with the
general charge of the rivers in Kiangnan, has not failed in his care of the
embankments, and has preserved the surrounding districts from all disquietude.
To show our favor unto all these, let the Board of Office determine on
appropriate marks of distinction for them.

"Kweisan, subordinate minister of the Cabinet, is hasty and deficient, both
in precision and .capacity; he is incapable of moving and acting for himself;
let him take an inferior station, and receive an appointment in the second
class of the guards. Yihtsih, vice-president of the Board of Works for Nukden
possesses but ordinary talents and is incompetent to the duties of his present
officevlet hip also take an inferior station, and be appointed to a place in
the first class of guards. Narking., the governor-general of Nukwang, though
having under him the whole civil and military bodies of two provinces, has
yet been unable, these many days, to seise a few beggarly impish vagabonds:
after having in the first instance failed in prevention, he has followed up
that failure by idleness and remissness, and has fully proved hir'elf
inefficient. Let him take the lower station of governor in Nunun, and within
one year let him, by the apprehension of Lan Chingtsun, show twat he is
aroused to greater exertions."

* From S. Wells Williams, az cit., pp. 449-50.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE CIVIL SERVICE

The final selection describes the organization of the central
government civil service into six departments. In addition
to this organization, there were other civil servants who
were responsible for the administration of local affairs:
The responsibilities of the six departments, however,
indicate what the government believed to be its major
concerns.

There are six administrative departments, namely the Celestial Department,
the Terrestrial Department, the Spring Department, the' Summer Department, the.
Autumn Department and the Winter Department,

A. Celestial Department. The head of the Celestial Department is called the
prime minister, whose function it is to control the administration of the
whole kingdom, to govern and regulate all administrative affairs, to grate
the tributes from the various feudal states, and to adjust annual expenditure
with revenue.

He alone has the right as well as the obligation to fix the budget for the
next final year, which he does at the close of every year when the grain
has been garnered. The amount to be spent is adjusted to the size of the
territory over which it is to be applied and to the amount of revenue of the
current year. It is usually the average of the preceding thirty years, but
always limited by the revenue.

For the purpoee of religious worship, a tenth part of the expenditure is
appropriated, and for the purpose of mourning in case of the death of a king,
a tenth of the amount of the preceding three year's expenditure is set
apart.

B. Terrestrial Department. The head of the Terrestrial Department is called
the minister of population, whose function it is to direct the state education,
inculcate the seven ethical relationships, and minister to the needs of the
people. To be more specific, the minister of population is to curb the
people's passions and inoranate desires; to define and set forth the six
ceremonies--conferring the hat, marriage, mourning, worship, banqueting and
audience; to stimulate their love for virtue as illustrated and exemplified
in the seven ethical relations--the relations between parent and child, between
brother and brother, between husband and wife, between ruler and subject,
between old and young, between friend and friend, and between host and guest;
to guard against any confusion and excess; to regulate the eight objects of
government--food, costume, professions, social status, standards, weights,
measures, numeric systems, and sizes; to bring the barbarians to the adoption
of Chinese manners and customs; to inculcate a uniform conception of right
and virtue; to encourage filial piety; to provide for the aged, the unfortunate,
and the needy; to grant'Lid to tht orphans and the childless; to exalt virtue
and pay honor to the worthy; and to punish all offendsta and recalcitrants. ...

1

J
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C. The Spring Department. The head of the Spring Department is called the

minister of religion, whose function it is to attend the national religious

ceremonies and rites relating on the one hand to the worship of &even, Earth,

and the Spirits, and on the other to celebrations, funerals, diplomatic

ceremony, army ceremony, and endowments.

D. The Summer Department. The head of the Summer Department is called the

11

Minister of War, whose function it is to superintend military affairs in

general, to sanction military expeditions, to determine the organization of

the army, to suppress any insurrection or rebellion within the territory,

and to appoint and dismiss governmental employees.

E. The Autumn Department. The head of the Autumn Department is called the

Minister of Justice whose function it is to guard over the laws, define and

interpret them, see that appropriate punishments be inflicted in all cvses,

and in the final instance punish convicts, insubordinates, and offenders

against the law.

The following are some of the categories of crimes for which capital

punishment was inflicted.

1. The introduction of a different language; an attempt to overthrow

the existing laws; the change of names officially fixed; modifica-

tion of the established institutions in order to throw the administra-

tion into disorder; the practice of superstitious cults.

2. The introduction of unnatural music, strange costumes, unrecognized

arts, and unrecognized instruments to mislead the people.

3. To mislead the people by...teaching false doctrines set forth with

eloquence and logic, and preaching theories clearly wrong but

supported with extensive knowledge.

4. To mislead the people by means of fabricated revelations from the

gods.

.F. The Winter Department. The head of the Winter Department is called the

Minister of Works, whose function it is to assign appropriate places for

habitation to the four classes of people, namely the scholars, farmers,

mechanics antmerchants, give them proper occupations, and employ and

superintend the men engaged in public works.
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READING IV

TRADITIONAL SOCIAL CLASSES: THE SCHOLAR-GENTRY

In China, as in all societies, peoele were grouped together in a hierarchy

of social classes. Unlike western nations, however, the basic social structure

of China existed unchanged for centuries. Between the fall of the Roman empire

and the present day, western nations have witnessed a number of revolutions

in their political and economic systems and in their ideology, all of.which

have left their marks on social structure. As you have discovered in the
previous two readings, however, China did not go through simmer revolutions.
Therefore, the social fabric remained essentially unaltered since its basis

in values, the economy and government was unchanged.

Many centuries of political and ideological stabiliti tended to solidify the

class distinctions. Two basic classes, the rulers and the ruled, made up the

social structure of traditional China. The members of each class were drawn

from the same families. There was very little movement between the classes;
members of the ruling class--the scholar-gentry--did not lose their positions
and those who were ruled had little chance to rise.

There were subgroups within these two basic classes, however. For instance,

among the ruled were peasants, merchants, and craftsmen, each receiving a

specific degree of respect. Even within the peasant families, or clans, a

definite hierarchy developed. Within the scholar-gentry class gradations

based on wealth and political power also grew up. During the Manchu dynasty,

which was the last to rule before the Chinese revolution eventually brought the

Communists to power, these grades within the gentry class were formalised by

assigning each grade a different colored button to be worn on a person's hat.

The following selection, written by Helmut G. Canis, a professor of history

at the University of Utah, describes the ruling class of China, the scholar-

gentry, and compares it to other social groups. As you read, keep the

following questions in mind:
4±16.1166, 51116,040ob 6,

1. How did the value system and the political system
of China contribute to the status of the scholar-
gentry?

What were the bases of class distinctions in China?

What privileges were the scholar-gentry given as a
class?

To what degree was social status translated into
political and economic power in China? What were
the levers the scholar-gentry used to wield their
power?

............,1111111.11111111P
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THE CLASS STRUCTURE *

* Fran Helmut G. Celli., CHINA, CONFUCIAN AND COMMUNIST, (Henry Holt and
Company, Inc., New York: 1959), pp. 61-65.

This article describes the supremacy of the scholar-gentry class in China,
its makeup, its position within the society, its political and economic power.

READING V

THE TRADITIONAL ECONOMY: VILLAGE AGRICULTURE

Like its traditional political and social syste s, the Chinese economic system

remained basically unchanged for centuries. Though a number of the elements

which produced changa in the western nations, particularly technological

advances, had been a'factor in Chinese life, the pattern of subsistence farm-

ing combined with small cottage industries continued as the basis of the

Chinese economy.

The Chinese economy did not rest wholly upon the farmer, however. As early

as the twelfth century, European travelers in China wrote about large cities- -

larger than any in Europe--which thrived on a brisk trade carried on by the

merchant class. In the nineteenth century this merchant class, which always

had been held 'n low esteem by the Chinese, became allied with the merchants

from western nations. Through the coastal port cities, such as Shanghai,
merchants carried on trade which increased their wealth tremendously. The

trade was bared on a European and American demsnd for luxury items, such as

silk. But at no time.did the capital taming from this great commerce work

its way into the existing economic system to generate substantial economic

growth. The lives of tha great ajority of the Chinese were unaltered by

the commercial upsurge, and they continued to till their farms in the villages.

Reading V concentrates on the basic element of the Chinese economic system- -

village agriculture. The reading is taken from a book by a Chinese sociologist
who was born in the village which he describes. The author, Martin C. Yang,

was in a unique position for studying the Chinese people who lived in the
village, for he was, at once, trained in the techniques of analyzing a society
objectively and at the same time the product of the village he studied. As

you read Dr. Yang's description, keep the following questions in mind:
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What kind of economic system--market, traditional, or
command' -seems to predominate in the village economy?

What.is produced in the village? Whi does the
village produce the goods and services it does?

How are the varicus resources and products of the
village allocated? How do the inhabitants decide
to allocate their resourceo?

In what ways would the Communists want to change
this economic system? What difficulties might
they encounter in changing it?

A CHINESE VILLAGE *

* From Martin C. Yang, A mums VILLAGE, TAITOU, SHANTUNG PROVINCE,
(Columbia Unleeraity Press, New York: 1945), pp. 14-31 passim.

The fragmentation of cultivated land is described, the variety of crops, the
simplicity of farm implements, and the kinds of animals on the village farms.
Crafts which are supplewentary to farming are mentioned but the village
economy is described as based on farming.

1.011116MOPMent'

READING VI

TRADITIONAL CHINA: THE PEASANT

Most Chinese are and always have been peasants. Generations upon generations
of Chinese have tilled fragments of land, eking out the barest living. To a
great extent, the huge mass of peasants did not figure in the social, cultural,
ideological and political traditions of the .ancient empire. Chinese politics,
culture, and ideology were mainly the private preserve of the ruling elite.
The contacts between the elite and the peasant were minimal. For example,
the peasant rarely appesred in a court of law since his presence disrupted the
elite's normal rout:ne. He was discouraged from going to court by a system of
stiff penalties and payments which he had to pay if he lost his case, or some-
times, even if he won it. The peasant rarely saw or heard from the government
official, or prefect in his area. Transactions that were necessary, such as
collecting taxes or commandeering work on roads, were carried out by a village
head and the bureaucratic officers.

the separation of the peasant culture from the official imperial culture
naturally resulted in the development of many separate village cultures, each
with its own mores and traditions. The peasant did not feel that he was part
of a great empire; rather he tended to identify with his village, and even
more, with his relatives. Kinship ties were very strong in China. The
community that meant most to the peasant was the community which included all
of his cousins, uncles, aunts, brothers, sisters, and other relations. -Taken
together, all of his relations formed a clan. Within the clan was a smaller
community, the immediate family. This group of brothers and sisters eras the
basic unit of Chinese peasant culture.

agarrrriarrryrillirrwrtz,rirrri;,,r
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In a very real sense, therefore, China was two culturesthe culture of the
elite and the culture of the peasant. Nonetheless, common bonds united them.
The Confucian ideology, though it was practiced in different forms by the two
cultures, was the basis of the value systems in both groups. The imperial
government, though it had little official contact with the great mass of
peasants, was still able to maintain order and communication throughout China
and thereby make contact between the various peasant villages and between
village and city possible. Moreover, the ruling elite recognized the importance
of the peasants in the economic health of the nation and often would take
measures designed to ease the toil of the farm worker. rinally, a large number
of national holidays symbolized the union of the two cultures.

Nonetheless, the lot of the peasant was never easy and he was never allowed to
participate fully in the culture of the elite. This final reading on the
traditional society concentrates on the life of the peasant in the early part
of the twentieth century. The reading illustrates how the peasant culture fit
into the traditional culture at the time that the traditional culture was
breaking down. The authors, Theodore H. White and Annalee Jacoby, were eye-
witnesses to the life of the peasants as reporters from American newspapers.
Their description, written in 046, is a vivid account of how, in the midst
of war, the peasant culture was beset by tremendous challenges. As you read,
keep the following questions in mind:

1. What is the Chinese pe,2Jant's relationship to hie
government? How does the peasant fit into the
social and economic structure of Chinal What
ideology means most to the peasant?

What are the characteristics of the Chinese
family? What are the implications of family
organization and family life for the individual
peasant?

3. What are the major factors determining the
peasant's way of lite and standard of living?

4. What events do the last two paragraphs imply?

THE PEASANT *

* From Theodore E. White and Annalee Jacoby, THUNDER OUT OF CHINA, (William
Sloane Associates, New York: 1961) pp. 20-32 passim.

Describes China as a land of peasants with 80% of the four hundred million
population living in villages. The peasant culture is a family culture bound
together by poverty and ignorance. The peasant has been crushed by speculation,
war lords, and Western comments and strait jacketed by their ancient feudal
relationships. China is, according to the article, perhaps the only country.
in the world where the people eat less, live more bitterly, and are clothed
worse than they were five hundred years ago. Hence, when the peasant revolts
he is especially barbarian. The authors conclued: "The great question of
China is whether any democratic form of government can ease these tensions by
wise laws, peacefully, before the peasant takes the law into his own hands and
sets the countryside to flame."
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THE COMING OP THE WEST

In 1492, Christopher Columbus struck out across the Atlantic in search of the
shining laud called Cathay which had been so vividly described by Marco Polo
two hundrLd years before. The expedition of Columbus was designed to re- estab-
lish contact with a civilization that had appeared far superior to that of
Europe. He was eager to find not only gold and luxurious imports but also to
bring back the wealth of learning, literature, and science for which China
was famous in the European mind.

Columbus never achieved his goal, but later Europeans did eventually re-esteb.;
lish contact with the great "Middle Kingdom" as the Chinese coiled their land.
In 1552 Portuguese merchants established the first permanent trading outpost
in China at Macao; others soon followed. In addition, thousands of mission-
aries set out to convert the Chinese to Christianity. The rush of westerners
to carve up China was on.

Westerners never colonized China in the way they had colonized Australia, Nbrth
America, or South America. They were content to fight wars to gain commercial
concessions from the emperor, to win control of ports, and to obtain rights to
carry on their affairs in China without Chinese intervention. The result, as
Sun Yatsen was later to note, was that Europe got most of the benefits of
colonial rule without many responsibilities. As a result of this arrangement,
C114..na did not benefit materially from western intervention as did countries
which were thoroughly colonized. For example, when the British took over India,
they established railroads, industries, and governments and trained natives
for government posts. None of these benefits accrued to China.

The end result of this peculiar kind of contact produced an interesting response
from the Chinese. Since China was not subdued by the West, the Chinese be-
lieved that they still controlled their own-destiny. The reaction of literary
men and government officials to the western impact was to call for certain
kinds of reform. In time the reform movement gradually blossomed into a
revolution from which the communists ultimately emerged victorious.

The readings in this section trace the Chinese reaction to the western impact
and the changes that this reaction produced in the affairs of China. As you
read, keep in mind the following questions: What western ideas and institu-
tions were the Chinese interested in adopting? What changes did the Chinese
propose to make in their political, social and economic order? What aspects
of traditional China did the Chinese cling to? How did the Chinese reaction
to the west ultimately lead to Communist domination?
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READING 1ZI

CHINESE REACTION TO THE COMING OP THE WEST

After Marco Polo and some of his contemporaries had traveled to China at the

end of the thirteenth century, the Chinese emperors sealed off their giant

empire from western contact for nearlythree'hundred years. The period between

1300 and 1600 was a time of ferment in Europe. It was the period of the

Renaissance, the emergence of the market economy, the growth of nation states,

the development of science, the,Protestant Refomation, and oversews expansion.

To some degree, these great movements in Europe were touched off by contact

with China, for Europeana admired the Empire of the Great Khan and they

learned much from the Chinese. The Ming successors of Kublai Khan, however,

had only disdain for the inferior civilization of the West, and they determined

to keep the "barbarians," as they called them, out of China.

As'Europe underwent great changes, European countries began to seek out new

lands for commercial and political exploitation. By 1600 Europeans Lad come

once again to China, this time not as products of a feudal society but as

representatives of modern nations with great economic, social, and cultural

achievements. China had been left behind. The renewed contact of the two

civilizations eventually produced a reaction on the part of the Chinese.

Reading VII traces that reaction from the time in which western contact was

reestablished in 1600 to Ce end of the nineteenth century. As you read,

consider the following questions.

What are the attitudes toward the west expressed,by

the Chinese? Do you detect a change in attitude?

When does the change occur? What event do you

think might have been responsible for this change

in attitude? (consult chronological chart).

What aspects of western society do the Chinese

most admire? What aspects do they shun? What do

you think accounts for these attitudes?

What implications do the reactions of the Chinese

have for the old, traditional society?
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A CHRONOLOGY OF WESTERN CONTACT WITH CHINA

1275-1292 Marco Polo travels in China and works for Emperor Kublai Khan.
Several European Christian missionaries travel in China.

1557 Portuguese settle at Macao and set up a trading operation.

1622 Johann Adam Schell von Bell reforms the Chinese calendar along
European lines.

1641 The Dutch set up trading outpost at Malacca.

1650-1720 Jesuit priests are installed at court of Emperor to bring
scientific learning to China.

1757 Europeans are restricted to trading only at Cantonall other
Chinese ports Closed.

1734 'United States merchants begin trading at Canton.

1805 Christian literature is banned by an imperial decree, and a
Christian missionary executed.

1816 The British ambassador is sent away from Peking without being
received by the Emperor.

1821 Western merchants step up the importation of opium into China.

1039 The Chinese take steps to stop opium trade.

18L1 -1852 War with the British results in a Chinese defeat; the Treaty of Nan-
king opens new ports to Great Britain and cedes Hong Kong to England.

1844 A treaty with the United States gives the right to Americans in
China to be tried for civil and criminal offenses committed in
China against Chinese in United States courts (principle of extra-
territoriality).

1858 Treaties with Great Britain, France, United States and Russia open
eleven more ports, extend extra-territoriality, and lower Chinese
tariffs.

1864-1889 A great increase of Protestant missionaries operating in China
takes place.

1872-1881 120 Chinese students go to study in the United States.

1876 A treaty with Britain opens ten additional ports.

1881 Indo-China is ceded to France.

1894-1895 War with Japan ends in a Chinese defeat

1896 Germans occupy Kiachow.

1893 In a scramble for concessions in China,
take over Chineseports.

1900 In the Boxer Rebellion, Chinese militia
missionaries, merchants, and government
put down by western arms.

western nations compJte to

forces terrorize western
officials and are finally
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THE ATTITUDE OF CHINESE WRITERS TO THE WEST

* From Helmut G. Ca llis, CH/NA: COUPUCIAN AND COMUNIST, New York, Henry
Holt cad Cosapany: 1959), 163, 168, 178; from Ssu-Yu Tang and John K.
Parboil, CHINA'S RESPOITSE TO THE WEST (Atheneum, New York: 1963)
51, 70-71, 76-77, 168-169.

Chiuesa ;miters in 1601, 1793, 1834, 1860, 1867, 1898 comment upon the West's
impact upon China. Includes response to missionaries, trade and diplomatic
overtures and the gradual appreciation that China must adopt Western military
methods and practical application of knowledge so that she might resist

foreign encroachment.

READING VIII

THE PROGRAM OF A REVOLUTIONARY

The Chinese response to the western impact began to take its toll on the tradi-

tional society which was still dominated by the Manchu dynasty. Scholar
officials began to advocate reform openly, and the ruling dynasty began to

give in. In particular the dyna-'y welcomed advances in technology and

commerce, but its leaders shunned any thought of beginning western style

government in China. The last effective Manchu ruler, the dowager Empress
Tzu H'si, actually embarked on a reactionary course designed to give more

authority to the central government.

The defeat of China in the Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895) and the uproar follow-

ing the Boxer Rebellion (1900), however, were preludes to the eventual over-

throw of the traditional government. in 1911 revolutionaries began to supplant
the old government in the southern provinces of China, and gradually a new
government based on European parliamentary forms was established. The various

revolutionary leaders, however, could not agree on a permanent constitution

and began fighting each other. Effective power fell into the hands of military

governors who had been installed as martial rulers in China's provinces. The

revolutionaries found that they had to fight these generals as well as Manchu

officials.

et the conclusion of the First World War, the influence of the war lords began

to wane as one revolutionary leader emerged as the strongest man in China.

This was Dr. Sun Yat-sen. Dr. Sun had been educated in western universities
and had returned to China to participate in the revolution. He vied with other
revolutionary leaders for dominance in the movement; by the 1920's he was in

control. Part of his effectiveness was due to the popularity of his program,

which is the subject of Reading VIII. In the "Three People's Principles"
Dr. Sun spelled out policies by which he hoped that China might bring herself

into the modern world. As you read his program, keep the fallowing questions

in mind:
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What aspects of the western nations does Dr. Sun
wish to copy? Which aspects of traditional culture
does he wish to maintain? How does he intend to blend
those two cultures? Do you think his program is
realistic?

What political adjustments does Dr. Sun wish to make?
What ideological adjustments does he wish to make?
What is the purpose of each of these adjustments?

How does Dr. Sun intend to alleviate China's economic
distress? Do you think this program is practical?
Do you think this program would solve the problems
o2 the Chinese economy?

THE THREE PEOPLE'S PRINCIPLES OF THE KUOMINTANG *

* From William Theodore De Barn Wing Tacit Chan and Chester Tan, SOURCES
OF CHINESE mama% (nolidmhigi nniversity Press, New York: 1964),
pp. 106-1070 10741080 109, 111-113, 114-115, 116-117, 117-116, 119,
Volume II.

Dr. Sun Yet Sen is quoted here with his plea for nationalistic spirit,
democratization of government, and revolutionary reconstruction of the country
to bring China into the twentieth century.

READING IX

THE COMMUNISTS TAKE OVER

Dr. Sun's program of the Three People's Principles had two roots. One root was
firmly planted in the evil of traditional China; the other grew out of the
western influence on the Chinese. When Dr. Sun became the political leader of
China in the early 1920's, his program spurred his followers to work for the
creation of a new China by blending the old society with new western ideate

But the brave new world the Kuomintang, Dr. Sun's party, dreamed of never came
to be. In the end, the Communist Party supplanted the Kuomintang (or People's
Nationalist Party) and ultimately achieved the necessary power to put its
program into operation.
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How did this come to be? Why did the Kuomintang, which by its program seemed
to offer China her best hope of preserving what was good in the traditional
society combined with the modern methods of the West, fail to achieve its goals?
The following. reeding by an eminent American scholar of China, tries to explain
why the small Communist Party succeeded in displacing the mammoth Kuomintang.
Am you read, keep these questions in mind:

What aspects of the traditional society contributed
to the Communist success? What aspects of the
western influence contribute to the Communist
success?

Why did the Kuomintang fail to achieve its goals?
What external forces contributed to its failure?
What mistakes did it make that helped bring its
downfall?

In what ways did the Communists change the thrust
of the Revolution?

PERSPECTIVE ON THE COMUNIST REVOLUTION *

* From A. Doak Barnett, CCOMUNIST CHINA IN PERSPECTIVE (Praeger, New York:
1962) pages 17-26.

This article describes the disillusionment of the intellectuals of the Kuomintang
with parliamentary methods of change and the influence of the Russian Revolution
upon China, the devastating effects of the Sino-Japanese War, and the relevance
of these things to the success of the COmmunists in China. The author relates
how the strategy evolved by the top Chinese Communist leaders was tailor -made
to fit China's specific situation. He ends his discussion by questioning
whether the West's impact upon the non-Western world will prove to be sore
destructive than constructive.

.



CHINA UNDER THE COMMUNISTS

Stating the Issue

The basic elements of Chinese civilization-..its values, political system,
social structure, and economy--lasted for 1500 years. Until the nineteenth

century, no one in China seriously questioned the Confucian values, the

Imperial government, the lend-based economy, or the highly rigid class structure.
When China found herself being defeated by western powers in war after war, the
first serious questioning of the. traditional culture began.. Even then, the
Chinese scholar-officials did not wish to change the basic aspects of their

society. They merely wished to add western technology and military proweee

to their traditional system.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the Chinese began the first basic
alteration of their traditional society in 1500 years. The revolutionists

began by developing a new political system. The new government never has a
chance to gain any stability, however, and China was plagued by internal
rebellions and external enemies for the first half of the century. Finally
the Communist Party established itself as the dominant ruling group in China

in 1949. With the Party safely in command of the destiny of China, the
Communist leaders began a fundamental reconstruction of Chinese society.

The Communist leaders have vowed that they will destroy the last remaining
vestiges of the traditional society and build a Marxist-Leninist society in

its piece. Taking their cue from the writings of Marx, Lenin, and their own
leader, Mao Tse-tung, they have set out to build a modern nation based upon
the ideals of western Communism.

But western observers have noticed subtle shifts awey from the hard line of
Communist ideology in the economic, political and social policies stated by
Mao and the other Communist leaders. Programs have begun which seem to have
goals completely opposite from the tenets of Marx and Lenin. How to explain

these shifts? This final portion of the unit on China will investigate these
shifts in order to determine why these apparent changes in ideology have taken
place. Are they merely new methods for obtaining Communist goals, as the
Chinese Communist leaders claim? Or have the leaders been forced to modify
their goals in the face of the long tradition of Confucian China? Cr are the
Communist leaders not interested in ideology at all but merely in the practice'
matters .of defending their country against attack and keeping their people

from starvation? These are the questions upon which the remainder of this

unit on China will focus.
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READING X

COMMUNIST IDEOLOGY

The ideology of the Chinese Communist Party is drawn from the writings of Karl
Marx, Friedrich Engels, Vladmir Lenin, Josef Stalin and other Western Communist
leaders and theorizers. Marx and Engels pronounced the Communist ideology for
the first time in 1848 in their jointly written "Communist Manifesto." This
pamphlet proclaimed that the proletariat--the working men--would carry out a
revolution against their bourgeois masters by seizing the means of production,
and turning them over to the use of all the people. For a time, the working
men would establish a dictatorial government which would oppress all of the old
capitalist oppressors until the values, the economic system, the political
system, and the social structure of the old bo rgeois regime were completely
crushed. This dictatorship of the proletariat would pave the way to the
ultimate goal of a classless society in which no government would exist, all
of the means of production would produce for the good of all the people, and
everyone would share equally in wealth.

The doctrine of Marx and Engels was modified by Lenin. He stated that the
proletarians, as a class, could not hope to organize sufficiently to overthrow
its capitalist masters. A revolutionary vanguard, he said, would have to carry
out the revolution for them. A hard core of Party members would seize the
government and the means of production in the name of the proletariat and carry
out the dictatorship of the revolution. Once the last remnant of the old
capitalist society had been crushed the state would then slowly "wither away"
leaving the classless society.

The ideology of the Chinese Communists is based on the ideas of Marx and Lenin.
The Chinese leaders have further modified them to fit the particular circum-
stances of Chinese society. The most articulate spokesman of Chinese Communism
has been its chief revolutionary leader, Mao Tse-tung. Upon completing the
expulsion of the Chinese Nationalist government in 1949, Mao proclaimed the
Chinese People's Republic and defined its ideology in the excerpt included
in this reading. As you study Mao's words, consider the following questions:

How has Mao altered the theories of Marx and Lenin to
suit the particular needs of China?

What implications does this ideology have for the
government of China? How will leaders be recruited?
Row will decisions be made? What. will be the role
of the individual citizen?

What are the goals of the Chinese Communists? What
kind of society do they hope to construct?

To what extent do Mao's ideas Aepart from traditional
Confucian'beliefs? To what coent are his ideas
similar to Confucius' ideologyi

A
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THE DICTATORSHIP OF THE PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY *

* Prom Conrad Brandt, Benjamin Schwartz and John Ko Fairbank, A DOCUNENTARY
HIST= OP CHINESE CC MUNUM (Harvard University Press, Cambridge: 1952),
pp. 456-60; from SELECTED WORKS OF MAO TSE-TUNG is Vol. II, SI irCCS OP
CHINESE TRADITION, s cit., pp. 225-26.

Mao Tee-Tung defends "the people's democratic dictatorship." He speaks of the
expediency of dictatorship and its tailoring to the Chinese environment.

READING XI

THE APPARATUS OP DECISIONMAKING IN COMMUNIST CHINA

The Chinese Communist leaders freely admit that China is a totalitarian dictator-
ship. The Communist leaders believe that the advance toward the classless
society cannot be made without. the dictatorial leadership of the Communist Party,
for.only the Party knows the principles of Marxism- Leninism on which the new
society will be built. All political decisions, therefore, must be made by the
Party.

Because the responsibility for making decisions falls upon its shoulders, the
Party has had to develop a decision-making process that would insure that all
decisions would continue the resolute advince to a communist society. Some
process had to be developed to assure that all decisions would follow the Marxist-
Leninist line and that the 4ectsion-makers would have the necessary information
about the problems the- faced in implementing their system.

Reading XI contains evidence about the decision-making apparatus that the
Communists have developed it China. The reading contains four selections, each
of which sheds light on ttt% decision-makiug process. As you read these selec-
tions, keep the following questions in mind:
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that are the formal rules for making decisions in
Communist China? How do these rules affect the flow
of information to the decision-makers? To whop do
these rules give the responsibility for making
legislative and executive ducisions?

What is the role of the Communist Party in making
decisions? What is the role of the State? Why
is each assigned its particular role?

What does the case study of local decision-making
reveal about the informal rules for decision-
making? What does it reveal about the flow of
information to decision-makers? What does it
reveal about who has the Tesponsibility for
making decisions?

How has the decision-making process been changed
from traditional Chinese government? Will this
decision-making process insure that the Communist
goals will be the major considerations in making
a decision? Will this decision-making process
insure that the decision-makers know the reality
of a situation before making a decision?

PARTY AND STATE *

The following selection contains a Chinese leader's interpretation
of the relationship between the Party and °tate.

* Prom John Wilson Lewis, MAJOR DOCTRINES OP 'CO MMUNIST CHINA, (W. W. Norton
Co., New York: 1964), pages 216-217, 126-130, passim, 182-183.

The Communist Party is described as the core of the system of the people's
democratic dictatorship, directing and enforcing Party policies through the
organs of the state. Excerpts from the Constitution of the Chinese Communist
Party describe "democratic centralism" and the organization of the Party
hierarchy. These excerpts show that discussion is possible before policy
decisions are made, but that once the decision is made the lower Party organiza-
tion must carry it out unconditionally. The article describes Party Congress
election, delegate numbers, meeting sessions and includes a case study of
decision-making at the local level.
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A WESTERN OBSERVER'S VIEW OF CHINESE GOVERNMENT *

* From A. Doak Barnett, paammasT CH/NA AND ASIA, A CEALLENGE t0 ANEAICN
POLICY, (Random House, New York: 1960), 14-16 ncoaim

The author sees the Communist Party of China as the ultimate political
authority and the source of all important decision - snaking on the mainland
today. Patty members occupy the strategle positions in government at all
levels and policy decisions On key problems are first made within the Party's
Central Committee. Graft and corruption have been stamped out and though
the Chinese masses do not take part in decision making, they are politicized
and made conscious of national affairs.

READING XII

0 DECISIOWMAKERS IN COMMUNIST CHINA

Ultimately, the most important factor in decision-making is the person who has
to make the decision. The kinds of decisions that are made always reflect the
values and the personality of the people who are entrusted with decision-making
power. To understand decision-making in Communist China, therefore, we must
first understand who the leaders are and how they are recruited.

The leaders of traditional China were recruited through the civil service examina-
tion system. Since the examinations concentrated on the Confucian beliefs,
China was always assured of having leaders who were well-schooled in the funda-
mental ideas of the Chinese sage. Though they were capable of moral leadership,
thc decision-makers.of traditional China were not capable of making practical
decisions about the use of science and technology, military strategy, or economic
policy. Because the leaders were not schooled in the practical arts, China fell
far behind the West in economic growth and military strength.

The Communistb have attempted to change the leadership patterns in China. Accord-
ing to their theories of Marxism- Leninism, the leaders of China should be the
vanguard of the working class who consider the march to the Communist utopia
their most important consideration. On the other hand, the leaders of China
must be practical men, able to. translate the ideas of Marxism - Leninism into
specific programs designed to, meet particular, practical problems. Though the
Communists have tried to make 'these changes in leadership, they still face the
ancient traditions of old China, and they have had to account for these tradi-
tions in developing their leadership patterns.

Reading XII concentrates on the recruitment of leaders in Communitt China and
the social backgrounds of those men who now occupy leadership poaitions. As
you read the selections that follow, keep the following questions in mind:

4
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1. How ewes one become a leader in Communist China?
;low does this system differ from the recruitment
of leaders in traditional China? Will this system
provide leaders who know the general theories of
WirxibmmL=lnism? Will this system provide leaders
who can solve practical problems?

Who is the ideal Communist, according to Liu Shaw.
chi? What evidence is there that the system of
recruiting leaders in China will provide such
leaders? Is Liu Shaochi's ideal Communist a
practical man? Is he a man who understands
Communist ideology and can net in accordance
with it?

What are the social backgrounds of Chinese leaders?
What is the relationship between the system of
recruitment and the kind of leaders China has?

What are the implications of the social backgrounds
of Chinese leaders for the kinds of decisions that
will be made in China?

HOW TO BECOME A LEADER: THE FORMAL RULES *
=aaa.myeamms,..m.S.11111.61111

* From John Wilsoi Levis, MAJOR DO=ITIRS OF COMM4IST CHINA W, Norton
Co*, New York: 1964), 121-124 passim.

Selections from the Constitution of the Chinese Communist Party spell out the
formal rules for achieving leadership positions in China*

ROW TO BE A GOOD CCNMUNIST *

The following selection is taken from Liu Shaochi's
HOW TO SE Al GOOD COMUNIST* 'Liu Shaochi is ChaiTman
of the Chinese People's Republic au4 a leading member
of the. Communist Party*

* From William Theodore De Buy et glAA 9z cit., VOL ILA pages 249-50,
251, 252, 254. The good communist is exhorted to study liarxisamLeninimm
to understand it, and to put those principles into practice* The Party's
interests are supreme at all times*
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SOCIAL BACKGROUNDS OF CH/VESE DEC/SIM-MAKERS

* From John Wilson Lewis, LEADERSHIP IN COHNUNLVT CHINA, (Cornell Univeraity
Press, Ithaca, Hew 'cork: 1963) 108; Donald W. Klein; The Next Generation of
Chinese Communist leaders," in THE CHINA, QUARTERLY* 1109 12, October-December
1962, 59-66.

Charts revealing the social class, education and experience of Chinese decision-
makers with the Lewis table giving only a numerical breakdown in terms of
workers, peasants, intellectuals, other and the Klein tablet dividing the
leaders into five groups with more specific backgrounds delineated.

READING XIII

DOMESTIC DECISION-MAKING: THE CUHNUNISTS AND AGRICULTURE

The most startling announcement to come out of Peking since the Communists
took power was the 1958 policy statement that the regime would organize all
of China's 5E9,000,000 peasants into giant communes comprising 2000 to 4000
households. Each of these communes would be administered by Party-selected
otticials who would regulate every minute in the day for the members of the
commune. The communes were to be more than agricultural production units.
Alt communes would also allocate some of their human resources at various
timr.3 during the year to industrial production of one sort or another, and
part of every day was to be devoted to military training. All 4,embers of
the commune would eat together in a common mess hall, children were to be
placed in commune-run nursery schools, and older members of the commune would
be placed in "happy homes for the aged." In short, the commune was more than
an economic unit; it was to become a way of life for 500,000,000 peasants.

Initially the commune paid big economic dividends for the regime. Agricultural
production increased significantly during the first few years of the communes
and industrial production from the communes also made some remarkable strides.
In the early 1960's, however, Chinese agviculture fell upon bard times. Grain
production began to decrease to the point that Chinese officials had to go
hat in hand to several foreign governments to negotiate agreements for import
Lug wheat into Chins. At the semi time, the Government began to modify its
commune policy.

The creation of communes completely disrupted the traditional way of life of
the peasant. For centuzies the Chinese peasant has been accustomed to tilling
his own acres and passing them on to his sons when be dies. Yet the regime
decided that these traditional ways must go. Per 'tat reasons? Did they
wish to further progress toward their communist utopia? Did they believe
the commune was a more efficient unit for agricultural production? And. once
the step was made, why did the communists begin to retreat from the commune
system? These questions continue to puzzle foreign students of the Chinese
government. Reading XIII contains some evidence that will cast light upon
these questions. As you reed the selections that follow, ask yourself the
follo wing questions:

'
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Why did the COmmunist regime decide to organise agricultural
production under the communes? Why did they decide to retreat
from the commune system in the 1960's?

Do you chink there is any relationship between the failures
of the commune and the disruption of traditional ways?
What implications does your answer carry for the economic
development of traditional societies 1

To what extent can you trust the Communique of the Centyal
Committee regarding the motives underlying the creation
of the communes? To what extent can you trust the.
conclusions of Claude Buss, who wrote the selection on
Commuilist agricultural policy?

THE POLICY OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE *
awyaoavides=1.1Wagil.y.

* From "Resolution of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party
on the Establishment of the People's Communes in the Rural Areas, August 29,
1958,u in John Wilson Lewis, 2p.. cit., 288-289, 293.

This official communique gives the Party's rationale for establishing communes,.

THE HISTORY OF THE COMMUNES *

rrom Claude A. Buss, THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, (D. Van Nostrand
Company, Inc., New York: 1962) pages 50, 53-59.

A Western historian writes about the declaim to institute communes and the
way they served the Party in self-sustaining efficiency, helping the social
revolution, and facilitating Party control. As the original regulation,
proved too rigorous, easements were ordered and compromise of ideology had to
be made with human nature.
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7tEADING XIV

DECISION-MAXIMO III FOREIGN RELATIONS

The history of China for the pat two hundred years has been a history of
military and diplomatic defeat. Beginning with the first Opium War with Great
Britain in 1841, Chinn has suffered 'a long series of military reversals at
the hands of the vestava powers and the ewoire of Japan. Technologically
underdeveloped, China could rot withstand the foreign invaders who entered her
major harbors in.the nineteenth century with gun boats and established them-
selves as virtual rulers of the Chinese ports. By the end. of the nineteenth
century, every major port in China was controlled either by Germany, France,
Great Dritain, the United States, Ruoala or Japan. The twentieth century
continued the string of defeats. Japan subdued China during the Second World
War, and it took the collective action of the Allies to free her from foreign
domination. Since the Communists have taken power, aggression against the
Chinese mainland has ceased, but. China has not been able to get her way it
Taiwan, Korea, or Southeast Asia.

In adation to confronting the bare facts of China's military history, the
Cc=waist leaders must also account for the ideology of Marxism-Lc:dam
in developing their foreign policy. According to Marx, the Communiet Revolu-
tion was to be world-wide; workers in every country were to throw off their
chains together and begin the march to a classless society. When the first
Communist Revolution in Russia did not include workers of every other country,
the Communist° redefined their theory. According to Stalin, the strong man of
the Soviet Union, socialism would develop first in Russia and then would be
exported to other countries, either by war or Ruastan-aided revolution. Stalin
believed that all Communist countries would participate in the exportation. of
the revolutic-1.

Since the Communists have taken po%;-... China they have developed a foreign
policy turned against the United States and other western countries which
formerly held colonies in Asia. They have supported Com6ist parties in
their neighboring Asian countries, and they have interfered in the Korean War,
when United Nations troops, comprised mostly of United States forces, cot too
close to China's frontier; They have invaded India and interfered in the
Indian-Pakistani war of 1965. Evidence indicates that they have also inter-
fered in the internal affairs of Indonesia.

What is the basis of this policy? Why do the Chinese take such a Ifsrlike
attitude toward the United States and other western powers? Why do they
interfere in the internal affairs of their Asian neighbors? Why have they
invaded neighboring. countries? These decisions are all based upon a Chinese
foreign policy that has been evolving since 1949. Reading XIV consists of a
number of short foreign policy statements made by Chinese leaders and Chinese
newcpapers. As you read these selections, consider the following questions:
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What motives lie behind the Chinese policy statements?
About what do the Chinese Communists seem most
concerned in foreign relations? What are the apparent
goals of the Chinese?

To what extent do you think Chinese military history
has influenced Communist foreign policy? To what
extent do you think Communist ideology has influenced
Chinese foreign policy?

What are the implications of Chinese.foreign policy
in her relations with the United States? Wi0b her
Asian neighbors? With the Soviet Union? With
other western powers?

What hypothesis could you formulate about Chinese
Communist foreign policy from these selections?

ANINNIftrIDIMPIONTI,ATI~INISPealaWINIMMIINIo

CHINESE COMMUNIST FOREIGN POLICY STATEMENTS *

China Looks Afield

The CCP and the Chinese people constantly pay attention to the national libera-
tion movements of people of various Asian, African, and Latin American
countries. In his report to the first session of the Eighth National CCP
Congress, Comrade Liu Shaoch'i pointed out that national independence move-
ments have already formed a powerful world force, and expressed the opinion
that in the 'wake of the Second World War the comprehensive success of national
independence movement is another development of great historical significance,
second only to the formation of the international socialist camp. The CCP
always considers that the support of national independence movements by the
socialist countries fully corresponds with the interests of world peace.

The Five Principles aileclful Coexistence

The Government of the Republic of India and the Central People's Government
of the Peoples Republic of China .

Have resolved to enter into the present Agreement based on the following
principles:

(1) mutual respect for each other's territorial integrity and sovereignty,
(2) mutual non-aggression,
(3) mutual_non-interference in each other's internal affairs,
(4) *quality and mutual benefit, end
(5) peaceful coexistence.

* From Department of State Publication 7379, Bureau of Intelligence and
Research, CHINESE COMMUNIST MU OUTLOOE. Government Printing Office,
Washington 25. D.C. (June; 1962), 814190
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A Policy of Friendly_Samtettan

The principles underlying the foreign policy of the Peopl'e's Republic of Chinaare the defense of its national independence, sovereign freedom, rightt.,andterritorial integrity, supporting a lasting international peace and friendlycooperation among the people of all countriesvend opposition to thy,imperialist policy of Aggression and war.
Chou En-lai, Report to the Standing Committee of the
National People's Congress on the Afro-Asian
Conference, May 13, 1955

Friendshi With the Socialist Countries Neutral Countries and ColonialPeoples,

Our country's principles in dealing with international affairs should be asfollows: (1) to continue to consolidate and strengthen our eternal, unbreak-able fraternal friendship with the great Soviet Union and thePeopte's Demo-cracies; (2) to establish and develop friendly relations with the Alien,African and other countries which support the Five Principles; (3) to
=umws.

.1111.1111.01P.,41.14

Esamilleemdtamila
In the final analysis, the securing of world peace mainly relies on the
struggles undertaken by the peoples of the world. The present world situationis more favorable than ever to the struggle in defense of world peace. Thecountries in the socialist camp are growing stronger, and our unity, too, isgrowing from day to day. All attempts of the imperialists to sow discord arefutile. The nationaland democratic movements in Asia, Africa, and LatinAmericare developing vigorously. From South Korea to Turkey, from Cuba toAlgeria, anti-imperialist revolutionary storms are breaking out continuously.

Teng lisLao-ping, Speech of May 20, 1960

C.kiirjLtlat.,mocraticl._.Levolutions
This means that we must closely integrate the struggle for peace with thenational democratic revolution of the colonies and semi-colonies and therevolutionary struggle of the proletariat in the capitalist countries. Thesetwo revolutionary struggles are indispenseLie to the fight for world peace.Only renegades such as the Tito group will brand our resolute implementationof the two slogans and our firm support for these two kinds of revolution as"stiff dogmatism," and even as an "attempt to export revolution" while laudingits own shameful actions of betrayal of these two slogans and opposition tothe two kinds of revolution as a "creative development of Marxism-Leninism."-- Wu Wang, "The 'Quiet' Europe and the 'Unquiet' Asia,

Africa, and Latin America," People's, MAUL, June 21, 1960

For the Sake ofPeace America Must Leave Asia

imperielism must completely get out of the southern part of Vietnam; itmust get out of all Asia! Only in this way can the peace of Indochina andAsia be effectively safeguarded.

12LolLegjLE, Wax, July 20, 1960
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China Needs Peace

The-Chinese people are ardently peace-loving people. The 650 million liberated
.Chinese.people have worked with resolute deteiMination and diligent hands to
rapidly change the poor and blank background of their own country. Meanwhile,
they are expeditiously carrying out their socialist construction with full
confidence. We need an environment of lasting international peace. Therefore
the Chinese Government and people have all along pursued a peaceful foreign
policy and upheld the principle of peacefUl coexistence between countries
of different social systems.

-- "Another Example of Peaceful Coexistence," Le1221221
211.L.11., August 28, 1960

British Polust Clunk .e.
The British Government, while recognizing the People's Republic of china, has
been helping the United States to keep the Chiang Kai-shek clique in the teat
of China usurped by it in the United Nations. Britain is also the propaganda
center of the absurd contention about the undetermined status of "Taiweu."
Recently, the flirtation between the British Government and the Chiang Kai..
shek clique has markedly increcsed. China is willing to see its relations
with Britain. improved, but it will never acquiesce in or tolerate the British
practice of following the United States in creating "two Chiitas." If Britain
does not change its double-faced attitude toward China, Sino-British relations
will inevitably be adversely affected.

-- Chou En-lai, Report to the National People's Congress,
February 10, 1958 (NCNA, Peiping, February 11, 1958)

Unavoidable War

Our ambition and great aim is to free mankind forever from the disasters of
war. However, we know that war is as natural product of class society and
the exploitation system and thet the system of imperialism is the root of
modern ::ars. As long as imperialism exists, wars are unavoidable. An
imperialist counterrevolutionary war can only be eliminated by it revolutionary
war of the people. The only way to eliminate wars and bring about a lasting
peace is to eradicate the root of wars.

Hsiao Hua, Speech of June 3, 1960

Chinese Sumostfor National Democratic Revolutions

The Chinese people firmly support the national and democratic movements of
the Asian, African, and Latin American peoples and the struggle of the people
in the capitalist countries for democratic liberties andsocialism.

-- Chou En-lai, Speech Before General Council of WFTU,
June 6, 1960

China Not To Blame for Bad Sino-American Relations

While we were on our tour (of South and Southeast Asia], quite a number of
countries expressed concern over the relations between China and the United
States, hoping out of good intentions to promote an improvement in the rela-
tions between the two countries. The Chinese people do wish to be friendly
with the American people. However, we are not to blame for the long failure
to improve Ole relations between China and the United States. It is the United
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States Government which, using the international disputes between China and
the United States as a lever tq create tension in the Par East, is obstructing
improvement of Sim-American relations . . The United States not only re-
fuses to recognize the People's Repubkic. of China, but is also hampering other
nations from establishing friendly rel ations with China. It continues to
obstruct the restoration to China of its rightful place in the United Nations.
It continues to apply a trade embargo against China and is further stepping
up it, efforts to prevent other nations trots developing trade on the basis of

equalitiitiamutual benefit with China. What is the most serious is that
the United States not only refuses to negotiate seriously on the question of
the tension in the Taiwan area, but is intensifying its military control over
Taiwan, expanding its military bases and planning to install guided missiles
there. This is a deliberate attempt to aggravate the tension in the Taiwan
area. Moreover, the United States also attempts, through the Sino-American
talks [at Geneva, later at Warsaw] , to induce China to recognize the present
state of United States occupation of Taiwan, thus to create a situation of
two Chinas.

-- Chou Enlai, Report to the National Committee of the
Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference
(CNA, Peiping, March 5, 1951)

READING XV

THOUGHT CONTROL IN COMMUNIST CHINA

The Chinese Communists are attempting to tear 800,000,000 Chinese from their
traditional way of life and prod them into the future. In order to cake a
modern nation out of China, the Communists realize that they will have to
break down the old value system as well as the old government and economy.
But changing the political and economic systems is a far less difficult task
than changing values which have a 2000 year history.

Accordingly, the Communists have embarked upon a massive crusade to change
the beliefs of the Chinese people. Often they resort to strong-arm methods;
"reactionaries" are thrown in jail, and there forced to mend their ways or
live out their days in prison. In some cases, the Chinese have tried to
change the values of stubborn intellectuals by psychological moans, called
brain-washing. But the Communists realize that force and brainewashivl cannot
do the whole job. force cannot make people enthusiastic supporters of the
regime and brain-washing is slow and expensive.

Reading XV contains three selections which reveal some of the ways the
'Communists are trying to bring about ass conversion to their way of thinking.
As you read these. selections, consider the following questions:

What aspects of the traditional value system are the
Communists trying to root out of the Chinese mind?

What new values ere the Communists attempting to
inculcate in the. Chinese people?

What methods do the Chinese Communists use to per-
suade people to their way of thinking? How
effective do you think these techniques are?

Is there any evidence contained in the reading to
indicate that the Chinese are having difficulty
breaking dawn traditions?

CMINROMIIIIMbire.01111MINIItlM110111111011MMY4111MMINIA1110.1.......01111111w
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THE STUDY GROUP *

From Harriet C. Mills, "Thought Reform: Ideological Remolding in Chine,"
in THE ATLANTIC MONTHU, December, 1959, pages 7173, 75, 76-77.

The Communist study group, an attempt to convince the people of the justice
and correctness of the Party position and thus wia their support through
intellectual acceptance of theory, leading to spontaneous, energetic support
of principles, is depicted. Participation in body and orally is required;
active criticism encouraged.

gaol Nowareammoway...am.

A CHINESE FILM STAR *

In the late 1950's a Danish citizen named Earl Eskelund,
who is married to a Chinese girl he met at Peking
University, was traveling through China. An account of
his interview with a Chinese actress follows:

* From Robert E. Event", editor, REPORT nom up CHINA, (Bantam Books:
1962) pages 258-259, 261262.

A Chinese film star is interviewed and in distinct contrast from what is
expected of a Western film star. Theatre is required to be a reinforcet
of Party principles and is a method of propaganda and educations, not simii
entertainment or an art form.

A COMMUNIST PRIMARY SCHOOL *

* From "In a Peking Primary School," in CHINA RECONSTRUCTS, July-August 1954,
page 37.

Indoctrination in the elementary school is described.

READING XVI

WHERE IS CHINA GOING?

For the past month.we have been studying. the civilisation of the world's most
populous country, China. We began by examining the traditional culture of that
ancient land to learn about the institutions, the values, and the stores of her
people. We studied the ways .in which the political system, the economic.systen,_
religion, values and customs were related to each other and blended together
to form * coherent culture.
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Vant we examined the ideas and institutions which were diffused from the West
and the agencies which diffused them. Europeans began to occupy ports in the
sixteenth century and to win extra-territorial rights for their citizens.
These limited contacts led the Chinese to reject western ideas and values but
to emulate western technology which was so superior that a few armed westerners
could dominate whole areas of the empire. Pinally, in disgust because of the
obvious failure of the old ways in the face of the western challenge, a revolu-
tion took place, and the revolutionaries tried to establish a western-style
government. In the 1940's this government fell before the onslaught of Chinese
Communists who won the support of the peasantry.

Since 1949 the Chinese Communist Party has been in couLrol of the country. The
party leaders established a Soviet-type, totalitarian .soliacal system and
imitated other aspects of Soviet life. But the Soviet model did not exactly
suit Chinese conditions; in addition personal rivalries of the leaders drove
the two nations apart. In recent years the Chinese Communists have tended to
develop their own version of Marxism, a version in keeping with their own
conditions.

How much of Chinese communism is western and how much comes from the East?
Will the Party be able to continue to impose western ideologies and institutions
upon the Chinese or will still further modifications of the Russian model become
necessary? Can the Chinese overcome the host of problems which beset them,
problems such as population growth, backward agriculture, a small and obsolete
industrial establishment and the host of social problem which haunt a nation
transforming itself-In a generation from'a-traditiiiiriiiiity to a modern
world where innovation is the order of the day? What will Chinese foreign
policy be now that her scientists have exploded their first atomic bomb? All
these questions trouble Americans.

Reading XVI summarizes the progress made by the Chinese since 1949 and raises
some of the issues discussed in this introduction. As you read it, keep the
following .questions in mind:

omummaaMell.

..M111111i.11.MINLIMIMMINNIIIM MINCONNIP

1. What have been the objectives of the Chinese Communist
Party? To what degree have they been successful in
their pursuit of these objectives?

Row much of Chinese communism is western? Now much
is eastern?

3. What is going to happen in China?

CHINA TODAY *

* From A. Doak Barnett, COMMUNIST CHINA IN PERSPZCTIVIS (Frederick A. Praeger,
New York: 1962), 27-28, 29-33, 35-37, 48-50.

A report on the Communist imprint onChinese society after little more than a
decade of control. A summary of political, social and economic change and
some questions about China's future.
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INTROW4T1011

Immo Plan, Reading 1

subject Objective: To know that the Communiets tan Chins are trying to cheese the
traditional society of China Lute *modern (innovative) neelcty
by totalitarian methods.

To knew that modernization moans inAustriatizetim, ercating
livable citieu, developing an effective governmeet dcvolepins
national loyalty, and promoting the squatty c2 7eoplce.

:'Ai Objectives: Derivation cf Abstract
tene

Relating!: (3.30) - dewclaw:Int or:
rclimation on the basis of apecific itomo noticed by an

eyewitness,

Mavis *2 qlemn111 (4.10) reeogutzing the eteteud
aaauttivtiens of the author's fracc of tk2erence cut of thll
students° fracas of reference.

Reading I
Single concept slides: "Imes e2 Communiet Chian."

STICa O7 73.7.8: NnV4 ctudcit's write down
L..e!: most impreases them in each
ictuVID

nave several students read their
ari: "Why do you think

you noticed these things rather
than °there

zid tho ease aspects of Chincse
society levees the author of cnr
reading? what impreee him?

etas basis of theee two views
of Chime° society, whet general
stetaments can us make about
Communist China?

This Qxiircims is dest5nti: to lava students
reveal their oun frome .of refereth:e.

Weitz., the students' brprts314iLs on the
heard. Then uue the tuezition to woe:
touard a definiLien of the et"': ac7,..4..e

free* of reference. %r to dcvelop 4
general statemnnt that will dczevlba
the frame of referecce of situ etuZeut.

Get the students to itdicata the a2fer-
e=e4IS and the similarities tuvweer.. Veat
they noticed ant! what Chondre-See%er
noticed. from these cbscevetioes try
to develop a general etctument that
will deecriba tha difference° between
an Asian's from of refer :wee end a
westerner's frau* of reference.

Work toward a =mbar cf zenera :mute-
meets that wil; describe the !Altura
and goals of Chinese tetelitarienicl.

AV: Scenes of Communist China: color photos showing heavy industry, use of
animal and human heavy labor, women laborers, children laborers. The
emphasis is on showing how China allocates her hung* Arosourcis.



Sbbject Objectives

Skill Objective:

Menials:

lieseon Ilan, R eading 2

TRADTTIOVALVALUESs CONFUCIAN=

To know that Confucianism is a set of rules designed to
provide harmony in interpersonal relations.

Dityaliellow (2.30) recognizing, the inplications of
Confucian values for the political, economic and social
systems of China.

Derivation of Abstract Relations: (S.30) - to discover from
the specific rules of Confucianism that Confucianism aims
at creating harmony in interpersonal relationships.

Reading 2

What are Confucius' culls
designed to do?

Oa the basis of this conclusions
whet do you this& Confuctuo and
the Chinese Who accept his ideas
value tyl,,ta X03t?

.0ROUP RINCRCISS: Divide class into
three ;coups. lave each group
mower ORS of the three questions
below.

1.Vhat are the implications of
Confucianism for the Chinese
political system/

2. What are the implications of
Confucianism for the Chinese
econemie system?

3. What are the implications of
Confucianism for the Chinese
social system?

0RCUP R3202111

The students should synthesize the subject
objective from the specific rules. The teaJher
should guide discussion to this end by allowing
students to sugdest answers and then test their
answers against the sayings of Confucius. 11,

the end of the dismission the students shoal,:
realize that Confusion rules provide a formula
for successful interversona/ relationships.

TWA question it designed to see if thc: students
have learned the major subject of the lesson.
The question is worded differently frea the first
question in order to see if the stud ants can
tummies their knowledge from cue quection to
another. They should be able to respond that
Confucius valued harmony In interpersonal
relationships.

Assign one of the questions to each group. Hake
sure that they use the analytical questions for
studying political, economic, and social systems
in drawing their implications, e.g.:

POLITICAL: Who are the leaders and bow do they
gain and maintain support? Who makes
decisions and how are decisions msde?
What is the role of the individual
in the political system?

What should be prodceea Row should
it be produced? For whom should it
be produced?

What are the social grove and bow are
they determined? Rom doe: one achieve
meMberehip in a social group and how
does membership influence laic behavior?
New are privileges, distributed as

the social groups? Row and under whet
circumstances do ()octal groups come into
contact with one another?

Rave each group report its findings and see
that the students in the other groups copy down
the findings in their notes.

SCOMIC:

SOCIAL:



CEA Lesson Plan, Reading 3

TRADITIOIZA1. GOVERI=L2: L2 CIVIL SERVICE

Subject Objectives: To know that Chinese civil servants were recruited by the
civil service examination on the basis of their knowledge
of Confucianism.

To know administrative &vistass were concerned mostly with
maintaining harmony and peace.

To know that the government was more concerned with the moral
development of the Chimes people than with satisfyin3 their
practice/ needs.

Skill Objectives: TEroductia..t.t ate joi. (5.3(1)- the development
of a hypothesis about leadership, decision making, or the role
of the individual.

Judlt.snmgjALIMELSILELLIAstattia: (640) - evaluation
of political' system insofar es it promote,: Confucian values.

Materiels: Reading 3

WRIT1VQ EXERCISE: Divide class
into three sections. Eve each
student in each section write
a paragraph in which he answers
one of the analytical questions
about political systemuo

REPORTS

Let's check this political system
against Confucian values. now
well does it live up to the values
we.defined yesterday?

Assign the students in one soetien to write
a.ps ragraph w which they anser the queetion
°Who aro the political leaden and hoe de
they go about gaining and =detaining leader-
ship positions?" Have the atudents in another
section write on "On what basis are decisions
made?" and finally, have the third Dutton
write on 'What is thu role of the tronvidual
in the political system or how does the political
system affect the individual?"

Call upon the students to read their poragraphs
and aeons each paragraph with the whole class.
Make sure that the students juetify their
assertions with specific evidence teem Cho
reading. Outdo the discussions to the three
subject objectives Masted above.

Have the students check their knowledge of
the political oaten against the implications
of Confucianism that they decided upon with
Reading Is The students should see that the
political cyst= is geared to the promotion
of Manama values.



CM Lesson Plan, Reading 4

IMITEMIAL SOCIAL ClakSSES: TU SMOLAR-GENTRY

Subject Cbjectivas: To know that of the various social classes in Chinese society,
the scholar-gantry hold the dominant po&ttion because they
controlled the government and the economy of China.

4

To know how tba scholia' class was determined, bow on6 became
amembor of the scholar close. what contact the 'cholera he,
with the rest of the people. and What prtvilegcs and
responsibilities wore bestowed an the scholaragentry.

Skill Objectives: Analysis of elements: (4.10) of the Chinese scctal structure
and the elawats of 00 scholar class.

Derivation of Abstract Rel-tions: (5.30) a the development of
a hypothesis about haw the scholar gentry C430 able to maintain
its dominant position in Chinese society and thus retain the
traditional social structure.

Marble s Reading 4
MIII111111111111111111111L4ir

list's apply our analytical
questions to the scholar- gentry:

1. Davit the gantry class
determined?

2.. What privileges and responsi
Iilities are accorded the
scholar mlass?

3. Sew. end under what eircump
stances does the scholar class
coma into contact with other
classes? .

4. Sow does one become ameMber of
the scholarogentry/

111.1,0111111MIMMINIIIMIIIIIMAIMM111111111101111WilesilmsOW

The teacher should try to gat the students to
develop these questions on choir owns if
post:si/es By this time they should be well suave
of the analytical questions concerning social
structure. If the students cannot develop
these questions. then the teacher should ask
them. The students should be able to answer
the questions from the reeding.

1. Schotargentry are the intellectuale of China
"Om hold or have held office in the tverial
aos ministration. and others who have passed he
examiattion (see paragraph 4, page 19),

2. The responsibilities accruing to the gentry
are the responsibilities of governing. Their
privileges include exemption from court trials,
land ownership, reduced taxation ceong others.

3. The scholar 01 s5 came into contact with the
rest of the population in the capacity of rulers
and only in that capacity. Theme was no marriage
outside the class and very little mercantile
dealing with other classes. Indeed, the scholar"
gentry' tried to have an little contact with the
people as possible.

4. One became slumber of the scholar-gentry by
passing the examinations, so theoretically any=
could earn this exalted status. In fact, however,
the only people who could alford the education
necessary to pass the Imam were the sons of
present scholars, hence social status was
practically ascribed at birth.



OEM

C471 War it: Divide class into
ea =any groups as is usnagcable.
Ask cash to develop a hypothesis
about uhy the acholargentry
remained the dominant class in
*dna.

Reading 41, page 2

Save the students reexamine the reading to
see why the scholar -gentry were able to
maintain their monopoly of pawn., prestige
and wealth. The students should relate the
evidence to what they tnow of the ideology and
the political system to see how they encouraged
domination by the scholementry.

have each group report its hypothesis and
center discussion around the proof of .the
hypothesis. The teacher should try to get
the students to challenge each others and
soak evidence to meet each challenge.



1...uson Plan, Recditz 5

TRA) rIXORAL CC0:1=7/: VILLA03 440RICULTORS

Subject Objectives:

Skill Objective:

To Pam hew the Chinese in the village of TaQou allocate
their humans natural* and capital resources.
To knew what is produced, how it is produced, and for whoa
in thus village of T.itou.

thaalttio.of eke:mkt: (4,10) .. analysis of hew human* natural*
and capital resources are allocated.

Reeding 5
Uaudout: {Allocation of Ream:rocs in Tattoo"

1010::CM:.
nava the ctudents fill in the
chart "A/location of Rescorces
in 2sitou"

This exercise amid encourage the students
to analyze the economy of Tattou. Lsample
chart, filled in* might leek like this:

RESOZIIS

Mhtural:
Crop l:nd
about 90%

.%1 LOC4 M0

Residential lend
about 5%

Grxdens about
5%

October-June: winter Wheat and winter barley
June-October: 50-60 in sweet potatoes (poorer

fesilies)
30% to willet (wealthy families)
10% to garden vegetables.
poonum. soybeans are cash crepe.

Also used for cottage industry

Also used as threshing ground

All fsailies engaged in fanning* 5,6 moons*
To people we* in foundry* 3 families prase, oil
Two people engaged Ix cartT
3.4 wecrers04411 partotices.

ROW

anistals* donkeys and oxen* plows, harrows*
reedive and diggIng boas* Ira: rates* wooden and iron
shovels, keynoting sickles, pit* forks, stone roller,
Mils, wheelbarrow used in taming. Artisans have sene
cquipeockfer their particular trade, g., terse.



OVA

it determine° how thou
recosznes aro allocated

item maid you as the
traditional economy la
order to make it produce motet

Lesson Plan, in 5, pogo 2

The students ahead develop a hype:beats
which explains hos the traditional answers
to the economic cuestions-ftwbat, have and
for tehea-ftdictoto how resources are
allocated* Vor as ple. the allocation al
lead to va*.touo crops is the result of years
of tradition. Zr is also dependent upon the
relative wealth of the family* The alloca-
tion *Liman resources is dictated by the
tradittenal value system sibich exalts work
in the fields over work as a case stave etc.

This quer:ties should encourage the students
to avoculete an the gays in sthich ;dietetics
of resources could be changed to incroace
production* Tor example, the widely ocattered
end diversified crop lands oat, be
consolidated in a few crops* rim capital
reteurces might be bartered by bruging in
mechanics/ oquipsinat* Moro spacialination
of the humus resources might increase the
productivity of the village

vaqFWma.ierobNKAAFogrtiMtMftV,P4Vrl,FrVitufVtt.'r.,'Pffd5MR.FA,, k,,,TMVAT'IM.,.-"Vrer414A,WINAWSPNIMISMINVF
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C=.1

Subject Objective:

Skill Objectives

Statute 1st

Lesson Plane Reading 6

TRADITIONAL Glint WE PEAS=

Telma that as plight of the peasant is related to the
traditional political& economic& social and value systems
of China.

pmivelskagAett.-.41L.jons (5.30) - the development
of the relationships between daylight of the peasant and
the structumand operation of traditional Chinese society.

Reading 6
Essay Test

MINISTER ESSAY TEST
Allow twenty tainutes.

What is respon-'11e for the
plight of the peabant as
desevLbed by White and Jaccoby?

Spend the remainder of the period developing
a hypothesis in answer to this question.
The teacher should attempt to set the
students to S6r. .46 relatiouship between
the traditional society - its ideology,
political system, economy, and social
structure and the peasant's



SWAT TEST

Answer the following questions in an ossay 'l'ou will have twenty ainutes
to writs youu responses

Web of the following institution* of traditional China
would he the easiest to change? Why?

1. political

2. social

3. economic



Lesson Plan* Reading 7

CM= REACTION TO TIM mama OF TEE =ST

Subject Objeetives; To know that the West did not colonize China but that it
exploited China it gained the privileges of colontsation
without the repponsibilitics.

To know that Chinese reaction to the West evolved from one
of disdain to one of fear and respect for the material
culture of the western nations but continuing disdain for
western values and political institutions.

To know that Chinese contact with the West wqs through
mercantile connections and through mourn educational systems..

Skill Objectives; ProdueLion of a uni Um cernnnication; (5.10) - the formation
of a broothesis concerning China's reaction to the West.

aslazis of elparalg: (4.10) extraction of statements from

doeuments to justify hypothesis.

:leteriato: Reading 7

Ekocznld you compare western
cent:tat with China to western
contact with India and Africa?

CCal"WIIM Divide class into
fivo groups. Rave cash construct
a hypothesis in answer to the
question* "Mat was the Chinese
vacation to the West?" on the
basis of the selections they read.

IMPS

Uev car we ambles all your
hypotheses into ono hypothesis?

.1=111011111101.

The students should achieve the first subject
objective through discussing tbis qutetion.
In Africa (South Airica) Ohs uestatnztrs
settled the land and tried to ertablish their
own country there. while in /vas thc.y govssned
the country, In Chirps howevave they
achieved no such colonial acess* only
privileges of using certain ports for trede.

This exercise Is designed to have the students
construct a hypothesis on the !mit of
fragmentary evidence which will them be
modified by class discussion,. aoign one
group to write a hypothesis on the basis of
the doeuments on page 39, the second en the
basis of the documents on page 40, the third
group on the basis of the document on pages
40-41* the fourth group on the basis of she
document on page 42, the fifth voup on tae:
basis of the document on page 43.

nave each group report the hypothesio they
developed with some indication oZ what
evidence they need to develop the hypothesis.

The discussion growing out of this question
should aim to develop a single hypothesis in
ant= to the question. The hypothects should
include the cheese in attitude that came after
the first Opium War; the cephasia on military
and technological aspects of the culture; the
quarrel over materialistic values; and the
rejection of Christian values and weetern
political ideas.
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Subject Objcictives:

Shill Objective*:

.1=Inlos

Lesson Plano flooding 8

16ZOORt II CO A DINOLD=It

To Wow that Dr. Amen program for the Nnomintang seem to
combine western principles uith traditional Chinese principles.
To know that Dro Sun's pravam is designed to msderniso tho
political, ccoaomtc, and social systems of alas in order to
was China an innovative society, capable of facing changing
problems.

ZnnIxamallgrpla: (4.10) to analyze Dr. Sun"a programin term, of western and Chinese elements.

Jb4m...anvtajatggatALSLftrntILAEWMIW (6.20) to
doteroino whether Dr. Sunlo program is designed to utodemize
China (1.4.11 transform Chinn into an innovative society).

Reading 8

traki273 21:71,02E: Vete out a
eatht: in eabett you categorise
Dr. Sun% so:ncle according
to western end traditional
Chinese cicalcota.

Cat :2 to r213 Divide class UM)
4=3 02 four group°. Dave
than esiccuas the question
%Todd Dr. Sunsa program
transform China into a s s odern
innovative cocicte

ININIMM11..111

This exercise io designed to get the stuck:nix
to analyse Dr. Sunse program in terms of
western and Chinese pvineiples. 'She ,Itudents
should note that Dr. Sun attempts to combine
the features of censorship end civil cervics
(=with modern democratic institutions; cad
that be is coMbining =stern style socialism
with the traditional agrarian economy of China.

Dave the students report their findings to
the class and have students complete their
notes from the contributions of their fellows.

All= the groups to discus° this question,
and cote that by &certain time limit they
should reach consensus. Then have each of
the stoups report its decision to the test
of the class and encourage class diocussion
to develop the rationale behind the hypothesis.
The class stmdd cud the discussion by
realising VamQ Dr. Sun wants to lueorporate
political machinery which will calm it possible
for Chine to adapt to changing, conditions.
The method he suggests for hand reform can
be used an an excellent zample of the type
of machinery he suggests. The students should
realize that Dr. Sun emphasizes changing the
political system as the sestet= method for
modernisetion.



CM:1=1(STS T1 I7Z 0E2

Zest= Plane Reading 9

C.V.I.jciet: Objective: To know why the Communists achieved paver in China.

81411 aj=tivee: FLIMULIIMAAMMISLBPJAIIRM (5.30) 0, to develop
an oxplenationawkithe Co=unists achieved power in China.

Amallysis of Reletionehl.e: (4630 m to 40alyzo how me
....m
evidence presented in the article supports the explanation
of why the Communists achieved 'power.

Reading 9

cant WAD Bays each group
de:tramp an explanation or
hypottlesis in answer to the

clution, 'W'hy did the Cammuniste

achieve power in Caine?"

C:.7.711.1.11ZE: new can we write
cat:: explanation that will account
for all titer ideas mentioned in
this discussion?

Ewe ecch group choose a lee= and ask thmn
to work toward an explanation that they can
all agree upon. Tell the groups tot rite
down their explanation once it hal reached .

conseneus and turn them into the te.te.ler.

When all 'gaups have taittQn their explana-
tions, resolve, into awhele-claos end read
each group's explanation. Call upon each
group to justify its explanation by referenee
to the evidence contained in the reeding.
Enure the rest of the clean to
criticise the explanations of the various

groups.

Woth tonard & general explanation with the
whole class participatiug. The final
explanation should contain the &aiming
elements:

le failure of western nations.to help
Ruomintang

2. Russian help in organisational problems

3., effect of World War It on China

4. no efficient party apparatue in
nationalist Chita that could marshal
support in behalf of Wationaliet
lenders

S. traa Communist Party's proarau and its
appeal to peat ants. lutelleetualsp
cad to patriotism.

6. the Commubist strategy of peauaut army
and region by region tete-over of Chine.



CHINA Exam Following Reading IX

DO NOT WRITE ON THIS EXAMINATION SHEET. AN ANSWER SHEET HAS BEEN PROVIDED.

This objective examination will last 20 minutes. It consists of twenty-five
. questions. For each question, choose the best of the, four suggested answers.
After you decide which answer is best, mark an X through the letter on the
answer sheet. Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be given
for multiple answers.

1. Confucius valued all of the following EXCEPT:
46> material goods. C. family ties.
D. education. D. loyalty.

2. In the traditional village, a family used its land to grow crops
A. for sale in nearby cities. C. to be sold in the village.
Cb to be consumed by the family. D. to be used by the army.

Most of the members of the scholar-gantry class came from
A. peasant backgrounds. (sr? scholar-gentry backgrounds.
D.. marchent backgrounds. D. artisan'Oackgrounds.

C 4. According to Theodore White and Antietam Jacoby, which of the following
was most responsible for the poverty of the peasants?
A. The bad soil which they farm.
B. The large families most peasant, must support.

The oppression of the landlord...tomahawk-government official.
The peasant's total reliance on the land.

A S. All of the following were factors in the Communist take-over of China
EXCEPT:

Russian support of the Communists with Ammunition and troops.
The appeal of the Communist Party program to peasants.
The failure of western nations to help the Nationalists.
The lack of an efficient Party apparatus that could gain support
for Nationalist leaders.

j) 6. In which of the following ways were the human resources of a Chinese
village allocated?
A.. Everyone in the village worked only in the fields.

(P Everyone in the village worked in the fields and some people also
worked at handicrafts.

C. Some people worked only in the fields while some people worked only
at handicrafts.

D. Men worked in the fields while women worked at handicrafts in the home.

I) 7. Sun Tat-sen urged the Chinese to
A. completely destroy their traditional civilisation.
D. adopt communism.
C adopt capitalism.

blend elements of traditional China with western ideas.



CHINA exam

41 B. Some Chinese officials began to realise that Chins could learn from the
West after
A. Marco Polo traveled to China.

dithe Dutch set up a trading outpost at Malacca.
the British defeated China in the Opium War.

D. the Boxer Rebellion.

3 9. The scholar gentry were able to maintain their dominant position in Chinese
society for all of the following reasons EXCEPT:
A. they controlled most of the land.
(5. they owned most of the factories.
C. they had more knowledge than, lower classes.
D. they had political power.

A iv. The major concern of the traditional Chinese government was
c2providing moral leadership for the people.
developing the Chinese economy.

C. attending to the economic welfare of the people.
D. bringing about a classless society.

B 11. In the nineteenth century, certain Chinese officials criticised the method
of choosing civil servants for failing to recruit men who were
A. popular with the people.
& able to solve practical problems.
C. well schooled in Confucian principles.
D. well schooled in the laws of the Chinese.

6.12. In traditional China, social status depended upon
A. how many workers a man employed.
B. what kind of house a man lived in.

whether or not a man occupied a position in the civil service.
how large a farm a man owned.

/113. According to Confucius, the best government was one which
a> set a good example for the people it ruled.
B. established laws and punishments which made men moral.
C. took measures to insure economic growth.
D. maintained a well-equipped army to keep westerners out of China.

1)14. The method of recruiting leaders in traditional China was consistent with
Confucian philosophy in that
A. only men of great wealth were chosen.
B. only men who were popular with the voters were chosen.
C. only gentlemen were chosen.

d) only men who were highly educated were chosen.

15. The civil service examinations tested candidates on
A. their knowledge of economics.
B. their knowledge of the institutions of the government.
C. their knowledge of the laws of China.
ei their knowledge of Confucian principles.



CHINA exam

Questions 16 through 19 refer to the following table:

Graduates of Civil Service Exam who did or did not have
Ancestors in the Civil Service

Categories Examination of
1148 (Total-279)

Examination of
1 1256 (Total *572)

I. Total graduates with no
ancestors in civil service.

157 (56% of total) 331 (58% of total)

II. Total graduates with
ancestors in civil service.

1

122 (404 of total)
1 .

241 (42% of total)

A. Graduates with father,
grandfather, & great
grandfather in service.

45 (37% of II) 30 (12.5% of II)

B. Graduates with father &
grandfather in service. 17 (14% of II) 22 (9% of II)

C. Graduates with father
in service. 26 (21% of II) 63 (26% of Ti)

D. Graduates with at least
one ancestor in service. 34 (28% of /I) 126 (52.5% of II)

11 16. The conclusion,9Host of the graduates who had no ancestors in the civil
service came from wealthy families"
A. is justified by the table. B. is not justified by the table.
C. can be inferred from the table, but more evidence will be needed to

justify it.
Qi) can neither be inferred from nor justified by the evidence in the table.

Co 17. The conclusion, "With the passing of the centuries, family background
counted for less and less in the recruitment of civil servants"
A. is justified by the table. B. is not justified by the table.
(0 can be inferred from the table, but more evidence will be needed to

justify it.
D. can neither be inferred from nor justified by the data in the table.

A' 18. The conclusion,."One's chances of becoming a civil servant were better
if one came from a.long line of Civil servants than if one was only the
son of a civil servant in 1148"

0 is justified by the table. B. is not justified by the table.
C. can be inferred from the table, but more evidence will be needed to

justify Lt.
D. can neither be inferred from nor justified by the data in the table.

15 19. The conclusion, "Family background counted more thah education in the
recruitment of .civil servants in 1 48 and 1256"
A. is justified by the table. 5 is not justified by the table.
C. can be inferred from the evidence 14 the table, but more evidence

would be needed for justification.
D. can neither be inferred from nor justified by the evidence in the table.
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«4.

Questions 20 through 25 refer to tb following statements of Confucian
principles:

I. "The inforiot man uaderstands what is profitable."
II. "To govern is to set things right. It the ruler begins by setting

himself right, whewill dare to deviate from the right?"
In. "By nature men are pretty much alike; it is learning and practice

that set them apart."
IV. "Humanity is what it is to be a human being and loving one's

relatives is the most important part of it."

4,20. Which of the Confucian principles stated above is illustrated by the
following statement: ."In order to enter the Chinese Civil Service, one
had to pass an examination. "?
A. only B. II only 40) III only D. U only

A 21. Which of the Confucian principles.stated above is being used to judEJ the
civil servant mentioned in the following passage: "Wang Ting has used his
office to enrich himself and should be dismissed."?

I only C. I & I// only
B. It only D. I& IV only

a i2. Which of the Confucian principles stated above is being vied to judge
the civil servant mentioned in the following paasege: "Ting Kin-chau
...has knowledge and attainments of a respectable and sterling character."?
A. II only 0 II & III only
B. I & III only D. III & IV only

A.23. Which of the Confucian principles stated above is being tesIed in the
following question from a civil service examination: "He acts as he
ought, both to the common people and to officials."?

(I) II only C. I & IV only
B. III only D. It and III only

b24. Which of the Confucian principles is illustrated by the following passage
learned by school boys: qiutual affection of father and son, concord of
man and wife; the older brother's kindness, the younger one's respect.
These moral duties are ever binding among men."?
A. I only B. II only C. III only 5. IV only

25. Which of the Confucian principles stated above is Mencius trying to explain
in the following passage: "The King said, 'You have come a thousand miles;
you must have something to profit my kingdom.' Mencius replied, 'What
I have to offer is humanity and righteousness and nothing more.'"?

B. II only (? only

A. only I II only
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Subject Objectives*

Chill Objectives«

Esteriniss

Leases Plano %eddies 10

=Man 101014101

TO hew that ecumenist Weaker is revolutionary in Chits
is that it completely rejects Omsfecian values.
to know what implications Oossamnist ideoloyy has for the
political systeis of *Amu

iktanttologipitss (MO to be able to drew &wiles:acne of
mist ideology for the political system of China
tadjaLiajtfallmojas (4.10) to.suralyse tholidealoa o2
Coawanirm for the values it be to praacto.

Steadinis 10

Cow revetutionnry is Coasuatica
for China? To what degree
does Comvitnism depart from
traditional values?

°Nur worm }Imo each group
work toward a hypothesis for

of the 6110144 questions.

1. Who call be the leaders and how
will they be recruited?

2. licsi will declaims be mak)?
3. What will be the role of the

indivi4ual gitittAl

Will a political system based on
this ideology be any sore capable
of adapting to change than the
traditional political system?

ONOW.P0OoloW004.WOMMAMMO0OLV*WAWOMMOMAIMW.W.WOMMMEMUO

The studeuts shouid teal's° the rlediu3s to
select evidence 'Aga siurra hoo C....stausist
values differ frau Couruc lea 'Mb= end in
What ways they are clutter* 7.te stuJents
should note that the seal Q2 ConAiniem is
far different from Coldueicalsn. Cora:mist;
is concerned with maturial wetfarep
Confucianism is ettnecened uLth haramay
At the smut time* Ceaftscianiew awl Cmktunice
both melt the walfero of the cuttre group
over the welfare of the indivleueles

The LIudents should develop bytattcaeo that
will ohm hen Cezuunist ideolozy rupiscrts-a
totalitarian regime. They *watt t o rnetlises
for exesqles that leaders will be chcann
from the top on the basis of aair cetzltuteat
to Courzuntst goalcthat the riAiSt be
interested in crushingo the Isknrialivii:
capitalists and elevating the Irolctariet
Decisions) will be made by a ctut.tral authority
in the name of the proleterLet. acse
decisions will be made to fatIter. eau Accls
of the COmmunista. Ito LaditvZiva: ciLizca
will have no part in decision takf.n, tut Li
the aline is a camber of the 11441 eZrrist,

he will be protected by the covermeot (thegh
he will also have to follow the wart: of
the govecument.),.

Allow the students to speculate 6cut th*
adaptability of the Comunist re3tr.e. if
the regime is hamstrung by its Wolof:To it
runs the ride of closing off atom:agave:3 in
change. Monger; the ideology will pm:v.1A
several alternative MIMS for achLoviug its
goals, than it will be able to es.ipt to
changes as they occur.



cam Leseon Plans Reading XI

VS APPARATUS OF DECISM 11A `c 7G

Subject Objectives: To Lwow zbat the severnmtnt of Communiet China is Co construetee
as to assure dominance by the COmmunist Party.

TO kmow that tho laver to make eignificant decie.ons Ls veated
in very few bends at the national level ani at e1 lceal level.

Skill Objectives: Anglyyd2902EganiFotiene Prinelples: (4.30) - to enalyze
the organieatiou of Chinese political iaetitutions to
recognize the totalitarian principles upon which they are beam%

Reading XI
TWo transparencies

or gavaxmams~mrsiikesa~mararamwhIm wastroolpeom NessmumangssmoftraioFandaiimignsiaiNiMMINIPOilmmirieue=1MVorwienowamerwamoNlowdsmsoisearrrietisrs.owsdru.
smarm.

DEL4421:312:SP=Critl
Mat dons this indicate about the
orgenizatien of the Chinese
gsvermiecur.?

Mum would this principles of organism.
tion a_loct the way in which .

eccieiens are mad* in 00mmunist
China?

Pi om TIMESVALENCT #2
Frei your readings: how would you
draw lime indicating the flow
of infotmetion in China?

This euercise is desi3ned to hnve the st4ecnts
analyze one of the peinciplos of: tpwernmeetel
orgeniection in Chines namely (fart vemment
pests eve filled by. Party levier:, Sin cf
the seven =bars of tIle Politburo czeupy
the most important post:: in the gover=e3t,
Mao se Turas the Chairman ef the lberty mtd
Chairman of the Politburo stanOing ebmittee,
Cass not occupy a gevernment pela tine* he
retired soLe nets ago, let az ate time Inc.
was the Premier of China.

The etudento should recognite that Party
decisions will away° prevail :!.r. the ottite
apparatus, and :het state dceicone are
depondent epos what the Party w4nte.

Direct the students' attention to fle f=me
selection inn the reeding, The slori:kal et.t.tx

state that lower Party ortsnizatime mat
report to the higher Party oraeaientim-e. The
students would then draw lines iled.:_cazLz2;

that Information flows upwards Zem Zocel
.Party committee to the central eommtvme.
The transparency should leek emettiie3 Me ble:



Lesson Plan, Ids. X1, page 2

Standing Committe*
of Poiftburo

Politburo

Central COinfttee of CCP

_00------- I 1446fti.%.:44%,
Local Party Committee Local Party Committee Local. Party Committee

seN

Party
I

a Drayches Party Branches

I /
factory ceAmuno village army factory c zune village army

unit unit

Party Breaches

factory commune village a
unit

Fron your readings, how would
you draw lines indicating the
flaw of directive about what.
decision, have beem.mmdo?

LocaliParty rear
arty Branches

These lines should emanate frog tho central
committee to the local committees and from
the local committles to the Party branches
that are located in the various Sectors of
the society. The transparency should look
something like this.

Standing COmmittas
of Poiltburo

Politburo

Central Cemlittee of CCU'

gif

Local Party CImmittee

arty Br hes

factory cimuue v llase army
uni

Local PartylCommittee

/
Party Branchei

factory commune vil

lactory * village a my
unit

lege army
unit

)(

r.

ri

UJ

r



Uhat seems to be the basic
principle underlying the
organization of the COmmunIst Party?

Taking these two charts and the
evidence in your readings as a
battle, how will the inatitu-
tioaal structure of China affect:

1. Legislative decision making

2. Executive decision making

1.11117

Lesson Plan, ads. XL, Page 3

The students should be able to analyze the
chart to indicate that the local Party
organizations exist to feed information to
the central government and to translate the
decisions of the central zovernment into
action. The basic principle or organization,
then, is centralized decisloa making. The
teacher may wish to dramatize this point
after the students have made it by drawing
a circle .around the Politburo indicating
that decisions are made there.

The students should understand that legislc:tve
decision making will be done in the Party
councils, particularly in the Pelii.tbsro.
Those decisions will be based upon thi.
information supplied the Politburo from
the lower Party erg= and on ifhe leedere
interpretation of Harxist-Leniniat philo-
sophy. The structure Locum; that the
leaders' views of what the society needs to
advance toward Communitmcwill be carried out.

Again, the focus is on the Politburo and its
standing committee. since the members of
the Politburo occupy the key positioa° in
the state apparatus, which is eepoasible
for enforcing the Party politics, we can be
sure that all decisions about how to execute
and enforce labs and Party policy will be
handled in accordeace with Party policy.
Again, information from the lower Party organs
will enable the Politburo to take the
appropriate measures to see that their laws
are obeyed. further, the chain of command
clearly indicates that the Party lenders
can see that their laws are implemented.
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Lesson Plan, Reading XII

OZOISt011 HAI= Ili =MIST COMA

Subject Objectives: To know the characteristics of political leaders in China.

To know that the tyos of leaders recruited in China will
affect decision making in ways such as the following:

1. The leader, well-schooled in Communist philosophy,
will seek to prompt() its goals with his decisions.

2. The leader, trained in practical matters, will be able
to cope with practical problems of promoting Communist goals.

3. The leader, selected because of his dedication to the Party,
will make decisions that might subordinate his own
Interests to those of the Party.

4. Tho leader, because he has not ventured out of Communist
China, probably will not be. able to consider as mazy
alternatives in dcciefion making as he might otherwise be
able to do.

Skill Objectives:

laatcrialst

tallysic of Elemente: (4.10) ,0 to analyze the documents and
charts to select the characteristics of the leaders in
Communist China.

Derivation of Abstract Relations: (5.30) - to develop a
hypothesis about the effect of characteristics of the Chinese
leaders on decision making.

Reading XII

MIT= b 000E: On the basis
of tIla reading, sages list of
the chareatcristics of Chinese
Ce=amist decision makers.

REPO

The students should analyze the tue articles
and the charts for characteristice of the
leaders. Some of those avracteriatics might be:

2, he is schooled in Communist philosophy
2. he subscribes to the opinions of his superiors
3. be is skillful in dealing with other people
4. he is disciplined
5. he puts the Party before himself
6. he can translate Party policy into

practical programa
7, ho is most likely a feasant or of peasant

origin
S. be is middle age or old
9. except for top leaders, he has not been

educated out of China
10. he has a college education
11. If he was educated outside of China, he

probably was educated in the USSR.

Dave the students report the characteristics
they have listed and write them on the board.

.114, ta,

I ?:



Given this profile of the Chinese
decision maker, what kinds of
decisions would he make about:

1. industrial development .
2. agricultural development
3. housing
4, the production of cousumer

goods
5. foreign policy

TE2 PZEMTS

Given the ideology, the
institutional structure, and the
characteristics of the do Osten
mdkore, do you think that China
will be able to solve the
problems she inherited from the
traditional society?

Lesson Plan, Reading XII, page 2

This series of questions should encourage
the students to develop an idea of the
relationship between the characteristics of
the decision makers and the kinds of decisions
that have been made. Work toward general
statements such as those enumerated under
the subject objectives after the students
have developed answers to the specific questions.

Try to guide this discussion toward the
solution of economic problems and the
problems of defending Chinn from aggression)
since these will be the two problems considerc4
in the next two lessons.



Lesson Kiln, Readius XXXI

DOMBST/C D3CISION MAXIM TUE COMILSTS AND SCR/COMM

Subject Objectives: To know that the Chinese.bave reorganized the we of their
natural, Nyman, and capital resources on the Commune.

To know to what degree the.Chineaa decided to use the Commune
to advance their Comuniat aims and to what degree they havp
decided to use the Commune to meet the practical problew of
feeding their people.

Objectives: Annlvats ofiktanstit (4.10) to analyze Chinese agricultural
policy for the unstated assumptions and goals of the communist°.

AlisLlzsisLotitglatiorbileas.s (4.2G) - to compare the Commune
system with traditional agriculture.

Nate:vials: Reading XIII
Single Concept Slides: "Life on the Commune"

According to the Communists why
did they eetablish communes?

$7,C3 SLIMS: New have the
Cemmuniste implemented their
policy? Now have they allocated
humen, capital and natural
resource*? What do these pictures
tell you about the purposes behina
the decision?

60.

Direct the students' attention to the statement
of policy iezued by the Central Coemittee.
Have them analyze the statement for the reopens
stated and the assumptions unstated in the
selection* The etudante should chow° and
interpret such statements as: "The basis for
the development of the People's Communes ie
mainly the all-around, continuous leap forward,"
"the growth of rural industry also demands the
transfer of seas manpower from agriculture,"
"this has vistaed the political consciousnebs
of the 500 million peasants" (students: might
Infer tier desire to indoctrinate the masses),
h&c] complete the building, of socialism...
and to carry out the gradual transition to
communism," "Cooperatives...no longer meet the
needs of the changing situation." The students
might wish to explore the meaning of the pare ..
graph about the establishment of wage policies.
in general, the students should moo that the
.Communists decided to establish =mune° for
practical and ideological purposes.

The students should use the slides to develop
hypotheses About how the Communists have
changed the traditional egticultural system
and determine from the changes they recognize
what purposes lay behind the Communtat decision.
They *Mold be able to spot more efficient me
of human resources, the allocation of land to
more than agriculture, the divelopmeat of new
capital resemrces. They should also spot hew
the communists use the Camino to achieve
political and military purposes as well.



Uhet decloiene followed the decision
to aet up Commence?

Mat ream= do you think lay
behind these decisions?

Knmins: ',Act you do about the
leaderohipo inatitutions, and
isleolozy of the Chine's° government,
vbat DC= to be the major considera
Lion behind the decisions regarding
the .Commusee? Is it the considera-
tion of he beat to advance
Communism? Or' is it a considera-
tion of which alternatives will
best solve China's problems?

Lesson Plan, Reading XXII, page 2

Direct the studente. attention to the
selection by Claude Buss. Have them
identify the several decisions made since
1960 to retreat from the Communes,

Encourage the atudonta to ideatify the
particular circumstances that Buss suggests
prompted the decisions.

These questions should encourage discussion.
OD the blend of ideological gonls and
practical needs that govern Communist
decision making. The students should
consider to What extent CommunIst ideology
limits the alternatives &Tellable to the
Chinese and to what extent they arc able to
seek alternatives that might conflict with
orthodox Communism. The students might bear
in mind that many alternatives wat'l closed
off to traditional China because of ectablished
foIkuays and mores. The came dila= might
confront modern China if the Xeaors are toe
hidrdbound by Communist philosophy.

AV: Life on the Commune: Various photos of commune life: agricultural labor,
political indoctrination in fields, propaganda, housing, separation of and
education of children.



Subject Objectives'

Mill Objectives:

Zaterisle:

Lesson Plan, Reading, XIV

DICISIONNACTS0 T XIOUS

ToknouP what considerations underlie Chinese decisions
regarding foreign policy.

latemlgago (2.30) - to recognise the implications of
Chinese foreign policy for specific situations.

halnt,scegets: (4.10) to analyse foreign policy
state mega for underlying assumptions.

Reading=
Handout Chinese Voroiga Policy Decisions

According to the introduction of
this reading, what considerations
might underlie Chinese foreign
policy?

Which of dose considerations
seems uppermost in tbo Chinese
foreign policy statements?

HAMM What do you thick
prompted each of the foreign policy
decisioes reported here?

41111100

The students should pick out COMMiet
ideology, the history of military defeat,
and anticolonialies.

The students Should analyze the selectione
in the readings to pick out phraGcs and
passages that reveal one of the three
connidetatiens in foreign policy. The
.studenft.might choose such statement° as:

1. "The principles underlying the foreign
policy of the People's Republic of China
are the defense of its national ludepend0
euce...etc." (Indicating their concern
over protecting themselves).

2. "The Chinese people firmly support the
national and democratic movements of the
Asian, African and South American peeplee...
for democratic liberties and socialise
(indicating their concern for ideology).

3. "U.S. imperialism must completely get cut
of the southern part df Vicanms."
(indicating anti-colonial fooling).

The students should look at the blond of
factors that might eater into each. decision.
The teacher should encourage the students
to relate their knowledge about ideology,
leadership, and institutionsi structure to
each of these decisions.
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TOTALITARIANISM IN CHINA HANDOUT, Reading XIV

CHINESE FOREIGN POLICY DECISIONS

The followfLng are lead paragraphs of news stories from THE NEW YORK TIMES.

Nov. 5, 1950. Waves of Communist troops, reported in field dress of the
Chinese Communist Army, today assaulted and infiltrated the keystone of
the new United Nations defense line in northwestern Korea.

Jan. 31, 1958. The Chinese Defense Ministry announced today that Chinese
shore artillery shelled the offshore islands of Quemoy and Matsu last night.

Jan. 15, 1961. The major threat to South Asia continues to be from
Communist China. For nearly a year and a half India has been trying in
vain to convince Peiping that 51,000 miles of disputed Himalayan territory
rightfully belong to her. Of this, Chinese troops occupy about 12,,000
square miles in Eastern Ladakh Province of the State of Kashmir.

Sept. 3, 1965. Communist China declared today that its support of tne
revolutionary wars in underdeveloped countries was a strategy directed at
the eventual encirclement of the United States and Western Europe. In a
new statement of military doctrine, Peking said that the focus of this
worldwide revolutionary struggle was now Vietnam.



Lesson Plan, newelinG XV

TUOUCHT CONTROL IN =NUDIST carnA

Sutject Objectives: To kne that the Communist° in China are trying to via the
Chinese away from the traditional society by mares of
thought control.

To know the techniques used for thought control.

Skill Objectives: Avlicetion: (3.00) - to apply the analojy of a role-playinG
exerciue to the methods of thought control in Communist China,
tagysisof,iplement2: (4.10) 0 to recognize the vaueu end
unetated assumptions in the Chinese play, the interview,
and the classroom discussion.

t4,teeinls: needing RV
Tape: "Do Not Spit at Random"

*Whet is the purpose of thought
control in China?

Vaez neer value° ere the *mom/et*
toying to promote, according to
::his reading?

TALL What values nerd being
prmoted by this little play?

NLIAL eechnicuee were used to
indoctrinate the man in the play?

tOlete else is group pressure used?

ra:!: ITAVIN3 EMCKSS: Letts Ile*
whet ehene study groups ere like.
aeleet eight or nine students
to mt:".40 study Group. have
them discuss their attitudes
touard homework.)

Encourage discussion on thie tieetion. The
studente uheuld understaatl, a ell e ere; of
the discussion Ott the Sc=ea.etc are
wing thought control to wee. Ch:neee
away from the traditioeal uoet:t; dad to
gain support for their ave pelfeice.

Turn the students* attention t.1/4 t:4: Iasi: two
selections in the readinz. Lave t:%en
analyze the film-star's iatervIce ee4
school room discuseion for tle =len the
Communistu are trying to ptev.o:e. ai.Cy ehetld
identify such thin ;u as morelity, in:uetrices-
nese, nationalism, dotifuluees, etc.

The students uhould recogeize ree:eIeee cre2
cleanliness right a4y, but they ehee:d is
reeognize the concept of dut.;$ to Ifze .:wale
as being a mares moat import,:a
the neetnees is only a my of 4exenstrating
this duty.

The students should recogniee t c UJC
group pressure.

Indicate the first °election La ate
on the otudy group.

Xnstruct eight or nine studect: rf.o.nt r
study group to =mine their ettiteeee telee:d
homework. Ask the class to tea st,iy
group haw it in to proceed. ,,!:te :tu:ee:u
shr,uld inntruct the group to critteLe% ca eh
oeller, end them elves About thetr att:tt.eieu
toward :wheals/ark (this ia street the 4:e:41u:tilt
study groups do). Allow the G::eup to cam
ea their discusg.oe for ten or fitux,
minutes. Tee teacher uhoe'd play C. roleo the Cemmuniet Party's representative in the study group, tchin3 aetea .2,;e1 i4X:1;It known that he will report te Lighor authorities. The stu..!oets 0=14

""\!AT TmexiceTe of 00'140t mievr ct:c. t* th2tr 4v1
Lo aLont 1:73Ecw
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Script to accompany Reading XV

DO NOT SPIT AT RANDOM *

* From Fang Tsu, "Do Not Spit At Random," in ATLANTIC MONTHLY,
August, 1959, p. 103-104.

A street play which has been performed many times on the street
corners of Hangchow and Shanghai, written by the Hangchow Stage
Group in support of the patriotic health Movement.

ryCFr--N, )1, 71.1','Trrrfir,Wfrial#11!!!Irtilrirrirr,111,Prir''Y



CC Lesson Plan, Reading ZVI

MRS IS CHINA Ma?

Subject Objective: To know the directions in which the COmmuniste aro taking
China.

Skill Objective: Derivation of Abstract RelstiOng: (5.30) development of
a hypothesis about where Red China is going.

Materials: Reeding 16
Essay Test

ADUEUZSTRa BMW TEST: Allow the students twenty mlautes to write their
ensaeri.

Where is Red China going? Use the reading as 4 basis for discussion
for the rest of the class petted. Allow
the students free expression of their
ideas. Encourage them to use evidence
from previous readings.
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TOTALITARIANISM IN CHINA Final Examination

DO NOT WRITE ON THIS EXAMINATION SHEET. AN ANSWER SHEET HAS BEEN PROVIDED.

This examination is divided into two parts. The first part is an objective
examination, consisting of 15 questions for which you should allot 15 minutes.
The second part is an essay examination to be written during the remainder of
the period.

For each question in the objective section choose tha best of the tour suggested
answers. After you decide which answer is best, mark an X through the letter on
the answer sheet. Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be
given for multiple answers.

1. By
A.

C.

D.

establishing Communes, China was able to
put land resources under the control of individual peasants.
devote some of her rural human resources to manufacturing.
make huge increases in the amount of capital resources available to
farming.

increase the amount of human resources used in farming.

2. The Chinese use their schools to inculcate all of the following values
EXCEPT:
A. industriousness.
B. nationalism. (1) love of liberty.

C. a sense of duty to the state.

A good Party leader would consider all of the following factors when making
a decision EXCEPT:
A. promoting the goals of the Party.
B. practical methods of putting Party policies into effect.
C. Marxist-Leninist philosophy.
0 the leader's own interests and ambitions.

19 4. Communes were instituted in China for all of the following reasons EXCEPT:
A. to copy the Russians.
B. to increase the productivity of the land.
C. to make it easier to indoctrinate the peasants in Communist philosophy.
D. to make progress toward the establishment of a Communist society.

S. Communist ideology differs from the ideology of traditional China in that
it is far more interested Jo

the material welfare of the people.

putting the community's interests ahead of those of the individual.
C. maintaining peace.
D. strengthening family ties.

6. On which of the following indoctrination
Pend most?

The use of group pressure. C.
B. The' use of propaganda. D.

techniques does the study group

The use of force.
The use of advertising.



C11INA Final Exam, page 2

Oueetions 7 through 11 refer to the following quotations from the Central
Committee directive establishing the Communes.

I. "The basis for the development of people's ccmmunes is mainly the
all-continuous leap forward in China's agricultural production and the
ever-rising political consciousness of the 500 million peasants."

II. "The growth of rural industry demands the transfer of some manpower
from agriculture."

'IL "The demand for mechanization and electrification has become increas-
ingly urgent in China's rural areas."

IV. "In the people's communes...industry, agriculture, exchange, culture
and education, and military affairs merge into one."

V. "The communes will complete the building of socialism ahead of time,
and carry out the gradual transition to communism."

VI. "Payment will be 'to each according to his work' and not 'to each
according to his needs.'"

Which of the statements above would you use to justify the conclusion, "The
communes have been instituted as a means of carrying out China's ideological
goals."?
A. I only B. III only C. IV only (31. V only

Which of the statements above would you use to justify the conclusion:
"China instituted its communes to make it possible to change the allocation
of her human resources."?
0 II only B. V only C. VI only D. II & VI only

Which of the statements above would you use to justify the conclusion:
"The communes were instituted to make it possible for the government to
control the political indoctrination of China's rural population."?
A. I only C.. I, II & III only

05 I & IV only D. IV., V, & VI only

10. Which of the statements above would
is to be produced on the Communes?"
A. I only
B. II only

you use to answer the question, "What

Cs III, IV &V only
I, II, III & IV only.

11. Which of the above statements would you use to justify the conclusion,
"There is a discrepancy b'atween what the Communists say are their goals and
the practices they have initiated on the Communes."?
A.. II & III only GE? v & VI only
B. IV & V only D. IV, V & VI only

12. All of the following statements about a typical Party leader's background
are true EXCEPT:
A. He ismost likely a peasant or the son of a peasant.
B. He is middle-age or old.
61 He has been educated in several western countries.
D. He has a College education.

cJ



CHINA Final Exam, page 3

A 13. All of the following statements appear in the Constitution of the Chinese
Communist Party EXCEPT:
A. "The leading bodies (i.e. Party congresses] of the Party at all levels

are elected."
(9 "Decisions of the Central Committee are to be voted upon by all the

Party members."
C. "Lower Party organizations must present periodical reports on their work

to the Party organizations above them."
D. "Party decisions must be carried out unconditionally. ...Once a decision

is taken by the leading bodies of the Party, it must be accepted.".

14. The prospective member of the Chinese Communist Party must fulfill all of
the following requirements EXCEPT:
A. indicate that he knows the basic principles of Marxism-Leninism.

4B) obtain a majority of votes of the people in his district.
C. obtain the approval of the local Party leaders.
D. pay the: Party dues.

(1...e 15. The Chinese consider all of the following factors in making foreign policy
decisions EXCEPT:
A. what will best promote the defense of China's national independence.
B. what will help spread Communism to other lands in Asia and Africa.
(C what will help the Soviet livion achieve its foreign policy goals.
IT. what will hasten the retreat of western colonial powers fro Asia and

Africa.

PART II

"In making decisions, China is not so much prompted by its Communist ideology
as it is pro pted by the need to solve the practical problem of destroying
the traditional society and building a modern, innovative society."

Write an essay in which you either agree or disagree with this statement.

Be sure to draw evidence from Readings X through XVI.



THE NON-WESTERN WORLD !DIAL EXAMINATION

DO NOT WRITE ON THIS EXAMINATION SHEET. AN ANSWER SHEET HAS BEEN PROVIDED.

This objective examination will last forty-five (45) minutes. It consists of
fifty questions. For each question, choose the best of the four suggested
answers. After you decide which answer is best, mark an X through the letter cm
the answer sheet. Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be given
for multiple answers.

Example: Question Sheet Answer Sheet
I. Chicago is a 1. A )( C D

A. state C. country
B. city D. continent

If you do not know the answer to a question, go on to the net one, and then
return to questions you have left blank. If you are able to eliminate one of
the four suggested answers as certainly wrong, it will pay you to guess among
the other three. The exam will be graded according to the number right minus
one-third of the number wrong.

1. How would an early European settler in South Africa have characterized the
Boer relationship with the Hottentots?
A. "We must convert these heathen people to Christianity."

"The Hottentots must be exterminated."
"The Hottentots are a source of cheap labor and cattle for us."

D. "We must recruit and train the Hottentot for a colonial civil service."

2. The Boers were able to dominate the Hottentot but not the Bantu because
A. the Bantu did not have a traditional culture,
B. the Hottentot valued cattle more than group cohesion.
0 the Bantu had larger groups that were well organized.
D. the Bantu were cannibals and ate only missionaries.

3. The article, "Life in a Johannesburg Slum Yard," is an example of how social
scientists gather evidence by means o a
A. questionnaire. case study.
B. laboratory experiment. D. search through primary sources.

4. The Communists have changed the traditional ways of recruiting and training
leaders in China in that
A. they no longer require training in the basic ideology of the regime.

leaders are no longer chosen by the government elite.
leaders are no longer recruited primarily from the upper class.
leaders are no longer trained in practical matters of administration.

5. The Indian government participates in the economic development of India by
(E) persuading tradition-bound Indians to experiment with new techniques.
B. maintaining a hands-off relationship to the economy.
C. forcing Indians. to work in particular jobs.
D. planning the allocation of all resources in India.



NonWest Final
2

6. Industrialization in India has had all the following effects on the tradi-
tional culture EXCEPT that
A. it has helped to break down rigid caste barriers.
B. it has helped to break down the joint family.

6iit has made the informal education of Indians °beasts.
it has broken down the concept of a nation-state.

Questions 7 through 9 refer to the'following .statements:
I. "Our celestial empire possesses all things in prolific abundance, andlacks no product within its own borders. I have no use for your

country's merchandise."

II. "Everything in China's civil and unitary systems is far superior tothe West. Only in firearms is it /Absolutely impossible to catch up."
III. "Mathematics, one of the six arts, should indeed be learned by

scholars...and it should not be considered an unworthy subject."
IV. "As for the policy of strengthening Chive to resist foreign countries,

the only way is to use the principles of loyalty and righteousness in
order to summon and unite the moral vigor of the empire. ..."

7. Which of the statements above would you choose to support the conclusion:
"Chinese officials saw the wisdom in learning technology from the West."?
A. II only. B. IV only. C. 161 II only. II A. III only.

8. Which of the statements above would you choose to support the conclusion:
"Some of the Chinese officials, had been influenced by the western idea of
nationalism."
A. I only. C. I & IV only.

IV only. D. II & III only.

9. Which of the following conclusions do you think can be supported by 41 four
of the statements given above?
A. Chinese officials did not wish to learn anything from the West.
B. Chinese officials embraced western culture wholeheartedly.
C. Chinese officials came to believe that China was inferior to the West.

Chinese officials wished to retain Chinese values while learning westerntechnology.

10. Apartheid in South Africa is a form of
A. extermination. C. assimilation.

a accommodation. 0. amalgamation.

11. The major concern of Confucianism is
A. to tell people how to get to heaven.

. to increase material prosperity in China.
C

(40)
to bring about more harmonious human relationships.

. to provide a theoretical basis for government..
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Questions 12 and 13 refer to the following facts about Country X:
I. Population to 30,000,000

II. Population increase 1,000,000 per year
III. Birth rate 4,000,000 per year
IV. Number of trained doctors N 2,000

12. Which of the facts given above would you use to support the conclusion: "The
annual death rate of Country X is one person in every ten."?
A. I and II only. CO, I, IL and /II only.
B. I and III only. D. I, III, and IV only.

13. Which of the facts given above would you use to support the conclusion:
"Country X does not have adequate mar care."?
A. II only. I and IV only.
B. IV only. D. I and III only.

14. With the coming of the West in the 19th
interest in learning about

<A> western science and technology. C.

B. Christianity. D.

century, the Chinese showed the most

western-style democracies.
Communism.

15. All of the following were part of Sun Yat-sen's program for reforming China
EXCEPT:
A. Develop a sense of national unity.
B. Set up democratic political institutions.

Improve the economic well-being of the peasants.
Establish a totalitarian government.

16. The British in India failed to develop
A. a civil service. C. a railroad system.
45) armaments and shipbuilding D. an educational system.

industries.

17. Traditional societies differ from modern, innovative societies, in that
A. no one has very much wealth in traditional societies.
B. people are happier in innovative societies.
C innovative societies can consider more alternatives in making decisions.
D. people in traditional societies have a deeper sense of values.

18. The caste system in India influences economic growth primarily in the way
it affects
A. the development ot natural resources.
B,. the creation ot capital resources.

the recruitment and placement ot human resources.
D. the distribution of consumer goods.

19. In China, study groups are
A. held by Communist Party leaders to give the peasant a greater voice in

policy decisions.
held to bring about thought control.
held by students at the University of Peking to work on their homework.

D. held by the leaders at the communes to examine production problems.



NonWest Final 4

Questions 20 through 22 refer to the following chart.

Percentage of Castes in Selected Occupations (1931)

CASTE
% in Agri»

culture
% in

Indust
% in Higher
Professions

Middle Cas e
Pottery
Makers

20 bb
*

4

Middle Caste
Blacksmiths

1

22 5b
1 S

Low Caste
Leather
Workers

33
1

44 1

Low Caste
Fishermen
Farmers

81 1 S 1

Low Caste
Herdsmen

30
.

5

High Caste
Medicine

graMMINIMONIIIMPIMII.

b 50

High Caste
Priests
Teachers

15 5 1 31
1

20. The chart would help you answer all of the following questions EXCEPT:
A. What restrictions does caste impose on the recruitment of a labor force?

d)
From which castes do Indian farmers come?
What percentage of Indians are Brahmins?

D. What percentage of each of the five castes follow occupations other than
those traditionally assigned to the caste?

21. The chart carries implications for all of the following EXCEPT:

412

the recruitment of a labor force in India.
the population explosion in India.

C. the development of textile mills in India.
D. the development of human resources in India.

22. All of the following conclusions can be justified by the evidence in the
chart EXCEPT:
A. Modern Indians generally find work in occupations that most nearly

approximate their traditional caste occupations.
B. When Indians follow occupations different from those prescribed by their

caste, they generally find work in agricultural occupations.
C. Very few Indians who come from artisan and agricultural castes find work

&in the higher professions.
Many higher caste (professional) Indians find work in agriculture and
industry.
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Questions 23 through 25 refer to the following quotations:
"Apartheid is a museum piece in our time....Here the cult of race
superiority and of white supremacy is worshipped like a god. Few white
people escape corruption and many of their children learn to believe
that white men arse unquestionably superior...."

II. "Economic development fs but a means to an end--the building up, through
effort and sacrifice widely shared, of a society, without caste, class,
or privilege, which offers to every section of the community and to all
parts of the country the fullest opportunity to grow and to contribute
to the national well-being."

III. "It today we want to restore the standing of our people, we must first
restore our national spirit...."

IV. "We want to change a politically oppressed and economically exploited
China into a politically tree and economically prosperous China...."

23. Which of the statements above indicates that the writer has probably been
influenced by western materialistic valUes?
A. I only. C. III and IV only.
0 I/ and IV only. D. I, III and IV only.

24. Which of the statements above indicates that the writer was probably
influenced by western ideas of nationalism?
A. II only. C. II and IV only.
B. II and III only. II, III and IV only.

25. Which of the statements above indicates that the writer was probably
influenced by the western ideas of equality?
A. I only. I and II only.
B. III only. . I and IV only.

Questions 26 and 27 refer to the following industrializing elites:
I. Middle Class III. Dynastic

II. Revolutionary Intellectual IV. Nationalistic

26. Which of the above named elites is carrying out the industrialization of
China?
A. I II C. III D. IV

21. Which of the above named elites has assumed primary responsibility for the
industrialization of Indic?
A. I B. II C. III 7 IV

28. In which of the following ways is caste different from apartheid?
A. In caste, status is assigned a person at birth; under apartheid status is

earned by working hard.
B. Members of different groups may mingle more freely under caste than they

can under apartheid.
C. Members of different groups often intermarry under caste, but they may

not under apartheid.

Under caste, groups are not determined by the color of their skin while
under apartheid they are.
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Questions 29 through 31 refer to the following statements:
I. The West established trading outposts along the coat and forced the

government to recognize extra-territorial rights.
It. The West established a colonial administration in the country, but did

not send many immigrants to settle there permanently.
!IL The West established a colony there and sent many immigrants to form a

permanent settlement of Europeans in the country.
IV. The West took no interest in the Country at all.

29. Which of the above best characterizes the way in which the West came to Inns?
A. I 3. tr C. III D. IV

30. Which of the above best characterizes 'ow the West came to South Africa?

31. Which of the above best characterizes the way the West came to China?
I B. II C. III

. D. IV

32. All of the following are indications that the Chinese political system is a
totalitarianism EXCEPT that
A. a small elite makes most of the decisions.
0 there is one party member for every thirty citizens.
C. leaders are recruited by the Communist Party officials.
D. the ordinary citizen may not choose between two political candidates.

33. Which of the following statements best describes the attitudes of the
zeditional Indian peasant?
V. He is concerned primarily with his relationships with other men.
B. Be is comerned primarily with increasing his share of material goods.
C. He is concerned primarily with making sure his rights are not violated.
D. He is concerned primarily about going to heaven when he dies.

34. The greatest limitation to economic development lea India is
. her lack of natural rescurces.

(p. that India's population growth "eats up" her increased productivity.
C. India's failure to develop a command economy.
D. India's failure to develop a market economy.

35. The presence of oardos or mulattoes in Brasil indicates that Brasil
A. has worked out a system of accommodation between the races.
A. has exterminated the inferior races.
U. has experienced some amalgamation of the races.
D. has completely assimilated the Negroes into Portuguese culture.

36. In contrast to the United States, slavery in Brazil was characterised by
A. lack of warm feelings between master and slave.
B. the use of slaves on plantations..

the wholesale freeing of slaves.
the protection of slaves by Church and State.

w.
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Questions 37 and 38 refer to the following problem:

Suppose you had chosen to do a research paper on the following question:
"How have the COmmunists altered the educational system in China?"

37. Which of the following chapters in Fairbank's UNITED STATES AND CHINA would
bf most likely to contain evidence t our paper?

A. Political Control Thought Reform

B. Economic Reconstruction Social Reorganisation

38. Which of the following analytical questions would be the least useful in your
research design?
A. Who was educated in traditional China?
B. What are students taught in Communist China?

C. What are the goals of the educational system as explained by Chinese
political leaders?

02 When did the Chinese Communists take over the educational system?

39. Which of the following statements would you choose to support the conclusion:
"Industrialization has brought about great changes in the traditional society

igiIndia."?

When Indians move to the city they live in nuclear families.
'134. Brahmins accept only managerial positions in industry.

C. Sons generally follow the occupation of their fathers.
D. A new well was dug in Mysore for the Untouchables.

40. Which of the following statements would you choose to support the conclusion:
"When the Bantu moved to the city they easily accepted the material culture
of the West."?
A. Bantu children have little supervision in Johannesburg.
B. The Bantu men earn less than one pound per week.
n. Some of the children went to the special school set up for them.

40 The Bantu families often bought pianos.

41. Which of the following statements from a government proclamatiiia would you
accept as evidence that the Chinese instituted the communes to bring about

more widespread commuLism in their country?
A. "The mass of peasants are already conscious of the benefits the communes

have brought them."
B. "The communes combine industry, agriculture; trade, education, and

military affairs."
The people's commune will remain the basic unit in our social structure
in the transition from a socialist to a coimunist society."

D. "With communes growing larger, the standards of supply will be raised."

42. which class would you be least likely to find Negroes in Brasil?

A Traditional upper class. C. Middle class.

. Traditional lower class. D. Rural proletariat
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Questions 43 through 4/ refer to the following statements:

I. Sentence #2 provides substantial evidence to confirm the accuracy of
sentence #1.

II. Sentence #2 tends to confirm sentence #1, but mere proof is needed to
be sure.

III. Sentence #2 proves convincingly that #1 is incorrect.

IV. Sentence #2 neither proves nor disproves sentence #1. The two sentences
are unrelated.

43. Which of the above statements best describes the relationship between the
following two sentences?

#1. "China is a totalitarian regime."
#2. "The official title of the Chinese government is "Thic People's

Republic of China.'"
A. I (9 II C. III D. IV

44. Which of the above statements best describes the relationship between the
following two sentences?

#1. "India has made rapid strides toward modernising her agriculture."

#2. "In traveling almost 6,000 miles throughout India's most fertile
farmland, I saw a total of six tractors and no other farm machinery
of any type."

B. II gt III D. IVA. I

45. Which of the above statements best describes the relationship between the
following two sentences?

#1. "The Chinese have an overwhelming population problem.
#2. "Over people live in China."

A. I C. III D. IV

46. Which of the above statements best describei the relationship between the
following two sentences?

#1. "The government of South Africa pursues a policy of apartheid."
#2. "The South African Prime Minister, in a recent address explaining

government policy, stated, 'We are trying to bring about the
separate development of the races in South Africa. Therefore, this
government tends to erect completely separate facilities for the
two races.'"

I B. II C. III D. IV

4/. Which of the above statements best describes the relationship between the
following two sentences?

#1. "The people who live in Indian villages are miserable."
#2. "In one village which I visited, nearly half of the babies born that

year died because their parents could not afford adequate health
care."

A. I III D. IV
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48. Which of the following factors has the least influence on decisions made by
economic planners in Communist China?

A. The doctrine of Marxism - Leninism.

B. The need to bring about rapid economic growth.
cThe wishes of the consumer.

e. The desire to make China strong enough to resist attack.

49. The
A.
B.

abolition of slavery in Brazil
changed the role Negroes played in society from laborer to manager.
elevated the Negroes in status to prestige positions.
changed the norms that governed relations between whites and Negroes.
pushed the Negro into the upper class.

50. Former South African Prime Minister, Man, defended the system of apartheid
on all of the following grounds, EXCEPT
At Apartheid provides for the best possible development of both races.
el Apartheid is the best way to make the Bantu capable of mixing with the

whites.
C. The Bantu and Boer ways of life are irreconcilably different.
D. Under apartheid the Bantu have received special services and special

treatment for their special problems,


